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Preface

Emergence and complexity refer to the appearance of higher-level properties
and behaviours of a system that obviously comes from the collective dynam-
ics of that system’s components. These properties are not directly deductable
from the lower-level motion of that system. Emergent properties are prop-
erties of the “whole” that are not possessed by any of the individual parts
making up that whole.

Such phenomena exist in various domains and can be described, using com-
plexity concepts and thematic knowledges. Natural systems in biology and
environmental science exhibit wide range of interactions’ systems (food chain
or neuronal systems, for example) through multi-scale phenomena where each
level reproduces similar organizational emergence. Social systems in human
or economical sciences exhibit similar kinds of emergent organizations, due
to individual behaviour interactions. The dynamics of the components lead
the system to organizational evolutions crossed by temporary critical equi-
librium, for example bifurcation phenomena.

In this book, we will highlight complexity modelling through dynamical
or behavioral systems. We will develop wide range of links between models
and various applicative area in geography, urban systems, trafic management,
biological systems, ...

Complexity science exhibits original feature by filling the communication
gap between thematicians (domain experts) who hold specific knowledges
of reality and phenomena and modelling designers who hold specific knowl-
edges of some formal operational descriptors, relevent for these reality and
phenomena. Complexity leads to efficient ways for thematicians to analyze
practical phenomena. The thematicians’ knowledges together with complex
systems’ concepts, can lead to emphasize innovative properties which can be
generalized and formalized through a wide range of domains (resiliance, for
example ...).

The first chapters of this book focus on complexity modelling concepts.
In the first part, historical point of views and conceptual descriptions are
given, leading to a better understanding of complexity through epistemology
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(F. Varenne) or to a formalization proposal for multi-level emergent behaviours
( C.-C. Chen et al.). Fundamental questions are asked: “When are things com-
plex?” (R. Sitte) and “What makes a system c omplex?” (M. Cotsaftis).

In the second part, complexity modelling is proposed for geographical sys-
tems. Deep links of these systems with emergent properties (A. Dauphiné)
are presented. Methodological approaches for risk and catastrophe analysis
and management are described (E. Daudé et al., D. Provitolo). Innovative
swarm intelligence algorithm is proposed for spatial self-organization simula-
tions (R. Ghnemat et al.).

In the third part, dynamics on complex networks are studied. The emer-
gence of chaos in networks describing adaptive systems are investigated
(A. Gecow). Synchronization phenomena in neural networks are shown and
lead to a power law characterizing self-organized systems (N. Corson and
M.A. Aziz-Alaoui). An original validation process is proposed to study the
dynamics of distributed architectures, using formal methods (I. Oliver).

In the fourth part, complexity engineering for transportation is studied.
Adaptive self-organization processes for transportation on demand in urban
systems are described (C. Bertelle et al.). Modelling for network intermodal
transport is also given (A. Caris et al.).

In the fifth part, different aspects of engineering processes for decision
making are suggested: complex systems’ modelling for inventory management
systems (K. Ramaekers and G.K. Janssens), medical diagnosis based on co-
operation between physicians and artificial agents (B.L. Iantovics), timetable
agent-based software (E. Babkin et al.), emotion modelling for problem solv-
ing applied to learning (K. Mahboub et al.).

The pluridisciplinary purposes of this book’s concern are enable to design
links between a wide-range of fundamental and applicative Sciences. Devel-
opping such links - instead of focusing on specific and narrow researches - is
characteristic of the Science of Complexity that we try to promote by this
contribution.

Le Havre, France M.A. Aziz-Alaoui
February 2009 Cyrille Bertelle
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Models and Simulations in the Historical

Emergence of the Science of Complexity

Franck Varenne

University of Rouen, Department of Philosophy
76821 Mont-Saint-Aignan, France
&
GEMAS, CNRS UMR 8598
Paris Sorbonne, France
fvarenne@wanadoo.fr

Summary. As brightly shown by Mainzer [24], the science of complexity
has many distinct origins in many disciplines. Those various origins has led
to “an interdisciplinary methodology to explain the emergence of certain
macroscopic phenomena via the nonlinear interactions of microscopic ele-
ments” (ibid.). This paper suggests that the parallel and strong expansion
of modeling and simulation - especially after the Second World War and
the subsequent development of computers - is a rationale which also can be
counted as an explanation of this emergence. With the benefit of hindsight,
one can find three periods in the methodologies of modeling in the empirical
sciences: 1st the simple modeling of the simple, 2nd the simple modeling of
the complex, 3rd the complex modeling and simulation of the complex. Our
main thesis is that the current spreading (since the 90’s) of complex computer
simulations of systems of models (where a simulation is no more a step by
step calculus of a unique logico-mathematical model) is another promising
dimension of the science of complexity. Following this claim, we propose to
distinguish three different types of computer simulations in the context of
complex systems’ modeling. Finally, we show that these types of simulations
lead to three different types of weak emergence, too.

Keywords: complexity, model, computer simulation, numerical simulation,
algorithmic simulation, software-based simulation, weak emergence

1 Introduction

As brightly shown by Mainzer [24], the science of complexity has many origins
in many disciplines. Whereas the definitions of complexity are numerous and
did not lead to any general agreement, it is most of the time accepted that
systems are complex when they are at least composed of a certain amount
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of entities (elements or agents) interacting together. But it is not sufficient.
Another granted condition is that the complexity of the system specifically
comes from the ’kind’ of interaction at stake and/or from the ’kind’ of its
results. Here begins a typical problem of vagueness in specification for such
a ’kind’. Does the complexity come from the algorithmic incompressibility
of interactions? Or from the emergent phenomena resulting from these in-
teractions? But according to which definition of emergence? The interaction
at stake seems to be of the ’kind’ which precisely cannot be captured by a
single and simple concept otherwise complex interactions could be generically
expressed, even perhaps formalized and unambiguously computed.

My aim here is not to give the last word on this topic. But it is to show
that - parallel to evolutions in mathematical approaches - recent evolutions
in methodologies of modeling and simulation of complex systems have al-
lowed the asking of such seminal questions from a different and somewhat
more distinguishing point of view. My particular thesis is that the current
spreading of complex computer simulations of systems of models (where a
simulation is no more a step by step calculus of a single logico-mathematical
model) is another promising dimension - of course not the only one - , of the
science of complexity. Although it has during years been condemned as self-
contradictory or sterile, the development of complex modeling and complex
simulation of complex systems seems to become a real interesting challenge in
many areas of science. Why? What has changed in the applied epistemologies
of the modelers of complex systems? And for which reason?

To understand this shift in the recent applied epistemologies, it is necessary
to characterize the kinds of relations models and simulations had with com-
plex systems in the past. In a first part, after many authors, I briefly recall
how and why simple modeling of simple systems can be seen as one of the
major factors that made the success of modern science. In a second one, I
suggest that the science of complexity became a foremost subject of con-
cern essentially when it became reasonable to hope for some mathematical
and (relatively) simple modelings of complex systems. In a third part, I sug-
gest that the complex modeling and simulation of complex systems were no
more seen as pitfalls in the 90’s because they began to be used to formulate,
replicate and disentangle simultaneously many different ’kinds’ of interac-
tions and causal intrications in complex systems. In this context, I propose
to distinguish three types of computer simulations. In a fourth part, I use
this distinction to differentiate three types of weak emergence in the case of
the modeling and simulation of complex systems.

Finally, I propose that we recognize the real variety of computer simulations,
and that we particularly distinguish the one I call pluriformalized simula-
tions from algorithmic simulations and from numerical simulations. Those
distinctions help to further explain some recent contributions of simulations
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to the science of complexity. And, through that, they help to clarify a bit the
debated notion of emergence.

2 Simple Models of Simple Systems

Of course, nothing is absolutely simple in itself. And all the meanings of the
terms ’simple’ or ’complex’ in this paper have to be thought of with a con-
notation of relativity. As already pointed out by Mainzer [24], in the ancient
Greece, celestial movements were believed to follow simple geometric laws
(i.e. geometric figures constructed with compass and ruler), whereas sublu-
nar phenomena were thought to be very complex. Although we cannot much
further define the term ’complex’ (which is anachronic in this context), it re-
mains possible for us to say that relatively to sublunar phenomena, supralunar
ones were seen to be much less attainable to simple representation or mod-
eling. Note that this was a coherent claim in the doctrine of Aristotle, for
instance, because sublunar phenomena were subject to generation and cor-
ruption. And, because of this specificity, contrary to the celestial substances,
their essences could not be grasped in an everlasting, simple and perfect (i.e.
achieved) geometrical law.

Not only the notion of ’complexity’ but also the notion of ’model’ is question-
able when referring to this historical context. Nevertheless, it seems rather
acceptable too when we recall the brilliant study of Pierre Duhem entitled
after a famous word of Simplicius (6th century AD)”To save the phenom-
ena” [12]. In this book, Duhem shows that many philosophers of the late
antiquity had newly insisted upon the distinction between the work of an
astronomer and the one of a physicist. According to Posidonius, Simplicius
or Proclus, for instance, the physicist is concerned with the very essence of
the celestial entities whereas the astronomer has only to ”save the phenom-
ena”, i.e. to speak about the apparent figures, sizes and distances of celestial
entities. Being limited to these considerations, it is understandable that his
objects of study really match the discourses of arithmetic and geometry.

Put in another way: those late antique philosophers reverse the traditional
arguments of the ancient philosophers to explain the same thing, i.e. the rel-
ative good matching between celestial movements and geometrical discourses
or figures. For the latter, this was due to the capture of the perfect essence
of celestial beings through mathematics. For the former, on the contrary,
this matching was due to the fact that the astronomer, unlike the physicist,
limits his work to the salvation of the pure appearances. In 1908, Duhem is
keen on exhuming those troubling arguments as he is convinced that such a
phenomenological epistemology for the physical theory is the good one and
that it must prevail: generally speaking, scientists shall not try, nor hope, to
represent what surpasses the human being. This is the reason why, according
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to Duhem, a good law ought to remain mathematical and ought not to be rep-
resented through a physical model as Maxwell or Boltzmann erroneously tried
to do. In the rest of his book, Duhem shows that modern science was born not
in the neoplatonist works of Kepler or Galileo but rather in those earlier times
of the 14th century when nominalist philosophers decided that the sublunar
world itself was as complex (hence only mathematically salvable) as the late
antique philosophers finally said the celestial world was. According to Nicholas
of Cusa (1404-1464), for instance, the sublunar world was no more seen as ”un-
achieved” (i.e. ”imperfect” for the ancient Greeks) but, more positively, as in-
finite because it was seen to inherit a kind of infinity and complexity from its
divine creator. So physicists, as astronomers, had to renounce to seek some-
thing more than a salvation of phenomena. They were told to limit themselves
to fictitious essences and hypothetical causes (ibid.: 68).

Through this historical and epistemological contribution published in 1908,
Duhem fights against the then traditional essentialist interpretation of the
laws of the mechanics. Doing this, he lays a foundation for a neo-positivist
reinterpretation of all the physics which will be influent, particularly through
the contemporary works of the philosopher of science Quine. The traditional
essentialist interpretation says, on the contrary, that the laws of mechanics
are simple mathematical laws because the phenomena are simple in them-
selves. In fact, pace Duhem, the predominance of such a thesis from 1687
(the year of publication of the masterwork of Newton) to the end of the 19th
century was confirmed at length, for instance, by the more recent studies of
the historian of science Alistair Crombie [8]. In fact, Crombie recalls that, dur-
ing this period, most of the physicists admitted that, with his laws, Newton
had provided both an explanation and a prediction of the gravitation. They
admitted that these laws had captured in a simple way the simple essence
of the mechanical phenomena. But Duhem had a strong religious conviction
which obliged him to recognize the infinite complexity of the creation, be it
sub- or supra-lunar. Simultaneously, he felt that he had to put the stress on
a pure mathematical presentation of laws and that, consequently, he had to
fight against the British physicists of his time who used physical models to
assess the laws of electromagnetism.

It is noteworthy that most of the historical accounts of the science of com-
plexity stress on the traditional essentialist interpretation. By quoting Duhem
here, my aim is not to contest this point. What I want to suggest is that when
I say that in the times of modern science ”we modeled simply the simple”,
it can be put in this more correct form: we made mathematico-physical the-
ories to explain simply what was generally thought to be simple in itself.
Contrasting with this view, Duhem had in fact a modelist and positivist in-
terpretation of physical theories, although he rejected the physical modeling
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for the mathematical laws. So, let’s say that the dynamical ’model’ of Newton
was ’simple’ and had a ’simple’ target system.

On the one hand, the simplicity of the model came from the fact that Newton
(along with Leibniz) had constructed well-fitted and well-designed mathemat-
ics (techniques of notation and techniques of computation) at the same time.
The simplicity of the model resides in the efficiency of its notation and in the
ease of the symbolic manipulation, combination and resolution it permits.
On the other hand, the simplicity of the target system came from three main
ontological hypotheses: supposedly, there was only one framework of space
and time in nature; all the phenomena in this framework were thought to
be of the same mechanical kind (one type of underlying causes); any dynam-
ical systems were (or could be) isolated from any other. The simplicity of
the target system (TS) resides in a representation of the world which entails
ubiquity, genericity and separability.

3 Simple Models of Complex Systems

The science of complexity has known multiple births during the 20th century.
It has known many historical reconstructions too. But it is only in the 1980’s
that it began to be a well recognized academic domain. At that time, in-
terdisciplinary research programs became more systematic. There are many
reasons for this long maturation. According to me, one of the main factors is
quite prosaic. But simultaneously, as we will see, this factor reveals a relative
continuity in epistemological positions, contrasting with what is often said
about the paradigm shift from simplicity to complexity. This factor is the
brutal and large diffusion of PC’s in all types of labs all over the world in
those years.

Let’s recall that, in 1892, Poincaré showed that easily writable non-linear
hamiltonian equations could lead to chaotic behavior. Doing this, he did not
show that the world is complex neither that the solar system really is chaotic1.
But he introduced a decisive split between the attributes of the different prop-
erties of the Hamiltonian formalism. Such a formalism possesses at least three
distinct properties: (1) it is a notation; (2) it enables symbolic manipulation
and combination; (3) it leads to formalized solutions. Poincaré shows that a
particular mathematical formalism that possesses the two properties to be
a notation and a working symbolic system (which can each be attributed a
kind of simplicity), does not necessarily possess the (simple) property to give
simple result of its combinations.

So as to facilitate the comparative exposition, let’s define now a 3 dimensional
vector called ’F ’ (for ’Formalism’ or ’Properties of the formalism’). Its three
1 This will be demonstrated only in 1989 by J. Laskar, with the aid of a computer

and the “pursuit lemma”.
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dimensions represent the degrees of simplicity attributed to each of the three
main properties of the formalism F , namely: notation, combination, solution.
Let’s assume that these degrees can only be of the two extreme kinds: S (for
simple) and C (for complex). Beware that this notation has no pretention to
be neither exact nor comprehensive. It is only an illustrative notation which
will be useful for the clarity of some of my arguments.

Hence, the claim about the formalism used by Poincaré can be represented
by the complexity vector:

F (S, S, C)

Roughly speaking, the possibility to lead always with ease to a simple solu-
tion is denied. I.e. the Hamiltonian formalism reveals a kind of complexity in
itself. But it affects only one of its properties. As it presents two other prop-
erties to which simplicity still can be attributed, such a formalism can still be
put in the set of the ’simple’ ones. Following this major advance of Poincaré,
researches in the mathematics of dynamic systems may focus on the internal
relations between those apparently contradictory attributes of properties of
some family of formalisms. In this context, one of the key questions is this
one: how is it possible for a same formalism to be at the same time simple
and complex?

Another distinct (and more recent) question is this one: what are the rela-
tions between such a complexity of the formalisms and the complexity that
can be detected or measured in experimental works in physics or chemistry?2

To what extent are those complexities of properties of different entities (a
formalism and a real system) of the ’same’ nature? Contrary to the first one,
these last two questions are not only on complexity but on the external va-
lidity of the model of complexity for real systems (such as chaotic models of
turbulent fluids).

When studying the spreading of models of deterministic chaos in theoret-
ical ecology, the historian of science Deléage [9] has shown that the most
impressive dimensions of the work of Robert May in the 70’s was the fact
that he gave a simple and ”unified formalism” to explain both the stochastic
variations and the cyclic oscillations of populations. Note that, in this par-
ticular case, because of the remaining simplicity of their notation (and not of
their resolution), the non-linear equations of the theoretical model of chaos
could serve as a theoretical argument against any further complexification in
the notation of ecological models. Why complexifying the notation when a
simple notation seems to give a quite realistic (complex) appearance to its
numerically computed results? The complexity of real systems seemed to be
sufficiently captured and/or represented by the internal relation between the
attributes of the different properties of the model. So, the epistemological
2 For this question, see [3]
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position of Robert May was rather conservative from this standpoint. More
generally, we can say that, in a first period, the shift to chaos models in many
disciplines remains in fact in the continuity of the traditional hope to capture
and reproduce in a simple way (at least at the level of the notation) what is
complex in reality. So, these approaches mostly consist of confronting ”simple
models (at least at the level of notation) to complex reality”.

Indeed, the schools working on dissipative systems or on systems far from
equilibrium (Nicholis & Prigogine [27], Kauffman [22]) and on synergetics
(Haken [16]) are fully aware of the non validity of some hypotheses of mod-
ern sciences concerning the real systems. They consider that most of the
systems are open, not closed nor separable. But, similarly, they are still in
search of the simplest and most generic mathematical or symbolic notation
for a wide range of complex systems.

See, for instance, Kauffman:

”If all properties of living systems depend on every detail of their
structure and logic, if organisms are arbitrary widgets inside arbitrary
contraptions all the way down, then the epistemological problems that
confronts us in attempting to understand the wonder of the biosphere
will be vast. If, instead, core phenomena of the deepest importance
do not depend on all the details, then we can hope to find beautiful
and deep theories.” [22].

In another context, see Jensen on self-organized criticality (SOC):

”The paper by Bak, Tang, and Wiesenfeld (1987) [Phys. Rev. Lett.,
59: 381] contained the hypothesis that, indeed, systems consisting
of many interacting constituents may exhibit some general charac-
teristic behavior. The seductive claim was that, under very general
conditions, dynamical systems organize themselves into a state with a
complex but rather general structure. The systems are complex in the
sense that no single characteristic event size exists: there is not just
one time and one length scale that controls the temporal evolution
of these systems. Although the dynamical response of the systems is
complex, the simplifying aspect is that the statistical properties are
described by simple power laws.” [21].

Jensen again, in his chapter 5 entitled ’The Search for a Formalism’:

”One wants a model with sufficient structure to contain nonobvious
behavior, but the model should not be so complicated that analytic
approach cannot be carried out.” [21]

The search for ”general laws” or for ”simplifying aspects” is then often a
search for an homogenization of the degrees of simplicity within the formal-
ization once it has be shown to have some realistic acceptable results. That
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is: physicists or theoretical biologists most of the time want to build a for-
malism F2(S, S, S) from a formalism F1(S, S, C).

We could object that the works on Cellular Automata [34, 33, 37] remains
very empirical. It is true. Their theoretical ”empiricity” comes from the for-
mat of the complexity vector of their formalism which is not F (S, S, C) but
F (S, C, C). I.e. not only the resolution is not simple but the combination is
not too, and both have to be assisted by computers. In the case of the SOC,
Jensen proposed to build an approximate F2(S, S, S) (with the hypotheses
of a Mean Field Theory) using the work on cellular automata made by Bak
and his colleagues and which was first published in a F1(S, C, C) form.

Specifically, researches on CAs were innovating at their beginning in that they
contrasted with the classical numerical simulations of manually intractable
analytical models of the form F (S, S, C). But, the trend to model simply
the complex goes back in this field too, when some research programs fi-
nally - and very interestingly - seek for some generic CAs, i.e. CAs simu-
lating back analytical results. Wolfram [37], for instance, is seeking a move
F1(S, C, C) → F2(S, S, S). Similarly, people working on Artificial Life (Santa
Fe) often look for some similitude with cases of physical phase transitions so
as to make possible the applications of subsuming models which would be
simpler from a combinatorial point of view. This would be a move of this
kind: F1(S, C, C) → F2(S, S, C) or F1(C, C, C) → F2(S, S, C). Note that
this second situation happens when we are in front of rich formal agents with
’complex’ - i.e. non-trivial - notations instead of simple CAs.

For all those reasons, the emergence of the science of complexity has given a
central role to formal modeling. And, in conformity either with a positivist
and ontologically parsimonious epistemology (devoted to Ockham’s razor)
or with an essentialist one seeking great transdisciplinary, theoretical and
simple principles, the quest for a remaining dimension of simplicity was not
abandoned. Hence, most of the first approaches in the science of complexity
have been guided by the quest of simple modeling, i.e. of modeling with at
least simple notations. From this epistemological viewpoint (be it positivist
or essentialist), the complexity of the model is accepted. But it has to reside
in its treatment, not in its notation.

This is the very reason why most of the important roots of the science of com-
plexity can be found in the pre-computer era. But this is the reason why too
the entrance of this science in the computer era - and particularly in the PCs’
era - has led to rapid and new convergences and - globally - to a noteworthy
academic reinforcement. The famous tale about Edward Lorenz (1963) gives us
a key to understand this point. With the aid of the computer, he rediscovers
quasi-empirically the sensitivity to initial conditions of non-linear equations
(with an additional important factor of dissipativity). But by doing this, he
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was entering a kingdom of a new and fertile ambiguity. He first thought he was
ordering the computer to treat numerically some supposed analytical model of
the kind F (S, S, C). But, by visualizing the results, he couldn’t be very sure
of the epistemic status of what he was doing: wasn’t he doing a virtual exper-
iment on a stylization of the target system TS(NL, D), i.e. a Target System
with Non-Linear causal relations and with Dissipativity? What was in view:
the complexity of the model or the complexity of the stylized fact?

With this example, we understand that before the use of the computer as a
plain simulator, the exploration of the internal relations between simple prop-
erties and complex properties of formalisms of the type F (S, S, C) could easily
be dissociated from the question of the empirical matching between the com-
plexity of a TS(NL, D, SO, SOC...) (where NL = Non-linearity, D = Dissipa-
tivity, SO = Self-Organization, SOC = Self-Organized Criticality...) and the
kind of complexity which appeared by making use of such a F (S, S, C). But,
the more recent development of computer-aided simulations - in parallel with
more classic computer-aided resolutions of mathematical models - has led to
a perplexity. On the one hand, it has led to a significant facilitation for direct
applications of the concepts of the science of complexity (such as in CAs or
in Multi-Agent Systems). But it has caused a reconfiguration of the problem
of the relations between the simple and the complex. These relations were not
only thought within the properties of formalisms but within the different uses
of the formalisms (be they computer-aided or not). Consequently, the till then
constant idea that simplicity must remain a minima an inner attribute of the
model seen as a system of notation directly speaking to our mind (so that we
”understand” the laws of nature) begins to be questioned [6, 7].

4 Models and Complex Simulations of Complex
Systems

But what is a model?

According to a characterization due to Minsky,

”To an observer B, an object A∗ is a model of an object A to the
extent that B can use A∗ to answer questions that interest him about
A.” [25]

This minimal characterization is interesting because it adopts a pragmatic
approach. In particular, it does not make use of the notion of representation.
So, it lets open the question whether a useful model is a true or approximate
representation of the target system.

The main characteristics of a model are (1) its objectivity, i.e. its ontological
independency compared to analogy; (2) the relativity (to an observer) of its
property to model the TS (target system); (3) the property of the modeling
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relation to be interpreted in terms of a simplicity in the asking and answering
some questions about the TS (compared to a direct questioning of the TS).

Let’s focus on this simplicity in the questioning and answering. As the di-
versity of the practices of modeling shows, it can have many interpretations.
Among them are the following:

1. Simplicity in the reproduction of an observable behavior: models of pre-
diction, operational models...

2. Simplicity of an experimenting on the model instead of an experimenting
on the TS (due to time, space, technical, material or deontological limits)

3. Simplicity in the answering a question about some main causal factors:
explanative models.

4. Simplicity in the providing of an easy global understanding (for the hu-
man mind): theoretical functional models. According to many theoretical
biologists, such a simplicity necessarily entails beauty, deepness and ...
truth. See Kauffman, supra.

5. Simplicity in the testing of the coherence or realizability of a formal
theory: models in logic, mathematics or theoretical physics.

In particular, a formal model should be characterized as a formal construct
possessing a kind of simplicity either in its notational power (simplicity of
symbols, unity, formal homogeneity) or in its combinatorial power or in its
ability to lead to a solution. This simplicity is chosen so as to satisfy a specific
request: prediction, explanation, decision ...

Note that the characterization of Minsky entails that such simplicity, what-
ever its nature, remains relative to the observer. But the question is: where
are the limits of the observer and the limits of the observed object? Where
is their mutual frontier? Hence, to whom or to what this simplicity has to
be relative? Is this simplicity relative to the system ’human programmer and
observer + computer’ or to the system ’human mathematician and observer’?
We have to be aware that, at this level, different answers lead to different
epistemological choices. A formalism appearing as a F (S, S, S) to the former
can appear as a F (S, S, C) to the latter.

A similar problem is at stake in a rather popular question among the episte-
mologists of computer simulations: is a computer simulation an ”extended ob-
servation” (Humphreys [20]) or only a ”conceptual argument” (Stöckler [32])?
The main argument of Humphreys lies on the fact that computers are kinds
of instruments which are very similar to material ones. Whereas, according
to Stöckler, any use of a computer is founded on systematic and determin-
istic uses of pure symbols (at least at the level of the machine language).
It implies that a fictitious human mind, with only more time, attention and
patience than ours, could always deduce by itself the result of any computer
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simulation. Whereas it is at the material level that a pure difference of degree
prevails for Humphreys, it is at the symbolic level that such a difference pre-
vails for Stöckler. So, let’s have a more precise look at computer simulations.

What is a computer simulation?

It is often said that ”a simulation is a model in time”. Hence, there seems
to be no computer simulation without a unique underlying model. In 1996,
Stephan Hartmann follows this widely accepted characterization:

”Simulations are closely related to dynamic models [i.e. models with
assumptions about the time-evolution of the system] ... More con-
cretely, a simulation results when the equations of the underlying
dynamic model are solved. This model is designed to imitate the
time evolution of a real system. To put it another way, a simulation
imitates a process by another process.” [17].

In this view, the imitating process is always supposed to be a delegation to
the computer of the complicated combination of symbols of some model of the
type F (S, S, C) or F (S, C, C) which would lead to its resolution. But it has
been shown [35, 36] that this dynamic imitation is not fundamental in every
Computer Simulation (CS). Some CSs are imitative (compared to an eventual
formal calculus of the model or to the dynamic of the TS itself) in their results
but not in their dynamic. If, for instance, the CS uses a numerical trick - such
as fictitious finite elements - to solve an analytical model, each phase of the
step-by-step computation hasn’t to be realistic or imitating in itself. Similarly,
Varenne [35] has shown that there are simulations of the growth of botanical
plants which are imitating the process of the real plants at the end of each com-
putation, in its result, but not during the computation itself.

That is the reason why I propose to characterize CS in another way. In par-
ticular, it can be useful to avoid the term ”model” because it is no more
obvious that every CS is based on a unique model. Today, we can observe
that many CSs are rather based on systems of models, and sometimes on com-
plex systems of models. If we do not confound the algorithm and the models
at stake in a computer program dedicated to a CS, it is necessary to avow
the spreading of CSs using, at the same time, a multiplicity of models. As it
is visible through some contributions to this book, some CSs of complex sys-
tems tend to be more software-based (such as agent-based CSs) than directly
model-based as in the classical fashion (mathematical model + computer-
aided numerical simulation). Note that we can hardly say that our times see
the shift from simple models to complex ones. The current doubtless move
toward a complexification of formalisms impinges more directly on CSs than
on models. It is sometimes said that ”computational models” become more
and more complex. But it is not a very different claim from mine. Because
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what is called ”computational models” are in fact software based systems of
models which are built to enable complex CSs.

Of course, software-based CSs are no panaceas. But they are chosen in some
scientific fields (especially in biology and social sciences) because they enable
to insert a certain degree of heterogeneity in the various models scientists
aim to implement. I call pluriformalization those CSs that enable the coexis-
tence and co-calculation of a multiplicity of formalisms [35]. Pluriformalized
complex CSs enable to build multiaspectual and/or multiscale systems of
formalisms. The notation’s properties of their formalisms are much less con-
straining than the ones of traditional mathematical or physico-mathematical
models. Beware that the system of notation can become complex in itself.
But it is its ability to denote directly (without intermediate fictions) some
trivial or well-known (in a scientific domain) or commonly-recognized (in the
opinion, in the collective representations ...) things that is facilitated. This
compromise is obvious in the definitions and the uses of multi-agent sys-
tems in social sciences. Consequently, as far as a characterization of CSs is
concerned, I recommend focusing more directly 1st on the relation between
symbols inside a CS and 2nd between the symbols of the CS and the symbols
of the associated model(s).

So, let’s say that a CS is minimally characterized by a general strategy of
symbolization taking the form of at least one step by step treatment. This
step by step treatment possesses at least two major phases:

• 1st phase: a certain amount of operations running on symbolic entities
(taken as such) which are supposed to denote either real or fictional enti-
ties, reified rules, global phenomena, etc.;

• 2nd phase: any observation or any measure or mathematical or computa-
tional re-use (e.g.: the simulated ”data” are taken as real data for a model
or for another simulation, etc.) of the result of this amount of operations
taken as given through a visualizing display or a statistical treatment or
any kind of external or internal evaluations.

CSs are not always supposed to be iconic modeling, i.e. similar representations
of systems. For instance, in the case of a numerical CS of a mathematical
model, the symbolic entities denote fictitious entities. They really are taken
as denoting entities, i.e. as real symbols. But they are particular denoting
entities as they are denoting nothing really existing in the TS. As shown by
eminent philosophers of language and science (Russell among others), these
cases are not invalidating in ordinary language. For instance, it is meaningful
to say that ”Santa Claus does not exist”. By doing this, we use a symbolic no-
tation (’Santa Claus’) which denotes nothing really existing. But it does not
prevent the whole sentence from having a meaning and, even, from being true.
Similarly, in a numerical CS, what is important is the phase of aggregation
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and of measure (2nd phase) of the effects of this aggregation: the symbols
are reified and treated as relative subsymbols.

It is in the context of the second AI that Smolensky [31] coined the term
subsymbol. By this term, he denoted the entities processing in a connection-
ist network at a lower level and which aggregation can be called a symbol
at an upper level. Subsymbols are constituents of symbols: ”they participate
in numerical - not symbolic - computation” [31]. Berkeley [5] has shown that
Smolensky’s notion can be interpreted from a relativistic point of view. This
is this relativity of the symbolic power of symbols in CSs I want to express
through my relativistic connotation of the term. In the second phase of any
CS, aggregations of symbols finally are taken themselves as symbols of some
features of the TS. And from this new standpoint, the elementary and aggre-
gated symbols are taken as subsymbols.

A numerical CS depends heavily on a model and can be seen as a direct
subsymbolization of this model. For instance, a continuous model is treated
by a strategy of discretization. Hence discretization is a subsymbolization of
the previous explicit model. On the contrary, the kind of CS I propose to
call algorithmic [35] is directly based on iterative and uniform rules. It can
be for instance simple CAs, formal grammars, rewriting formal systems, L-
systems ... Their denotational power is often emphasized because such CSs
use symbols that tend to denote directly those rules that are supposed to
really exist in the TS. For instance, CSs of biological morphogenesis which
are based on L-systems are seen as algorithmic ones (see [28]). Note that,
contrary to some computer scientists, many botanists think that such rules
are fictitious entities too. They claim that they are more similar to compu-
tational tricks than to symbols really denoting something in the TS. We see
that the denotational power of the symbols at stake is relative. It depends
on the ontological commitment of the scientific field.

Finally, Software-based CSs are different from numerical ones and from algo-
rithmic ones. Numerical CSs are most of the time designed to treat a previous
intractable model of the type F (S, S, C). The discretization of the notation
of the model enables to smooth the difficulty of the resolution through its
transformation into an iterative combination. The numerical CS has this kind
of effect: F1(S, S, C) → F2(S, C, S). With the play on the non-denotational
symbols, the difficulty of resolution is transformed in a difficulty (in terms of
amount) of combinations and iterations. Algorithmic or rule based CSs tend
to treat directly formalisms of the type F (S, C, C). Most of the time (but
there are exceptions: especially those CAs that are built to simulate other
formalisms), their performance can be more easily interpreted as an iconic
modeling and as a quasi-real experimenting on the TS because the denota-
tional power of the symbols plays a major role.
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Software-based CSs operate on systems of models. According to my notation,
a system of models can be presented as a vector of formalisms (or a matrix
of properties) having different attributes of simplicity for each of their prop-
erties. For instance, as in [11], a multileveled CS in population ecology can
intricate (1) some solvable differential equations working at each step at the
level of the population F1(S, S, S), (2) some models of real space or social
space in a graph or network formalism F2(S, S, C) and (3) some models of
agents possessing a complexity of combination (in terms of diversity and vari-
ability) because they are cognitive agents or relatively complex reactive ones
F3(S, C, C). It can be represented as follows:

[F1(S, S, S), F2(S, S, C), F3(S, C, C), ...]

The relations between the ease of notation and the difficulty to iterate are
more difficult to understand in this case. The main result of these analyzes is
that such a CS is no trivial numerical treatment of a model. This vector of for-
malism (or matrix of properties) cannot be easily reduced to or transformed
into a huge formalism having its own homogeneity, simplicity or complexity
properties. So, most of times, such CSs have first to be experimented: through
analyses of sensibility, of robustness, etc. Hence, beside more traditional and
direct mathematical researches on complex formalism, more and more mod-
elers (working often in applied sciences) are seeking models of such complex
software-based simulations [11,13,18,19]. Significantly, the effort to standard-
ize and re-homogenize multimodels in industry had stemmed from the same
previous and necessary movement of complexification, i.e. of integration and
co-calculation of heterogeneous models [38].

5 Types of Simulations and Types of Emergence

As we will briefly see now, the ability to take into account some kind of emer-
gence is a key issue for any specific standpoint on the science of complexity,
particularly when we focus on CSs. But there are many definitions of emer-
gence (see [10]).

Following Bedau [1] and [2], we can define three kinds of emergence:

1. An emergence is nominal when ”macro-level emergent phenomena are
dependent on micro-level phenomena in the straightforward sense that
wholes are dependent on their constituents, and emergent phenomena
are autonomous from underlying phenomena in the straightforward sense
that emergent properties do not apply to the underlying entities.” [2]

2. An emergence is strong when, contrary to what happens in nominal emer-
gence, emergent properties have some irreducible causal power on the
underlying entities. In this context, ”macro causal powers have effects
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on both macro and micro-levels, and macro to micro effects are termed
downward causation.” [2]

3. Finally, according to Bedau, weak emergence is a kind of nominal emer-
gence. To explain it, he quotes Herbert Simon: ”given the properties of
the parts and the law of their interactions, it is not a trivial matter to
infer the properties of the whole.” [30]. Weakly emergent phenomena are
those which are not easy to explain and which essentially need simulation
to arise. So, all kinds of weak emergence are based on the property of ”un-
derivability without simulation”. Assuming a system S, a microdynamic
D on this system (”which governs the time evolution of S’s microstates”),
the locality of D (i.e. ”microstate of a given part of the system at a given
time is a result of the microstates of ’nearby’ parts of the system at preced-
ing times”), Bedau states that: ”Macrostate P of S with microdynamic D
is weakly emergent iff P can be derived from D and S’s external conditions
but only by simulation.” [1]

According to Bedau, science is only concerned with weak emergence (WE).
This question is of course still discussed. I won’t enter this debate here. My
aim in this section is not to state a general thesis on emergence but, more
restrictively, to specify the definition of weak emergence by Bedau in relation
with my definitions of CSs. Bedau claims that ”simulation” is central for this
scientific notion of emergence. But he does not give many details on what is
to be understood by a simulation. So his definition can be completed.

The definition of weak emergence is particularly revealing when we see the
importance of ”simulation” and when we keep in mind what I have said of
the relation between models, systems of models and their CSs. As we have
seen, this relation most of the time is a delegation, removal or displacement of
some degrees of complexity from a property of the initial systems of symbols
to another property of another systems of symbols. As far as a formalization
is concerned (and not directly the TS), we can see some kind of emergence
precisely in the experience of an obstacle or a difficulty or a non-triviality.
Simon said ”given the properties of the parts and the law of their interactions,
it is not a trivial matter to infer the properties of the whole”. We could adapt
this claim to the properties of formalisms: ”given the properties of the parts
[the property of the notation of symbols] and the law of their interactions [the
ease of their combination], it is not a trivial matter to infer the properties of
the whole [the difficulty to infer solutions].” [30].

So, according to Bedau (following the general idea of Simon), weak emer-
gence arises when we have F1(S, S, C) and when we transform it, through
simulation, in a F2(S, S, S). My claim is that the variety of types and uses of
CSs enable a further analysis of what is at stake in weak emergence (WE).
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Bedau says that WE is founded on a CS, whatever its nature. But he seems
to say too that we have WE only when we make the computer transform
a F1(S, S, C) into a F2(S, S, S). To avoid such a risk of erroneous restric-
tion of his definition of WE, we can say that we have WEs of at least
three types. A WE of the first type (WE1) occurs when we make the com-
puter transform a F1(S, S, C) into a F2(S, S, S). A WE of a second type
(WE2) occurs when we make the computer transform a F1(S, C, C) - e.g.
multi-agents systems with complex cognitive agents - into a F2(S, S, S)
or when we only experiment on it. A WE of a third type (WE3) occurs
when we make the computer experiment on a dynamic matrix of formalisms
[F1(S, S, S), F2(S, S, C), F3(S, C, C)...] (such as in pluriformalized CSs). As
we have seen, in this case, it is still possible - but not necessary - to intend
to simplify the computation into a calculable model of the type Fn(S, S, S).

So, distinguishing between three major types of simulation has given us the
opportunity to distinguish between three types of weak emergence. The main
differences here stem from the differences between the kinds of obstacle - or dif-
ficulty or non-triviality - when facing the problem of inference or computation.
In the case of Software-Based CSs, the difficulty of computation is not of the
same nature than the one at stake in the case of numerical simulation. So, the
type of emergence cannot be exactly the same. For the former, it is a problem
of co-calculation of heterogeneous models. For the latter, it is a more classical
problem of the effective computation of a previous analytical model.

6 Conclusion

I cannot enter here in more details about the differences between a CS and a
model, in particular concerning their routes of reference [14] and the entan-
glement of these routes in the case of pluriformalized CSs. Let’s keep in mind
that the recent appearance of a variety of CSs has led to a multiplication of
splits, of new frontiers between what is considered simple and what is con-
sidered complex. This frontier can be seen either only within the formalism,
between the attributes of its properties, or within the different uses of a com-
puter to treat a model or a system of models. So, the properties of models
and the possibility to attribute to them the ’simple’ or ’complex’ predicate
have been diversified and extended due to the intensive use of computers in
the modeling techniques and, in particular, due to the spreading of object-
oriented programming techniques.

More generally, what makes a system of models work? Most of the time, it
is due to a massive discretization of parameters, variables, time and space,
amount of populations, etc. In my opinion, the reason why this strategy of
discretizing is a good one does not lie upon the metaphysical fact that nature
really is discrete or is a computer. More pragmatically (from the standpoint
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of the management of formalisms), discretization works because it causes
multiple and heterogeneous occasions of choices in computations (such as in
Discrete Event CS or Individual-Based modeling techniques ; see [15]). It
causes decisive new degrees of freedom in a CS, especially when you see it
more as an intensive computer-aided supervision of formalisms. It causes a
multiplicity of instant of choices which enable a possibly constant change (1)
of the status of symbols at stake in the denotational hierarchy (either sub-
symbolizing, denotating or exemplifying), (2) of the ways those formalisms
denote each other during the CS (for the sake of a tractable co-calculation),
(3) of the ways those formalisms punctually denote levels or parts of the TS
(for the sake of the external validity of the resulting CS).

Above all, the multiplication of the types of CSs has given birth to new ways
of creating weak emergence with computers. Of course, the multiplication of
the variety of emergence which can be simulated on computers does not solve
the problem of the external validity of these new formalizations of emergence.
Is the emergence in a complex CS an adequate model of a real emergence
in the target system? Such a question, especially when asked at this level of
generality, remains open. But, this diversification makes the models and sim-
ulations of emergence more accommodating and less constraining as diverse
ways of reproducing different kinds of emergence possibly occurring in real
systems become available.
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Summary. With ever-growing complexity of systems to be modeled, there
is a strong need for a proper theory of complexity, other than the algorithmic
complexity known in computing. The problem is that there is no unanimous
consensus as to what complexity is. Several attempts have been made, some
are very promising, but a widely applicable theory and practice have not been
derived. Quantification is an essential step in modeling to achieve prediction
and control of a system. Quantification is also a crucial step in complexity
and some complexity quantification models are emerging. In this chapter, a
unifying and systematic approach to complexity is proposed. Its aim is to
bring some clarity into the unknown, and a step further towards predictabil-
ity. It serves as an overview and introduction, in particular to the novices
on how to deal with complex system as a practical approach. Some practices
summarized here are elementary and others are quite ambitious. It happens
over and over that the uninitiated researchers make errors, reinvent the wheel
or fall into traps. The purpose of this chapter is to offer good advice and a
sense on how to avoid pitfalls.

1 Introduction

Understanding and prediction are the ultimate goals in Modeling and Simu-
lation. In this endeavor, we are faced with ever-increasing complexity. This
works twofold with ever more complex models and modeling techniques map-
ping to the increasingly complex phenomena that we are trying to simulate.
With steadily raising computing capability, we are able to incorporate more
complexity into our models and simulations. In return, this has had an im-
pact on our thinking paradigm and capability for abstraction and modeling
techniques. So, when are things complex? Our thorough analysis has revealed
that complexity can mean very different things to different people, contexts
and environments. In many cases, it refers to an aspect or part of the sys-
tem under study, in others the magnitude and variety of the system itself.
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To some complexity rather means the unknown: that what cannot be easily
understood, modeled or predicted with current knowledge. In this chapter, a
unifying and systematic approach to complexity is presented, to bring some
clarity into the unknown, and a step further towards predictability. We will
be looking at different types of complexity, ranging from simple structural
and functional complexity, to those highly complex systems that change (but
not necessarily evolve) through their own dynamics. With this in mind, we
will be able to identify what can be predicted and what cannot. By knowing
it, we will be in a better position to find the unknown, which is the most
important step towards the prediction of complex systems.

Since ancient times, one of human’s endeavors is taking control of what hap-
pens around us, and affects us in one or another way. To take control or even
influence our surroundings, we have to anticipate what will occur and where
will it have an effect. We have to be able to manipulate all or part of what
we want to control. To do this we must have a mental mapping, a model of
its components and their functionality, and this in turn requires some under-
standing causes and interactions the overall result. This works fine so long
things are not getting too complex. It helps to ask what is complex? Is it
the process of designing or constructing something, or is the product , i.e. the
system to be studied, designed, simulated, or constructed the one who is com-
plex? The human brain is limited to handle about 2.5 bits of information at a
time (known as the 7 ± 2 “chunks”), for anything more, we need memorizing
aids such as diagrams, itemized text, etc. For larger projects, this can grow
quickly into many pages, folders, even boxes of information storing papers
or other media. With the invention of modern computers, we have been able
to solve ever-growing large and complex problems. So too is the complexity
of the problems to solve. Since J. Forrester’s World models in the early sev-
enties, the past decades have seen cycles of ever-increasing complexity and
computing power, pulling each other further. We have seen astonishing re-
sults. The word “complexity” has become a fashion statement in the research
communities. Everything is “complex” now: it sounds good, adds magic and
importance, and has the potential to attract funding. But, there is more to it
than just fashion. There is a strong reason behind being able to understand
and deal with complexity. Here is an example. Refraction through another
medium is being modeled by measuring the incident angle with respect to the
vertical, and then using the refraction index of the medium and exit angle in
a simple equation that we learnt in high school. In ancient times, scientists
knew that the medium had different refraction (indices) and tried to set up a
model, but they failed because their model was highly complex. In fact, the
model became very complex because they measured the incident angle with
respect to the horizontal! It was many centuries later that a rotation of 90◦

made all the difference between a very simple and a complex model.
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During humankind’s different stages of intellectual evolution, different schools,
insights and paradigms have emerged, such as the development of mathemat-
ics, scientific method and systems thinking that lead in one or another way to
our current state of the art. The success of any of these approaches is due to
a consistent clearly defined underlying definitions and theory. While we are
still far away from a widely applicable definition of complexity, this chapter
is to bring awareness on how to tackle complex systems as good strategies,
as a practical approach rather than a prescriptive general technique.

This chapter is organized in the following way: In section 2, we have a closer
look at what complexity means, and what it does not mean. It presents a
fundamental classification of types of complexity and explains the need to
identify how and where the complexity is located in a system under study.
This is followed by section 3 that explains the need for a unifying and mea-
surable definition of complexity. Section 4 deals with ways of measuring com-
plexity, and a general model to define a problem and its solution that can be
quantified (measured). This model helps in understanding the notion of mea-
suring complexity. Section 5 explains successful ways of modeling complexity.
Section 3.3 is on how to deal with complexity, with a recommendation for
three fundamental steps as an initial approach to complexity. It then dis-
cusses complexity reduction, and this is complemented with a selection of
examples. It moves then to stability and dealing with unstable systems. The
section closes with a brief discussion on unsolvable systems.

Rather than following the traditional style of pointing to other references in a
historical review in the introduction section, the references to other author’s
work are cited in a didactical and supporting context in the relevant sections
of this chapter.

2 When are things complex?

We would all agree in finding that systems are complex when they undergo
changes in structure, changes in functioning, when they have adaptive feed-
back, are evolving, or simply when they have a large number of components
or relations. One of the hurdles in defining a theory of complexity, and with
it developing a fundamental, helpful approach is that there is no uniformity
in the meaning of complexity. Complexity means different things to different
people. In a large literature review, we have found that sometimes it refers to
an aspect or part of a system, other times to the magnitude and variety of the
system. To others it meant the inexplicable or the emergence of unexplained
behavior. To yet another group it means chaotic systems, or the difficult, the
unknown: that what cannot be easily understood, modeled or predicted with
current knowledge.
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We have to move away from the subjective to an objective notion of complex-
ity. We have found that perhaps the strongest characteristics of a complex
system are that they have:

• Intricate interdependencies among their many parts
• Many variables operating simultaneously
• Generally nonlinear, this can include chaotic systems (butterfly effect)
• Cause and effect are not close in time and space
• Intuitive interventions do not produce the expected outcome
• Reductionist analysis fails (misleading)
• Emergence
• Self organization

In classical systems theory, emergent property means that by specific arrange-
ments a system exhibits properties or behavior that neither of its components
has. Perhaps the simplest and most striking example is water. Both, hydro-
gen and oxygen are gases in their natural occurrence, but by mixing them, one
obtains a liquid substance: water. Another typical example is an airplane. Its
isolated components cannot ignite combustion, turn turbines, or fly for a longer
distance. Although emergent properties can be surprising, it must be clear that
emergence does not mean the inexplicable. We use the Braitenberg [6] vehicles
as an example. They have two sensors coupled to two motors and their behav-
ior and functioning can be very well explained, yet they have an unpredictable
behavior. Rather than on magic, we should think of insufficient information
as we have for example with “life”. We know when something is alive and the
necessary conditions for life, but we have not yet been able to design and con-
struct, or explain it because we do not have sufficient information yet. This
incompleteness of information can appear anywhere ranging from minute de-
tails or in large-scale components, or their assembly.

We have to see the domain of complexity in a spatial and temporal scale.
This is very helpful, but does not necessarily mean that complexity grows
with time or space, at least not always. We could find as many examples as
counterexamples to it. Thirty years ago, programs such as Forrester’s World
programs were stretching the capability of computers, but many-body inter-
action is still a problem with current computer power. Is this complex? No,
it is limited computing capability. The models are there. There is a paradox
in complex systems. For example the well-known Mandelbrot patterns are
generated with very simple rules, but the patterns they generate are quite
complex. Another classic example of the paradox is again the Braitenberg
vehicle (with two sensors and two motors) that moves around in a seemingly
complex trajectory but in reality it is a rather simple phenomenon, because
when light falls on one or the other light sensor, the vehicle responds by ac-
tivating the corresponding motor. It is a paradox between cause and effect,
but it is not a general rule. This paradox illustrates that in a complex system
not all is complex.
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It is important to identify in what, where the complexity is located. This is a
very important step in dealing with a complex system. We have to be aware
that there are different types of complexity. These are different aspects or
manifestations of complexity, but none of them is complexity per se. We can
distinguish between the following fundamental types of complexity:

• Functional
– Single or multifunctional components

• Structural
– Dimensionality
– Networks
– Hierarchy
– Levels depth breadth

• Topological
– Connectivity
– Relation
– Number of relations
– Direction of relations

• Algorithmic
• Architecture

– Series, parallel, cascade, recursion
• Extent of . . .

– Span of orders of magnitude
– Time frame
– Compararative extent of . . . between entities, events, operations

This list could be expanded to include more types and sub types. For example,
one could argue whether we would include music into the structural types or
into an additional class of say a sensorial complexity. This would lead to an
argument of where to draw the boundaries between objectivity and subjectiv-
ity. We leave this matter for the moment, as it will be addressed in quantifying
complexity. In any of these types, we have to consider the extent of repetition
and or parallelism, and the extent of homomorphism (same structure) and iso-
morphisms (same functionality) that may occur. Here are some examples for
extent of repetition: (a) redundant components in safety critical applications,
say, an aircraft or medical software, and (b) to enhance efficiency in a grid of
computers or turbines or windmills for electricity generation.

We can also see that some of these types have affinities with each other. The
diagram in figure 1 shows relations between these fundamental types of com-
plexity have.

A classification is rarely useful on its own. A complex system is likely to
have more than one type of complexity. The types of complexity do not map
to each other in equal proportions or weight. The way in which this taxonomy
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Fig. 1. Fundamental types of complexity and their affinities

approach is helpful is by identifying where the complexity is bundled. Is it
because the network is complex? Is it because it is a highly multi-functional
system? To identify this allows taking a better approach in handling the com-
plex system, by using techniques that are more suitable.

If we know more about the nature of complexity, we are able to recognize pat-
terns, derive heuristics and given time, develop a general complexity theory
in its own right. A word of caution: the concept of complexity theory as used
in computing (the “big O”), refers to algorithmic complexity. Its application
to other complex systems is very limited.

3 The need for a unifying definition of complexity

How complex is a complex system? Is it very much, not so much, or just
a little? To tackle complexity in a systematic way we need an unambiguous
definition. As mentioned earlier, there is no consensus about what complexity
is, because it means different things to different people. A consensus in the
meaning of complexity would be helpful. We have found a whole range of con-
ceptual descriptions of complexity in the literature, including philosophical
treatises and definitions about complexity. While philosophical views have by
tradition a rightful place in the scientific community, their effect is similar
to what spices are in food: spices can make the food nicer, but one cannot
survive by eating spices only. Even among the more pragmatic approaches, a
mere concept does not bring us further in developing a formal theory. We need
a clear definition from which we can derive theory and practice, paradigms
for handling complexity in an efficient way that enables us to progress. For
example, the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation
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(CSIRO) in Australia [8] limits the characterization of complexity to only
two properties: emergence and self-organization. This seems quite elegant.
The weakness with this criterion is that it does not help in distinguishing be-
tween varying degrees of complexity, because the two characteristics do not
involve any quantity. Both, the rather simple substance water as a liquid made
of two gases and highly complex systems such as weather systems satisfy their
criterion for complexity, defying any intuitive notion about complexity itself.
While this criterion helps to distinguish complicated from complex, which is
part of the intention of their complexity criterion, it lacks any indication of
how complex is the complexity of say - water.

A definition of complexity must be able to incorporate, derive or imply a
measure; otherwise, we do not know what or how to measure complexity. We
need this to be able to assess complexity, that is the degree of complexity
either in a process or its representation in a model. Only when we can assess
complexity quantitatively are we able to choose between alternatives, simplify
and reduce complexity either in the model or in the process itself, else we do
not know what or where to simplify. This rationale is schematized in figure 2

4 Measuring complexity

Before moving into measuring complexity, let us recall the vectorial model for
a problem and problem solving, because it offers some intuition to what comes
later in measuring complexity. Imagine that we have 300 dollars and have to
pay 500 dollars. This means that we have a problem of 200 dollars. In this case,
we are in one single dimension, the dollars. We could add time or interests
as other dimensions. In the vectorial model of a problem, we have a current
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Fig. 3. Vectorial model for a problem in a 3-dim. space as the transition from a
current state to a desired state

state position (represented by a vector) and a desired position (another vec-
tor). The length and direction of the vectors represent quantities that char-
acterize these states. We consider the problem as the necessary transition to
move from the current state position, to the desired state position. The neces-
sary steps to achieve the transition are then the solution to the problem. This
notion is shown in figure 3 as a 3D vectorial representation. It can be extended
to a multidimensional space that is typical in dynamic systems.

If we can express complexity as a quantity, we can distinguish unambiguously
between complex and simple, or to a finer scale, between highly complex, and
relatively low complexity. Earlier we have seen a number of static complexi-
ties: entities, relations amongst them, hierarchy depth, etc. We are now mov-
ing into complexity of dynamics, as a continuously changing entity. We do this
by bearing the problem vector in mind. It is the quantification in this model
that makes it intuitive. If we can describe the complexity in terms of algorith-
mic operations, then we can find ways of moving from complex to simple. It is
therefore that a measure of operational complexity should be sought.

4.1 Examples of complexity measures

In a major work and milestone, Hazen and his collaborators [12] have de-
veloped a definition for system complexity. The authors define Functional
Information as the fraction of all possible configurations that sufficiently
achieve a specified functionality. The notion of Functional Information is ex-
emplified by a sequence of letters that is conceptually familiar: The four
different nucleotides A, U, G, C. In a 100 nucleotides RNA strand there are
4100 different possible sequences, but not all of them are functional (i.e. some
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are dummies and do not play any role). With this simple but powerful defi-
nition, and by involving the probability or potential of an entity to perform
a function, the authors have derived a set of mathematical models, including
advanced models for higher dimensional systems.

Another interesting model for measuring complexity is presented by Stoop
& Stoop [20]. It considers computation (in a general sense) as a reduction
of the difficulty of prediction, i.e. inferring the future from the past. The
model derivation of the complexity measure relies on concepts from physics.
The key part is the transformation relation between input and output as a
mapping between the input and output string and multiplicity of operations
(or iterations). It considers different observable manifestations of a complex
dynamic system as different computations with their own predictability (and
associated complexity). By using averages, in this case from bundles of tra-
jectories, the model is capable of providing information about the complexity
associated with the choice of elements that are involved in the computations
(calculations) of predictions in noisy systems. An implicit process analogous
to normalizing allows comparisons and complexity-aware choices between dif-
ferent of elements (sets of variables) and their predictive ability.

Basu [4] has defined a topological complexity based on their combinatorial
and algorithmic properties. A bounding function of the combinatorial com-
plexity is defined using the connectivity of their subsets. The computation
(or estimate) of this bounding function poses an important problem in com-
putational geometry i.e. the arrangements of sets of geometric objects.

A design complexity measure is proposed by Braha & Maimon [5]. The au-
thors define a structural and a functional design complexity. The design
structural complexity is associated with information content (suitable for
automated design) in the form of relations, models, etc. The functional de-
sign complexity is associated with information described as the operations
towards satisfaction of the (design, suitability, etc) goals. These definitions
involve information content and other known concepts closely resembling the
Halstaed metrics [11] as they have been defined and used in software engi-
neering since the seventies. The level of abstraction in these definitions is
suitable for intelligent computer aided design systems and IT projects, but
unfortunately their generalization and application to other cases is difficult
to see, and is not exemplified by the authors.

While information content is undoubtedly a valid measure, one could argue
that a design structural complexity definition based on the number of com-
ponents and their assembly towards a robust (i.e. non-failure) design would
be better, practical and more general than focusing on its amount of infor-
mation. This is particularly important when there are tradeoffs between the
number of components and the easiness of an assembly process as for example
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in machine design because minimizing the number of components should be
part of any design goal as an inbuilt reduction of complexity. A measure of
structural design complexity in terms of components and the way they are
arranged (interactions) as a set or individually to perform a desired function
would be more justified. In this way, a structural complexity design measure
actually would complement the functional design complexity measure based
on information content.

This is a good time to go back to our earlier consideration about repetition.
The previous discussion questioning the justification of information content
to define structural design complexity can be seen from another angle. While
repetition of operators and operands can be treated as equivalent in software
towards the amount of information calculation, this does not necessarily hold
with hardware. Let us take our earlier example of windmills or computers
arranged as a set towards more efficiency. From an information theoretical
viewpoint there would be little difference in information content because 1 or
100 units of the same kind do not increase the variety of the system. It is their
assembly (relations) towards an enhanced functionality, their combinations
of states i.e. performance, breakdown, idle, etc. that makes the difference in
complexity of the system. The assessment of this combinatorial exercise does
lead us again to the definition of functional information by Hazen et al. [12]
described earlier in this section. This example illustrates that independent
repetition is less complex than when relations exist between entities.

5 Modelling complexity

It may be helpful to revisit the vectorial model presented at the beginning
of the previous section. The importance of this model or thinking process
is a marked distinction between the problem analysis and the offering of a
solution that actually addresses the problem. This is the point and opportu-
nity for lateral thinking for alternative solutions or methods, simplicity and
efficient techniques etc. Proposing solutions to a nonexistent or ill-defined
problem is worthless.

The ultimate purpose of modeling is prediction. If we can understand and
model a process, then we are able to anticipate its behavior. This in turn
enables to take rational decisions and to change the behavior of that pro-
cess, if possible at all. There is no specific environment for modeling complex
systems. In complex systems modeling, this often implies using a range of
different models, requiring different software tools. Conventional commercial
software and toolboxes can be a substantial help, in particular because of
their efficient algorithms and user-friendly interfaces. They are tested, which
is sometimes an underestimated advantage. However, there is no guarantee
that the simulations are truthful just because the code works correctly if the
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models or the results are not validated. As always in modeling and simula-
tion, the choice of software must suit the models. Regrettably enough, too
many times one can find work with wrongly applied models or inappropri-
ate tools in the scientific literature. Some popular techniques that are used
in modeling complex systems (in increasing difficulty) are dynamic systems
(Matlab/SimulinkTM ); Artificial Neural Networks, including Self Organizing
Maps (SOM) for functions and clustering; Chaos, and Quantum Computing.

5.1 Abstraction

Modeling involves abstraction. This means mapping only those processes to
a model to which the model is sensitive, leaving out of the modeling process
the less relevant details with little or negligible influence to the overall result.
This is schematized in figure 4: On the pie diagram (left side) the processes E
to K appear to have little contribution contribution to the overall result and
are not included in the model’s subsystems schematized on the right side.
The purpose of abstraction is to simplify the models, which ultimately are
sets of mathematical equations in a way that that they are solvable and com-
putable. To what extent can abstraction be done without loss or distortion
by over-simplification? The answer lies “somewhere in between”; it is a com-
promise between the manageability of the model and its modeling accuracy.
A popular approach for reducing complexity is order reduction. This comes
from expressing a model as a series expansion. This can be as simple as poly-
nomial series. One uses only the first, second, . . . nth order terms, neglecting
the higher order terms, as they would contribute little or negligible to the
results. Caution: Not to be confused with order-predicates in logic.
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Fig. 4. The processes E to K with little contribution contribution to the overall
result (pie chart) are not included in the model’s subsystems (right side)
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5.2 Linearity and sensitivity

An old saying tells us to “be wise, linearize”. How can we do that when non-
linearity is one main characteristic of complexity? But then, not all 100% in
a complex system is non-linear. This means, that some of the modeling can
be linearized. What is important is to find out what can be linearized and
what cannot. A sensitivity analysis helps to find out, albeit that it means a
substantial effort that can easily run into the combinatorial curse. A sensi-
tivity analysis is always a good approach because it sheds light into what is
of primary importance and what is less important. With a good design of
experiments (DOE), it also gives a good indication of where the correlations
are stronger. A good question to ask is also, does if follow a Pareto 80/20
rule? More often than not, it will. Again a word of caution: characteristics
such as linearity and sensitivity can be limited to specific ranges of values.
It is important to be aware of this, and find out whether and where they
are. Problems can arise when, in the expectation that that a system behaves
linear when in reality it does not, as this can lead to initially small errors, but
the errors add up and lead to deviations of the predictions that can be sub-
stantial. In the case of chaotic systems the lessons learnt from mathematical
analysis like taking limits may not necessarily reveal additional simultaneous
solutions, or be possible at all, in particular when there is no certainty of the
of the validity of mathematical models applied.

5.3 Uncertainty and error estimation

One tends to be satisfied with approximations, but it is paramount to es-
timate and know the margin of error involved. All simulations are affected
with uncertainty. Schneider and Moss from Stanford University insist that
“. . . statistical confidence levels should be attached to even the most com-
plex scientific predictions” [10]. In dealing with complex systems, it is crucial
to know where uncertainty is located. One has to find out not only how much
uncertainty is involved, but also where it comes from. Schneider and Moss
insist that the uncertainty of at least four sources, namely the theory applied,
the observations, the model results, and the consensus should be represented
graphically for a clearer information about the source of uncertainty. This can
be done on a multidimensional axes (radar) graph, with four or more axes. It
is easy to find many sources for errors relevant to the case, for example error
in the data (missing or unreliable), root mean square errors in anything that
involves fitting to a function like the training and testing error in Artificial
Neural Networks. Other sources of errors are numerical method errors when
solving equations. These errors can be assessed based on the way operations
are implemented. Other uncertainties arise from the models, abstraction pro-
cess, probabilistic estimators, and so on. All errors must be normalized to
be able to compare in a plot. The error analysis and uncertainty plot allows
improving the certainty of the research, or at least being able to pinpoint why
the uncertainty arises, and allows comparisons between different approaches.
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5.4 Network representations

Network representations are a popular choice, capable of expressing func-
tional nodes and weighted relations that can be equally suitable modeling a
range of situations from biological to industrial or social contexts, and from
the rather simple to highly complex and sophisticated. Klein et al. in co-
operation with Yaneer Bar-Yam et al. have produced interesting and helpful
complex system research using dynamic distributed networks representations,
i.e. with no centralized controller, and where global behavior is the result of
localized individual actions of nodes [13]. In this work, the authors distinguish
between linear and non-linear networks, i.e. single or multiple attractors, and
discuss and propose suitable optimization methods. They analyze and dis-
cuss symmetry (reciprocity) in the form of dynamic attractors, where the
network cycles through a set of configurations of node states instead of con-
verging to a specific configuration of states. They also discusses a range of
network techniques such as modularization and network imprinting to over-
come difficulties found. Their work was done on collaborative design, but the
considerations and lessons learned can be applied to other situations.

5.5 Parallelism

Parallelism is another important concept in modeling complexity, in particu-
lar when it is combined with network models. One has to distinguish between
simulating parallelism i.e. simultaneous, temporarily independent events from
what is known as parallel computing on a special computer with its own pro-
gramming techniques. To simulate parallel events in complex systems one
does not always require a parallel supercomputer. Our interest here is to
focus on the modeling part of complex systems, not on the computational
details. Nevertheless, modeling parallelism can be made easier by using spe-
cific software packages such as in case of discrete event simulations but it can
also be represented as networks which can be networks in general or specific
networks such as Petri Nets. While such systems can be large, they are not
necessarily complex. It is the nature of what is being modeled that can be
challenging, and there are no specific rules to help us. For example, Zhang
et al. have developed a model for parallel decision making under uncertainty
as a sequence of three phases in a cascade of system of systems [26]. The
authors also propose a model for assessing the effectiveness of the parallel
decision model.

5.6 Chaotic systems

Last not least a word on modeling chaotic systems. Chaotic systems are
sometimes considered as non-deterministic. This is wrong. Chaotic systems
are not random. They are deterministic systems, but they are highly sensitive
to input variation, to an extent where precision becomes important. A very
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small difference in the input can change the behavior of the system. This may
appear as a sudden change in the behavior, shown on a plot as a set of similar
yet distinguishable bundled trajectories that we can observe in the typical
visual examples of attractors. This is more an effect of the limited accuracy
of computers and their rounding errors than of the mathematical model or
the chaotic system it describes. However, not necessarily chaotic trajectories
appear as a cluster of cycles (orbits); they can be mischievous and their plots
can take many shapes, like bifurcations (with two solutions) from a specific
value onwards, repeating bifurcation at variable intervals. Chaotic systems
have a range of properties such as self-similarity, fractal dimension, and their
assessment is part of the study.

It is very important to be aware that long-term predictions of chaotic systems
are unreliable due to the extreme sensitivity to initial conditions and the fast
accumulating computing rounding errors. After a number of iterations, the
results calculated are no longer representations of the same initial system
under study, but a different one.

6 Dealing with complexity

In this section, we will discuss a selection of commendable approaches that are
helpful in dealing with complexity. Systems Engineering has brought a radical
change into the way we approach problems with undeniable success. However,
with increasing complexity, one cannot use this approach. Complex systems
do not always behave as defined and expected in classical systems theory.
The danger is that the traditional breakdown into subsystems, using emer-
gent property as the defining attribute can and does fail in complex systems.
In a Systems approach one works on high, or low level models, but without
mixing levels. In a complex system, the different levels may not be indepen-
dent. This is because of interrelations and couplings that can act between
the different levels of subsystems, thus violating a fundamental paradigm
in systems theory. Based on this, Bar-Yam [2] has found that the systems
engineering approach can be used in not-too-complex systems, but recom-
mends for higher complexity systems adopting an evolutionary paradigm for
complex systems engineering that involves rapid parallel exploration and a
context designed to promote change through competition. In the absence of
a systematic approach, we propose to start with the following three steps.

Step one: granularity

Our first important and wise step is to look at what level of resolution (gran-
ularity) our problem to solve lies. An overwhelming amount of data limits
modeling detail. The following two examples illustrate scale and granularity.
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Cell → organ → organism → . . .
Group → organization → society → . . .

Structure → component → functional unit → . . .
Cluster → equipment → tool or wider unit → . . .

In the first example (first two rows), our focus of interest could be at the level
of cells and their interactions, for example transport of proteins inside a cell,
or perhaps a like a surgeon on a conglomeration of cells as tissue or organ,
or a collection of organs as an organism. On a higher level of granularity,
for example, Societies do not deal with the mitochondriae or DNA in a cell.
Conversely, a microbiologist developing a vaccine does not care about social
or political trends.

The second example (last two rows) is a generalization and works in the same
way as the first two lines. If we are interested in modeling in budget require-
ments to build a manufacturing plant we might be interested in what and
how many processing bays we need (tool or wider unit) but we do not need
to be concerned with the model or brand or the structure of the machinery,
except perhaps its processing throughput capabilities or space requirements.
We do not need low-level details such as the exact number of how many com-
ponents there are in machines or equipment or how these components are
assembled.

It is however, important to know what range of layers of granularity need to
be considered in a model, as this is something that affects complexity of the
model.

There is yet another strong reason. Doing calculations with very high num-
bers and very low numbers e.g. as in semiconductor manufacturing ranging
in the orders of 10E-7 and 10E14, the calculations will be rounded or trun-
cated. When we have a complex system, it is likely to be made up of several
components. These components may well be at a high, low, or medium level
of resolution and values in a typical range of orders of magnitude used in
their computations, each of them with their own rounding and truncating
error. Being numbers of similar order of magnitude makes the partial results
from simulation components less affected by error, but when we put them
all together, calculations can be quite distorted. One should always avoid
calculations with very large and very low quantities together. One way out
of this is normalizing the data, but when the models are not linear this may
not be legitimate.

This does not warrant that our solution space will be in the same granularity.
Granularity can involve selective detailing. This is because not all needs to be
modeled and simulated in equal detail. This comes because mixed modeling
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P = F(q)

�F1(q)

P = F1(q) + F2(q)

F2(q)

Fig. 5. “Zooming-in” applies to hierarchical systems that can be represented as a
flow system

approaches can be integrated. One can model in detail those entities that need
low-level detail, and all other entities at a high level under given circumstances,
despite violating the rules of general systems theory. This practice of “zooming
in” is explained in [19] and shown as a diagram in figure 5. It is about selectively
detailing by progressively building in detail. Let us consider that P is a state
function of q (they are vectorial functions). Let us consider that this function
can be split as the sum of two functions, F1 and F2 as shown in the diagram. We
can now model some of it in a large resolution (like “zooming in”), and leave all
other in a lower resolution. If the original unsplit function P is embedded in an-
other system, then the sum of the high and low-resolution functions F1 and F2

has to be carried out before further calculations. We have used this successfully
in our dynamic system models on Economy or Energy. We used a rather high
level, modular model, with several layers of hierarchy (in Simulink). At some
stage, we had to introduce a highly complex function that was only available as
a data collection of several decades. We could zoom in on these low-level data
by training an artificial Neural Network (NN), and plugging it into our model
for future predictions. Here we used the benefit of an NN, which is able to re-
turn a weighted function that is able to recognize similar data. The drawback
is that the weights or coefficients cannot be interpreted and associated with a
cause, as one does in physics. If this interpretation is not necessary, then a NN
or other AI technique are suitable zooming in mechanisms that can be within
a model of a different, higher resolution.

If a modular, e.g. a hierarchical modeling approach is used, then complexity
can built in progressively wherever necessary. One has to ensure that (a) the
outcome does map to data with the real world, and (b) that the overall result
of each subsystem must be maintained and stable. The calls “Calibrate! ” and
“Validate! ” must resound in our ears and actions.
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Step two: time and space

Medium
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Fig. 6. Temporal and spatial complexity increase

Our second step is to try to ubicate our problem in a spatial and temporal
reference. For example, we consider a daily vs. yearly weather forecast, a daily
fluctuation vs. yearly stock market trend, metabolism of one cell vs. a whole
organism, or a socio-economic system. Figure 6 shows how this applies. This
figure is an adaptation from Wallace [24], which the author has used to show
temporal and spatial scales associated with different water related issues in
the GWSP-2003 project. For our case on increasing complexity, we could add
a third axes with a dimensionality scale. Although this may seem a circular
reference, it is not. Dimension is a quantity that can equally be represented
on a scaled axis. However, complexity does not necessarily increase at higher
dimensions; it actually can be reduced, as we will see later.

Step three: repetition

The third step is to identify repetition, and if applicable, one should find out
whether the repetition makes the system more complex or not. The difference
is that if the repetition can be bundled into one functional entity, then it is
unlikely to affect the complexity. To what extent (i.e. the quantity of “how
much”) the performance of the system is affected can be used as an indica-
tor, tolerance or threshold (e.g. a percentage). Longstaff [14] has made the
interesting observation that by adding an element that can be duplicated to
a complex system can cause a shift in the total system that is much greater
than the amount added. Perhaps this sounds familiar like another version
of the emergent property, but one can think of its effect in the context of
some kind of information in a social system, e.g. the range of possible con-
sequences of single or repeated broadcasts announcing a disaster evacuation
warning that reaches just a few or a whole city.
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6.1 Reducing Complexity

We are now going to look into ways for reducing complexity. In some cases
reducing complexity can be done easily, and in other cases it cannot and
should not be done because of the risk involved that non-obvious correla-
tions are violated leading to distorted results. It can only be done with much
care. There are no universal recipes for reducing complexity. In the absence
of a theory on complexity, at this time it helps to look at what has worked,
and what not. Decomposition and clustering can be powerful techniques in
certain cases. While it is not possible to provide a simple prescription for
complexity reduction, two important approaches emerge: (a) the reduction
of the (often combinatorial) search space by pruning or by expanding into a
higher dimensional space; and (b) focusing on the relations and their strength
in the formation of hierarchies or clusters.

A wide range of papers about reducing complexity can be found in the lit-
erature. Unfortunately and perhaps too often, their application is limited to
their own specific cases presented, hence a trend or general recommendation
cannot be derived. However, in what follows, a selection of examples will be
presented. Their didactical purpose should be seen as what the authors have
done, rather than the application case itself. The examples should bring the
reader into the mental paradigm of reading papers on complexity reduction
with a “what can be done” attitude, but not “where can I find a similar
work”, because it might not apply as a best choice to that researcher’s case.
This is part of the nature of complexity.

Increasing the space

Fig. 7. Increasing the dimension will reduce complexity

A representation (transform) into higher dimensions (in general) will reduce
complexity. Sharony [17] has demonstrated the general case that by switching
from a 1-D network to a k-D network increases the connectivity but reduces
the complexity. Sharony used this for routing in a signal-processing network.
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Different ranges of frequencies were assigned to different dimensions to mul-
tiplex the signals into different channels.

While increasing the dimensionality to reduce complexity might appear as-
tounding, the effect is that it acts as selection mechanism or filter. The notion
is best illustrated graphically as shown in figure 7. Initially the light and dark
balls are mixed. After increasing the dimension and applying a selection cri-
terion, the light balls are separated on one side, and the dark balls are on the
other side.

A similar notion is used by VanDenBoom et al. [23] where additional effort
and expansion lead to complexity reduction. The context of their work is
in process industry, dealing with multivariate systems, and typically with
input and output constraints. The authors derive an input model for the op-
timization of a Model Predictive Controller (MPC) model that is suitable for
Discrete Event Systems (DES). In this model the authors overcome a com-
putational complexity problem posed by non-linearities and large amount of
numerical integrations the object function evaluation by changing the mod-
eling approach into a linear Max-Plus algebra optimization model. The key
point in their model is a variability expansion to calculate (approximate)
stochastic integrals. They achieve this by introducing a stochastic parameter
that allows then applying a Taylor expansion of that parameter, which in turn
allows drastically simplifying the expression. A penalty for late production is
implicit in the optimization model.

Reducing the space

Yang [25] has demonstrated that construction of hierarchical systems can be
drastically reduced by using only those strong relations, which span typically
one order of magnitude (in a graph representation this can be a hop from a
node in one level to another node in the next level). Yang’s work is based
on concepts and definitions of 1978 Economy Nobel Laureate H. E. Simon,
in particular the hierarchic architecture of complex systems and definitions
of near-decomposability of hierarchic systems. Simon’s concept is based on
the strength (or weakness) of interactions between subsystems from a tem-
poral point of view. This translates into a short-term independence and/or
long-term inter-dependence of subsystems. Yang uses a bottom up approach
by analyzing elements for strong interactions with each other forming clus-
ters (or subsystems), then moves one level up to analyze the interactions of
the clusters (or subsystems) with each other, where those with many strong
interactions in turn become a cluster or subsystem on the next level higher
up, and so on.

A simpler and perhaps well-known method for reducing complexity is prun-
ing. This can be done when the system can be modeled as a network and
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contains parts that are beyond the interest or purpose of observation for
whatever reason. Tan et al. [22] has developed a strategy for pruning a net-
work (in this case an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) dynamically. What is
different in this work is that this being done dynamically, based on the im-
portance of the data. They achieve this by considering the input vs. output
spaces by a mapping. At this point, the reader might recall some of the work
of Stoop [20] but now in a different context.

Reduction of search space is also successfully applied by Bartlet et al. [3] to
be able to interpret in a cause-effect between control mechanisms and the
pulse structure in spectral phase function. The authors achieve this by step-
wise parameter reduction and the effect on control pulses such that the effect
can be understood and interpreted. The parameter reduction in this case is
achieved by controlled physical/chemical experimentation.

Function transforms can be applied to reduce parameter space. Fast Fourier
transforms is commonly applied in mathematics and signal processing, in
particular sound and image processing. Modeling fishery dynamics involves
estimating time-varying parameters about the growth, stock recruitment,
mortality rates, fishing, and others. Each parameter varies with time, and
requires one value per time-step. This means that for each time-step the
parameter space increases. Subbey [21] represents time-varying parameters
using functional representations together with Fast Fourier transforms. The
authors have achieved reducing a total of 76 parameters to 36, which is about
47% reduction.

Clustering

Clustering appears anywhere: faults and defects in silicon wafers, software,
living organisms, cars on a freeway, clouds, chaotic trajectories, etc. Modeling
the dynamics of clustering is complex in any discipline. Gibbon & Titi [9] de-
rived a mathematical model for clustering focusing on an “interface” between
a cluster and its surroundings. It is based on the existence of a hierarchy of
length scales (correlations, interactions), whose members are in competition,
for example an ordered set of correlations or coherence lengths. Depending
on parameters, the model yield sets “good” and “bad” regions. Due to inter-
mittency (gaps) very short length scales crowd into clusters with fractal-like
boundaries.

Modifying the model

Recognizing when and where a mathematical model or technique can be mod-
ified to reduce complexity, is good. For decades, chemical plants and oil re-
fineries are known to be complex systems. They involve a considerable variety
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of products, which in turn involve a huge amount of equipment. They are
dangerous places where any mistake puts human lives at risk. The follow-
ing example is in Operations Research and Parametric Programming. It in-
volves Model Predictive Control (MPC). This is a specialized technique in
process control that is used in chemical plants and oil refineries. MP-QP
Multi Parametric-Quadratic Programming can be part of MPC. It requires
vast number of calculations and data storage, and it is slow. The complex-
ity (number of regions) for an MP-QP solution can be substantially reduced
when covering a pre-specified feasible region Rossiter [16] has found that
by splitting and refining the MP-QP algorithm (mathematical model) it is
possible to delegate part of the online computation (that slows down the pro-
duction process) to offline computation. In this way, it is possible to improve
speed of online control.

Another example is on decision taking, where strategies are produced as a
long-term stable state (wider picture), instead of short-term incidental de-
cisions. In Game theory representations one has typically a dichotomy of
decisions (yes/no) in a bounded rationally situation; that is with limited, in-
complete or vague info. Mittone [15] has derived a model that incorporates
incomplete information into a deterministic frame. To represent all possible
moves requires a vast matrix of moves. The model strategy aims for a Nash
equilibrium solution, or ideally Pareto equilibrium (no damage to thirds). It
then applies an algorithm for maximization of payoff function. After several
iterations, eventually the gain stabilizes, yielding an optimal solution. A word
of caution: stability may not always be possible.

Reducing complexity can require complex algorithms to achieve success, as
demonstrated in the following example. Flexible manufacturing is also consid-
ered as a complex system. It involves production with a variety of different
products e.g. car models or electronic components, which require alterna-
tive combinations of routings. It involves hundreds and millions of routings
and their control, whose scheduling and timing is critical. Spiliopoulos and
Sofianopoulou [18] have addressed the Cell (or Cluster) Formation Problem
(CFP), i.e. the problem of creating manufacturing cells with minimum inter-
actions. The idea is to decentralize production by grouping the machines into
clusters and various part types into part families, then allocate the process-
ing of each part family to a machine cluster. This Eliminates 50% stochastic
components. The authors apply first a preprocessing step that develops the
tree of possibilities. It steps through the tree examining all combinations
of process plans and eliminates equivalent sub-problems. It then applies a
bounding technique using an Ant Colony Optimization. The second step is
then a nested procedure, whose outer loop examines the cost matrice’s dif-
ferent combinations, while an inner loop applies an algorithm that solves
cell-formation problems.
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Successful coalitions are important in carrying out tasks that require coop-
eration of its agents, i.e. which cannot be fulfilled otherwise. Aknine and
Shehori [1] use a method of dependence relations to search in a combina-
torial task space with the aim to form successful coalitions. The approach
incorporates the prevention of conflict in the formation of coalitions, instead
of disregarding conflict and dealing with its resolution a posteriori. The for-
mation of a support tree is somewhat similar to the hierarchy construction
developed by Yang [25] mentioned earlier in this section. The support tree
serves for negotiations towards coalitions. The weakness of this method is its
demanding computing effort.

6.2 Stability

Undetrended SP500 time series 

Stockmarket crash

Stabilization 

Fig. 8. Example of behavior stabilization reached after a disturbance; in this case
the stockmarket crash

First of all, one has to be aware that stability means two things: (a) the
behavior stabilization reached after a disturbance of what is being modeled
(see figure 8), for example, an economy going through adaptation after a new
taxation scheme, or a forest recovering after a bushfire; and (b) the simula-
tion stabilization time until a model replicates truthfully enough what it is
modeling (shown in figure 9). This depends strongly on the iteration cycles
of calculations, on the sensitivity of the model. Feedback systems can be vul-
nerable to either of them.

Non-linear and continuously changing relations between many of the enti-
ties (or nodes) are typical in complex systems, and anticipating where and
when and how much such changes will occur are the very substance that
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Simulation stabilization 

Fig. 9. Example of the unstable initial iterations of a simulation which must be
discarded

makes their modeling difficult. This is turn makes it difficult or impossible
to predict the system’s behavior. Longstaff [14] provides some guidelines for
the challenge of managing unpredictable systems. The author cites four re-
sponses of biological systems to cope with uncertainty or change; they are (a)
prediction; (b) detection and response; (c) broad tolerance; and (d) preven-
tion. These responses can occur in any way: single, as combinations, or all
four, and their ratio of application or importance to each other may be case
dependent or changing over time. A case of unpredictable complex systems
is presented, rich in details in a realistic scenario as the power games by a
typically unidentified and self rewarding minority in a society of uninformed
players, with undisclosed multiple interactions and inconsistent outcomes of
the players’ moves, including corruption. These can be modeled with net-
works where different strengths of relations lead to hierarchies and coalitions.
The author warns of a possible failure of attempts to make predictions based
on traditional approaches e.g. statistics, boundaries, trends, etc, where the
success of decisions under uncertainty cannot be guaranteed, and should be
replaced by flexible plans, plans for contingencies and operating procedures
in the framework of the four responses of a biological system.

Evolving systems

A special case of unstable systems are Evolving Systems. They are complex
systems, which undergo change in any way. This change can be a structural
change, or a control change, or any other, and combinations of them. An ex-
ample are the morphing, appearance and disappearance of giant companies,
political entities (e.g. countries), or large ecosystems. Growth can be internally
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controlled, or externally. Sometimes these systems can be modeled as dynamic
systems, but this is not always the case; in particular when the controlling
agent is not clearly identifiable (e.g. a population’s movement for democracy
and freedom) or the agent changes. A change can be abrupt (e.g. companies)
or it may be slow and not readily perceivable. It is interesting to know that
non-linear dynamic systems described by three or more equations can suddenly
and unpredictably turn into chaotic behavior. Additional input can bring an
unstable system into a stable mode, an attractor in a chaotic system, or into
deterministic mode. There is no theory about these systems, but early work
by Domingo and Tonella [7] explain the requirements for such a theory.

6.3 Unsolvable Systems

In theory, unsolvable systems should not exist. In practice, thy are real prob-
lems. Here are some examples, a system can be undetermined, it can have
infinite solutions, or it can be intractable, i.e. not computable, or not capable
to solve with current computer power. The worst of it is that these systems
tend to be mischievous.

�undet ermined    det ermined

� F = mg
�

� F = mg
�

Fig. 10. Examples of an undetermined and a determined system: a robot with
three legs has undetermined reaction forces

Here is an example: For decades, Engineers have been eagerly researching
ways of locomotion of robots, with an impressive range of results. Keeping
the balance in rugged terrain, climbing up stairs are still serious challenges for
current technologies. Who would not be tempted to try to imitate nature’s
success? A spider? Perhaps not an eight but a three-legged robot? Wrong! It
is an undetermined system (see figure 10), with too many degrees of freedom.
While this is a problem that has an easy solution, others do not. One has to
consider and recognize such asituation.
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Summary. The fast changing reality in technical and natural domains per-
ceived by always more accurate observations has drawn the attention on a
new and very broad class of systems mainly characterized by specific behav-
ior which has been entered under the common wording ”complexity”. Based
on elementary system graph representation with components as nodes and
interactions as vertices, it is shown that systems belong to only three states
: simple, complicated, and complex, the main properties of which are dis-
cussed. The first two states have been studied at length over past centuries,
and the last one finds its origin in the elementary fact that when system
performance is pushed up, there exists a threshold above which interaction
between components overtake outside interaction. At the same time, system
self-organizes and filters corresponding outer action, making it more robust
to outer effect, with emergence of a new behavior which was not predictable
from only components study. Examples in Physics and Biology are given, and
three main classes of ”complexity” behavior are distinguished correspond-
ing to different levels of difficulty to handle the problem of their dynamics.
The great interest of using complex state properties in man-made systems is
stressed and important issues are discussed. They mainly concentrate on the
difficult balance to be established between the relative system isolation when
becoming complex and the delegation of corresponding new capability from
(outside) operator. This implies giving the system some ”intelligence” in an
adequate frame between the new augmented system state and supervising
operator, with consequences on the canonical system triplet {effector-sensor-
controller} which has to be reorganized in this new setting. Moreover, it is
observed that entering complexity state opens the possibility for the function
to feedback onto the structure, ie to mimic at technical level the invention of
Nature over Her very long history.

Keywords: Complicated Systems, Complex Systems, Self-Organization,
Emergence, Invariance, Nonlinear Control of Natural and Man-made
Systems
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1 Introduction

After a very long period of observations, it became very slowly clear to first
Human observers since prehistoric age that the phenomena they were distin-
guishing were due to a specific order in Nature and not to the capricious will
of mysterious Gods. Since then, they have been over the centuries patiently
organizing the most visible ones, and, proposing hypotheses to find this order,
they finally end up on laws to represent the simplest phenomena first which
have been verified in the framework of actual observations. These elementary
phenomena were mainly concerning ”simple” systems which can reasonably
be isolated in their dynamics and their observation.In the mean time, the
advance in technology and observation accuracy was driving the attention on
more complicated systems with always larger number of elements, which in
the 17th century have been shown by R. Descartes to be reducible in their
study to the former class of simple ones[1].

Finally, the result today of this long quest was an ”adapted” representation of
the Universe with a broad ”classical” part for ”human size” phenomena, cor-
rected by ”quantum” effects at very small atomic level, and by ”relativistic”
ones at very large galactic level. This basic ”1-dimensional” picture emerg-
ing from millennium long effort of human kind, and leaving fundamental
questions only at infinitely large universe and infinitely small super elemen-
tary particle levels, is however not sufficient to represent correctly enough
the present situation where systems exist over an extremely large paramet-
ric domain now easily explored with the recent development of always more
performing technology over the last decades.

First observed from time to time in different domains, there is now evidence
of existence of new huge class of systems, natural as well as artificial in all
scientific and technical human activities, which have reached their own sta-
tus by the corner of the millennium under the name of ”complex” systems.
They are in some sense opening a ”2-dimensional” more global picture of
the universe by being located along a direction ”perpendicular” to previous
1-dimension line going from infinitely small to infinitely large size, see Fig.1
at the end of the text.

There is today a strong questioning about their origin and their formation[2].
Some have even suggested that previous ”mechanistic” approach to the uni-
verse by researching ”ultimate” fully unifying law[3] is just mistaking their
very and irreducible structure and that a new ”revolution” is necessary to
grasp all aspects of known universe today[4].

To address these questions, a very pedestrian approach is proposed here,
based on elementary source-sink model applied to the graph representing the
aggregate of possible components of a system. Then it evidently appears that
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system structure can be divided into three different groups, simple, compli-
cated and complex, corresponding to specific properties. The first two groups
are usual ones nicely approachable by the methods of scientific reduction-
ism[5]. The third group, by its very global nature, cannot be just reduced
to the effect of its components[6] and requires some adjustment for being
correctly handled, because now the key point is the way the system behaves
under (or against) the action of its environment.

It will appear that the mechanistic notion of individual ”trajectory” is loos-
ing its meaning and should be replaced by more general ”manifold” entity
corresponding to accessible ”invariants” under environment action.

System self-organization and emergence properties are deduced and dis-
cussed. Different grades of complexity are fixed depending on specific sys-
tem properties which relate to well known classes of observed phenomena.
Advantages for application of complex structure to man made systems are
stressed.

2 System State Analysis

Let consider first a system with a finite number N of identified and distin-
guishable components which can be represented by a graph with N nodes Ni

. On this graph, three types of vertices can be drawn in between the N com-
ponents i and outside sources e whenever an exchange exists between them.
They correspond respectively to free flight state for vertex Vii, to driven state
from outer source for vertex Vie, and to interactive state with other system
components for vertex Vij ., see Fig.2.

System dynamics are usually resulting from a combination of previous three
different exchanges to which, on a very general setting, there can be asso-
ciated three characteristic fluxes for each system component. Their specific
nature (power, information, chemical,..) is depending on the problem at hand,
but is here unnecessary as long as they unambiguously characterize system
components status.

The first flux corresponds to the ”free” dynamics of i-th component pii along
vertex Vii, the second one pi,e to the transfer flux between outer source and
system i-th component along vertex Vie, and the last one pi,j is the charac-
teristic and oriented flux exchange between components i and j along vertex
Vij , see Fig.2.

Let pi,int = Inf j |pi,j|. Depending on the various possible ordering between
the absolute value of these three fluxes, the system behaves in different ways.
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When (A) |pii| >> pi,int, |pi,e| the i-th component is weakly coupled to other
components. Its dynamics are mainly the ones of an isolated element slightly
perturbed by the other actions, and the system reduces to a set of almost
independent one-component sub-systems. In this sense it can be considered
as a simple one.

When (B) |pi,e| >> pi,int, |pii| the i-th component is mainly depending on
outside sources. The action of the other components creates a (weak) cou-
pling between the components, but the system can nevertheless be decoupled,
at least locally, into a set of sub-systems which can be acted upon and con-
trolled by as many exterior sources as there are components in the system
because they can still be identified. In this sense the system can be termed as
complicated from etymologic sense (from Latin cum pliare : piled up with).

Finally when (C) pi,int >> |pie|, |pii| the i-th component is very strongly
coupled to other ones and its dynamics are now mainly determined by com-
ponents interaction satisfying the inequality. If apparently there does not
seem to exist a dramatic difference with the previous case as concerns their
dynamics, there is however a fundamental one as concerns the effect of out-
side action. In previous case input from the source can be tracked to the
concerned component so this degree of freedom can be completely controlled
from outside, whereas in present one the nature of interactions dominates
and shields this tracking.

As a result, control action can only be a ”global” one from other system
components satisfying condition for second case (B) and system dynamics
are now also driven by internal action. Consequently a totally new situation
occurs for all system components passing in third state in the sense that their
control cannot as in second case be fixed by only outer source action. Effec-
tively, it is no longer possible as in second state to determine completely all
system components dynamics from outside because of stronger interaction ef-
fect which now dominates the dynamics of concerned components. In a sense
a self-organization has been taking place inside the system which leads to an
internal control replacing the classical one from outside. So it is no longer
possible to continue to manipulate inputs with as many degrees of freedom
as the system initially has because of the mismatch which would result from
the conflict with the internal control due to components interaction satisfying
condition for the third case.

External system control dimension is thus reduced. A system in this case
will be termed as complex in agreement with etymology (from Latin cum
plexus: tied up with).

According to this definition, a very elementary test for determining if a system
is passing to complex state is thus to verify that its control requires the
manipulation of less degrees of freedom than the system has initially.
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There exists an immense literature about complexity, its definition and its
properties covering an extremely wide range of domains from Philosophy to
Technology[7], especially in recent years where its role has been ”discovered”
in many different fields such as networks now playing a crucial role with the
ascent of Information Technologies[8].

Here emphasis is more modestly put only on more restricted complex state
compared to complicated state as concerns action from outside environment
(ie from control point of view) onto the system.

For a system S with a finite number N of identified components, one can
then define its index of complexity CS = ′ if it is only in complicated state,
and CS = \/N if n < N components cluster in complex state by satisfying
inequality (C) and become insensitive to outer action. CS measures the grasp
on the system from outside action/control and the limit CS = ∞ corresponds
to totally autarchic system, the most complex possible structure with this
number of components.

This may look paradoxical as the definition of a simple system is precisely
that it can be isolated. In fact this apparently contradictory statement is
resulting from the very nature of internal interactions effect which reduces
the number of invariants on which system trajectory takes place.

An elementary example is given by the particles of a neutral gas for which
their initial 6N positions and velocities (the mechanical invariants of motion)
are reduced to the only energy (or temperature), justifying thermodynamic
representation.

In other words, when represented from outside, a system is the less compli-
cated as it is more complex inside. Differently said, a complicated system
remains complicated whether observed from inside or from outside, whereas
when becoming complex it is less complicated when observed from outside,
on top of the fact that being depending on a restricted number of parameters,
it is more insensitive to outer action.

However, when observing from outside a system with apparent CS = n/N,
if N is not fixed when the system is not well known, there is no one-to-one
relation in general between apparent outer behavior of the system and its
initial internal structure. It is only possible to check relative variation of CS

when crossing condition (C) for some components.

On a general setting, it is very easy from its definition to envision com-
plex state as a powerful way set up by Nature to generate more sophisticated
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entities able to gain at the same time more independence with respect to their
environment, or, in other terms, to become more robust to its variations and
yet, to appear much less complicated outside, so that they can in turn link
more easily to similar entities and generate a chain of nested clusters.

This seems to be an underlying trend in evolution on Earth which has been
allowing the elaboration of living beings, the up-most advanced form of com-
plex systems[9]. Summarizing, exactly like matter does appear in three states
: solids, liquids and gas, depending on conditions, systems are exhibiting three
states : simple, complicated and complex.

A very simple way to locate a system with respect to them is to plot
for each component i the three values [|pii|, |pi,e|, pi,int] in a three dimen-
sional space where each direction represents a single state. Each compo-
nent is then represented by a point Ci and the system by a cluster of N
points, see Fig.3 where the three domains corresponding to satisfaction of in-
equalities (A),(B) and (C) are respectively delimited by prismatic domains
PA=[(O, |pii|), (O, δ1), (O, Δ), (O, δ3)], PB=[(O, |pie|), (O, δ2), (O, Δ), (O, δ1)]
and PC=[(O, pi,int), (O, δ3), (O, Δ), (O, δ2)].

Depending on where they are located in this space, it is evident to figure
out the status of the system with respect to inequalities (A),(B) and (C).
Moreover, it is easy to check what will be the consequence of parameter vari-
ation, especially when crossing inequality (C), a point extremely important
for control of man-made systems as seen later.

In this picture, components for which inequality pi,int >> |pie|, |pii| holds
are in fact an internal sub-cluster which cannot be further split from outside
observation and action. As indicated above, the first two states have been
observed and studied along past centuries.

The fact is that with modern and very detailed observation diagnosis, com-
plex state has been now very often observed in natural systems, and becomes
the most common one in a broad range of phenomena.

For artificial man-made systems, even if it were sometimes crossed in the
past, it is only with recent progress of advanced technology that, when push-
ing systems performance for higher efficiency, the threshold for overtaking of
internal interactions effect corresponding to third case is also very routinely
over passed now.

So complex behavior is seen in many situations, and becomes an object of
study in itself, with considerable consequences in technical and industrial ap-
plications it implies in conjunction with the corresponding demand of more
delegation of decisional nature to the systems for better efficiency. From
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previous and relatively rough source-sink representation always applicable
in a first instance, it is already possible to stress a deep difference existing
between the first two states and last complex one. In first two states, the pos-
sibility exists to split the system into as many independent one-component
systems in a first approximation, whereas this is impossible in third state
where all interacting components have to be taken as a whole.

In mathematical terms the consequence is that usual approximation methods
developed for the first two states do not straightforwardly apply and have to
be revised in order to handle the global aspect of the coordinated response
of components in complex state. This difficulty is at the origin of today
important computerized research undertaken on the problem.

3 Emergence

When going to more specific situations, other elements are also entering the
description and it is interesting from elementary global description above to
recover various situations which have been observed and analytically studied
for different parameters value.

First it is likely that in general the system is not always in a ”pure” state
and often exhibits a mixed structure where some components are in one state
and others in another one.

An important example is the case of natural inhomogeneous but continuous
natural systems such as fluids with non zero gradients in a domain. In these
systems, fluctuations are universally observed the source of which is the free
energy available in between this stationary equilibrium and complete (homo-
geneous) thermodynamic one.

In present case, the free energy is coming from the space gradients related to
medium non homogeneity. They have in general a very large range of fluctu-
ations (roughly because the system has a very large number of components)
which can be split into two groups depending on their wavelength compared
to system characteristic gradient length.

Typically, the fluctuations with large wavelength excited in the medium are
in complicated state and, because they are sensitive to boundary conditions,
can be observed and possibly acted upon as such from outside. Fluctuations
with small wavelength on the other hand are generally in complex state due
to parameter values.

So under their strong interactions, and because they are much less sensitive
to boundary conditions, they are loosing their phase and globally excite a
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leak out of the fluid (usually called a transport) manifested by an out-flux ex-
pressing the non equilibrium situation of the system, and which counteracts
the input flux responsible of medium non homogeneity. The determination of
these transports is a very important element for qualifying the behavior of
the system and is an active research problem studied worldwide.

This feature is observed for all natural systems when they enter the dissipa-
tive branch. A natural system is called dissipative[10] when it is exchanging
(particles and energy) fluxes with outside environment.

Evidently the channels by which internal energy sources are related to these
fluxes are playing a privileged role because they regulate the energy ul-
timately available for the system and finally determine its self-organized
state[11]. Dissipative systems more generally only exist to the expense of
these fluxes, and they evolve with parameter change such as the power input
along a set of neighboring states determined by branching due to bifurcations
where internal structure changes in compatibility with boundary conditions
and by following the principle of largest stability.

So the picture of such systems is a transport system governing flux exchanges
guided by the bifurcation system which, as a pilot, fixes the structure along
which these exchanges are taking place. Finding the branching pattern thus
entirely defines the possible states of the system and determines the fluctua-
tion spectrum. Branching is found as nontrivial solutions of variation equa-
tions deduced from general system dynamics equations.

Despite the physical origin of phenomena is here well identified, the analysis is
still in progress in a very large number of situations, such as in thermonuclear
plasma to determine correct parameter sizing for realizing ”burning” condi-
tions[12], and in neutral fluids where turbulence is not fully explained yet[13],
whereas the problem has been cleared up for fluctuations in deformable solid
bodies[14].

In most cases the difficulty stems from finding an adequate representation
of the global effect of small wavelength fluctuations, especially when due to
parameter values, they feedback on longer time scale large wavelength oscil-
lations and modify their dynamics. In this case, there is a significant change
of initial system dynamics due to passage in complex state of an internal part
of the system generated by branching phenomenon.

Moreover, it is very likely that modification of system dynamics is the more
important as the non homogeneity zone is the less ”transparent” between
the two domains above and below along power flow. This has been extended
to the extreme with living cell systems which have been able to completely
encapsulate within a filtering membrane (ie a steep gradient) a space domain
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where very specific ”memory” DNA molecules are fixing the dynamics of in-
side system they control, with corresponding exchange across the membrane.

It is easy to understand that conjunction of a gate and of adequate infor-
mation is the most efficient way to deeply modify locally the effect of regu-
lar physics laws, as exemplified by the counter streaming motion of a piece
of wood in a river with one stage locks when regulating their opening and
closing.

However, dissipative behavior does not exhaust all possible situations and
many other ones do not follow this pattern. Natural systems so far are ex-
hibiting components with relatively elementary features (charge, mass, geo-
metrical structure, chemical activity, wavelength, frequency..), but there are
also cases where complex state occurs in systems with more sophisticated
components, usually called ”agents”.

Examples are herds of animals, insect colonies, living cell behavior in or-
gans and organisms, and population activity in an economy. In all cases,
when observed from outside the systems are exhibiting relatively well defined
behaviors but a very important element missing in previous analysis is the
influence of the goal the systems are seemingly aiming at. Very often the
components of these systems are searching through a collective action the
satisfaction of properties they cannot reach alone, and to represent this sit-
uation the specific word ”emergence” has been coined[15].

The point is that it is now possible to return back to previous case and
in a unified picture to envision the laws of Physics themselves as emerging
phenomena. For instance for an ensemble of neutral particles with hard ball
interactions, and beyond the threshold of rarefied gas, (ie when the Knudsen
number Kn = λ/L is decreasing to 0 from the value 1, with λ the particle
mean free path and L a characteristic length scale), the particle system is
suddenly passing from a complicated to a complex state (due to the huge
value of Avogadro number).

Consecutive to overtaking of collective interaction by collisions (expressed
by decrease of Knudsen number), it could be said that there is emergence
of a pressure and a temperature, which, from a point of view outside the
gas, summarizes perfectly well the representative parameters (the invariants)
describing it at this global level and amply justifies the thermodynamic repre-
sentation in this case, see next Paragraph. The elementary reason is that here
the fast particle dynamics described by Boltzmann equation relaxes within
extremely short collision time to its equilibrium Maxwell-Boltzmann-Gibbs
distribution only depending on temperature (and the potential of applied
forces if any), which justifies usual stochastic methods[16].
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Of course it is tempting at this point to ”forget” the underlying mechanical
base and to decide that perfect gas law, if any, is the emergence directly re-
sulting from billiard ball ”properties” of interacting (agents) molecules. The
difficulty in this case is that application of ”ergodic” hypothesis[17], even
if it can mathematically be invented from scratch, rests here heavily upon
thorough analysis of molecule ensemble dynamics, ie on mechanical laws.

Similar problem does exist at atom level itself where, after baryons are assem-
bled from primitive quark particles below some threshold energy, protons and
neutrons assemble in turn themselves below another lower energy threshold
into ions with only mass and charge parameters, able to combine finally with
electrons to create atoms.

Speaking of ”emergence of atoms” from underlying components does not add
any more information to classical approach. So in an opposite direction, a
more conservative and probably more appropriate way to account for the new
situation is to just state that when becoming complex, systems are exhibit-
ing emergence of self-organization out of which it has been verified that their
new behavior in complex state is always a consequence, without going into
the details of this behavior which is depending on specific system parameters.

In fact it is quite elementary from previous source-sink model to understand
that a key point is in the accuracy of modelling the components in complex
state, as long as the resulting ”invariants” which will grasp all system in-
formation for interaction with environment are directly depending on this
modelling.

This has been at the origin of a computer ”blind” search where the agents
are given properties and ”emerging” behavior is obtained in a bottom-up
approach, sometimes in surprising compatibility with experimental observa-
tions[18], in parallel to theoretical analysis[19].

Of course following classical science reductionism, there remains to justify the
choice of agent properties, and to show that they are in one-to-one relation
with observed behavior. As this does not seem always possible, a different
holistic approach[20] has been proposed where the research of ultimate un-
derlying elements from which everything is constructed by as many layered
shells on top of one another, is considered as unnecessary, to the price of
loosing prediction power. Finally an extremely important remark is that the
logical chain :

[stimuli/parameter action]
→ [higher interactions between system components]
→ [passage to complex state] → [system self-organization]
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discussed here is nothing but the sequence leading to the final step of system
evolution toward more independence, and which is the feedback of ”function”
onto ”structure”, a specific property of living organisms explaining their re-
markable survival capability by structure modification.

4 Mathematical Analysis of Complex Systems

The few previous examples from common sense observation illustrate the el-
ements which have been described above and which are providing a general
base for complex system paradigm. From atomic nucleus to galaxy natural
systems are seen to be constituted by aggregates of identifiable components
(which, as already stressed, can be themselves, at each observation level,
aggregates of smaller components) with well defined properties. These aggre-
gates have been said to exhibit a complex behavior when interaction between
the components or some of them is overtaking their interactions with exterior
environment.

Similarly living beings are exhibiting the same behavior, as observed with
gregarious species, and in artificial man-made systems the same phenomenon
is occurring when the overtaking conditions are satisfied. This is for instance
the case for high enough performance level systems because the components
are then tightly packed, as for high torque compact electrical actuators. De-
spite an extremely large variety of possible situations there are few base
interactive processes leading to complex self-organization. Three main types
will be discussed: the reducible case, the instantaneous differential case, and
the integro-differential case with past neighborhood memory.

4.1 A-Reducible case

It is first intuitively expectable that the approach to full problem gets easier
when time-space scales are very different for components going to complex
state as compared to the ones of other system components. This is mostly
the situation in dissipative systems where characteristic frequency and wave-
length of the spectrum of complex system part are respectively much larger
and much smaller than the ones of the other (non complex) part of the system.

The main reason is as explained above that components in complex state
are produced in the initial system by the effect of bifurcation determined
from variation equations of the system and are corresponding to high mode
numbers (and have small enough wavelength). For such modes, their satu-
ration amplitude is fixed by their nonlinear interaction which overtakes the
level they would have reached under the only effect of the source and, as
well known, exhibit globally a fluctuation spectrum usually very difficult to
determine analytically.
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Let τs and τcp be respectively the characteristic response time of the non
complex system part and of complex modes part with τcp = nτs.

The simplest situation n > 1 corresponds to the case where the interactions
are strong and frequent enough to kill corresponding modes dynamics. In
this case and because there are usually many modes with small amplitude,
complex system part dynamics can be reduced to ”thermodynamic” approx-
imation with a random distribution of fluctuation spectrum.

Then the initial system of equations describing the full system splits into a
restricted set of identified modes perturbed by a random term. This unifying
and powerful model is quite successful in science and engineering[21] but it
does not cover all situations.

A more difficult and yet common case is occurring when n = 1, for which
small O(ε) modes dynamics have long enough coherence characteristic time
comparable to τs. To account for this coherence, asymptotic expansion of
small modes dynamics from complex part dynamic equations is required up
to first order to be injected in non complex system part dynamics, because
ε order term acting coherently over a time 1/ε produces a non negligible fi-
nite order term. The system again reduces to its non complex part but now
modified by coherent effects of complex system part dynamics, see Fig.4.

The unsolved situations in [12,13] are belonging to this case. However it will
nevertheless be termed as reducible because full system dynamics can be pro-
jected onto non complex system subpart.

It clearly illustrates the fact that, given a system with a fixed number of de-
grees of freedom and associated initial and boundary conditions, this number
should increase at bifurcation crossing so other conditions would be required
to determine the solution.

In fact this is not the case here as new complex modes dynamics can be solved
by asymptotic procedure and re-injected into non complex system part which
obviously keeps the same number of degrees of freedom. The only constraint
is on initial complex modes amplitude which, due to their smallness, obey
central limit theorem and are randomly distributed. So the difference with
previous case n > 1 is that only initial amplitudes values are random now and
follow afterward their own dynamics whereas they were previously random
for all time.

In both cases the number of final degrees of freedom remains the same,
so despite their number has apparently increased at bifurcation, in reality
the system is still of the same dimension. The extremely important conse-
quence is that for controlled man-made systems, when their dynamics cross a
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bifurcation point, the same number of controllers is still required but they
should be adapted to explore a new larger function space. The main effect
of the bifurcation has been to augment system response to a wider function
space, and the motion takes place on a manifold of this new space so that
at the end the effective number of degrees of freedom is remaining the same.
As stressed earlier, this behavior is the manifestation of system self organi-
zation. The double mechanical-thermodynamic feature is extremely general
and characterizes complex reducible systems where complex part is added by
bifurcation crossing, see Fig.5.

Again control of such systems (whether natural or man-made) is not classical
because for n ≥ 1 the new modes created after bifurcation crossing, though
sometimes observable, are not accessible from outside. Because of their def-
inite effect on system dynamics, a new more balanced approach respecting
internal system action has to be worked out, which, very generally, is aimed
at replacing inability of control action by insensitivity to variation for inac-
cessible complex modes.

Though apparently loosing some hand on such systems, it has been surpris-
ingly possible along this line to find explicit conditions in terms of system
parameters expressing somewhat contradictory high preciseness (by asymp-
totic stability condition) and strong robustness (against unknown system and
environment parts)[22]. In this way system dynamics are finally controlled
and asymptotic stability can be demonstrated, but in general the price to
pay is a not necessarily decreasing exponential asymptotic type.

4.2 B-Instantaneous Differential Case

The reducible case mainly deals with systems in partly or totally complex
state, as with bifurcation crossing by some varying parameter, and with small
parameter ordering between time and space scales, so it is possible to proceed
to asymptotic expansion.

More generally, a system may be in complete complex state, examples of
which are atomic nucleus, herd of animals, and galaxies. Despite their very
different space sizes, the systems exhibit always the same base characteristic
feature to finally depend on an extremely restricted number of parameters
as compared to the aggregate of their initial components. Searching the way
to extract directly the remaining ”control” parameters of such systems from
their dynamics is a fundamental issue which today motivates a huge research
effort worldwide, especially in relation with information networking.

Extensive analytical and numerical study has been developed for differential
systems of generic form
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dX

dt
= A(t)X + λF (t, X, u(X, t)) + μS(t) (1)

where X = col{X1, X2, ..Xn} is system state space, are n-vector coupling
parameters, and A(.), F (.,.,.), S(.) are three specific q1× q2 matrix terms
(q1, q2 ≤ n) corresponding to free flight, nonlinear internal interactions and
source terms respectively (the linear and source terms in the right hand side
of eqn(1) are here split apart to indicate their respective role).

The third variable u(X, t) in F function accounts more generally for the
possibility to feedback evolution of X(t) onto its own dynamics as it often
occurs in systems when splitting parameters into given and manipulated con-
trol ones. For fixed u(.,.), depending on the value of, the system will be in
simple, complicated or complex state described in §1.

When increasing the components of the system runs into complex state, and
it has been repeatedly observed, especially on systems close to Hamiltonian
ones[23] and with scalar , that system representative point in n dimensional
state space follows a more and more chaotic trajectory when crossing bifur-
cation values and at the end fills up a complete domain[24].

Of course sensitivity is largest when the system exhibits resonances, ie is
close to conservative, and adapted mathematical expansion methods have to
be worked out[25].

Because systems are basically non integrable[26], this is a direct evidence of
increasing effect of internal interactions which reduce system dynamics to
stay on attractor manifold of degree p < n, so that system dynamics are now
layered on this manifold. This also expresses the fact that trajectories on the
remaining n−p dimension space are becoming totally indistinguishable (from
outside) when taken care of by internal interactions of n−p components going
to complex state.

So system trajectories reorganize here in equivalence classes which cannot
be further split, a dual way to express the fact that there exists an invari-
ant manifold on which system trajectories are lying. It is easy to under-
stand that continuing to control these components by regular previous con-
trol[27] worked out for complicated state and specially designed for tracking
a prescribed trajectory, is no longer possible and that a new approach is re-
quired which carefully respects internal system action due to complex state
self-organization.

More global methods of functional analysis[28] related to function space em-
bedding in adapted function spaces[29] by fixed point theorem[30] are now
in order as shown for reducible case[31], because they are providing the cor-
rect framework to grasp the new structure of system trajectory which can-
not be fully tracked as before. Basically the method is again to counteract
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impreciseness in an element by robustness to its variation, a method very
largely followed by living organisms.

4.3 C-Integro-Differential Case with Past Neighboring Memory

Another important dimension relates to the properties system components
are given, and a very influential one is the range of inter-component inter-
action, because this determines completely the build up of system clustering
when becoming complex. Obviously long range interactions are leading to
more intricate response with more difficult analysis.

Examples are stars in a galaxy, electromagnetic interactions between ions
and electrons in a plasma, animals in a herd and social behavior of human
population in economic trading such as stock market with internet link.

In all cases a new element is coming from the size of the neighboring domain
each system component is sensitive to, and implies a time extension to past
neighboring components trajectories, see Fig.6.

So the resulting complex behavior is more generally determined by interactive
component effects over a past time interval and weighted according to their
importance. In this case systems are obeying for t = t0 > 0 delayed equations
of the form

dX

dt
= F (t, X(t), I(t), u, d) (2)

dI

dt
=
∫

ρ(λ, t)G
(
t, X(t),

∫ t

−∞
φ(t′)X(t − h(t′, X(t′))dt′, λ

)
dλ (3)

with X = col{X1, X2, ..Xn}, I = col{I1, I2, ..Iq}, which clearly indicates the
role of the past through intermediate ”moments” I(t) gathering a set of el-
ements G with a weight ( ,t), each G being itself constructed on the past
history of system trajectories X(t) with fading weight (t), and where F (.,.,.)
: R+

1 × Rn×Rq×U×D→Rn and G(.,.,.,.) : R+
1 × Rn× C0(R−

1 ,Rn)×Λ →Rp

are specific vectors.

Their expression generally include control parameters u(.) ∈ U which have
to be stated explicitly by control law to fix the structure of eqns(2,3) and
uncontrolled disturbing effects often represented by a noise d(.) ∈D.

Here the delay h(., X(.)) < t can be state-depending as it appears in the
analysis of natural (biological) systems where information from the past can
be shielded by the state itself. The mixing from the breath of trajectory cov-
erage and from past memory basically creates a ”double” complexity in time
and space for system components, slightly reduced by averaging effect of act-
ing moments I(t). It indicates that component trajectory is more constrained
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as it is constantly depending on neighboring ones, and a possible way is to
represent this collective action as an average potential through a distribution
function equation of which eqns(2,3) are the characteristics.

Apart few existence theorems[32], study of eqns(2,3) is at very preliminary
stage today. Like for eqn(1), their numerical study can be undertaken by
fixing design and control parameters in F and G such that some trajectory
properties are met.

Here also a useful companion approach is in application of embedding theo-
rems by fixed point methods, especially when F and G are satisfying gener-
alized Lipschitz conditions, which often provides an embedding property in
Sobolev spaces by use of substitution theorems[33]. More precise statement
can be obtained when there exist upper bounding estimates in norm of the
RHS of eqns(2,3).

For example, if the right hand sides of eqns(2,3) satisfy inequalities of gener-
alized Lipschitz type[34]

|F |, |G| ≤ a(t) +
∑

i=1,n

[
bi(t)gi(Z(t)) + ci(di(t))ki(Z(di(t)))

]
(4)

where Z = ‖col{X, I}, di(t) = InfX{t−hi(t, X(.))}, and the various functions
gi(.), ki(.), ai(.) and bi(.) are positive in their definition intervals, there exists
the following bound on the solution

Z(t) ≤ H−1

{
H0 + sgn(H)

∫ t

t0

Φ(s)ds

}
(5)

with H(Z) = ‖col[1, gi(Z), ki(Z)]‖, Φ(t) = col
(
a′(t), bi(t), ci(t)d′i(t)

)‖ , ’=
d/dt and H(x) =

∫ x
ds/H(s), H−1(.) its inverse function.

The solution X(t) is bounded with Z(t) defined over the complete time inter-
val t ∈ [t0, +∞] ⊂ R+

1 and for all Z0 = Z(t0) ∈ R+
n when H−1(.) is bounded

which generally occurs when the function is sub-linear, whereas there is a
conditional bound inside the domain limited by H0 + sgn(H)

∫ T
Φ(s)ds = 0

in (H0, T )-space, ie in (X0, T )-space, when the function is super-linear.

When there exists monomial bounds gi(x) = λix
p, ki(x) = μix

p and a(t) = 0,
one obtains the explicit bound

Z(t) ≤
⎡
⎣Z1−p

0 − (p − 1)
∑

i=1,n

{
λi

∫ t

t0

bi(s)ds + μiMi

∫ di(t)

di(t0)

ci(s)ds

}⎤
⎦

1
1−p

(6)
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with Mi = Max[1/d′i], showing a limit in (t, Z(t0)-plane for p>1 when the
term between bracket is 0.

Bounds in eqns(5,6) exhibit double advantage of being analytically meaning-
ful and tractable, and to naturally create equivalence classes within which
system dynamics are globally the same. This is exactly the expression of sys-
tem natural robustness resulting from the passage of some components to
complex state which can be here easily exploited.

An interesting observation from such an approach is again the emphasis on
importance of the manifold on which system trajectories are staying, much
more than one specific trajectory which has been seen above not to con-
tain enough information for generating an outer action to control it. Another
point is the way stability is now perceived in present setting: rather than
researching usual specific decay by classical Lyapounov method (for asymp-
totic stability), it is more generally the belonging of solution manifold to a
given function space determined by its properties, see Fig.7.

Obviously the bound in eqn(6) exists over the entire time interval only if the
term between bracket on the right hand side of eqn(6) is > 0, which implies
a relation between bounds parameters λi, μi and initial values Z(t0).

So for a given initial ball ‖Z(t0)‖, there exists an uncertainty ball ‖[Δλi, Δμi]‖
on system parameters within which the solution belongs to a manifold M de-
fined by the RHS of eqn(6), the embedding of which in required function space
S can be studied in a second step. This opens the way to get at the same
time asymptotic stability and robustness, both useful properties for control
of complex systems. The approach can be extended to the more difficult
situation where system uncertainty ball is larger than robustness ball[35].

5 Applications to man made systems

Evidently previous properties are of up-most importance when applied to
man made systems now appearing in industry. Under economic competition,
more advanced systems are conceived and worked out which include an always
increasing number of heterogeneous components to be operated all together
for production of higher value objects.

This would imply to keep complete system mastery by efficient control, which
becomes the more illusory as system dynamics cover a larger number of el-
ements escaping from one single centralized control structure, especially by
becoming complex due to higher value of coupling parameters. In parallel,
to reduce system behavior fragility, it is also interesting to reduce the number
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of input control parameters by transforming the system into a (partially)
complex one by clustering some components into bigger parts.

A trivial illustration of this approach is given by the way shepherd dogs are
acting on a herd of cattle in the meadows. If there are n animals wandering
around, they represent a system with 2n degrees of freedom (3n when count-
ing their orientation). Clearly the dog understands that it is hopeless with
his only 2 degrees of freedom to control all the animals, so his first action
is to gather all of them in a restricted space so that by being close enough
they have strong enough interactions transforming their initial complicated
system into a complex one with dramatically less degrees of freedom, in fact
only two like himself. Then he can control perfectly well the herd as easily
observed. The astonishing fact is that dogs are knowing what to do (and
they even refuse to do anything with animals unable to go into this complex
stage, ie to develop gregarious potential) whereas today engineers are not
yet able to proceed in similar way with their own constructions and to get
corresponding benefits in terms of global mastery.

This is an immense challenge industrial civilization is facing today justifying
if any the needs to study and to create these complex systems. On the repre-
sentation of system in Fig.3, this would mean to vary adequate parameters to
move the representative points along complex axis in order to decide exactly
new system status.

In any case, internal non controlled dynamics are taken care of by system self
organization resulting from passing to complex state, implying that precise tra-
jectory control is now delegated to system. The challenging difficulty is that to
comply with new structure, some ”intelligence” has also to be delegated to the
system, leading for the operator to a more supervisory position[36].

In present case, this is contribution to trajectory management by shifting usual
(imposed) trajectory control to more elaborated task control [37], a way fol-
lowed by all living creatures in their daily life to guarantee strong robustness
while still keeping accuracy and preciseness. This illustrates if any the limited
possibility of expressions from laws of Physics because they are tightly linking
information flux related to the described action to power flux implied in it.

Thanks to the discovery of ”memory” DNA molecules, Nature has been very
early able to ”escape” from the constraint of solely following Physics laws
strict causality, by inventing sufficiently isolated systems manipulating in-
formation flux as well (ie in storing and releasing it according to a timing
fixed by survival goal). In fact resulting entropy decrease from created order
cannot be maintained for ever due to their unavoidable transport and en-
ergy loss because they cannot exist in complete isolation, so Nature has been
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circumventing resulting isolated system finite life by inventing reproduction
permitting species survival instead.

In some sense, Human kind today is faced to a similar problem in the re-
search of higher efficiency for industrial systems. After first development of
tools, then to machines, and later to efficient control structure, leading to
Mechatronics, a new step is now under way to give man made systems more
efficiency and autonomy by delegating more ”intelligence” to them, see Fig.8.

This implies to search an adequate merging of information flux mastery from
recent Information Technology development with power flux mastery result-
ing from classical long term mechanical development[38].

An elementary illustration is provided by the evolution of Robotics to com-
ply with always more severe industrial constraints. It can be shown[14] that
robotic systems are completely fixed by the three parameters (Jr2)i , εi and
(ωdτR)i for each link i, with J the inertia moment of the link (including actu-
ator), r the gearing ratio, ε the compliance factor and (ωdτR) the ”rigidity”
factor with ωd the characteristic deformation frequency and τR the char-
acteristic mechanical frequency. First N-link robots were build up so that
parameters Jr2 , ε and (ωdτR) << 1 for each link i.

The inequalities can be shown in full generality to decouple link interactions
and to keep the system rigid, so the system was in simple state. However
slowness (speed is multiplied by r) could not be compensated by higher ac-
tuator rotation speed, and passing to complicated state, use of decoupling
method has been allowing direct drive actuation r = 1 but with preciseness
problems from inadequate control.

This has been improved by developing more robust controllers in broader
Mechatronics, especially to improve mastery of compliance and vibrations.
Recent orientation with higher nominal parameters is toward more au-
tonomous and more intelligent systems with larger decision delegation shift-
ing new robots toward complex state. This new step implies the introduction
of ”intention” into the system and not to stay as before at simple action
level of following prescribed fixed trajectory dictated by classical control. In
such scheme intention is represented by the ”task” communicated to the sys-
tem which now determines its own trajectory. Such evolution is following the
heavy trend started from beginning of human activity, as described in Fig.8.

6 Conclusion

Thorough examination of natural systems in last fifty years has confirmed
the existence of systems exhibiting behaviors which do not fit with main
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stream scientific laws established from patient observations of Nature over
past centuries.

These laws are based on mechanistic representation of the Universe born
from celestial body motion, ie from identifiable simple objects with well de-
fined trajectories. With the ascent of modern technology, new natural systems
have been studied and artificial ones have been constructed both with very
intricate structure implying a large number of heterogeneous components in
strong interaction.

Application of usual laws is often unable to describe their dynamics, because
they stay outside the domain of complicated multi component systems only
covered by use of reductionism method. The main reason is in the overtak-
ing of component interaction strength which dominates enough over other
effects to force the system to close on itself and to manifest an internal self-
organization responsible of its new behavior.

Differently said in elementary terms, the new paradigm is that ”increasing
interactions between components lead to their isolation” as easily verifiable.
Such systems are termed as ”complex” from etymology, and their main fea-
ture is that components in complex state are internally ruled through this
self-organization so that at the end they are less depending on environment
action.

As a consequence, natural complex systems are structurally more robust than
complicated ones as evidenced by observation of living organisms, the most
complex existing systems. Similarly, artificial complicated systems can be
made more robust by transforming them into complex ones when linking
adequately and strongly enough some of their components. As always since
human origin, the price to pay for this insensitivity is the needs to replace
shielded outer action by larger delegation of ”intelligence” to the system for
its correct internal driving.

Analysis of complex systems dynamics shows, for high enough ability of sys-
tem components (now called ”agents”), the possibility of ”emergence” of a
new behavior which is not included into the set of initial components behav-
ior. Though it could be the way of approaching the new global and larger ”2-
dimensional” picture of the Universe proposed here, to avoid trivial rephras-
ing of well known classical results, emergence in this context appears to be
more justified when restricting its domain to action of agents teaming up
for collective goal they cannot individually reach. The problem of represent-
ing complex system structure build up has been discussed, and three typical
structures have been singled out.
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A− The broad class of reducible structure to which natural dissipative sys-
tems are belonging, usually formally amenable to be analytically projected
back into complicated structure thanks to very large time and space scale dif-
ference between components. Application of asymptotic expansion methods
allows to directly get important system quantities such as transport coeffi-
cients.

B− The ordinary differential structure, thoroughly analyzed theoretically
and by computer simulation, which shows when increasing component cou-
pling interaction the transformation of system trajectories into finally fully
chaotic and indistinguishable ones filling complete domains of state space,
manifesting a layered organization of motion into equivalence classes which
are the only reachable system parameters from environment.

C− The most difficult delayed structure mainly due to long range component
interactions, exhibiting a double complexity in space and time together, and
grasping the fundamental aspect of component self determination by prop-
erly accounting for neighboring ones within the range of interaction potential.

Origin and main properties of class A have been cleared up by Physics study,
but transport problem is not completely solved for continuous systems such
as Fluids and Plasmas.

Class B has been carefully analyzed from Mathematics, especially in the dif-
ficult case of resonances for Hamiltonian systems, but still resists to a full
picture from analytical reconstitution of trajectory manifold.

Class C remains mainly open as its study did not really begin yet. Functional
methods approach in adapted function spaces has been shown to be success-
ful for reducible systems in class A, in that both robustness and asymptotic
stability are obtained together.

Extension to classes B and C will be discussed elsewhere. As it is based on
elementary source sink description from Physics of interactions between ele-
ments of a system (the agents), and between the system and its environment,
complexity paradigm discussed here can be tested through a falsifiable proto-
col. This bottom-up analysis is directly privileging a middle (control engineer-
ing type) approach along possible action on the system from environment in
between purely (speculative) mathematical and purely (contemplative) phys-
ical classical approaches, because it fits immediately with global concepts of
auto-organization and adaptive robustness resulting from transformation to
complex, and allows direct application of powerful and particularly adapted
modern functional analysis methods.
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Application to artificial man-made systems is particularly appropriate for
highly performing ones, as entering complexity is opening the possibility for
the ”function” to feedback onto the ”structure”, due to emergence produced
by self-organization, a very specific property of the only living systems to
date guaranteeing their remarkable survival ability. Finally, possible extension
of this approach to ”soft” sciences could open on orientation of economic
and social sciences research towards more rigorous and potentially predictive
models of human conduct.
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Fig. 1. New 2-D Representation of Universe with Arrows along Recent Trends
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Summary. There currently exists no means of specifying or analysing spe-
cific emergent behaviours in designed multi-component systems. For this rea-
son, important questions about the lower level mechanisms giving rise to
emergent behaviours cannot be resolved.
We provide a compositional definition of behaviours in terms of complex
events, which can be defined at multiple levels of abstraction and related
hierarchically. Based on existing theories of emergence, we also distinguish
complex events that constitute emergent behaviours and those that do not.
We describe how such emergent behaviours can be analysed by decomposition
in terms of their underlying mechanisms.

1 Introduction

Emergent behaviours and functions in decentralised multi-component systems
are of fundamental interest to both Complex Systems engineers and scientists.
In both complex system engineering and agent-based modelling, there is a
need to understand how certain interactions between designed or modelled
components can group together to perform higher level functions [9], [20]; there
is also a corresponding need to determine the lower level mechanisms under-
lying undesired behaviours.
There currently exists no theory of emergent behaviours in designed or mod-
elled multi-component systems that allows specific behaviours to be de-
scribed. Although general definitions of emergence in such systems exist,
they only serve to distinguish emergent behaviours from non-emergent be-
haviours and do not address the practical issue of specifying these behaviours
for empirical investigation.
To understand how behaviours at different levels relate to one another em-
pirically e.g. which lower level interactions or mechanisms give rise to higher
level behaviours, we need to be able to specify and classify them. This can be
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done using a type system. Hierarchical relationships between behaviours at
different abstraction levels must also be clarified so that subtype-supertype
and part-whole relationships are taken into account when interpreting em-
pirical results.
To represent behaviours in a multi-component system, we use complex events,
which are combinations of interrelated events. Complex event types, can be
specified to stand for particular categories of behaviours and these can be
defined at any level of abstraction. Once specified, these behaviours can be
identified in a dynamically executing system. This gives us a means of deter-
mining the mechanisms and interactions underlying a higher level behaviour.
We show how the compositional nature of complex events allows strict hier-
archical relations to be analytically established between them.
Based on previous theories of emergence we define a set of criteria with which
to distinguish between complex events that represent emergent behaviours
and those that represent non-emergent behaviours. Our work is grounded in
two classes of emergence theories:

1. Definitions of emergence based on level of observation, for example in-
formation theoretic definitions, which formalise the fact that emergent
properties are those that result from viewing the system at different lev-
els of abstraction. For example, a sequence of events can be statistically
significantly related to another sequence of events. However, it is often the
case that only a subset of the events in the first sequence are related to a
subset of the events in the sequence; these can be seen to form a minimal
causal structure - other events are then (statistically) ‘irrelevant’.

2. Emergence theories addressing designed or modelled systems also take
into account the fact that some behaviours arise as a direct consequence
of the design of each of the components while others do not. These latter
behaviours arise through interactions between the components and are
considered to be emergent.

1.1 Outline of the paper

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows:

• Section 2 outlines our assumptions on multi-component systems and hier-
archical relationships, and also briefly reviews related work on emergence
theories in multi-agent systems.

• Section 3 introduces the formalism and describes how complex event types
can be used to represent behaviours at any level of abstraction that can
be realised by the system or simulation.

• Section 4 expresses certain terms for emergence-related phenomena in
terms of complex event types and the relationships between them. These
include emergent ‘laws’, multi-functionality and top-down ‘causation’. By
expressing these in terms of relationships between complex event types, we
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are able to establish empirically whether such phenomena have occurred
in an executing system.

• Section 5 summarises and concludes the paper.

2 Related work: Macro-properties and emergence in
multi-component systems

This section aims to clarify what we mean by different levels of abstraction
and hierarchy in multi-component systems based on existing definitions of
macro-properties. This is used as the basis for defining hierarchical relation-
ships between different complex event types and behaviours at different levels.
We also consider related work on defining emergence in these systems.

2.1 Multi-component systems

Before introducing the theory of hierarchy on which our work is based, it is
important to first clarify our assumptions about the multi-component systems
we are studying. By a multi-component system, we mean any system in which
there are distinct components each of which behaves according to a set of
state transition rules. A state transition rule is executed when a particular
condition is satisfied. This condition might be dependent on the component’s
own state and/or the state(s) of other components in the system. When a
rule is executed by a component, the component causes a change in state in
the system (usually locally); this is known as a state transition. In summary,
a state transition rule consists of (i) a condition and (ii) a state transition
function, q1 → q2, which maps an initial state q1 to a target state q2. In
this paper, we refer to state transitions in a dynamically executing system
as events, and state transitions resulting from a single state transition rule
as simple events (see Section 3.2 below for a more detailed account of simple
events).
A multi-agent simulation of an agent-based model is an example of a multi-
component system. In an agent-based model, as in object-oriented program-
ming, different types of components (agents or objects) are specified (de-
signed), with each type having its own set of state transition rules. In the
dynamically executing system or simulation, more than one instance of the
same type of component can be instantiated. Instances of the same type would
then behave in identical ways given the satisfaction of the same condition.
Figure 1 illustrates the relationiship between component type and compo-
nents, and between state transition functions and simple events in the exe-
cuting system.

2.2 Macro-properties: Alpha and Beta hierarchy

In [10] and [11], two categories of hierarchy are described (see Figure 2):
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Fig. 1. Components instantiate component types in the real system or simulation
while simple events can be said to instantiate state transition functions.

1. Compositional hierarchy, where lower level properties are constituents of
higher level properties. This can be seen to correspond to α-aggregation,
the AND relationship, or part-whole;

2. Specificity or type hierarchy where higher level properties are defined
at a lower resolution than lower level properties. This can be seen to
correspond to β-aggregation [10, 11], or the OR relationship.

We can relate these two categories of hierarchy to the account of micro-
macro-property relationships given in [15], which defines a property P1 to be
a macro-property of another property P2 if:

• P2 has a greater scope than P1;
• P2 has a lower resolution than P1; or
• both.

The scope of a property is the set of constituents required for the property to
exist; for example, the property of being a flock requires a minimum number
of birds. On the other hand, the resolution is the set of distinctions that have
to be made to distinguish the property; for example, to identify a colour, one
needs to be able to distinguish between a ranges of wavelengths. Information-
theoretic interpretations of emergence in dynamic systems are based on the
idea that often, when we are considering a greater scope, we are willing to
accept some loss of accuracy or a lower resolution when predicting future
behaviour (see, for example [18] and [2]).
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Fig. 2. Two categories of hierarchy. (a) Compositional hierarchy/α-aggregation:
P2, P3 and P4 are constituents of P1. (b) Type hierarchy/β-aggregation: P6, P7

and P8 fall in the set defined by P5.

2.3 Theories of emergence in designed multi-component systems

Several theories of emergence specifically addressing designedmulti-component
systems have been proposed (see [5] for a review). These tend to be grammar-
based definitions (see, for example, [4], [6], [13]), which attempt to formally
relate the specified (designed or modelled) aspects of the system to those that
are said to be emergent. A grammar LWHOLE is associated with certain prop-
erties that arise only when the system operates as a whole, and this grammar is
‘more than’ the grammar LPARTS associated with the specifed aspects of the
system. In the context of multi-component systems, LPARTS can be seen to
represent the component specifications with their state transition rules while
LWHOLE can be seen to include properties and behaviours that are not con-
tained in the component specifications. Where definitions differ is in how they
express LPARTS and LWHOLE .
In [13], for example, LPARTS is obtained by allowing components to evolve
independently and then put the results together afterwards while LWHOLE

is obtained by allowing the components to evolve together. On the other
hand, Demazeau’s pseudo-equation is more specifically aimed at multi-agent
systems:
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MAS = A + E + I + O + emergence,

where A stands for Agents; E for Environment; I for Interactions; and O for
Organisations. LWHOLE can then be equated with L(MAS), which is the
language that can be generated by the multi-agent system when considered
as a whole, while LPARTS can be equated with L(A) + L(E) + L(I) + L(O).
Emergent aspects of the system can be seen to be those that can be generated
by LWHOLE but not by LPARTS .
While several other definitions of emergence also exist, these tend to either
be subsumed under the micro-macro relationship that we have already con-
sidered or are associated with more specific emergence-related terms, such as
downward causation (e.g. [17]), which we address later on in Section 4.

2.4 Identifying emergent behaviours in multi-component systems

Two popular examples of multi-component systems are swarm systems and
multi-agent simulations.
The aim of swarm systems engineering is to design agent components so that
they collectively give rise to emergent behaviours (e.g. [7]) while in multi-
agent simulations, agent components are modelled so that they collectively
give rise to behaviours that can be seen to represent emergent phenomena in
the real world [19]. Both require the ability to determine whether and how
often a particular emergent behaviour has occurred.
In agent-based modelling, a variable is usually introduced that is believed to
reflect the occurrence of an emergent behaviour (e.g. [1], [21], [14]), and this is
tracked through the course of the simulation. Changes in the variable’s value
then reflect the different frequencies of the behaviour’s occurrence. However,
because the structure of behaviour is lost, this method fails to address sit-
uations where more than one emergent behaviour can give rise to the same
changes in the variable’s value.
In swarm systems engineering, the methods typically focus on particular pat-
terns of interaction (e.g. [20]) but tend to focus on the observed behaviour
while ignoring the designed aspects of the system since no distinction is drawn
between two identical behaviours arising from different rule executions.
In general, there currently exists no means of specifying or analysing specific
emergent behaviours in designed multi-component systems. Specifically, ex-
isting methods do not take into account both the macro-micro relationship
between behaviours and the designed-observed distinction. For this reason,
important questions about the lower level mechanisms giving rise to emergent
behaviours cannot be resolved.
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3 Multi-level and emergent behaviours as complex
events

In this section, we introduce our complex event formalism and briefly describe
how complex event types can be used to represent multi-level behaviours
in agent-based simulations and systems. We then relate compositionality in
complex event types to scope, and specificity to resolution. The formalism
is also used to express important emergence constructs and definitions more
precisely. This allows complex event types to be classified into those that
correspond to emergent behaviours and those that do not.

3.1 Events

We take as a starting assumption the fact that behaviours in multi-component
systems are events, which are defined as changes in state (see Definition 1).

Definition 1. Event. An event is a state transition defined at a particular
level of abstraction:

e ≡ q1L ⇒ q2L,

where

• q1L is the initial state described at level L;
• q2L is the target state described at level L; and
• ⇒ is a state transition function that results from the execution of one or

more state transition rules.

In many cases, state transition functions can also be decomposed into lower
level state transition functions. For example, a state transition function that
maps a source subsystem state qSub to another subsystem state q′Sub (the
target state) might be decomposable into a set of lower level subsystem state
mappings {(qSub∗ → qSub∗′)}, which can be further decomposed into a set
of component state mappings {(qC → q′C)}. If variables are the lowest level
of state representation, every state transition function would ultimately be
reduced to a set of state transitions mapping a variable value to a new variable
value {(var → var′)}.

3.2 Simple events and complex events

We define a simple event as a state transition that results from the execution
of a single state transition rule, and this state transition function can be
defined at any level of abstraction.

Definition 2. Simple event. A simple event se is a state transition defined
at some level of abstraction that results from the execution of a single state
transition rule:

se ≡ q1L → q2L,

where
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• q1L is the initial state described at level L;
• q2L is the target state described at level L; and
• → is a state transition function that results from the execution of a single

state transition rule.

A complex event ce is defined as either a simple event se or two complex
events linked by the non-commutative relationship �� (see Definition 3).

Definition 3. Complex event (recursively defined). A complex event is ei-
ther a simple event se or two complex events ce1 and ce2 satisfying a set of
constraints with respect to each other:

ce :: se | ce1 �� ce2

In a dynamically executing multi-component system, the relationship ��
might, for example, be a temporal operator ⊗ optionally followed by descrip-
tions of (i) space constraints and (ii) constraints pertaining to the variables or
components of the two related complex events. In this example, the syntactic
pattern for a complex event relationship �� would be given by:

e1 �� e2 :: e1 ⊗ [space] [var] e2

where

• The temporal constraint ‘⊗’: defines the temporal relationship be-
tween e1 and e2;

• The spatial constraint ‘space’: defines the space within which e2 should
occur relative to e1; and

• The component or variable constraint ‘var’: defines the relationships
between variables or components of the two events e1 and e2.

More detailed examples can be found in [3]. For example, temporal con-
straints can be specified using various temporal operators such as ‘e1‖e2’ to
indicate that e2 is initiated at the same time as e1; ‘e1 ≺ e2’ to indicate that
e2 occurs after e1; or ‘e1 ; e2’ to indicate that e2 immediately follows e1.

3.3 Simple and complex event types

We can define a simple event type SET by the two-tuple:

SET = (→, Level),

where

• → is a state transition function that results from the execution of a par-
ticular state transition rule; and

• Level is the level of abstraction at which the state transition is described.
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A simple event se has the type SETX iff :

• se = q1L → q2L;
• →= A; and
• L = B,

where SETX = (A, B).

→ allows us to distinguish between events resulting from different state
transition rules, while Level allows us to distinguish between different levels
of observation. These distinctions become important when defining emer-
gent behaviours (see Section 3.5) and micro-macro relationships between be-
haviours (see Section 3.4).
A complex event type CET can be defined by the four-tuple:

CET = ({SETi}, {CETj}, {��k}, {CETl}),

where

• {SETi} is a set of simple event types;
• {CETj} is a set of complex event types;
• {��k} is a set of non-commutative location constraint relationships; and
• {CETl} is a set of complex event types.

A complex event ce is then said to have the type CETX iff :

1. ce = se and the type of se ∈ A; or
2. • ce = ce1 �� ce2;

• the type of ce1 ∈ B; and
• ��∈ C; and
• the type of ce2 ∈ D,

where CETX = (A, B, C, D).
The type of a complex event is therefore determined both by the types of its
constituent events and the relations that hold between them. This definition
of a complex event type reflects the hierarchical structure of a complex event
since two complex events are only of the same type if they have the same
structure.

3.4 Hierarchy, Scope and Resolution of complex event types

As described in Section 2.2, two types of macro-micro relationships can be dis-
tinguished between properties. The first is the compositional relationship or
α-aggregation, where a micro-property is a constituent of a macro-property.
The second is the subtype-supertype relationship or β-aggregation, where a
micro-property is a subtype of a supertype.
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In the context of complex event types, we can say that a complex event type
CETA is a constituent of a complex event type CETX if:

CETX = CETA �� CETB

or
CETX = CETB �� CETA.

CETX is also said to have a greater scope than CETA.
To say that a complex event type CETA is a subtype of a complex event type
CETX , the set of events that can be classified as CETA must be a subset of
CETX :

ECETA ⊆ ECETX .

CETX is then said to have a lower resolution than CETA.

3.5 When do complex event types represent emergent
behaviours?

In Section 2.3, we reviewed emergence theories for designed multi-component
systems and distinguished between the designed aspects of the system
(LPARTS) and those aspects of the system that are not designed i.e. can
not be generated solely by LPARTS .
For behaviours, LPARTS can be seen to correspond to the state transition
rules. For a complex event type to represent an emergent behaviour, we there-
fore require that it contains some constraint that is not included in the state
transition rules. This is the case when the complex event type can not be
expressed in terms of a single simple event type i.e. it can not be generated
from the execution of a single state transition rule.4

4 Empirical investigation of relationships between
multi-level behaviours using complex event types

In the previous section, we defined two categories of micro-macro relationship
between complex event types, which (given that complex events represent
behaviours) correspond to two categories of relationship between behaviours
at different levels in a multi-component system. In this section, we describe
more specific relationships between complex event types that can be used
4 An important point to note here is that the distinction between simple and

non-simple complex events lies not in the scopes and resolutions of their state
transitions, but in their source or origin. Whereas simple events are those that
arise from the application of a single state transition rule, the non-simple complex
events are those that are either defined at a lower resolution (i.e. include more
than one type of simple event) or result from the execution of more than one
state transition rule.
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to formalise emergence-related phenomena, such as multi-functionality and
downward causation. In each case, by giving a set of criteria that must be
satsified by the relationship between a pair of complex event types, we can
establish empirically whether that phenomenon has occurred.

4.1 Emergent ‘laws’ and top-down ‘causation’

A popular application of the multi-component paradigm is in multi-agent sim-
ulations of complex systems to understand their properties. Scientists working
in this area are particularly interested in establishing rules at higher levels,
which they often call emergent laws. Top-down constraints (also known as
top-down ‘causation’5) and feedback are also effects that are sought in simu-
lations. While simple statistical techniques can be used to detect these effects
at the global level, a hierarchical approach has yet to be established. Defini-
tions 4 and 5 support such an approach by stating in terms of complex event
types the criteria for behaviours at any two levels to be related in these two
ways.

Definition 4. An emergent law exists between two complex event types CETx

and CETy when the occurrence of an event of type CETx implies the occur-
rence of some complex event of the type CETy i.e. CETx → CETy.

A weaker version of Definition 4 allows that CETx only increases the proba-
bility of CETy or that there is a correlation between CETx and CETy.

Definition 5. A top-down constraint effect exists between two complex event
types CETM and CETm when an emergent law CETM → CETm holds and
CETm is a lower level complex event type with respect to CETM .

4.2 Multi-functionality

Finally, we can use the complex event type formalism to express multi-
functionality. A complex event type can be decomposed into different com-
binations of constituent events (see also the decomposition of property C in
Figure 3), e.g.:

CETA = CETx1 ��1 CET2 = CETx1 ��2 CET3 (1)

where ��1 and ��2 are different sets of configuration constraints.
The overlapping of constituent properties gives us a criterion by which to
establish multi-functionality.
5 Here, we make no assumptions about the metaphysical status of top-down con-

straints i.e. we take an agnostic stance on whether these constraints have real
causal power, supervene on lower level laws, or are epiphenomena. This has been
a long-standing debate in the Philosophy of Science, see, for example [8], [16], [12]
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Fig. 3. Property A is composed of Property B and Property C in some configu-
ration. B and C can be further decomposed, as can their constituents. �� denotes
the set of constraints that determine the configuration; x, y and z are used to dis-
tinguish between two different sets of constraints. The alternative decompositions
of property C illustrate the fact that a property can be decomposed in more than
one way, and that a constituent can have more than one role or function. Property
D, for example, might have an independent role as in the leftmost decomposition,
while in the righthand decomposition, it is a constituent of property F .

Definition 6. A complex event type CETx is multi-functional if it is a con-
stituent event in more than one complex event type.

Example 1. If
CETA = CETx �� CETy (2)

and
CETB = CETx �� CETz (3)

we say that CETx is multi-functional and that it has a role in CETA and
CETB

Multifunctionality can also apply to system components and agents. If a
component participates in more than one typed complex event at the same
time, we say that it plays more than one role and is hence multifunctional.
The complex event types in which it plays specific roles determine its function.

5 Summary and Conclusions

This paper has introduced a formalism for describing emergent behaviours
in multi-component systems at any distinguishable level of abstraction.
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In the first part of the paper, we introduced a compositional approach to
analysing multi-level properties in terms of the hierarchical relations that
hold between them. In α-hierarchy, a higher level property consists of lower
level constituent properties that are organisationally related. In β-hierarchy,
a higher level property consists of a set of lower level properties that can all
be treated as exemplars of this property.
This general compositional approach was then applied more specifically to
behaviours using complex event types to represent different categories of
multi-level behaviours. By categorising different sub-trajectories of system
and sub-system evolution, we are able to understand the mechanisms at work
at multiple system levels. Furthermore, we are able to establish both empir-
ical and analytical relationships between behaviours at different levels. Ana-
lytical relationships include subtype-supertype and part-whole relationships
while empirical relationships include correlative and associative relationships.
Our method allows for the decomposition of higher level emergent behaviours
to smaller and smaller ‘motifs’ of behaviour and ultimately to state transi-
tion rule executions (simple events). The discovery of empirical associations
between behaviours at different levels would give us a sound basis for making
engineering decisions and for modifying multi-component systems in order
that they should exhibit (or not exhibit) certain emergent behaviours.
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Summary. The main topic of this article is the emergence of chaos in net-
works describing adaptive systems. We investigate this process mainly during
the system growth in dependency on network size when other parameters of
the network do not change. However, we also compare the degree of chaos for
different parameters and network types including random Erdős-Rényi and
BA scale-free networks. We use Kauffman networks, and we follow Kauff-
mann using their parameters and the notion ‘chaos’ for them. However, we
use more than two signal variants which we assume to be equally probable,
therefore the Kauffman networks considered can become different from the
Boolean networks. The terms ‘complex system’ and ‘complex network’ are
commonly used but they have no common established definitions. We find
that chaotic properties of networks well meet our intuition of complexity and
that the appearance of chaotic features during system growth can be treated
as complexity threshold. Crossing this threshold defines certain properties of
system and mechanisms which create ‘structural tendencies’. These interest-
ing phenomena, however, are described in another article in this book.

Keywords: Kauffman network; Boolean network; damage spreading; chaos;
adaptive system.

1 Introduction

The main topic of this article is the emergence of chaos in networks describing
adaptive systems, however, in this article adaptive condition is not used yet.
It will be the basic assumption in my next article in this book which is a
continuation of this one.

We use Kauffman networks [19, 21] and similar functioning networks named
aggregate of automata [9, 11, 10, 12]. We also follow Kauffman in naming
their parameters and using the notion ‘chaos’ which can be defined as a large
� Research financed by government grant.
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probability of damage avalanche. Damage is the difference in function be-
tween two identical systems which appears as an effect of some typically
small disturbance in one of these systems [29].

The existence of an equilibrium level as the limit of damage growth is the main
difference between this ‘chaos’ and the more commonly used definition [30].
High stability of ordered systems does not allow for damage to evolve into
an avalanche.

We use more than two signal variants. We suggest it as much more ade-
quate (ch.2) than only two variants. One of the typical ways leading to two
alternatives is our concentration on one particular event and collecting all
the remaining events as the second alternative. With more than two signal
variants, the Kauffman networks considered here become different from the
Boolean networks which Kauffman used (RBN-familly containing CRBN [44],
SFRBN,EFRBN [18]). For all these signal variants we assume identical prob-
ability and then we denote their number as s. Such networks are also different
than RNS [35,47] and RWN [36,8]. Using equal probability is similar to the
Derrida and Kauffman method which we expand for s > 2. With such an
assumption we should expect the system to be chaotic. We show that the
case s = 2 is especially extreme. Only for this case can an ordered system
be obtained. We assume for the whole of our investigation that the ‘internal
homogeneity’ of function [21] is minimal.

We estimate that adaptive systems - the typical living objects or systems de-
signed by human - are chaotic,we don’t believe that they evolve on the edge
of chaos. In section 2 we collect some heuristic observations and remarks
which provide an intuitive base for such a view. For adaptive systems we
observe a large set of really random changes which with high probability can
cause a large avalanche of damage. There exists a certain strange exception:
the gene regulatory network described by the Kauffman model [20,34,31,32]
which successfully uses Boolean networks; however lots of other, less unusual
examples can be found, e.g. [37, 11].

In ch.3 we describe some theoretical expectations. Expanding the calcula-
tion [21] (prepared for the case s = 2, commonly [18] named ’Derrida plot’
and based on annealed approximation model) for cases s > 2 we obtain theo-
retical levels of damage equilibrium (ch.3.1). These levels for s > 2 are much
higher than for s = 2 which underlines the importance of parameter s. In
the next ch.3.2 we define a simple intuitive coefficient of damage propagation
which gauges the ability of damage to explode.

The theoretical expectations shown in section 3 are independent of network
types. In section 4 we define five network types which we will later investigate
using simulation. In this set there are the old random Erdős-Rényi network
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on which Kauffman works and the new Barabási-Albert scale-free network
including our aggregate of automata. Following Kauffman we use a constant
number K of node inputs and a flexible number k of node outputs. In the
next chapter (section 5) our special algorithm for simulation is described.
It is a simplified algorithm dedicated for statistical investigation of damage
spreading in chaotic systems. We will use it in the next article (in this book)
as a key allowing us to simulate ‘structural tendencies’.

When the theoretical expectation, set of network types and algorithm are
clear we perform simulation experiments for checking this expectation for the
defined set of network types and for observing some differences in degree of
chaos between network types. The results of these experiments are described
in section 6. The main effect of this investigation is the definition of sequence
of network types according to growing chaos degree and the mechanism of
this differentiation. This mechanism is connected with the dispersion of node
degree k where hubs which collect a big part of links decrease the local co-
efficient of damage propagation in remaining areas of the system. Using the
same experimental data we compare the influence on chaos degree between
the old parameter K and new s, also we find a specific role of parameter s.

The next step is an investigation of emergence of chaos by watching the maxi-
mal size of damage during network growth i.e. in dependency on network size
which was measured using the number N of nodes in the network. Above we
have limited ourselves to watching damage only inside of a network (on the
nodes’ outputs), now we also introduce external outputs of the system which
are more interesting. In the next article they will be used for the definition
of fitness which will be the main focus of the article.

To understand why we are going to collect particular data in simulation (sec-
tion 8.3) we first explain the mechanisms of damage propagation and prepare
intuition for the main notions and the parameters which approximate them
(section 7).

We start from the simplest and most intuitive terms like ‘functional sequence’
and connected to it ‘cone of influence’ which can be expected to be non-
applicable to randomly growing complex networks containing lots of feedback
loops. Analysis of such simple terms gives us a certain phenomenon and its
mechanism, which well describes the intuitive meaning of the term ‘complex-
ity of system’ and defines an useful to detect threshold upon which a system
should be treated as complex. Generally, it is the ability of typical damage
observed on system outputs to reach the full level of damage equilibrium,
i.e. it is the acquirement of chaotic characteristics by a growing system. It
needs a particular size and structure of the system. In the first part of this
article (section 6) we observed a dependency of chaos degree on the network
type which is connected to structure. Near the complexity threshold in the
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distribution of damage size there appear two clear, already known peaks.
One of them occurs for very small changes of real fade out and the second
one occurs for very large changes (pseudo-fadeout), but ‘medium’ changes
disappear. Such a picture occurs also in percolation theory: upon percolation
point large percolating cluster (right peak) grows and small clusters decrease
(left peak) but there are no medium clusters.

This phenomenon is closely connected to the mechanisms of structural ten-
dencies in adaptive evolution of complex systems. These mechanisms are
investigated in the next step (in the next article in this book). These ten-
dencies are known in the classic comparative embryology and are commonly
observed in human activity but up till now they have no explanation.

As was mentioned above, now we add inputs and outputs to the system. In
the earlier investigations we have considered damage in autonomous systems.
Such a step is natural if we are going to consider a clear cone of influence,
which needs excluding feedback loops. Accomplishing of network with ex-
ternal inputs and outputs allows us to keep the natural assumption that all
nodes may have inputs and outputs. When feedbacks are absent we can pre-
cisely define the intuitive and useful term ‘functional sequence’ (functional
order) which in turn allows to define ‘cone of influence’. When feedbacks
become allowed, cone of influence and functional order become blurred, but
not fully. The presence of input and output of the system allows us also to
distinguish areas inside the system using some distance to inputs or outputs.
The mechanism of our complexity threshold is connected to such a distance
of damage source to system outputs. This distance, called ‘depth’, is an ap-
proximation and substitution of functional sequence. In the next article the
state of system outputs is a basis for a measure assessing the system function
- fitness parameter. Adaptive changes (which must not decrease fitness) are
very small and appear in the range of the first peak in the distribution.

Complexity is an intuitive notion without one general, commonly used, sci-
entific definition. It is much poorer defined than chaos. There are as many
different definitions [41, 5, 52] as different aspects and applications of this
notion. On the Internet we can find ‘Complexity Zoo’ with 468 contempo-
rary classes. Most of the authors use a certain measure of complexity when
discussing complex systems (e.g. algorithmic complexity [23], or Solomonov-
Kolmogorov-Chaitin complexity [38]). This is different from our own ap-
proach and has different goals. We consider a certain ‘phase transition’ in
the system maturation process during growth, but it does not depend on
one parameter only. In research about complex systems there often is a ref-
erence to a critical value for a given parameter. For example in scale-free
networks [1,14], above a critical network size, the average length of the path
between two nodes will not change with the growth of the network. Similarly,
in self-organising criticality [7,6] after some parameters reach a critical value,
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the system will spontaneously exhibit behaviour characterized by power laws.
However, it is important to clearly know, what the term ‘complex’ means if it
appears in a title of publication [12] and this parameter (level of complexity)
can have a significant influence on the considered phenomenon.

The complexity threshold proposed in this article is a real phenomenon, how-
ever, it is not a critical point but a smooth change (this is the phenomenon
property) which can creates some criticism. Criterion of zero appearance cre-
ates a practical method, not a particular critical value because it a little
depends on number of events. It is also not general definition and threshold
of complexity, e.g. it does not concern ordered systems (opposite to chaotic
ones), which in some cases we like to describe as complex, it also cannot
be applied to static networks (not functioning). The definition introduced
here can be simplified for autonomous systems i.e. limited to damage size
distribution defined inside the system, like in the first part of this article,
but typically systems are observed from the outside, using a limited num-
ber of outputs. Chaotic systems with lots of outputs form the main range of
applications of our complexity threshold.

2 Interpretational Estimation of Chaos and Number of
Equally Probable Signal Variants for Real Adaptive
Systems

The Kauffman network [19,21] is the most adequate network type to describe
a living object or a system designed by human, whose main assessed proper-
ties are effects of its function. However, in the Kauffman model there are two
assumptions, which we do not share in our estimation of model parameters es-
pecially of the typical living and human-designed systems. The first of these
assumptions is that spontaneous order typically has a large significance in
such systems and the second one - that the number two of signal variants, es-
pecially when they are equally probable, is adequate to describe function and
behaviour of such systems. These discrepancies are not independent in the
case of useful equality of probability of the variants - ‘order’ appears only for
two variants (when internal homogeneity P of function is minimal which we
assumed for the whole of this article). However, there is one strange exception
from our view - the main application of Kauffman model. Gene regulatory
networks [20] are described successfully [34, 31, 32] using Boolean networks,
but this is an exception which proves the statistical rule - it, however, neglect
the basic stability of living objects based on negative feedbacks.

The terms: ‘Kauffman networks’ and ‘Boolean networks’ were synonymous.
For more than two variants of signal which we introduce such networks cannot
be ‘Boolean’ anymore but they can and should remain ‘Kauffman networks’.
Systems created or maintained by humans and living systems grow or are
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designed under adaptive conditions. We name them ‘adaptive systems’. We
distinguish this set of systems because of the aspect of purposefulness which
is typically present when such systems are described. Summarizing our ob-
servations of these systems we have collected a few remarks or intuitive es-
timations. We will not prove them but we will agitate. These remarks will
build an intuitive base of assumptions we will introduce, which should have
some base.

2.1 Typical Living Object or a System Designed by Human are
Chaotic

If a really random change happens, as opposed to a predicted event to which
the system is adapted, then with high probability we can expect a large
avalanche of damage which typically leads to a critical malfunction of the
system. This is chaotic behaviour in the meaning of Kauffman model [21].
Note, we exclude here the large set of random changes which are ‘predicted’
by the adaptive process of designing of these systems because the system’s re-
actions to such changes are not random but special. We know which changes
are not random in the human-designed system but in a living system we only
know that it is an effect of the Darwinian mechanism and we expect that
lots of reactions to random-like changes are not really random. The existence
of a large set of changes which create damage avalanches is enough to treat
such systems as chaotic. This important estimation will be a part of the basis
of adequateness of our assumption of more than two equally probable signal
variants for the considered set of systems because this assumption leads to
chaos. Using this estimation we will limit our self to potentially chaotic sys-
tems investigating complexity notion and threshold of complexity which we
are going to use in investigation of structural tendencies in adaptive evolu-
tion, however this last exciting theme exceed range of this article.

Typically we find mechanism of such a not random reaction which is based on
negative feedbacks. It is homeostatic in the typical meaning of this term and
it is ‘ultrastable’ using Kauffman’s term [21]. Kauffman uses the ‘homeostatic
stability’ term for spontaneous resistance of system to disturbance which may
also result from adaptation but it is an effect of system type founded by adap-
tation which is ‘ordered’. Damage avalanches on great scale are impossible in
ordered systems, they should fade out quickly or stay on low level.

Examples of such really random changes occur when control parameters rise
above their critical levels [37] which are the boundary of tested (i.e. predicted)
range of these parameters or in other cases which are so strange [11] (i.e. have
especially small probability or are especially complicated which also leads to
small probability) that they did not occur often enough or due to complication
- not solved yet or possible mechanisms are too expensive. For living objects
one mechanism is always standing by - it is reproduction, it may be cheaper.
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Do you believe us that you are chaotic? If not, then imagine, please, that
you are a patient. Can a surgeon expect during a medical operation on your
body that his mistakes will be neutralized by your ‘homeostatic stability’ (in
Kauffman sense)?

2.2 Case ‘Two Variants of Signal’ is Extreme, May Lead to
Another Phase

A methodological and philosophical reason for more than two variants of sig-
nal is that the case of ‘two variants’ is an extreme one - there is no smaller
sensible value for number of variants, only higher values. When we model a
real system and we do not know the value of a parameter we should take
a middle value, i.e. probably near the average value. This is a known, safe
method leading to more adequate models. It assumes that the more average
value is typically the more probable one which is suggested by the typical
Gaussian distribution. Discontinuities can appear anywhere and for more
probable values of a parameter we have no way to avoid it but for extreme
values, which therefore are special and more naturally lead to special effects,
we can and should avoid them due to the expectation of their low probability.

This is philosophy, however, the extreme case s = 2 (two equally probable
signal variants) together with the similar extreme case K = 2 (two inputs
per node) really leads [13] to an especially extreme case - crossing of phase
transition from chaos (which occurs for all others s and K) to order (which
occurs only for such a combination). Then this philosophy works. For s = 2
and K > 2 there are no such special cases and s = 2 seems safe in this area but
‘working philosophy’ suggests not to use such an extreme value, but a more
probable higher value instead. We neglect the strange case K = 1 however we
can find it in the literature [21,34]. Note that using such a suggestion we are
coherent with the above estimation that modelled adaptive systems should
be chaotic.

2.3 Alternatives Are Typically not Equally Probable

Typically in the description of adaptive systems we encounter two alterna-
tives. However, the assumption of typical occurrence of equal probability of
such alternatives seems a great simplification. We do not like to use descrip-
tion notions such as: ‘correct’, ‘proper’ or ‘special’ for an alternative, (such
terms are defined using fitness in the set of systems which adapt) but ev-
erybody agrees that the ‘correct’ alternative is typically much less probable.
Only novice gamblers do not agree but they will agree. This expected in-
equality of two variants of signal was described using probability p for one of
the alternatives [13, 2]. We will propose another solution.
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2.4 Introduction of More than Two Equally Probable Signal
Variants (s > 2)

Why do we use two alternatives which is an extreme case? What about more
than two alternatives which is more safe? One of the typical ways leading
to two alternatives is our concentration on one particular specific event and
collecting all the remaining events as the second alternative. This occurs
especially in adaptive systems because of the aspect of purposefulness of
considered alternatives. One of them is ‘proper’, ‘correct’ or ‘special’ as we
mention above. There are lots of alternatives in such a case in the reality
but we are only interested in one of them. We use this ‘interesting one’ and
NOT this ‘interesting one’, and we obtain two alternatives. Using more than
two alternatives for the description of mechanism of such a case is the only
correct alternative.

For the typical adaptive system such a case is much more adequate. E.g.
when we are going to describe the long process leading from genes to some
properties directly assessed using fitness we should remark that there are 4
nucleotides, 20 amino acids and other unclear spectra of alternatives. In this
set of spectra really two alternatives seem to be an exception. Sousa in [48]
considers the scale-free network and more than two different opinions and he
obtains a vote distribution in better agreement with reality. Similarly Stauf-
fer et al. [49, 28, 50] consider Q opinion states. Luque and Ballesteros [36, 8]
also have a doubt about the adequateness of two signal variants when they
also similarly introduce (RWN) more than two variants. Luque with Sole pro-
posed more variants in RNS [35, 47], however, in [8, 9] it also can be found
but in form which we develope in this paper, other than RNS and RWN.

We should not expect that in a real large network the alternatives coding
different meanings for each node always have exactly equal probabilities and
that the numbers of them are the same. Using equal probability of these al-
ternatives is the typical simplification, however, it is useful and maybe it is
the only way to define the probability needed for prediction and calculation.
We know that all nucleotides and amino acids have probabilities not exactly
equal but similar and such a simplification can be assumed for more general
qualitative models.

We denote the number of equally probable signal variants by s. Note, such a
description contains the assumption of equal probability.

2.5 Other Similar Aspects and Their Parameters

Case s > 2 differs from the one described by p in the statistical mechanism
and its result. For extreme p and small K > 2 order is expected [13, 2] but
for s > 2 chaos is always expected - damage should grow up to an equilibrium
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which our simple coefficient of damage propagation introduced in the next
chapter shows easily.

Another parameter P , named ‘internal homogeneity of Boolean function’ [21]
is also used for certain problems connected to the inequality of probability of
signal variants. It also describes a different aspect of this idealisation. Param-
eters s and P work in opposite direction when they differ from their typical
value - the smallest one. Higher s causes chaos but higher P allows to avoid it.

Summarizing, we use s > 2 (more than two equally probable signal variants)
and we hope that this is much more adequate for description of the typical
adaptive system. Such an assumption leads to chaotic systems which we ex-
pect from our interpretation and observation, and it explains the observed
inequality of probability of the two alternatives. It is a different assumption
and mechanism than the one leading to known p or P parameters.

Opposite s = 2 is typically used in Kauffman model [21]. Its basic applica-
tion is the genetic regulatory network [20, 33] where 1 is interpreted as an
active gene and 0 as an inactive one. This strange case seems adequate and
gives results close to the experimental data [34, 31, 32] although it describes
an adaptive system (but without typical for such systems high concentration
of negative feedbacks).

The assumption of s = 2 is also used in a wide range of similar models like e.g.
cellular automata, Ising model or spin glasses [29]. It is typically applied as
safe, useful simplification which should be used for preliminary recognition.
However similarly to Boolean networks this assumption may not be so safe
and should be checked carefully. In the original application of Ising model
and spin glasses to physical spin it is obviously correct, but these models
are nowadays applied to a wide range of problems, from social (e.g. opin-
ion formation [25]) to biological ones, where such assumption is typically big
simplification.

The number s of equally probable variants of signals is the next main param-
eter of system, like Kauffman’s K - number of element’s inputs and P - the
internal homogeneity in Boolean functions and p - probability of one of two
alternatives, which define a system as chaotic or ordered.

3 Theoretical Expectation of Damage

3.1 Kauffman’s Expectations for s = 2 Expanded to Case s > 2

Theoretical Expectations of Damage are shown in fig.1.
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Fig. 1. Theoretical damage spreading calculated using method described in Kauff-
man’s book [21]. (1) ‘Derrida plot’ - damage change in one time step in synchronous
calculation. It is fig.5.8 in [21] extended for s > 2 and for aa network type. The
crossing of curves dt+1(dt) with line dt+1 = dt shows equilibrium levels dmx up to
which damage can grow. These levels are reached in (2) on the left which shows
damage size in time dependency. Approximation d(t) = d0w

t for first critical period
of small d is shown (three short curves)

This figure commonly named ‘Derrida plot’ is calculated in a theoretical way
based on annealed model [13] described in the Kauffman book [21] on the
page 199, expanded to the case s > 2: If a denotes a part of system B at
a time t with the same state of nodes as an undisturbed system A, then
aK is the probability that the node has all its K inputs with the same sig-
nals in both systems. Such nodes will have the same state after the time
step. The remaining 1 − aK part of nodes will have a random state, which
will be the same as in the second system A with probability 1/s. The part of
system’s nodes which does not differ in time t+1 is therefore aK +(1−aK)/s.

The main conclusion of these calculations and fig.1 is that equilibrium levels
of damage for s > 2 are significantly higher than for s = 2. This remark
shows the importance of correct choice of the s parameter. The K parameter
has a much weaker influence on these levels.

3.2 Coefficient w of Damage Propagation

Let us define a simple and intuitive indicator of system characteristic (chaotic
or ordered), a coefficient w of damage propagation. For this let’s assume that
functions of nodes are correctly randomly drawn. Above we have considered
number K of node inputs which we fixed as constant, as Kauffman does [21].
For the number of node outputs we will use the symbol k. The average < k >
is equal to K for networks which we will consider. Coefficient w = k∗(s−1)/s
shows how many output signals of node are changed on the average if one (or
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more) of its input signals is changed [8,9,35]. For the case of a single changed
input signal it describes the damage multiplication on one node. If w > 1 and
there is room for damage growth then damage should statistically grow and
should create an avalanche which spreads onto a large part of the system. It
resembles the coefficient of neutron multiplication in a nuclear chain reaction
- if it is less than one then we have a nuclear power station, if it is greater
than one then an atomic bomb explodes.

Using this coefficient we can easily see that w ≤ 1 may occur only for the
case k = 2 and s = 2. We have considered this extreme case above. The value
k < 2 is sensible for a particular node but not as the average value in the
whole, typical, randomly build network.

The damage d = 1 − a. For K = 2 we obtain d2 = d1 ∗ w − d2
1/2 ∗ w where

for small d1 we can neglect the second element obtaining d(t) = d0w
t which

is also shown in fig.1.2. If damage is still small then the probability of more
than one changed input signal is also small and therefore damage is well de-
scribed by wt. In this critical period of time t the probability of damage fade
out is not to be neglected. Later it practically cannot fade out but more and
more often it occurs that more than one input signal is changed and the real
multiplication of damage becomes smaller and smaller up to the moment of
achieving a stable level of damage (fig.1.1 and fig.1.2).

The coefficient w = 1.5 is common for cases 2,3 and 4,2 (s, K) and for these
cases it describes the first crucial period of damage spreading but the levels
of damage equilibrium are significantly different which is depicted in fig.1.2.

4 Basic Network Types

The above theoretical expectations are general and independent of the net-
work type but we can expect that they may differ accordingly for different
specific network structures and dynamics and their parameters. This is an
interesting problem, especially in the range of dependency of our new param-
eter s. We will explore it using simulation. For this task we will determine
the set of interesting network types in the first step. Next we will define a
useful special algorithm which we will use to simulation in last step of this
project. As you can see in ch.6, the results really exhibit significant differences
which depend on network types and the parameter s. Some observations and
remarks made during these simulation lead to the definition of ‘complexity
threshold’ in the next part of this article. This threshold occurs during net-
work growth in different sizes of networks in different network types and is
connected to the damage mechanism.
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4.1 Kauffman Networks

As we remark above in the ch.2 Kauffman networks are the most adequate
to describe adaptive systems. Kauffman and many researchers who followed
him in the last two decades of 20th century use Erdős-Rényi random net-
works [19, 21, 44, 18] (CRBN - Classical RBN). We will denote this network
type as er. The function formula of Kauffman network gives us a useful abil-
ity to differentiate k within the network. This is necessary in er network but
it also allows to investigate different types of networks which differ in the
distribution of node degree P (k) like e.g. nowadays famous Barabási-Albert
scale-free networks which we will denote as sf . This is because the definition
of function does not change if k changes and K is fixed. Therefore as the
degree of node only the k parameter was typically used. The sf networks
seem to be more adequate to describe reality [3,10,24,25,12,16] than the old
er networks and now they should be investigated as first (e.g. FSRBN [18]).
This network type has a characteristic ‘preferential attachment’ pattern for
growth which leads to power law distribution of node degree. For compari-
son with the old researches (for CRBN) the er network should also be used.
Its node degree distribution P (k) is a bell-like curve which practically ends
quickly for relatively small k. Between these two types lies the next candidate
for simulation - ‘single-scale’ [1] network type ss which grows without prefer-
ences. Its node degree distribution P (k) decreases faster (exponentially, see
also e.g. EFRBN [18]) and is less extreme than for sf networks.

4.2 Aggregate of Automata - the Simplest Case of Network for
‘w’

In the Kauffman networks all k outputs of a node transmit the same signal
- it is the state of the node, the value of its function (fig.2.1). To understand
the coefficient w of damage multiplication we must average the k and the
change of signals on them for lots of nodes. It is much simpler and more intu-
itive (which is important for introducing such a method into biology) if each
output of a node has its own signal to transmit, which need not be the same
as on other outputs in the same node. The averaging of the change is possible
in one such node. If we fix k then we immediately have < k >= k = K and
the node function is easy to describe: the function argument and function
value are K-dimensional vectors (fig.2.2.). I have introduced such a network
in [9, 10, 11, 12] where I have named it ‘aggregate of automata’, therefore we
name it here aa.

For this network if K = 2 then d2 = d1 ∗ w − d2
1 ∗ (s − 1)2/(s + 1)/s which

is obtained similarly as above. Note, that for small d1 we can neglect the
element with d2

1. Theoretical curves for aggregate of automata for case s = 4
and K = k = 2 are also included on fig.1. These figures show that the level
of damage equilibrium for aggregate of automata is much higher than for
Kauffman networks. It is an effect of the larger range of node state value
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which has sk variants. For comparison to the Kauffman networks described
above, we define ak network type which is devoid of this discrepancy and
follows the Kauffman network rule, but when other features are considered,
it behaves like an aa network.

4.3 Construction of Networks

Fig. 2. The basic elements and growth patterns of Kauffman network (1) and
aggregate of automata - aa network type (2). Nodes - ovals, signals - rectangles,
links - arrows. Each node transforms incoming (input) signals into output signals
using a function, these signals are transmitted through links to the next nodes as
their input signals. K - number of input signals (or links) of a particular node. k -
number of output links of a particular node (node degree). For a particular node of
Kauffman network (case (1) on the left) there is one output signal (state of node)
which is sent by k output links. s - number of equally probable variants of signal
values (in Boolean network s = 2, i.e. true and false). In the case (2) of the aa
network k is fixed and each output link has its own signal, possibly different from
others. Patterns of node addition: Links g and h (and function) of node are drawn.
Node j is drawn directly instead of link h for ss. For K > 2 additional inputs are
constructed like the right ones (h or j). The ak network is maintained as aa but
there is only one output signal c (d=c).

We have chosen five types of autonomous networks for simulation of damage
spreading: ‘er’ - random (Erdős-Rényi), ‘sf ’ - scale-free (Barabási-Albert),
‘ss’ - single-scale, ‘aa’ - aggregate of automata and ‘ak’ - a network similar
to aa with fixed K = k, but using Kauffman formula where one state of a
node is transmitted by all its outputs.

The simulation of the networks has two stages: construction of the network
and damage investigation in a constant network. Construction of the network
depends on the networks type. Except for the type ‘er’ - random networks, all
networks have a growth pattern. Aggregates of automata ‘aa’ and ‘ak’ need
to draw K links in order to add a new node. These links are broken: their
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beginning parts become inputs to the new node and their ending parts become
its outputs (fig.2.2).

For ‘ss’ - single-scale network the new node is connected to one of the nodes
already present in the network with equal probability for each of these nodes.
For ‘sf ’ - scale-free network the new node is connected with another already
present node with probability proportional to its node degree, i.e. to the k
of the present node. For sf type at least one output is necessary to further
participate in the network growth but we draw one link first and we break
it like for aa to define one output and its destination node for both types sf
and ss. This way we also define the new node’s first input. Later we draw
the remaining inputs according to the rules described above - for ss by draw-
ing the node directly, for sf by drawing a link and using its source node
(fig.3.2.). If K = 2 then only one input follows the rules, but it is enough
to obtain the correct P (k) distribution characteristic for these network types.

We have defined network types for our damage investigations using simula-
tion. We determine sf network type using Kauffman formula of function as
the most interesting one. Damage can spread in various environments, e.g.
in computational networks [39] but typically damage in scale free networks
describes: epidemic spreading [24], opinion formation [16, 25, 48] or attack
and error effects [12, 17]. However, these networks typically are not directed
networks and their important aspect is the spatial description which uses a
particular lattice shape. They can also use methods other than preferential
attachment to create a network [24, 25]. The Kauffman networks, which are
interesting for us here, have an important aspect of function. A network can
be ‘scale-free’ and directed in certain aspects and not directed in the aspect
of function. Such a network was used in [49,28,50]. These networks describe
opinion agreement process. The direction of links is used for construction of
network and contact initiative but during opinion exchange information flows
in both directions and in this aspect this network is undirected. This second
aspect is more similar to signals flow in Kauffman network. The scale-free
Boolean networks were studied by Aldana [2] and Kauffman [22], now Iguchi
et al. [18]. These authors, similarly to us, look for the difference between
the dynamics of er (here called: RBN) and the scale-free random Boolean
network (SFRBN). However, here s=2, flexible k and K are used, therefore
those networks differ from our sf .

5 Simplified Algorithm of Damage Spreading in
Chaotic Systems

5.1 Assumptions and Limitations

The damage simulation in the classic case uses two full processes of systems
states evolution which are compared: A for an unchanged system and B for
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a system with damage initiation [29]. We perform one partial process - only
damage spreading, but this process is only statistically correct in a limited
range of situations.

The main assumption is: We consider chaotic systems where damage can fade
out only when it is still small, but when it becomes large, then it grows up
to an equilibrium level where it fluctuates around this level infinitely. In our
algorithm it also stops when it reaches the equilibrium level - it is the pseudo
fade out. These two cases of fade out are mixed, however they have different
interpretations. Using percolation theory terms a large cluster (which per-
colate) corresponds with damage after avalanche on it equilibrium level and
small clusters correspond with damage which really fadeout.

Cases which stop between real fadeout and pseudo-fade out with a middle
damage d have no interpretation and can be permissible only in negligible
frequency. Such cases occur only for s = 2 (sf 2,4 3,2 and ss 2,3 in small but
visible level and especially for sf 2,3 network (fig.4.1) in high level) which
confirms that s = 2 is an extreme case. For every network type the case
s, K = 2, 2 is out of range of permissible frequencies of middle damage. We
cannot use our algorithm for investigation of this case. It has very low dam-
age equilibrium levels and consists mainly of real fade out cases predicted in
fig.1.1. Its long tail for higher d is too short, therefore strongly incorrect, in
the results of our algorithm.

In such a view the real fade out is connected to ordered behaviour and pseudo
fade out - to chaotic behaviour. The shares of these both types of fade out can
be used as a measure of the degree of chaos or order for particular network
type and parameters of this network.

5.2 The Main Rule

Signals are memorized while a node is calculated. They are used to define the
changed input signals. We calculate only the nodes with changed input sig-
nals [10]. If a node is reached by damage, which means that at least one input
signal is changed, then the node function is calculated using ‘old’ remaining
input signals, but only once. We do not care what remaining input signals are.
They can be changed before or after the calculation of this particular node,
e.g. as effect of feedbacks loop. In this article we also do not use concrete func-
tions for nodes. If the input state is changed, then the output state is random.

This calculation gives an answer, whether output signals of this node have
undergone any changes. If its input signals change later then it will not be
recalculated next time - for statistically correct damaged area it is not nec-
essary. Any initiation of a particular node in a particular network should
statistically lead to the same damaged area but in each particular case it
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may be different. We, however, are not interested in a particular case but in
a statistical result. Such an algorithm works fast and gives correct statistical
effects. For certain problems of adaptive evolution described in next article
it is the key to possibility of simulation - it allows to omit the problem of
periodic attractors and their comparison for fitness definition.

5.3 Intuitions and Feedbacks

To agree with the proposed assumption certain intuitive help is useful. Such
intuition behind this algorithm can be found when you consider a special
network without feedbacks, where each signal on the node output is equal to
the value of the function of current signals on the node inputs. It is not a
typical system state - in the next time step in the synchronous mode nothing
will be changed. Let’s change one node function as damage initiation. In such
a case for calculation of node with a changed (as damage) input signal we
can use the old signals on the remaining inputs if for a given node they do
not depend on the remaining nodes waiting for calculation. Such a node will
always exist because a node does not depend on itself. Input signals of the
calculated node will not change later. After a finite number of time steps the
process will stop. The damaged part will become a clear tree. As was the
case at the beginning all the node states will be equal to the function value
of current node inputs.

In the case with feedbacks sometimes an already calculated node gets a dam-
aged input signal for a second time. For measuring the statistical effect only
it is not necessary to examine its initiation for the second time. This aban-
donment leads to pseudo fade out - to stopping the process. If such second
initiation will be processed, then the process may never stop - this is fluctua-
tion on the equilibrium level of damage. However, our process stops using the
same mechanism which keeps the damage at the equilibrium level. It gives
one particular damage size which also fluctuates about this level but it needs
lot of particular cases of processes and their stops.

5.4 Damage History

Growth of the networks is an external aspect of the algorithm described in
this chapter. This aspect was described earlier, however during growth each
addition of a node is an initiation of damage and is calculated using described
rules of this algorithm. Such damage is investigated in another article. In this
part of article we investigate the damage in a system of a particular, fixed size.

When a network achieves the assumed number N of nodes we stop the growth
and we start to initiate damage: we change the output state of each node
into all remaining variants. This gives N ∗ (s−1) different changes. One such
change is a damage initiation. It is the smallest initiation and in the first
few steps the damage can fade out. It is a real fade out of damage. In this
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short way damage can encounter an already damaged node. Such node will
be not calculated for the second time. This abandonment helps damage to
fade out, however, such an event has a very small probability. We assume
that if damage fades out when it is small, then it is not due to encountering
an already calculated node. This is a simplification of our algorithm. In this
case the number of damaged nodes is interpreted as the number of damaged
nodes during the whole process from initiation to real fade out. The real fade
out means that damage d at the time of fade out is zero.

If coefficient w > 1 then on average the damage grows. If damage is great,
i.e. the number of nodes with changed output state is large, then it practi-
cally cannot fade out. I.e. probability of such events is very low, we neglect
them. The number of nodes which were calculated again because their input
state was changed is also large, which influences the pseudo fade out fre-
quency. During this damage growth there are less and less nodes which are
not reached by damage yet. Therefore the avalanche of damage must slow
down and stop (the growth). It looks like a fadeout, but it is equivalent to
the achievement of the stable level by the damage which appears at the end
of curves in fig.1.2 or on cross of curves with line ‘dt+1 = dt’ in fig.1.1 This
level is an equilibrium state, as fig.1.1 shows. In our simplification the process
stops at this level due to the ‘pseudo-fade out’ on already damaged nodes.
Now the number of damaged nodes is interpreted as the damage equilibrium
level. It describes the statistical state of the system at one specific time step
in opposition to previous case.

The damage size d is the number of nodes whose output state changed any-
where in the process (i.e. number of damaged nodes) divided by N . It is
despite the fact that they are damaged during the whole process (using our
algorithm), not only in the last time step. It takes into consideration the fact
that we do not calculate a damaged node next time when it obtains changed
input for a second time.

We calculate the damage using a fi-fo (first in-first out) queue for nodes
with changed input signals waiting for calculation. The time step number t
is defined observing this queue but it is not used for control of the process.

6 Degree of Chaos for Different Network Types in
Simulation

6.1 Goals and Parameters of Simulations

The main goal of our simulation experiments is to examine the degrees of
chaos and order for different network types in dependency of s and K pa-
rameters. Degree of chaos or order is defined in ch.5.1 as the share of pseudo
fade out of damage on equilibrium level or real fade out respectively. For such
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a task the area near phase transition from chaos to order is the most inter-
esting one. Therefore we use the first three smallest values for s and K from
2 to 4 in all the combinations. Our second goal is to check the importance of
the new parameter s and compare it to the K parameter in real mechanisms
observed in different network types.

The above degree of chaos is determined in the several first time steps when
damage is still small because this is the only period when damage can fade
out for w > 1. In this period the coefficient w, which is practically defined
using s and K, theoretically simply approximates damage as d = wt. As
we will see, the parameters s and K influence the experimental results for
different network types not only through the coefficient w. The parameter t
of damage history is practical, natural and obvious. We will start using it,
however it happens not to be the best for a clear description of the process
and its mechanisms.

Each simulation of a particular case s, K and one of five network types de-
scribed above: sf, ss, er, ak, aa consists of 600 000 damage initiations. Gen-
erally we use a network of N = 2000 nodes but results depicted in fig.5 are
checked also for N = 3000 nodes in the network and they are exactly the
same. For the optimisation of the simulation time all possible initiations are
imposed in each built network - each node state is initialised changing into
all remaining variants. Therefore e.g. for sf 2,3 and N = 2000 we need 300
different networks but for aa and s = 4 we use 20 networks with the output
state changed 15 times.

6.2 Time t Dependency and Process Speed

Fig.3.4-7 (right column) shows the distribution of time of damage fadeout in
both ‘real’ and ‘pseudo’ cases. There are two peaks on this distribution: one
for real fadeout in the first steps (early fadeout) and the second for ‘pseudo-
fadeout’ when damage reaches equilibrium level at the last time steps. For
the network cases with wide range of node degrees like sf and ss with great
fraction of k = 1 the probability of early fadeout is much greater especially
for small s = 2. If K = 3 then 60% nodes for sf and 33% for ss have k = 1
but there are 11% and 20% nodes of k > 4 which have 55% and 46% outgoing
links. If K = 2 then 67% nodes for sf and 50% for ss have k = 1, there are
7% and 6% nodes of k > 4 which have 34% and 19% outgoing links. For
s = 2 nodes with k = 1 have w = 1/2 and early fadeout is easier than for
s = 4 where w = 3/4. Here hubs are present. The biggest hub (k = 955)
appears in sf when K = 4, for K = 3 it reach k = 520. This single hub takes
12% (the second 9%) of all the outgoing links. Hubs decrease the average k
and in effect: average w for remaining nodes, this helps damage to fade out
before the first hub is achieved. For er network even k = 0 happened but
nodes with k < 2 constitute less than 1/4 of all the nodes. If s is small, e.g.
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s = 2, then the coefficient w is locally especially low. Note that we have used
local coefficient w for explanation. On the opposite end (only of Kauffman
mode) there lies the network type ak where k < 2 and hubs are absent and
coefficient w of damage propagation is high and equal for all nodes. In such
a case early fadeout is very small and most of the damage grows until the
equilibrium level is reached.

In the assumptions for our algorithm we need that real and pseudo fadeout
be clearly separated. In the considered figure (fig.3 right column) two peaks
are typically not separated, only for the last shown case of ak 4,3 there is a
gap of zero frequency between peaks - the first case in the set of Kauffman
networks. We move from the phase transition from order to chaos (occurring
for s, K = 2, 2) to higher values of s and K. Zero frequency between peaks
occurs first for aa (3,2 and 2,3) next for ak (4,2) later for er (2,4). Networks
ss and sf do not reach it for 4,4. However, both peaks are wide when they
are in dependency on the parameter t. Different speed of damage spreading
is the cause of this width of peaks, especially different time of beginning of
an avalanche. This phenomenon is clearly visible in fig.4 where damage d in
dependency of t as in fig.1.2 is depicted for sf network type and different
s, K each for one network and 2000 initiations. Beginning of avalanche can
be delayed because in an area of small local coefficient w the damage (still
small) can take some time before it reaches a hub (which causes many new
nodes to be affected by the damage). This phenomenon is the strongest for sf
network and small K = 2. If s or especially K grow, or distribution of node
degree k is more uniform, then the dispersion of time of avalanche beginning
and the width of such picture decreases and the avalanches look more similar.

6.3 Fadeout Frequency in Damage Size Dependency

Different speed of damage spreading and its effect - the width of peaks and
lack of sharp boundary between them in fig.3.4-6 suggests that variable t -
time of damage fadeout is not the best choice. However, variable t is interest-
ing in practice and therefore often used [29]. Similar distribution of damage
fadeout in the variable: damage size d, shown in fig.3.1-3 (left column) ap-
pears much better suited for the description and understanding of underlying
mechanisms. Using such a variable we also obtain the same two peaks: the
left one for real fade out and the right one for pseudo fade out, but this time
they are very narrow and a big segment of exact zero frequency lies between
them typically. Only for the extreme case of sf 2,3 this rule does not work
(fig.3.1) but we have discussed the causes of this exception above. The cases
of sf 3,2 (fig.3.2.), sf 2,4 (fig.4) and ss 2,3 follow the rule but the second
peaks are not very narrow and between the peaks we can find many single
counts. (These counts haven’t interpretation in our algorithm.) All remaining
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Fig. 3. Distribution of damage size (left column) and time (right column) when
damage really or pseudo fade out. In the lowest row typical chaotic form of these
distribution is shown, but higher rows, for sf 2.3 (minimum of chaos) and sf 3,2
networks are not so chaotic. All networks contain 2000 nodes. Each distributions
are obtained from 600000 events of damage initiations. Positions and values of
minimum between peaks and right maximum are shown. The width of the right
peaks at half of their height is also shown.. For left peaks a few of the first values
are noted. The number of events in both peaks and the percent of all the 600000
events in each peak are shown - this important information is hard to estimate only
from shown figures. E.g. in (3) left peak exists, it contains 34% of the events but it
is hard to see.
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Fig. 4. Damage size d in dependency of time step t for sf network and several
combinations of s, K. Each case for particular s, K has the same scale described for
t only for s, K = 3, 2 and consists of 2000 initiations of damage in one particular
network of N = 2000. Similar to theoretical fig.1.2. Note, that the periods, when
damage avalanche begins, can differ significantly, especially for smaller K.

cases are similar to the last sf 4,3 shown in fig.3.3, small differences concern
proportion of both peaks and the peaks’ width.

Position of maximum of the second peak is exactly equal to the theoretical
point of equilibrium of damage size (dmx).
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Fig. 5. Real fadeout, i.e. degree of order, as part of all initiated processes for five
network types and smallest three values of parameters s and K. Degree of chaos
shown in right upper corner equals one minus the degree of order. These figures
show dependencies of these degrees on s and K and allow us to compare influence
of both these parameters which differ especially for sf ,er and aa networks. The
data have 3 decimal digits of precision.
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6.4 Degrees of Chaos and Order for Different Network Types

In the above description we have several times defined a sequence of net-
work types connected to the dispersion of node degree k. It is the following
sequence: sf , ss, er, ak which are Kauffman networks and aa which has
sK variants of node state. It was connected with the gap between peaks in
both columns of fig.3, with the delay of avalanche beginning and with areas
of smaller local w. Generally it concerns the degree of chaos which grows
according to the network type’s order in this sequence. (There occurs an ex-
ception for er network. The mechanism of this exception is an effect of k = 0.)
It defines an order in the set of network types which allow us to use it like
a directed axis. The degree of chaos is mainly depicted in right upper corner
of fig.5 and earlier denoted in percents in the middle of right peaks in fig.3.
It is defined in ch.5.1 as the share of pseudo fade out of damage in all ini-
tiated processes. The second part of these processes really fade out which is
ordered behaviour and their share in all the initiated processes is the degree
of order for this particular network. The greatest share (80%) of real fade-out
of damage was observed in the network sf 2,3 (fig.3.4 and fig.5). For ak 4,3,
however, only 1.8% of the processes ended in real fade out and for 4,4 this
was only 0.4%.

We consider other two axes - of s and K parameters, now with normal num-
bers as values. Their growth also indicates a growth of chaos degree and a
decrease of order degree as shown in fig.5. In the next chapters we will inves-
tigate the growth of chaos degree in dependency on N . The stages of growth
of chaos degree in axis dependency of any parameter look similarly.

These investigations using simulations of different network types are also de-
signed to show that parameter s is important and we cannot limit our self to
parameter K only. Dependency on s is strong similarly to dependency on K
but it also differs from dependency on K for different network types. In the
aggregate of automata the state of a node has sK variants and this network
type has obviously stronger and different dependency on these parameters
than Kauffman networks. The ss and ak networks exhibit symmetrical de-
pendency in s and K but for the most interesting sf and er network types
there is no symmetry which is depicted in the fig.5. For sf dependency on s
is stronger but for er - weaker than dependency on K. These differences are
not big but may be important.

The significantly lower chaos degree for sf network obtained in our simula-
tions is known [17,12] as higher tolerance of a scale-free network to attack.
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7 Damage Size L on System Outputs and Its
Dependency on Depth D

7.1 Functional Order and Cone of Influence

Considering the flow of signals through a directed network we operate in
terms of cause and effect. The signal appearing on one of node inputs is
one of causes of transformation effects. A node and function connected to
this node represent this transformation. Function value is an effect, which
is transmitted farther as the cause of other transformation. The sequence of
node on signal way is a functional order. It has direction of signal flow de-
picted as arrow for directed network. This direction define ‘earlier’ and ‘later
node’ in network structure than shown one. If some node is neither early nor
later, then it is independent. Such definitions create structure named ‘cone
of influence’ (fig.6) because of similarity to cone of time in Einstein theory of
relativity.

In general, sets of later and earlier nodes are not separated. Nodes in the
loops of feedbacks are simultaneously earlier and later which destroys clear
and simple mathematical description as directed set. Networks, however, still
stay directed because signals flow through links in one direction and func-
tion still transforms input signals to output signals. Feedbacks do not destroy
casualness. Locally, in the area not containing close loops, functional order
became still clear-cut. Totally, for networks with feedbacks the functional or-
der and cone of influence dramatically lose their focuses but not fully.

Clear, simple and mathematically correct directed set of node, functional or-
der and cone of influence exist in network without feedbacks. Let us consider
such a network in the beginning to get accustomed to notions, which later
despite the loss of their focuses when feedbacks are present, give connection
to intuition and help to understand the phenomena and their causes.

If we demand constant number K of node input in the network without feed-
backs, then this network cannot be autonomous, it must contain inputs from
environment of such a system. Similarly in the case of output. Let us start
our investigation using the simplest network - aggregate of automata. For
aggregate of automata the coefficient of damage multiplication w introduced
in ch.3.2 (average number of changed output signals if one input signal is
changed) can be investigated on one, typical node. The name ‘aa’ is reserved
for a special case of general aggregate of automata network - randomly grow-
ing and containing feedbacks. Now we will introduce a few simpler cases.
A drawing of cone of influence is practically possible only in the simplest
and the most ordered case of such a network (fig.6). We denote the network
shown in fig.1 as ‘lw’. To get rid of not natural and needles problem of edge
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Fig. 6. Cone of influence in an extremely simple network without feedbacks (lw).
The shown node (black one) separates the node set into three parts: earlier, later
(which forms the cone) and the rest - independent. If this black node changes its
state, then it becomes a source of change which as damage flows up to outputs, if
w > 1, usually also as cone of damage (grey nodes). Depth of damage initiation is
a height of the cone and suggests the average change size L. It is connected to the
functional order as shown.

let us roll up this network to a cylinder. The circumference of this cylinder
is m = 64 outputs or 32 of node, each of K = 2 inputs and k = 2 outputs.

The set of later node than the selected one is the most interesting part of
cone of influence. Similar construction is investigate in [26]. In fig.6 it really
looks like cone: its base there is on the top and shows which outputs can
be reached by damage if node on the cone point is damaged. Size of the
cone base measured in number of outputs depends on cone height. Because
base is on the top, cone height is a depth, we denote it as D. In storeyed
network in fig.1 we can measure depth D using number of levels. Depth is
an approximation of functional sequence, which is a simplification, because
set of network nodes cannot be numbered in such a sequence. It considers
particular signal ways between the selected node and outputs. However such
an approximation is useful for intuition and clear in fig.6. In less ordered
networks depth can be defined using different method, the most general is
the shortest way to output. Depth defines terms early, late and terminal in
a clearer and general way than original functional order.

7.2 Distributions P (L|D) and P (L) for Simple Cases

Following [21] we have measured the size of damage d ∈< 0, 1 > as a share of
nodes with damaged output state in all nodes of system. But this parameter
is typically hard to observe for real systems and we are going to observe dam-
age outside the system, on its outputs. The number L of damaged output
signals is the simplest definition of damage size on system outputs. This is a
Hamming distance of system output signal vectors for a control system and a
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damaged one. The system has number m of output signals that L ∈< 0, m >.
We fix m = 64 for model and simulations. We can expect, that distributions
P (d) and P (L) should be similar. In fact, asymptotic value of d which we
named dmx and asymptotic value of L named Lmx are simply connected:
dmx = Lmx/m but such a connection is not true during the system growth
and L is less than we should expect.

The lw network is extremely ordered in the aspect of structure. This order
is an opposition to ‘complexity’ and is not simply connected to notion ‘or-
der’ as an opposition to ‘chaos’. It mainly considers the aspect of structure,
not the aspect of damage spreading which is a function. In the current two
chapters we investigate the connectivity of these two notions of ‘order’ and
their oppositions: ‘complexity’ and ‘chaos’. In a chaotic network two very
similar initial network states (output states of all nodes and input signals
of the system) typically lead to very different states later, after not a long
period of time of the system’s function. It can be simply translated to typ-
ical explosion of damage initiated as a small disturbance, e.g. a change of
state of one element of a system. Ordered systems (as opposed to chaotic
systems) exhibit ‘homeostatic stability’ (in the Kauffman sense [21], see sec-
tion 2.1). This homeostatic stability does not allow damage to transform into
an avalanche. Now we consider order of structure and we limit ourselves to
chaotic systems using assumption of more than two equally probable signal
variants (section.2).

Let us subtract some order from lw network allowing random connectivity of
nodes from consecutive levels, but still only between consecutive levels. Let
us denote such a network as ‘lx’. Both of these network are storeyed but ‘s’
letter is reserved, therefore I use the letter ‘l’ from ‘levels’ as the first. Sec-
ond letter should be different for any network type. For lw network, as it is
visible in fig.6 and fig.7, connection between levels looks like ‘w’ letter, for lx
network lots of links are crossed, therefore there is an ‘x’. I do not find better
mnemonic rule. Networks lw and lx are the cases of aggregate of automata
due to their constant K = k = 2 and 2-dimensional value of function.

Let us investigate and compare distribution P (L) for both storeyed networks
lw and lx in dependency of level, i.e. of depth D, on which damage is initi-
ated, that is P (L|D) distribution. It is obvious, that for small depth D the
distribution can be different from zero only for small L due to the cone of
influence containing in such a case only few outputs. When we increase depth
D of damage initiation, cone of influence include more outputs but in lw and
lx networks this increase is different. If we increase D by one, then for lw
network the number of outputs in the cone increases only by two, and this
is so m/2 times but for lx network in the beginning the number of outputs
increases twice on average. It is much faster. The second source of difference
in P (L|D) is the number of ways in which damage can achieve a particular
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output - for lx it is similar for different outputs, for lw it differs very much
between outputs.

Fig.7 shows the simulation results for s = 4 and m = 64 outputs . Distributions
P (L|D) excluding very small D have two peaks. The first peak has maximum
in L = 0 (or near), and quickly falls to zero. Second peak has a bell shape,
its maximum moves to higher L when D increases. Speed of this move to the
right radically depends on the network type - for lw it is slow, for lx - quick. In
fig.7 distributions for lw and lx are superimposed and depth is selected so that
maximum of the second peak is on the same positions. As it is visible, network
lx with less order of structure can be much smaller (needs smaller D) than lw
to achieve similar state of distribution P (L|D). Reaching the size (number of
levels) by growing network lx, where the position of right maximum does not
change, occurs for lw for D = 78 levels but for lx D = 26 is enough. When we
increase s from 4 to 8, we also decrease order in direction of higher complexity.
For s = 8, i.e. twice higher value, the right maximum reaches a stable position
for twice smaller depth - D = 46 for lw and D = 13 for lx.

To obtain global distribution P (L) we must summarize P (L|D) by levels
D, which are equally probable for random initiation of damage here. Let us
compare P (L) for both network of equal size, greater than threshold of the
practical immobilizing right maximum for both networks. (fig.8 d - lw, e - lx
for D = 120). For lw network a segment between both peaks is filled and the
right peak presents itself poorly. But for lx network influence of moving to
the right peaks from section of D from 1 to 26 is small in comparison to the
superimposed stable peak from the three times longer segment of higher D
from 26 to 120. In result, for lx segment between the peaks has much smaller
values and the right peak - much higher. Further growth of both networks
causes decrease of these differences.

7.3 How Deep is Network with Feedbacks?

The next investigated network is ‘an’ - randomly growing aggregate of au-
tomata without ordered levels like in case of lw and lx, but still without
feedback loops. For s = 4 and m = 64 as in fig.7 and fig.8, maximum of
right peak occurs in L = 34 for network containing N = 512 nodes. We can
assume, as we later argue, that this is the beginning of immobilizing of right
peak. For aa networks containing feedbacks this stage occurs in period of N
256-384 nodes. For comparison, this stage in lx network needs N = 320 but
in lw about N = 1700. Shape of distribution for an network simulated only
to N = 512 is closely similar to distribution for lw in fig.3, but the first peak
is wider and similar to the case of c. High level of probability between peaks
is an effect of short period after right peak immobilizing.
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Fig. 7. Dependency of damage size distribution on depth P (L|D) in different
network types from the most ordered lw and less ordered lx storeyed networks
without feedbacks to fully random growing aa network with feedbacks. In lw and
lx networks the functional order and depth D as levels measuring way to outputs are
well defined but in aa network the feedbacks (coloured arrows) can loop undefined
- may be - infinite number of times making their way to outputs very long. P (L) is
a sum of P (L|D) ∗ P (D) by all available D. For small D the right peak of P (L|D)
distribution is not on its last, stable position, which it reaches for larger D. Reaching
of this stable position is a complexity threshold. For more ordered networks higher
D is needed to reach this position. lw needs D = 78, lx needs D = 26 but aa needs
about 256 nodes which is equivalent of D = 8 levels of storeyed networks.

In the considered an and aa networks there are no levels and defining depth
D is not as clear as for lw and lx. Exactly for this reason the size of networks
with constant m = 64 is shown in number N of nodes. For an cone of in-
fluence is clear due to the lack of feedbacks but there is problem to draw it,
similarly for lx. Whereas for lx there is no problem to define depth, for an it
is not trivial, but there still exists a limitation of the longest and the shortest
signal way to outputs. Typically limitation of the longest way does not exist
for nodes in aa network - signals can loop in feedback loops ad infinitum
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Fig. 8. Complexity threshold. P (L) distribution as the effect of random changes
in networks with m = 64 output signals, for s = 4. The base curve a - for complex
network with feedbacks (aa and ak). It has two peaks and exact zero in-between
in measured frequency. The same networks on complexity threshold (curve b), and
below complexity threshold (curve c), when it was still small. For networks without
feedbacks - curves d for lw and e for lx at D = 120 (N = D ∗ 32), space between
peaks has small but not a zero value. Network d is more ordered than e.

and send damage to outputs in any lap. In such a case no single output sig-
nal vector exists, but a cyclic attractor. However, damage grows up to some
equilibrium level [21] (fig.1) which using our simplified algorithm (ch.5) looks
like a fadeout (pseudo-fadeout) and we obtain some particular, statistically
correct L or d despite the fact that we cannot show, which particular output
signals or nodes are really damaged.

Let us come back to the definition of depth D. Generally we can use the
shortest distance to outputs but for lots of reasons such a measure is not
fully adequate. Existence of many different ways is the main passed over
aspect, especially when they are similarly long. For aa simulations (when
K = 2) we have used some more adequate definition of depth [10,11,12] (see
my next article in this book) taking into consideration this aspect but this
definition can be used only for aggregate of automata or ak and K = 2. For
network with flexible node degree k it is hard to extend. For such networks
(in this article we consider ss - single-scale, sf - scale-free and er - classic
random networks) number of different ways additionally differ significantly
for extreme node degree k, which can be less than two or large for hubs. In
such a reason the shortest way is the simplest and the most general definition
for depth, it is enough for this first exploration of this new area of phenom-
ena, but it is unsatisfying.
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Comparing P (L) for different network types in terms of dependency on their
size we should focus our attention on shape of distribution when feedbacks
are present. When such a network is small a distribution is similar to small
storeyed networks lw and lx, but for s = 4 when the second peak immobilizes
the probability between peaks practically reaches zero on large segment of
damage size d or L. For networks without feedbacks this segment always has
non-zero values, however they decrease when network grows. This significant
difference is an effect of lack of limitation for the longest way to output for
networks with feedbacks. Damage initiated even ‘near’ the outputs (in the
meaning of the shortest way) does not have a small probability of reaching
a loop and using it - reaching an area far from outputs and other loops. If
height of the cone of influence and the cone of damage inside it, is so big that
a middle damage size L is possible, it also has ‘volume’ that is big enough
to contain nodes participating in loops. For this reason is hard to talk about
middle depth in networks with feedbacks. Such networks, despite the limited
size measured in N , observed in their P (L) distribution look especially big
due to their average way to the output, which like the longest way may be
infinite. As it is visible, the shortest way does not describe this important
aspect correctly.

8 Complexity Thresholds

8.1 Evolution Stages of Damage Size Distribution

Stabilization of position of the second peak of distribution P (L) is a clear
qualitative boundary, however, it is an asymptotical scale-free phenomenon
and needs arbitrarily chosen value of practical level of exactness. As we have
shown, it is connected not only to network growth, but also to structural order
degree and dynamics parameter s. Summarizing these remarks the qualita-
tive threshold shown is connected to intuitive meaning of system complexity.
If similar states of system create very different effects, we must know much
more to predict these effects. We connect such a feature with the complexity
of system but this is exactly chaos. Let us call this qualitative threshold the
‘complexity threshold’ of system in such a sense that a system should be
treated as a complex upon this threshold, but below it - not yet. This name
seems adequate in the described aspects.

Attractiveness of such a criterion of complexity mainly results from: 1- its
direct connectivity to mechanisms of different phenomena which we are going
to explain and from: 2 - basing it on observable phenomenon which gives hope
for experimental use for comparison theoretical and simulation investigation
to reality. So defined complexity threshold considers networks with - as well
as without feedbacks.
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As we have already discussed, there also is the other phenomenon in net-
works with feedbacks -large segment of exact zero frequency occurs between
the peaks. For s = 4 it occurs nearly simultaneously with immobilization of
the second peak in stable position. This suggests that it be a property of the
above defined complexity threshold. Unfortunately, for s > 4 or K > 2 zero
between peaks occurs earlier than immobilization of the second peak, which
occurs also earlier - for lower N , but this movement is slower. Occurrence
of exact zero between peaks is also a particular phenomenon connected to
complexity threshold but, unfortunately, it is not exactly the same threshold
generally. It is earlier threshold defined only for networks with feedbacks.
It also need certain arbitrarily defined value - it can be number of collected
events (if such a number of events radically grows, then point of occurrence of
zero frequency slowly and not significantly grows) or e.g. level of probability,
which is more ’correct’ solution. We later use ’zero occurrence’ as symbol of
whole set of such definitions.

We can also indicate the third phenomena of similar character: it is the ap-
pearance of the second peak. It appears from the tail of the first peak at a
very early stage of network growth, when complexity is still very low. How-
ever, it is not a stage of interest for our investigation.

Consecutive stages of the shape transformation of distribution P (d) and P (L)
during system growth are shown in fig.9. Distribution has one peak for very
small systems. Its maximum is in zero or in one. Right slope is smooth and
steep. Range quickly grows to the right as a long tail. Ordered systems (op-
posite to chaotic), where s = 2 and K = 2, also have such a distribution
(fig.9.1). On the end of this stage the power-low distribution occurs and this
is the percolation critical point. A large cluster appears first time and later
it appears more and more frequently. In the effect the second peak appears
(fig.9.2) which describe size of percolating cluster. Minimum between the
peaks becomes deeper and deeper and the second peak quickly goes to the
right. The minimum does not reach zero in a long period of time, it is narrow
when it is shown in large exactness but when we examine the whole distri-
bution in a linear scale the minimum is wide, flat and close to zero. Close
similarity of the effects of degree of chaos can be found in fig.4 for different
network types and their parameters instead of the number N (network size)
or time of network growth. Tempo of movement to the right of the second
peak slows down and the peak immobilizes. In a short period of growth the
minimum between the peaks reaches zero on a long segment. It is observed in
frequency distribution, despite large statistics. Note, it does not mean that
probability reaches exact zero but it dramatically falls down. For much higher
number of events the point of this ‘zero occurrence’ a little moves into right.
In the end, the right peak narrows and its maximum does not move any more.
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Fig. 9. Consecutive stages of shape transformation of distributions P (d) and P (L)
during system growth.

8.2 Premise of Mechanisms and Interpretation

Before we describe simulation results, we should indicate what should be
measured in these simulation and why. Cone of influence, functional order
and the depth approximating it allow us to understand why the right bound-
ary of P (L) distribution for storeyed network goes to the right when depth
of damage initiation grows and they allow to understand the influence of net-
work differences on speed of this movement.

For networks without feedbacks damage is a single wave coming through net-
work according to functional order. When this wave reaches system output, it
disappears due to the missing further way. Distribution P (L) is a direct state
of wave front here which can be approximated by binominal distribution. It
creates a peak which is equivalent to the second peak in P (L) distribution.
First, left peak with maximum in zero or in one is an effect of damage ability
to fadeout in the first few steps. In the case of network with feedbacks let us
recall an analysis of damage spreading for s > 2 or K > 2 from ch.3.1. The-
oretical expectations are used there which gives equilibrium level of damage
for large autonomous networks. Assumption of stable system inputs and ob-
served system outputs introduced in ch.7 does not change damage spreading
inside the system. This equilibrium level denoted above as dmx gives Lmx
which when measured creates a bell- like curve of statistical dispersion. This
is the right peak in P (L) distribution at the end of its movement.

In the small system there is no well defined equilibrium state in damage size
d. For such a well defined state feedback loops are needed and a number of
such loops and network elements should be large for statistics work. When a
system is small, it is similar to a system without feedbacks, however, feedback
can happen. At this stage mechanism of cone of influence plays the main role
but a few cases when feedbacks happen significantly influent the effect. That
time a system is more ‘parallel’ than ‘serial’ and flow of signals ‘cross this
parallel structure’ is ‘difficult’. Between small and large system, during its
growth, system changes its properties. Number of feedback loops increases,
average way to outputs grows exceptionally fast and system becomes there-
fore more ‘serial’ and ‘pseudo deep’. This process, like for lx and lw networks,
results the moving peak and decreasing probability between peaks.
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Let us compare what ‘small’ system (for s = 4 and m = 64) means. Size of
system of aa type (with feedbacks) is an equivalent of 8 levels of 32 nodes on
complexity threshold. Small system has less levels. For lx network, which is
an ideal case for small depth - the fastest growth of cone of influence, even
P (L|D = 8) is far from stable position of the right peak, despite the fact that
D = 6 is sufficient for a cone to contain all outputs.

We use a simplified algorithm (described in ch.5) for a simulation whose re-
sults we will present in next chapter. One of its useful properties is that pro-
cess stops on damage equilibrium - it is ‘pseudo fadeout’ of damage avalanche.
This stops creating our interesting right peak in P (d) and in P (L). Distri-
bution P (L) is an effect of P (d), but this connection, as described above, in
interesting period of growth is an effect of dynamically changing mechanisms
and therefore it is hard for mathematical description. We can expect, that
P (d) and P (L) should be similar and really asymptotic values are simply
connected: dmx = Lmx/m but such a connection is not true in period that
is of our interest and L is less than we should expect. Fig.10 shows simulation
results as comparison of the right maximum positions for different network
types and other different parameters. It will be described in more precisely
in the next chapter.

Proposed complexity thresholds, especially those based on immobilization of
right peak, are connected with the system reaching particular parameters of
size allowing damage to reach full equilibrium level. System ability to dam-
age explosion is a system property named ‘chaotic’. We have discussed this
property in ch.2 where we estimate, that adaptive systems are chaotic, later
following damage spreading we have investigated in ch.3 and 6 the degree of
chaos in different network types near the phase transition to order.

Complexity, whose thresholds we have defined, is a chaotic property of system,
which is present over the considered threshold and not fully expressed under
this threshold. As it is visible in fig.10, different network types reach the thresh-
olds in a different tempo connected to the network growth measured in number
N of nodes which create the network. Network sf (scale-free) is the last one to
reach the thresholds which can be expected basing on results shown in ch.6. It
contains the biggest hubs which decrease the local coefficient of damage prop-
agation in the remaining area. As it was shown in ch.6, such a decrease causes
higher probability of damage fadeout in the first peak range.

8.3 Parameters of Complexity Thresholds for Different
Networks - Simulation Results

Fig.10 shows results of multidimensional simulation series of randomly created
functioning system with feedbacks. The variables of systems are: 1 - network
type (aa, ak, er, ss, sf described in ch.4); 2 - network size, i.e. number N of
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nodes in the network; 3 - number s of equally probable variants of signals (in-
troduced in ch.2); 4 - number K of node inputs [21].

Each point is an effect of 3 changes of output state each of network nodes of
100 randomly created networks. It is N ∗ 3 ∗ 100 different damage initiations.
Distributions P (d) and P (L) are collected and position of the right peak
maximum is taken. In addition, the above defined two complexity thresholds
are signed.

As it is visible in fig.10.1 and fig.10.3, curves for er and ss networks are
placed between curves for ak and sf . In fig.5 upper right corner the degree
of chaos distribution for different network types confirms this conclusion. In
ch.6 (in effects of results shown in fig.5) we have discussed a conception of
approximating a directed ‘axis’ of network types. When the results for dif-
ferent s (s = 4, 16, 64) and K (K = 2, 3) are shown (fig.10.2 and fig.10.4)
presented curves are limited to these extreme ak and sf networks. For aa
P (L) distribution in fig.10.2 and fig.10.4 is identical to ak.

As it is visible, aa and ak networks quickly reach stable position of the sec-
ond maximum for both distributions P (d) and P (L). The remain Kauffman
networks (er, ss, sf) do not reach such a stable position of the second peak
due to program limitation and we do not know yet whether they are able to
reach the same theoretical value but there is no premise that they do not.
To calculate 90% of dmx and 80% of Lmx one theoretical value of dmx and
Lmx is used for all networks. For s = 4 the points 90% dmx and 80% Lmx
are approximately the same and lie close to ‘zero occurrence’ (see table 1).
Unfortunately, when s increases, ‘zero occurrence’ moves to the lower N in
the fastest way, N decreases in a slower way for 90% of dmx and in the
slowest way for 80% of Lmx. Therefore, these three criteria stop describing
one event. Note that ‘zero occurrence’ is only a practical method, it not indi-
cates a critical point and it depends, however a little bit, on number of events.

Increasing K moves faster to the lower N the boundary of 90% dmx.

The most significant differences, however, result from network type. Network
sf is significantly extreme. Achievement of asymptotic values for sf network
is very slow. The shape of the second peak even for higher statistics is still
irregular, wider, even an assemble of a few moved peaks. The causes of these
properties were discussed in ch.6. The main ones are hubs which strongly
influence network dynamics. Due to the same causes, ss network has similar
behaviour but much less extreme.

The separation of peaks by segment of exact zero frequency occurs in a short
period of network growth and nearly simultaneously in both distributions,
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Fig. 10. The left diagrams (10.1 and 10.3) show position of the right peak maximum
in P (d) distribution. d - damage size is a part of all network nodes (= N) which are
damaged. White circle is a sign of occurrence of zero between peaks. Immobilization
of the right peak is signed using vertical or right sloped short line in point of
90% of asymptotic value dmx. The right diagrams (10.2 and 10.4) show analogue
position of the right peak maximum in P (L) distribution. L - damage size in number
of damaged output signals, is shown in exactness 0.1 due to statistical average.
Immobilization of the right peak is signed using left sloped short line in point of
80% of asymptotic value Lmx.

but for P (d) a little bit faster than for P (L). In contrast, tempo of reaching
asymptotic values is significantly different in both of these distributions.

9 Conclusion

Chaos and complexity in the randomly growing functioning systems may be
interpreted as the same for systems whose parameters define them as chaotic
at the same time when they are big. These systems start to grow as small
systems which do not exhibit chaotic behaviour and are not complex. Later
they mature during growth and cross some threshold of size, above which
they are both chaotic and complex. The size of networks when it becomes
chaotic and complex depends on several parameters like the network type,
number s of equally probable signal variants and number K of node inputs.
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Table 1. Parameters of four criteria of complexity threshold for different network
types and their parameters s and K. 90% Lmx is shown to argue that 80% Lmx
better fit remaining criteria. Italic values are extrapolate. For zero occurrence num-
ber N is an assumed parameter for simulation experiment, therefore it has a small
exactness. %dmx and %Lmx are an effect of such N .

type s,K N %dmx %Lmx 90%Lmx 80%Lmx 90%dmx

aa 4,2 384 91.6 85.3 768 310 340
ak 4,2 384 89.8 85.3 600 280 384
er 4,2 768 91.2 85.3 1500 620 730
ss 4,2 1408 88.0 72.0 2000 1810
sf 4,2 2048 85.3 73.0 3850 4600

an 4,2 - - - 512
lx 4,2 - - - 352 320
lw 4,2 - - - 1920 1696

ak 4,2 384 89.8 85.3 600 280 384
ak 16,2 128 91.2 73.6 512 200 128
ak 64,2 96 90.1 67.0 266 190 96
ak 4,3 96 70.8 78.8 240 110 56

sf 4,2 2048 85.3 73.0 3850 4600
sf 16,2 512 85.0 62.9 4000 1390 900
sf 64,2 320 82.0 55.0 3200 1160 512
sf 4,3 768 84.2 58.2 5000 1720

We have shown that the typically not used parameter s is important and
may often be more adequate when s > 2. In such a case it defines the sys-
tem as chaotic and leads to significantly higher levels of damage equilibrium.
The term ‘Kauffman networks’ which was up till now a synonym of ‘Boolean
networks’, should contain new cases of s > 2, which can not be included in
the term ‘Boolean networks’ [35, 8, 9].

The phenomenon of reaching chaotic state by such a system during its growth
appears in three ways, which can be treated as different criteria of complexity.
Each of them needs arbitrarily chosen value:

1. crossing the threshold of 80% of asymptotic value by the maximum of
the second (right) peak in distribution P (L) (damage size in number of
damaged output signals);

2. crossing the threshold of 90% of asymptotic value by maximum of the
second (right) peak in distribution P (d) (damage size as part of dam-
aged system nodes);
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3. occurrences of exactly zero frequency in a large segment between both
peaks in distributions P (L) and P (d) (it occurs nearly simultaneously
in both distributions, for higher statistics an arbitrary defined value has
small significance).

For s = 4 equally probable variants of signal and K = 2 inputs per node all
three criteria give similar results, however, when s or K is increased, they
result in different number N of system nodes treated as system size. The
highest dispersion of the above criteria is detected as an effect of network
type diversity whose main cause are extreme node degrees k: k < 2 and
hubs, especially for the scale-free network type which is an extreme type.
Differences between network types are larger for smaller values of parame-
ters s and K near the phase transition order - chaos and are the largest for
s = 2, K = 3 and scale-free network whose degree of chaos is only 20% and in
remaining 80% of damage initiations the network exhibits ordered behaviour.

The shown phenomenon is undoubtedly a significant threshold in basic mech-
anisms of growing functioning systems. The possibility to observe its char-
acteristic measurable effects increases its potential usefulness. Usefulness of
complexity threshold defined in such a way will result from applicability to
different mechanisms and properties of complex functioning systems, which
need further investigations. One of such directions is investigation of struc-
tural tendencies in adaptive evolution of complex functioning systems (next
article in this book). This tendencies occur over the complexity threshold
defined in such a way. Living objects and most of the systems created by
human belong to this class of systems.
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Summary. Geography studies the organisation of territories in their physi-
cal dimensions as well as in their social dimensions. This is thus a knowledge
about emergence of forms such as the scattering of fallows and then forests
over abandoned agricultural soils, the growth of a city or of a transport net-
work, or the spreading of a pioneer front in Brazil or Siberia.

In order to account for the emergence of spreading or stationary forms, a
lot of scientists from other disciplines often refer to a theory simultaneously
suggested by Fisher, Kolmogorov, Petrovskii and Piskunov, and usually desig-
nated by the acronym FKPP. Numerous papers and books dedicated to this
theory and to the models derived from, such as Turing activator-inhibitor
model or their generalisation by Meinhardt. As the creation of a chemical, its
production and growth in time, is usually obtained by reaction, this theory
is generally called “theory of reaction-diffusion”. We have highlighted the in-
terest of this theory since 1985, at the European Colloquium on Theoretical
and Quantitative Geography. But it was not a source of inspiration for the
geographers.

We suggest then to insist on the components that should be added to make
this theory effective in geography. Beyond the long distance interactions des-
ignated as convection, advection, turbulence in nature sciences or transport
in the societal sphere, it is advisable to think about the initial conditions that
strongly influence the emergence of the geographical forms and more about
the introduction of human actors adaptability.

Keywords: theory of reaction-diffusion, growth, diffusion, interaction, seg-
regation
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1 A theory very quickly enriched

1.1 A centenary theory

The theory of reaction-diffusion resumes Heraclite’s idea for who every cre-
ation of a form is the product of the struggle between two principles. In its
simplest form, this theory is illustrated by an equation which is written as
following in usual language:

Variation of a = Growth of a − Diffusion of a

In a given point of space, the law of reaction, production or growth inte-
grates the creation and the disappearance of new ”individuals”, molecules
in chemistry, cells in biology, individuals in ecology, or persons in social sci-
ences. Frequently, this growth process is auto-catalytic: the fabrication of a
product ”x” depends on the presence of ”x” and usually on its density. The
autocatalyse is actually synonym of positive retroaction. For example, the
demographic growth is function of the number of reproductive couples and,
then, of the population size.

In this theory, the role of diffusion becomes anti-intuitive. As a rule, diffusion
restores equilibria in a gradient field. It homogenizes this field and tends to
erase forms. Coupled to a growth mechanism, diffusion has therefore a re-
verse effect and generates new forms. These forms are created and remained
because diffusion is constantly feeded by the growth mechanism.

Following the considered discipline, this equation or system of equations,
when at least one of both components is considered, has different names. In
chemistry, it stands for a process of reaction-diffusion illustrated by the ex-
periment of Belousov-Zabothinski (BZ). In ecology, this theory is named by
different terms because ecologists use different growth models. They mention
a KISS model (Kierstead, Slobodkin et Skellam) when growth is represented
by an exponential law. The corresponding model is often solicited to explain
the emergence and size of marine phytoplankton. In biology, this theory orig-
inates the activator-inhibitor model first figured out by Alan Turing in 1952.
Actually, this theoretical model is well adapted to every statistical population
composed by individuals that reproduce and diffuse in space.

1.2 Three types of generalisation

This theory, illustrated by an equation which integrates both mechanisms
of growth and diffusion, can be generally applied. To make it applicable to
the study of more realistic issues, three ways have been explored: modifying
terms of growth or diffusion, taking into account several populations in in-
teraction and finally, studying a mechanism additional to the initial equation.
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A first form of generalisation consists in modifying the growth or diffusion
mechanism. Indeed, there is not one but several growth laws. Thus, the ob-
served growths in human societies are rarely exponential. The logistical Ver-
hulst law, more realistic than the exponential growth, simulates a growth
slowed down by density. This slowing down applies to most of the living
populations which have a restricted food available. In ecology, the model
of reaction-diffusion, built from this logistical growth, was qualified as the
Fisher model because of the name of the mathematician who introduced it
since 1934. This model will be then applied to represent the agriculture emer-
gence in Europe in the Neolithic.

This first generalisation sometimes applies on the second mechanism, the
diffusion. In its simple form, diffusion depends on the difference of the con-
centration of the considered product in space. Diffusion transfers the product
from high densities to low densities. It is a slow process because it acts only
gradually by contiguity. And the diffusion coefficient is often assimilated to a
constant. But, it is possible to make the diffusion coefficient vary, for example
in function of the density. Indeed, high densities fasten the diffusion process
as testify the studies carried out on migratory fluxes: migrants rather leave
very peopled spaces.

A second type of generalisation is obtained by adding new terms to the el-
ementary equation in order to take other factors into account. Thus, a city
grows up and spreads by the growth of its population and its diffusion in
suburbs. But, in the same time, the centre, as well as the peripheral spaces,
receives a demographic excess from the rural environment, other cities or
further countries. A migratory phenomenon is superimposed on auto-growth
and diffusion and is easily assimilated to an advection. To insert this new
mechanism, it is sufficient to insert this advection mechanism in the initial
equation, which then can be written as following:

Variation of a = Growth of a − Diffusion of a + Advection of a

This advection is symbolised, as diffusion, by a partial derivative affected of
an advection coefficient which obviously does not have the same value as the
diffusion coefficient. Thus, both elementary mechanisms are conserved but
they are amplified or thwarted by these larger moves.

A third generalisation, already announced for the BZ model, consists on cou-
pling two or several equations. Indeed, in the reality, a species never lives alone
in its environment or its ecological niche. In physics and chemistry, molecules
and products mix together. And, in geography or in social sciences, these in-
teractions between different human groups are often more frequent. In a city,
several ethnic groups or social classes cooperate or confront each other. In nu-
merous disciplines, these interactions concern two populations. The ecologist
analyses relations between preys and their predators from Volterra studies.
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Biologists who are specialists of animal forms development use the same equa-
tions. But they talk about activator-inhibitor model [9]. For two populations,
the Turing theory is then expressed by a model which includes both of the
following equations:

{
Variation of a = Growth of a − Diffusion of a + Interaction of a and b
Variation of b = Growth of b − Diffusion of b + Interaction of b and a

Each equation includes both mechanisms of the basis model, simulating
growth and diffusion and also an interaction mechanism. In this system of two
equations, it is easy, in function of the positive or negative value attributed
to interactions, to represent an effect of competition or, inversely, an effect of
mutualism, of cooperation between the activator and the inhibitor, between
both species. Fighting is not always the rule even if it was considered as es-
sential by Malthus, Darwin and Marx.

This form of generalisation can be applied beyond two populations. Epidemi-
ologists also use these equations by distinguishing sane and infected pop-
ulations and populations which re-cover or disappear. They build then SIR
(Susceptible, Infected, Release) models which simulate the behaviour of three
populations. Recently, Michaël Batty (1999) adopted this model to represent
dynamics of urban growths.

This theory of reaction-diffusion generates an infinity of forms. The combina-
tion of the simple laws is sufficient to simulate the emergence of linear forms,
networks, gradient forms, repetitive forms, spiral forms of cellular textures,
hexagonal for example. This set of two laws succeeds in creating homoge-
neous or heterogeneous forms, isotropic or anisotropic, punctual or areolar.
Actually, as highlighted by James Murray (1990): ”The theory of reaction-
diffusion predicts a very rich diversity of complex forms, from the simplest
as invasion fronts and solitary waves, to the most complex as spirals and
spatio-temporal chaos ”. The first works were about fronts dynamics. More
recent studies insist on the persistence and stable condition of some forms.
Thus, strips and hexagons are more stable than other forms. This attests of
their higher frequency in Nature. Biologists are the ones who best studied
the laws which govern forms generated by these mechanisms. Usually, forms
stabilise when the diffusion coefficient of the inhibitor is seven times higher
than the activator’s one. In function of the size of the considered space and
conditions of production, diffusion and interaction, several similar forms can
appear at more or less regular space intervals.
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2 Two geographical constraints: initial conditions and
role of the actors

To apply the theory of reaction-diffusion in geography, a double enrichment is
imperative. It concerns the initial conditions and the role of the social actors
who have an amazing capacity of adaptation.

2.1 Initial conditions often determining

The initial conditions considered by physicists are usually simple. These
mechanisms act on homogeneous spaces, isotropic or random. But, in ge-
ography, the terrestrial space is always structured and heterogeneous. Agents
do not interact from random or homogeneous distributions. In a river, a pol-
lutant will spread in function of the pressure gradient (diffusion) and the as-
sociated wind (advection) but also in function of the underlying topography.
In a city, people diffusion takes road networks. All preliminary structures of
the terrestrial space, physic or human, channel diffusion and advection mech-
anisms and they also intervene on growth.

It is then imperative to take into account this ground reality by introducing
this terrestrial pre-structure in the initial conditions and then by qualifying
the associated effects. Works of that type, developed by physicists, can guide
geographers such as, for example, the book of Ben-Avraham and Havlin [1]
dedicated to the study of the mechanisms of reaction and diffusion in het-
erogeneous and fractal environments. They show how pre-existing structures
have a direct influence on the emergence of new forms. This is a source of
inspiration for geographers.

2.2 The agents of human societies are adaptive

A second specificity of geographic forms lies in the originality of the human
action. Humans are not simple molecules. They pursue goals and their actions
tend to reach economical, social or cultural objectives. It is then necessary
to include these rules of behaviours in the theory of reaction-diffusion, rules
which will depend on the scientific issue considered. These rules of behaviours
are very numerous but can be reduced to some generic laws.

Humans act by comparing themselves to others but also by learning, by tak-
ing the past into account and anticipating the future. Thus, in a research
about the emergence of segregation forms inside a city, Thomas Schelling
showed that diffusive moves of each person are made after comparison of his
cultural values with his neighbours’ ones. Beyond a threshold of dissimilarity
which can be modified in simulations, people leave their home and move to
people sharing the same cultural values. In the course of time, people who
have similar values gather and homogeneous quarters emerge from a random
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initial distribution. Then, the setting up of a city with its segregation phe-
nomena needs no chief, no villain as suggested by some theories.

But, this initial model deserves to be deepened. Originally, both populations
have a fixed and constant size. It is thus necessary to introduce the real
growth of these populations to obtain a simple model of reaction-diffusion.
Then, it is desirable to include, not one but several types of ethnic or social
classes. Geographers make then a double segregation emerge which show ho-
mogeneous quarters but also gatherings always similar to these homogeneous
quarters. Segregation thus appears at two different spatial scales : green with
green but also quarters which became green still stay in contact with blue
quarters. This pattern corresponds to the urban organisation of great Amer-
ican cities.

Besides, in contact with a population which shows different value, a person
can evolve, learn and adopt these values. This learning is frequent when per-
sons in contact have different social status. It is assumed that classes said
to be ”underprivileged” tend to adopt quite easily values or behaviours of
classes qualified as ”well-off”. More globally, numerous socio-cultural criteria
evolve under the neighbourhood pressure whereas others, such as religious
believes, are very stable.

Contrarily to gaseous molecules, humans can even determine neighbours’
choice with who they compare each other and interact and they can even take
into account the past interactions whether negative or positive. This is namely
the case of the models built on the prisoner’s dilemma. Rules of decision
and interaction are then implemented in the models of reaction-diffusion.
Numerous simulation models illustrating the results of these behaviours are
already available (Richard Gaylord and Louis d’Andria [6]). They generally
include a moving process by diffusion under the form of a brownian move.

Eventually, numerous human moves are made on long distances and are not
assimilable to diffusion any more. Couples leave their city, their region or their
country. An advection mechanism should be added to the diffusive moves and
the brownian move should be replaced by a Levy flight.

Obviously, if this generalised cultural process of reaction-diffusion generates
socio-spatial segregation, the accurate location of the quarters is often ar-
bitrary and changes in function of the initial conditions in the simulation
models. This is not the case in real cities where land-prices often determine
these locations. In French Mediterranean cities, Italian quarters of the Fifties
and actual North African quarters are rather located in wet glens devoid of
a large view over the sea.
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3 Conclusion

In order to understand the emergence of forms in geography, the theory of
”Reaction-Diffusion” is an excellent starting point. However, the geographer
must choose the most relevant growth (reaction) model. Moreover, he must
add an advective component because only diffusive moves of human order
are exceptional. Humans as albatross have daily moves which obey more
generally to the formalism of a Levy flight, integrating short moves and fur-
ther moves. Besides, the weight of the initial conditions is essential. Diffusion
said to be normal is exceptional. Whatever the fluxes of matter, energy, peo-
ple, money or information which generate territorial forms, they diffuse over
a non-homogeneous space which imposes its structure. Real forms are not
”free” but their emergence is channelled by these initial conditions and at
the limits. In addition, human actions and interactions obey to a principle
of adaptation including memory, learning and then evolutionary behaviours.
This diversity does really not condemn an approach by the model of reaction-
diffusion. It adds a source of complexity in the research in social sciences.
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Summary. Research on risk and industrial catastrophes question the com-
plexity theories. Besides the concepts of complexity which lead us to recon-
sider concepts of risk, hazard and vulnerability, we propose to think about
more practical aspects, for example the modelling of human behaviour in cri-
sis situations. The link between concepts as critical self-organization, emer-
gence, bifurcation, and the methods in the Distributed Artificial Intelligence
(DAI) used to model them is however difficult.

In this paper, we present ongoing analysis on the key concepts of risk science,
such as hazards and catastrophes. We propose to enrich them with complex
systems theories. First, we present methodological perspectives of the DAI,
for example multi-agent systems, and compare them with other simulation
methods used in the context of risks. Secondly, we present the MOSAIIC
model (Modelling and Simulation of Industrial Accidents by Individual-Based
methods) which gives possibilities to simulate the behaviour of individuals
during an industrial accident. The project and the MOSAIIC model aim to
explore the effects of a major industrial accident on public health. For in-
stance, the emission and the spread of a toxic gas in an urban environment
may be a serious danger for the human health. Thus we propose to study
the consequences of this type of event in order to reduce the vulnerability of
the populations. In the model, we emphasize both on spatial and behavioral
dimensions (ie. mobility and perception of risk).
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All these questions lead us to use different methodologies of analysis. For
example, concerning mobility, the daily traffic can be simulated at a meso
scale: a road axis for example. In that way, we aim to simulate the global
dynamics of the network from the modelling of flows on arcs of the network
(modulated according to the time of day and the day of week). Yet, we
plan to use classical models (for instance equilibrium models) because they
give an ”average image” of the flows of vehicles on the arcs. Based on this
first structural mobility, it is then possible to consider ”a change of level”
regarding both the representation and the analysis: if a risk occurs or if a
specific context disrupts the structure. As a consequence, from a management
of flows on the arc, we turn to an analysis of the individual behaviours in a
multi-agent system.

1 Introduction

Cities are high-risk areas. Every year, around one hundred urban disasters
are observed. One third of these disasters break out in the metropolises over
500 000 inhabitants, although smaller cities are affected, too. These natural
and human disasters emphasize the vulnerability of the urban areas, where
more and more people live. In urban areas, risk may be linked with natural
disasters (earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, typhoons or drought),
technological (industrial outbursts; air, water or ground pollutions), social
or even the result of ”domino effect”. ”Domino effects” are caused by a set
of hazards that leads consequently to the disaster event. In other words, the
activated hazard (natural or technological) may cause derived hazards which
are thus sources of new disasters. In the cities, the complex risks, which inte-
grate several risks, are more frequent than the sector-related risks. Our case
study is the diffusion of a toxic cloud caused by the explosion of an industrial
plant and its spread in an urban area. Aim of this research is to study, through
modelling, the consequences of this kind of events on the population and es-
pecially on their mobility behaviours, in order to reduce the vulnerability of
networks. If some models, such as fluid dynamics, seem to be efficient to han-
dle the structural traffic in a network, they seem to be less useful if we aim
to model a disrupted situation. Agent-based models offer a solution. They
allow, during the time of the event, to switch from a management of flows at
the level of arc, i.e. the road of a network, to a formalization of behaviours
at the level of the individual. This methodology is more appropriated to deal
with different situations, and especially for the analysis of panic for which
nonlinear dynamics are important. Nonlinear means that very small variation
on the model parameters (for example, the number of population susceptible
to panic) have significant effects on the evolution of the system (from non-
panic to collective panic), which is qualified as a bifurcation. In this paper,
we will first go back over the concepts of the science of risks, such as haz-
ard and disasters, that we will reformulate and enrich through the theory of
complex systems. We considered risks and hazards from the point of view of
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complexity, and especially through the theory of self-organization and critical
behaviour. Second, we will present briefly the MOSAIIC project designed to
simulate the behaviour of individuals facing an industrial accident.

2 Risks and complexities

Hazard and vulnerability are two key concepts to define risk. After delimiting
them briefly, we will question them in relation to the theories of complexity,
especially that of self-organized criticality [3].

2.1 The risk, a compound of hazard and vulnerability

Natural, societal or technological risks (R) are essentially tackled through
two key concepts: hazard (A) and vulnerability (V ). The risk is a measure
crossing hazard and vulnerability according to a function R = f(A, V ). In
this acceptance, and as A. Dauphiné emphasizes [4] it, a disaster is a reality
whereas a risk is a probability. Hazard is generally defined both as a prob-
ability to occur and as an intensity. Regarding environmental risks, hazard
is a probability which results from the frequencies observed on a long time
scale. On the contrary, regarding technological risks, the probability to occur
is less relevant because of the infrequency of these risks and of the theoretical
absence of another occurrence in the future, except if we consider a natural
cycle of Human mistake. In order to put off this limit, one tries to find the
conditions liable to trigger a harmful event for people and equipments. An
event tree analysis can be implemented to identify these causes and effect se-
quences as well as to determine theoretical probabilities. Next to probability,
intensity of the phenomena is the second dimension of hazard. It depends on
the duration of this phenomena and of the considered area. Intensity is often
employed to define the areas of protection surrounding industrial sites for
example, which leads us to the concept of vulnerability. Regarding risk, most
of the studies use to focus on hazards but less on vulnerabilities. Because
vulnerabilities use to appear during the disasters, we need to consider the
human impacts of such events. Both risk and disasters may endanger cities,
regions, countries and even the world.

The probability to occur and the intensity are thus the two key elements of
studies which deal with hazard, but both of them become significant if the
stakes, also called here the targets, have an interest recognised by a society
at a particular time.

Vulnerability generally expresses both the measure of a damage to equipments
and people and the ability of a society to resist a disaster. The determination
of the vulnerability at a global level thus depends on the stakes exposed to a
hazard and on factors of vulnerability (sensitivity of population, resistance of
houses and premises, but also the quality of risk prevention, the management
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of disasters with supervision and alarm systems). So, the identification of the
stakes potentially important for the system in question is needed: people for
an epidemic, buildings and population for an earthquake, biological factors
for an oil slick... However, the existence of ”domino effects” add difficulties
to analyse the stakes. For instance, an earthquake destroying buildings may
also cause victims among their inhabitants and may provoke an industrial
accident whose consequences may be the flow of toxic products in a nearby
river. These multi-risk scenarios are feared, especially in countries like Japan.
In order to take into account this complexity, we can either use synthetic
indicators based on qualitative studies or model and simulate the dynamics
of such systems [5].

2.2 Complexity, bifurcation and resilience

In order to integrate the theories of complexity in the study of risks, we have
to face a major challenge: that of time of processes and their interactions.
Following the above concepts, risk is defined as a probability of spatial in-
teraction between sources and targets. From this definition, the probability
of setting off the source is defined as the hazard and the probability of re-
action by the target is defined as the vulnerability (Fig. 1). The complexity
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Fig. 1. Interactions between sources and stakes

of phenomena implies that risks are interlinked: from the successive inter-
actions, each target may become the probable source of a new event. These
sequences of events both occur through different temporalities, and in one or
several territorial dimensions. Risk is thus a spatial and temporal concept.
This approach of risks in a dynamic approach would partly explain the gap
between the extent and forms of disasters (what is observed) and the extent
and forms of risks (what is probable) that we generally define with concen-
tric buffer zones. In this conception of risk as a spatio-temporal process, it is
fundamental to distinguish:

• Hazard, as the probability for a source to change its state in a qualitative
and eventually quantitative way, at a time t. This change of state depends
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on the problem: for instance, in the case of an epidemic and at the indi-
vidual level, it refers to the transition from a susceptible to an infected
state;

• Intensity, as a measure of the quantity of energy released by a source
(output), from its change of state and towards the outside. If the reference
period of the study of intensity is relatively short, then we can comprehend
it, not as a simple result, but as a process which describes the behaviour
of energy in time and space. For example, the study of the diffusion of a
toxic cloud after its release in the atmosphere;

• Vulnerability, as the probability for a stake to be disrupted by the energy
released by a source, and thus to change its state (qualitatively or quan-
titatively). This probability is the result of a process which describes how
the stake behaves to protect its entrances from the exits of the source,
and the quantity of energy which gets into the stake. For example, the
level of individual’s sensitivity to panic behaviours which are displayed
around him, and thus the probability for him to panic;

• Resilience, as a measure which describes the ability of the stake to adapt
to change after a disturbance. For example, how individuals recover from
a situation of individual, and eventually collective panic?

This last concept, richer than that of resistance already mentioned, is differ-
ently defined in the scientific literature. Coming from physics, the notion of
resilience defines the ability of a material to rebound after a shock or after
a continuous pressure [6]. The notion is also used in the field of psychol-
ogy, of ecology and of social sciences. In ecology, Holling [7] defined it as the
magnitude of disturbance that a system may absorb, without any change of
its behaviour, i.e. with the ability to return to the same equilibrium. It is
called ”ecosystem resilience” or ”ecological resilience”. In the social sciences,
Dovers and Handmer [8], Berkes and Folke [9] use the notion of ”proactive
resilience” to take into account the process of learning and anticipation of the
societies towards the future. Thus, all these definitions focus on the times of
return to the equilibrium state after a disturbance. However, dynamic sys-
tems may present several equilibrium states, i.e. the system may either find
again its original equilibrium state or tend to a new one, after a bifurcation.
Because a disaster may be considered as a dynamic system, we can evaluate
the resilience from the phase spaces and the time used by the system to find
again its original state or to present a new equilibrium state. In brief, the
concept of resilience overcomes the boundaries of the disciplines because all
the systems (either physical or social) are subject to disturbances and are
thus more or less resilient to them. In addition, the concept of resilience is
suitable for the disaster studies because the disasters combine social, eco-
nomical and physical parameters. Some researchers have suggested, in order
to reduce the damages of disasters and thus to minimize the vulnerability
of exposed elements, to adopt a management strategy of risks based on this
concept of resilience [10, 11, 12] in the sense of the ability of a system to re-
turn to a single steady or to a cyclic state after a perturbation. In the same
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way, the UN International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (UN/ISDR) has
also adopted the term resilience. It is defined by the degree to which a social
system is able to organize itself and to increase its capacity for learning and
adaptation.

This overview of the main concepts used to define risk enlightens the com-
plexity of the objects considered: they may be successively sources and tar-
gets, and damages may have most of the time indirect origins with the first
phenomena. In addition, according to the type of event, a same structure of
interactions between a source and a stake may be a positive or negative part
of vulnerability. The traffic network is a good example. If it is known to be a
driving force for an epidemic hazard, it is however considered as useful for a
fire hazard. Therefore, an analysis of network vulnerability in the field of risk
studies is fundamental. In the case of panic phenomena, we find this same
kind of complexity. In a situation of panic, the most vulnerable individuals to
the intensity of the phenomenon (for example the diffusion of a toxic cloud)
can quickly change their behaviours: from a state of non-panicking popula-
tion to that of population in panic. If for the French school on the one hand,
the terrified individuals are submitted to their gregarious instincts and irra-
tional behaviours, for the American school on the other hand, the individuals
keep forms of lucidity, abilities to analyse the situation and to take decisions:
copying the neighbours, escaping... [13]. How irrational individuals may be
or not, the non-linear interactions are very important in the diffusion of a
panic. A few individuals may spread a panic among a whole group [14]. The
crowd as a whole can then become a source for other human and technolog-
ical stakes. The self-organization theory is well adapted to give an account
of the emergence of such phenomena for which little local disruptions may
product global and unpredicted events.

The self-organization theory identifies the principles which allow us to de-
scribe how a system creates his own behaviour at a global level, persisting
in time and space, from the numerous interactions among entities displaying
at one or several lower levels. These interactions are generally local ones,
develop in the vicinity of each other, and such systems are characterized by
the absence of planning: no global control which would pilot such structure,
such behaviour, or such form. These kinds of systems are called ”emergent
systems” because their developments are not fully explained by the proper-
ties of entities at lower levels.

As most of natural or technical systems, self-organized systems are not sys-
tems whose equilibrium is permanent. The activity of a system, dynamic and
open to the outside like all the living systems, is in evolution. Self-organized
systems arrange their behaviour in relation to certain points in their environ-
ments. Order in an interconnected system of element arises in the vicinity of
attractors, which create and maintain patterns within the system. Evolution
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between attractors can be cyclic like prey-predator systems. Such systems are
characterized by phases of intense activities: the curves of population linked
to the two groups reversing more or less regularly along the time. Otherwise,
the system can evolve towards a stationary state, converged on a point of
attraction and absorbing progressively its activity. The activity of the sys-
tem can lead it through different states through the time. This switch from
a state to another is situated close to a point of bifurcation that may lead
towards chaos.

In an earlier work, we explored the different phases of activity of a system
from the example of the logistic function often linked with diffusion pro-
cesses [15, 16].When the system evolves from a bifurcation threshold, the
transition from one state to another qualitatively similar refers us to the con-
cept of resilience. The stability of self-organized systems goes hand in hand
with a possibility of change which explains that all living systems go through
different phases during their activities. These phases are theorised by the crit-
icality [1 op. cit.], which shows that all self-organized systems evolve towards
a critical state and that a small and local disruption is sufficient to make the
system change. This phase is characterized by a system which goes into a
phase of mutual and global interaction during which the level of connections
and interdependences of the elements of the system is maximal.

If they are useful in a heuristic context, such concepts are however difficult
to use when one wants to apply them or to spot them in an empirical way.
How knowing if a particular system comes from a decentralised context or
not? How qualifying, identifying the emergent phenomena in such systems?
How evaluating the intensity of relationships between elements at the same
level and between the elements at different levels? How measuring resilience
in a system? From measures based on particular methodologies? Systemic
measures? Indicators? These uncertainties lead us to propose simple models
of the complexity. This way of modelling is based on a constructivist approach
for which the principle of parsimony is the crucial point for scientists who
wish to tame the ”artificial creatures” they build.

3 Simulating panic phenomena: methodological
orientations

The aim of the MOSAIIC project is to study individual behaviours and their
consequences during an industrial accident, and mainly through an analysis
of the traffic network vulnerability. The hypothesis of this project is that any
traffic system, made of numerous mobile entities in mutual and environmental
interactions, tends to evolve towards a critical state. A small fluctuation may
thus disturb the system toward a phase which considerably increases the
vulnerability of the persons if the origin of the disturbance, even indirect, is
a technological or natural event. The experimentation in this field is of course
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either hardly conceivable or difficult to realise. Thus, the modelling methods
and computer simulation offer an interesting option.

3.1 An environment of risk where hazard and vulnerability are
statistically weak

According to Dauphiné’s classification of risks [2 op. cit.], our case study
belongs to the category of local and short time events. The analysis of tech-
nological disasters is especially relevant today in a context of urban growth
leading to a proximity between residential areas and industrial plants, and
after recent industrial events (AZF in Toulouse, Mède in Marseille...).

The gap between the dynamics of an observed disaster and the structure of
the risk generally estimated in cities is partly explained by environmental
factors. In urban areas, the variety and the number of sources and targets
may grow during the event. This fact is partly the result of the proximity of
elements and of the growing interactions between them. However, the main
characteristics of these environments for the individuals are both the quality
of buildings to confine and the traffic network in order to escape and to be
rescued. As a consequence, based on the conception of risk developed in 2.2,
we view global risk as a measure of all the local and contextual risks that can
be observed in a situation, and for which the sequence of interactions is de-
termining for the magnitude of the risk and of the disaster. Thus, the source
is an object partly submitted to hazard and probabilities, whose outputs are
a quantity of energy released (virus, toxic cloud, individual aggressiveness,
physical pressure...). This energy moves in space depending on the nature of
the released energy. In order to counter the flows and to prevent the target
stakes from being reached, preventive measures can be taken to limit the vul-
nerability upstream: alarms, buffer zones, educational measures etc. Aim is
to reduce the inputs to the target objects (stakes). However, if the quantity
of energy coming in the stakes is important, then these last may have a high
probability to become targets. These last will then determine the outputs
towards new stakes (Fig.1).

In this conception of global risk as a dynamic process in which the sequences
of phenomena may be numerous, the MOSAIIC project proposes to focus
on individual behaviours and on vulnerabilities linked to them. Thus in this
project stakes and sources are humans.

3.2 The vulnerability of traffic networks during disasters

Studies dealing with vulnerability of systems need to take into account the
constraints that both time and space present. The spatial level has to be
defined. If a disaster may destroy a system, this last is - most of the time - a
subsystem belonging to a bigger system which may not be disturbed by this
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disaster. Once the spatial level of the vulnerable system is both defined and
analysed, elements and interactions of the system have to be recognized. In
this paper, we will especially focus on the vulnerability of traffic networks in
order to estimate its consequences on the exposed populations.

Self-organised and stable systems

We aim to explore the vulnerability of the transport networks because disas-
ters use to disrupt the territorial organisation. The disasters may sometimes
affect nodes or areas, but they often affect networks. The energy, the informa-
tion and the transport networks are often the most fragile. Their vulnerability
is associated with their properties of connectivity. Anisotropic networks are
thus more vulnerable than polarized ones. The violent disruption of the net-
work connectivity may thus create a lack of autonomy and may disorganize
the territory. Yet, a better understanding of both the forms and the connec-
tivity of networks contribute to improve risk prevention and risk management
policies. Traffic networks may be directly or indirectly the origin of a disas-
ter. For instance, the transport of dangerous materials in cities is a factor
which tends to increase hazards. In this case, a mobile source (a truck) is
not submitted to the same types of control and is not classified in the same
category of risks as a static source (a factory). In addition, the nature and the
quantity of stakes may vary during the shift of the object. An other aspect
concerns the stakes and the vulnerability, and the need to qualify the role
and to quantify the impact of traffic networks on a disaster. Urban environ-
ment is strongly restricted by its traffic network and may create use conflicts
between the ’active’ or ’passive’ actors of the crisis. As one of the options to
avoid epidemics is to isolate individuals [17], a sound management of techno-
logical disaster would propose to evacuate them out of a perimeter and then
to confine them beyond a security line. However this strategy is rarely used
and, in fact, is difficult to implement.

Different individual strategies and behaviours coexist during an accident. We
can summarize these strategies by considering two forces: a centrifugal one
(moving away) and a centripetal one (moving closer) [18]. These two forces,
constrained by the reticular environment which limits the possible paths may
produce three types of movement or flows within the network: a flow in the
opposite direction of the source, a flow towards the source, and a parallel
one (the source is a front) or perpendicular one (the source is a point) to
the source. According to the connectivity of the network1 (Fig. 2) and the
area where the event is located, the different types of mobility will be more
or less possible in a given perimeter. In this context, how characterizing the
”normal” regime of a network and how detecting the change of this regime
1 we use the connectivity index β [19] which is based on non oriented graphs, and

can be calculated by carrying over the number of nodes (s) to the number of
links (l) : β = l/s
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Fig. 2. Two graph models of a road network

toward an exceptional activity? This new regime could be considered as a
precursory sign of dysfunctions in the system, and in our case of a possible
disaster.

The average regime observed in a traffic network can be written with a func-
tion A which represents the functional dynamics of the system . It is an
indicator of the level of the functioning of the system at a time t.

Ai = tmpi − tpi (1)

where tmpi is the average traffic on the network at a time i and tpi is the
instantaneous traffic on the same network. Within this framework, tmp cor-
respond to a traffic modulation on different routes which are always the same
in the network and at different moments in a day. The global tmp, as shown
in the Figure 3, is an average value at different hours of the day (continuous
line on the graphic). For example, the tmp indicates the average value of den-
sity for a week day (for instance at 8am, in the graph from the southernmost
point to the northernmost one) (Fig. 3). We can select a standard day to anal-
yse the variability of situations, and thus to observe the consequences on the
dynamic of a technological accident. Doing this way, we observe three very
different types of daily modulations: the working days (JO), Saturday and
the days before official holidays (SVF), Sunday and days before official holi-
days (DJF)2. This typology emphasizes the intervals between different days
at the same hour. In addition, it allows us to compare the average hourly
values between them in order to give a qualitative level of the functioning of
the network: a level of fluidity, for example (horizontal continuous line on the
graphic).

At the same level of analysis, the tpi is the traffic observed on the net-
work, measured ’in live’ during the simulation. So if the tmp is an estimation
2 This parameter (C) is equal to the hourly trafic car average on an axes

(V MH) divided by the daily trafic car average (V MJ), divided by 24. Thus,
C = V MH/(V MJ/24), this parameter has an average equal to 1.
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Fig. 3. Comparison between a diagram of disturbance and a series of daily average
values

calculated from a counting during a period of time, then the tpi is the traffic
in the network, or in a path, observed at a given moment. For example, the
tp8 value indicates that at 8am on the 2nd of August, n vehicles are in the
graph from the southernmost point to the northernmost one.

As a consequence, if the At value is positive, the traffic on the section is,
on average, higher at this hour and during this type of day, than the traffic
recorded at the moment i. On the contrary, if Ai is negative, the traffic, ob-
served at the moment i on the network, is higher than the average traffic. The
advantage of such a formalization is to show, at which moment the system
enters in a disrupted phase, the duration of this phase, its intensity and at
which moment the system recovers its stable regime.

Such a diagram presents our conception of the traffic network: a complex,
stable and partly self-organised system whose dynamic is independent from
the entities which constitute it. Although the entities (cars, pedestrians),
may change, the laws which organise it remain. Yet, there is an autonomy of
the traffic in relation to its constituent elements. The existence of dynamic
independent patterns at a meso level of the network will lead us to model
this dynamic at a meso level: for example with differential equations. But how
switching from this modelling of the dynamic at a meso level to a modelling
at a level where micro-changes have impacts on the global functioning?

Phases of criticalities

Why a system may move from a attraction point to another one and thus
globally move away from the average observed traffic? Our hypothesis is that
changes of aims and motivation within a group of individuals favour this bi-
furcation. These individual changes will be all the more quickly transmitted
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to the whole people (a total correlation between the elements of the system
[1 op. cit.]) since they will be constrained by a network and a territory whose
capacities of adaptation on a so short period is nearly non-existent. Only few
entities have to change their behaviour to produce feedback effects on a part
or on the whole system. Yet, its properties may be changed partly, tempo-
rally or on a long term basis. This criticality of the system is all the more
high since we are situated, in the space of parameters, in a zone of instabil-
ities which are characterised for example by a level close to congestion. The
possibility for the system to bifurcate is all the more high since the degree
of freedom of the entities in the system is weak, and since interdependence
becomes global. In our case, that means that hazard and vulnerability factors
are all the more important since the number of individuals circulating in the
network and in the urban area is high. The diagram in Figure 4 presents
these ideas. It combines the density (number of vehicles on an x axis) and
the flow (number of vehicles along an y period of time). This diagram is in
general estimated and observed on small intervals of space and time, in order
not to combine different states of traffic.

So the density is low if the individuals adopt the speeds of their choices only
limited by statutory constraints. On the contrary, if both the density or the
rate of occupation of the way rises, the traffic is more and more constrained
and, beyond a certain limit - a critical density (Kc) - it reaches the conges-
tion. We plan to model the micro level dynamics close to this threshold: for
example, the variable of density will be converted into a list of agents on the
relevant axes. In a next step, we will define the properties, methodologies,
aims or strategies of these agents.

 
Flow (Q) 

Qmax. 

KC Kmax. Density (K) 
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V 

Free-flow 
zone 

Congested 
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Fig. 4. Parabolic diagram: estimating congestion with flow and density
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The state of traffic thus goes through different points, a possible trajectory
leading to Kmax: points of attraction which indicate a full saturation of the
road, or even of the network. The network resilience is thus the ability of the
network to move to a point of attraction below the critical threshold Kc: a
point that we plan to discover thanks to the analysis of the behaviour of the
agents.

4 Conclusion

The analysis of the network vulnerability, measured by its trend to maintain
a phase of global disturbance, proposes to stress one of the elements of com-
plexity of disasters: the interactions between individuals and territory as well
as between individuals.

Despite this paper as well as the MOSAIIC project both focus on a particular
category of risk, these reflections may lead us to suggest a more general model
dealing with human behaviours in situations of crises. Thus, this model may
be applied to other categories of risks that imply population shifts in strongly
constrained spaces. Such a model offers an opportunity to test a great vari-
ety of behaviour scenarios as well as to analyse the incidence of the network
structure on behaviours. Besides these different tests, we plan to study to
which extent individual behaviours are likely to lead towards a critical point,
even during situations when events occur far away from a critical phase.

At last, this project plans to provide a cartography of the different strategies
possible in contexts of crises to decision makers and people dealing with
the problem of crisis management: evacuation strategies by getting closer to
potentially disaster zones or strategies of intervention by mapping routes that
allow to reach the targets.
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Summary. A classification system of catastrophic events is a methodology
assembling all the catastrophe groups. There are many classifications of
catastrophes. The most widely known are classified into: nature, consequences
of the event, duration, affected territories and areas of the destroyed zone,
and at last into the needed intervention measures. It is difficult to study the
complexity of catastrophes with these classifications. We propose a new sys-
tem of classifications of catastrophes based on “Complexity Criteria”. Within
the scope of this paper, we focus first on organization, self-organization and
emergence of the event, and then on spatial and temporal scales of the catas-
trophes. The organization is a key concept of complexity. In the catastrophe
field, complexity of organization results essentially from the self-organization
of the systems (the system develops its internal constitution and its behaviour
because of the interactions between its various components and not because
of an external strength). Phenomena as different as mantels of snow, seis-
mic hazards, behaviours of the persons and the crowd have characteristics
of self-organization allowing the emergence of new events: snow avalanches,
earthquakes, collective panic. A particular attention will be given to the emer-
gence of collective panic in a context of catastrophe. We observe that emer-
gent properties appear after the interactions between the individuals and the
crowd happened It means that we need to take into account the multi-scales
aspect in order to be able to study the behaviours.
The complex systems of catastrophe have characteristics able to emerge at
higher or lower levels of scales. It allows us to study the complexity of the
disasters through the scales. The disasters belong to the various temporal-
and space scales.

First, the disasters cannot be classified in a single category of spatial scale.
Some of them appear on the scale of a territory, a region, a country or the
planet. If we speak about a natural or technological disaster, none of them will
be automatically associated with a spatial scale. Furthermore, a local disaster
can have large-scale impacts. Various events (for example, the earthquake in
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the Chinese province of Sichuan in 2008, the hurricane Katrina which destroys
New-Orleans in 2005, the tsunami which ravaged the South of Asia in Decem-
ber 2004, the catastrophe of September 11th, 2001 in New-York) remind us
that the catastrophe is not always an event within a restricted area. A catas-
trophe have often impacts outside this area. The complexity of catastrophes
can result from the interactions between different spatial levels and from sys-
temic relations between these levels.

The complexity also results from various temporal scales of the risks and the
disasters. There are three temporal phases. The first one is relative to the
temporality of the potential risk I mean what takes place before the disaster.
The second phase refers to the temporality of the disaster I mean all what
happens during the catastrophe. During the disaster, the temporalities of
hazards, vulnerabilities and domino effects rarely happen together. The third
and last phase refers to the time after the disaster and to the experience
feedback for the risk management. These three temporal phases are based
on two scales of time: a short time, I mean a time - action, inherent to the
functioning of any dynamic system [1] and a long time. The study in each
of the scale gives some information about the whole of the catastrophe, or
about some of its components (hazard, vulnerability and domino effects).

Keywords: catastrophe, classification, complex systems, self-organization,
emergence, panic, spatial and temporal scale

1 Introduction

Complexity have different meanings. The definitions vary according to the
branches of study. We could almost say that there are as many definitions as
disciplines using this notion. We can explain that by different scientific fields
(the physics, the biology, the mathematics, the computing, the economy, the
geography, the philosophy, the law) which are interested in this new way of
studying the systems, in this new multidisciplinary approach, and by the
youth of this field of study. The sciences of complexity appeared in the last
decades of the twentieth century. The researchers hope to find in these sci-
ences a general explanatory framework which would allow us to understand
the ensemble of dynamic systems.

There are many definitions of complexity. Some authors contrast complex
with complicated [2, 3], the others, such as Casti [4] define complexity by
its opposite: by illustrating simple systems. The properties of simple sys-
tems (few constituents and interactions, centralized decision-making, the
predictibility of its behaviour) are different from those of complex systems
with numerous elements, varied natures, and interactions, where there is no
leader, and unpredictable behaviour can appear. Others distinguish between
the complexity of the unpredictable aspect, where determinist systems can
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present complex behaviour, and organized complexity. The latter insists on
the structure and the organization of a phenomenon. All these definitions
propose a global approach to the systems. All of them, to various degrees,
express a relation between the whole and the parts of a system, more exactly
the fact that the knowledge of the parts is not enough to explain every-
thing [5]. Rather than giving an exact and exhaustive definition of complex-
ity, we shall present the characteristics and properties of complexity derived
from definitions found in the literature. It is possible to distinguish between
the functional and spatiotemporal characteristics [6]. The functional char-
acteristics of complexity refer to the principles of interaction, organization,
self organization and emergence. The spatiotemporal characteristics reveal
the unpredictability of the behaviour of system, its bifurcation and the ex-
istence of multi-scales systems. In a complex system, these characteristics
are mostly interdependent. In this article, these properties are defined and
applied to catastrophe systems. In the expression, ”catastrophe systems”,
the word ”system” represents a set of elements in interaction, ”an entity not
reducible in its parts. (...) It [a system] implies the appearance of emergent
qualities which the parts did not possess” [7]. The word ”catastrophe”, in the
sense of social and spatial disorganization of the territorial system affected
by a disturbing event, implies that these interactions concern the various
components of the catastrophe, namely hazards, vulnerabilities, and domino
effects meaning a chain of events activated by hazard or vulnerability. Thus
the catastrophe is at the interface of nature-society relations, at the interface
between the site of danger and the site of vulnerability.

In this article, we set up basis for a classification of the catastrophes based
on complexity criteria. We focus first on complexity of organization, self-
organization and emergence of the phenomenon, and then, on complexities
resulting to the spatial and temporal scales of catastrophe. But first, we
present a panorama of existing systems of classifications.

2 A System of Classifications of Catastrophes Based on
a Sectorial Approach

A classification system of catastrophes is a methodology assembling all the
catastrophe groups. It is possible to identify many classifications of catas-
trophes based on a sectorial approach. The most widely known are classified
into nature, it means the hazard being at the origin of the event. Therefore
the catastrophes are either: -natural, technological or technical and can be as
well the result of a social behaviour. Each of the groups will be again changed
into subgroups. The natural catastrophes can be the result of an action of
the earth, for example in case of earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, landslides,
avalanches. It can be the result of an action of the water, for example in case
of floods, tsunamis or drought, an action of the air and wind in case of storms
and hurricanes, an action of the fire during fires caused by the lightning or the
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volcanic eruptions [8]. The technological risks have always anthropic origins.
They include industrial, nuclear and technical risks or accidents of transport.
These events can be again decomposed into subcategories. For example, the
accidents of transport can happen: in the air, on the sea, on the road or
by rail. Concerning the sociological catastrophes we can find 2 groups: the
accidental ones and the ones which have been intentionally caused [9]. In
the first case, they appear during crowd events, the crowd creating a disas-
ter of appear with an external event: for instance the collapse of a building,
of tier of seats. In the second case, the disasters are related to warfare or
terrorism attacks. A second kind of classification is set up regarding the con-
sequences of the event. These consequences are estimated mostly in term of
losses, more rarely in terms of gains. They can be either material or human.
The material consequences concern the deteriorations and the destructions of
various infrastructures (houses, public establishment, industries, roads etc.).
The categories of catastrophe also vary according to the number of victims.
According to the amount of victims, the disaster will be considered as mod-
erate, average or major. These data are mostly mixed with the nature of the
disaster, in order to obtain the amount of injured and dead people for every
catastrophe. The Emergency Disaster Data Base gives this type of informa-
tion. The third classification can be realized with the needed intervention
measures: local, regional, national or even international management mea-
sures. Finally, scales of classification exist in the field of seismic or nuclear
disasters. The Richter magnitude scale assigns a single number (from - 2 to +
9) to quantify the amount of seismic energy released by an earthquake and the
earthquake effects. On the same way, the International Nuclear Event Scale
gives 8 levels of severity: from the major accident to the most simple anomaly.

These classifications are operational. They allow the risk manager to an-
ticipate the situations, to manage them during the catastrophic event, to
increase the means of intervention and to ask for more support (interna-
tional assistance for example during the tsunami in Asia in December, 2004),
to identify the priority zones of intervention, and to realize rescue plans. If
these classifications are operational, however, they present some limits. First,
there are no common methodologies of catastrophe classifications on a na-
tional or international scale. Furthermore, these classifications, based on a
sectorial approach, are rarely required in their variety to categorize a catas-
trophic event. It’s thus difficult to realize comparisons between catastrophes
of diverse previous history, if not in terms of human and material losses.
Furthermore these classifications exist for a single group of risk. There is
no multi-risks classification. Now, the urban societies, which are the most
concerned by the disaster, are multi-risks societies. Finally, with these classi-
fications, it is difficult to analyse the complexity of the catastrophe. Thus we
propose another way of reading of the catastrophes by setting up basis for
a classification established on the complex characteristics of the catastrophes.
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Complexity of catastrophes is based on at least 4 criteria: those inherent to
the organization, the self-organization and the emergence of the phenomenon,
those coming from the spatial and temporal scales, those resulting from ge-
ometrical forms of the risk and the catastrophe, and finally those resulting
from the non-linearity and the unpredictable dynamics of the systems. These
various types of complexity don’t exclude each other but can be observe to-
gether during a disaster [10]. Within the scope of this paper, we focus first on
complexity of organization and emergence of the phenomenon which result
from it, and then, on complexities resulting to the spatial and temporal scales
of the catastrophe.

3 Organization, self-organization and emergence of
phenomenon

The organization is a key concept of complexity. We must differentiate be-
tween the structural organization and the level of emergent organization. In
the first case, complex systems are composed of many and various elements
interacting with each other. In the catastrophe field, these elements are from
now on well identified: it is about hazards, about vulnerabilities (human,
building, network) and domino effects [11]. We will not mention it in details
here. In the second case, the interactions between elements generate levels of
emergent organization. In the catastrophe field, the complexity of organiza-
tion results essentially from the self-organization of the systems. There are
many definitions of self-organization. According to J.L. Deneubourg [12], for
many researchers, self-organization opposes to hierarchy and to centralized
decision-making. For others, self-organization refers to the structure of the
system. A self-organized system develops its internal constitution and its be-
haviour because of the interactions between its various components and not
because of an external strength [13]. In the same way, J.L. Deneubourg [12
op.cit.] defines self-organization as ”the ability of a group of units to produce
a structure on the scale of the group, without marking this structure at the
level of individual behaviours”. This richer definition refers indirectly to the
principles of complexity expressed in the introduction, namely: the spreading
of authority, i.e. the system behaviour is not controlled by a leader but by the
multitudes of these units, the interactions between the constituents of the sys-
tem, the emergence of structures, laws or unpredictable properties. We shall
use here the term of emergence in the sense of S. Kauffman [14]: emergence im-
plies that collective phenomena cannot be explained by the properties of their
constituents. These emergence of phenomena can be observed equally well in
animal and human societies. These phenomena can activate, strenghten or
weaken a catastrophe. In the catastrophe field, phenomena as different as
mantels of snow, seismic hazards and population behaviours have character-
istics of self-organization which allow the emergence of new events such as
snow avalanches, earthquakes, collective panic etc [13 op.cit.] [15, 16, 17]. In
this paper, we propose a simulation of the emergence of the collective panic
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from individual panic. The study of panic enables to put human vulnerability
in the foreground of our analysis of disasters.

3.1 A model of panic

For the American school of thought, the mechanisms of panic propagation
are based on behaviour of imitation, contagion or suggestion [17 op. cit.] [18].
The crowd is then the support of phenomenon of contagion [19]. In the same
way, during a collective panic, there is no coordinated action or dialogue be-
tween the persons. The collective panic would thus appear from the diffusion
of individual panic, without the attendance, the domination of a leader who
would call to the panic.

In this article, we have chosen the system dynamics modelling and the Stella
Research software to simulate the behaviour of panic during a catastro-
phe [20]. The dynamic modelling of the system is found originally in the
General System Theory of Ludwig Von Bertallanfy [21]. This theory is based
on an analysis in which we divide a system into a number of different com-
ponents which can be connected by flows of material, energy or information.
System dynamics is a methodology used to understand how systems change
over time. The complex systems are a particular case of dynamic systems,
because we study in both cases the qualitative and global behaviour of the
system. But in the case of complex systems, the researcher will consider the
behaviour of non-linear systems and the representation of the system in the
phase space in order to identify bifurcations, i.e. the qualitative changes of
the system. The mathematical formalism of the system dynamics modelling
is based on differential equations; the graphical formalism on stocks, flows,
converters and connectors. The Stella software solves differential equations
as difference equations, what explains that the small time steps smooth the
curves. The stock or state variables are the reservoirs of the system. The
flow variables correspond to the processes. Converters are rates which allow
the researcher to connect flows of varied nature. Finally connectors are the
relations and the feedback between the various elements of the system. Feed-
backs create often unpredictable behaviours.

The model represents the dynamics of transmission of the individual panic
to the collective panic in a crowd. This model is based on the epidemiologi-
cal models of W. Kermack and A. McKendrick. It is based on three simple
hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1: the crowd is constituted by three groups of population: the
Population Susceptible to Panic (Psp), the Panicking Population (Pp), and
the ”Non-Panicking Population” (Npp). In a crowd, we can observe interac-
tions between these three populations.
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Hypothesis 2: Panic is a phenomenon of contagion, of collective imitation [22].
We use a transmission rate to apprehend the contagion of the panic between
both human populations in contact. Indeed interactions between human pop-
ulations do not necessarily lead to contagion. This transmission rate is a co-
efficient which varies from 0 to 1, i.e. a low to a high contamination.

Hypothesis 3: After a certain period of time, people will stop panicking and
resume normal behaviour. In the model, there is an outflow which ”empties”
the stock of the panicking persons. This outflow is proportional to the num-
bers of individuals in panic and the return time to normal behaviour (Rtn).

These hypotheses simplify sometimes the real situations. For example, we do
not take into account the age of the population, the social structure [23], or
others factors, although such distinctions are important.

Figure 1 shows a graphic version of a situation of panic behaviour. This
model includes three stocks of population: the population susceptible to panic
(Psp), the panicking population (Pp) and the ”non-panicking population”
(Npp), i.e. people will stop panicking and resume normal behaviour. These
three populations are the state variables of the system. This model includes
interactions between the populations, transmission rate of panic (Tr) and
return time to a normal behaviour (Rtn).
The corresponding equations are:

Psp(t) = Psp(t − dt) − (adoptions) ∗ dt (1)

Adoptions = InteractionPspPpNpp ∗ TransmissionRate (2)

Pp(t) = Pp(t − dt) + (adoptions − Normalbehaviour) ∗ dt (3)

Normalbehaviour = Pp/Rtn (4)

Npp(t) = Npp(t − dt) + (NormalBehaviour) ∗ dt (5)

TotalPopulation = Psp + Pp + Npp (6)

InteractionPspPpNpp = (FractionPsp ∗ FractionPp ∗ FractionNpp)
∗TotalPopulation(7)

FractionPsp = Psp/TotalPopulation (8)
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Fig. 1. A model of panic

FractionPp = Pp/TotalPopulation (9)

FractionNpp = Npp/TotalPopulation (10)

The focus of this paper is a formal modelling, but not the prediction results
of the panic behaviour.

3.2 The emergence of collective panic is not a fate

We present results of simulation for different values of initial conditions of
panicking population and of parameters related to the model. We focus more
particularly our attention on the spread and the emergence of panic.The pop-
ulation susceptible to panic is always equal to 500 individuals. We present
three cases. The cases 1 and 2 present simulation for initial different condi-
tions of panicking population. In these two cases, the transmission rate of the
panic is equal to 1 and the return time to normal behaviour to 24 units of
time. The case 3 shows the evolution of the model when the transmission rate
and the return time to normal behaviour vary. The analyse of the trajectories
of the system is based on a phase plan method.

Case 1 :
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• Psp = 500
• Pp = 13, Pp = 50, Pp = 100, Pp = 200, Pp = 300, Pp = 500, Pp = 600
• Npp = 0 (at the beginning of the simulation, this stock is equal to 0

because the panicking persons have not found yet their normal behaviour)
• Transmission rate (Tr) = 1
• Return time to a normal behaviour (Rtn) = 24 units of time

Figure 2 shows that for the values of the panicking population ≥ to 12, and
for Psp > Pp or Psp < Pp, all the trajectories of evolution aim to the equi-
librium point where Psp and Pp are zero. The panicking population and the
population susceptible to panic tend to disappear. For different values of Pp,
we do not observe qualitative modification of the model. Trajectories have
the same shape. They spread on various points on the Y axis (as soon as the
curve reaches the axis Y (Pp), then the values of Psp are zero for various
values of panicking population), before converging all to the same equilibrium
point. All these trajectories show that for a high transmission rate of panic
(Tr = 1) and a return time to a normal behaviour equals to 24 units of time,
there is emergence of the panic (upward slope), before reaching a equilibrium
point. The emergence of the panic is particularly visible for low initial values
of panicking population (13, 50 and 100). Beyond these values, the slope of
the curve is smoother.

Psp = 500,Tr = 1, Rtn = 24

0 250 500
0

350

700

Population Susceptible to Panic

Panicking Population

Pp = 600

Pp = 500

Pp = 300

Pp = 200

Pp = 100
Pp = 50
Pp = 12

Fig. 2. From emergence of panic to the return to an equilibrium point

This equilibrium point with coordinates (0, 0) is explained by the flow ”nor-
mal behaviour ” which tends to empty the stock ”panicking population” and
to feed that entitled ”non-panicking population”. Figure 3 shows the phase
plan for ”panicking population” and ”non-panicking population”. For every
trajectory, in the similar profile, we identify two breaking points: a first point
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Fig. 3. Phase plan of panicking population and non-panicking population

of break indicates the transition from the decrease to the emergence of the pan-
icking population; and a second breaking point where the trajectories show the
increase of the ”non-panicking population”. As soon as the curve reaches the
axis Y (Pnp), then Pp is zero. All the equilibrium points spread to the axis Y.

Case 2 :

• Psp = 500
• Pp = 11
• Npp = 0
• Tr = 1
• Rtn = 24 units of time

On the other hand, for values of Pp < 12, we observe a qualitative modifica-
tion of trajectories (Fig. 4). The phase plan is completely different from the
previous case. The trajectory converges to an equilibrium point (coordinated
0,0), but contrary to the previous case, the collective panic does not appear.
The transition from 12 to 13 panicking persons with 500 persons susceptible
to panic modifies qualitatively the dynamics of the system. There is a bifur-
cation, an effect of threshold, with Pp = 12, the ”value threshold” beyond
which there is effectively emergence of panic.

Case 3 :
Finally, we study the system evolution by making vary the transmission rate
of the panic (Tr = 0.5) and the return time to normal behaviour. Six tests
are carried out with values of Rtn equal to 14, 20 or 24 (Fig. 5) or equal to
5, 10 or 13 (Fig. 6). The population susceptible to panic is equal to 500, the
panicking population is equal to 50. For a ”return time to normal behaviour”
(Rtn) equal to 14, 20 or 24 units of time, the phase plan is identical to the
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Psp = 500,Tr = 1, Rtn = 24, Pp = 11
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Fig. 4. Two bifurcations: from the emergence of “panicking population” to the
increase of the “non-panicking population”

Psp = 500,Tr = 0.5, Pp = 50
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Fig. 5. An effect of threshold with Rtn > 13

case 1 (Fig. 2). There is a first phase corresponding to the decrease of the
population susceptible to panic and the panicking population, a bifurcation
then the emergence of the panic before reaching a bifurcation bringing the
system to a new state of equilibrium where Psp and Pp are zero. On the
other hand, trajectories are different for return time to normal behaviour,
equivalent to 5, 10 or 13 units of time. The modification of Rtn influences
the proportion of persons susceptible to panic and panicking people. The
panic cannot spread over.

The emergence of collective panic does not appear in every situation. This
emergence depends on the transmission rate, the return time to the normal
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Psp = 500, Tr = 0.5, Pp = 50, 
Rtn = 5, Rtn = 10, Rtn = 13 
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Fig. 6. The emergence of panic is not a fate

behaviour, but also on the number of panicking population at the beginning
of the simulation. The complex systems of catastrophe have characteristics
able to emerge at upper levels of scales. In the following section, we study
the complexity of the catastrophe through the scales.

4 The spatial and temporal scales of the catastrophes

The scale notion has a main place in the study of the catastrophes. Indeed, the
disasters belong to the various temporal- and space scales. First, the catastro-
phes can not be classified in one single category of spatial scale. Some of them
appear on the scale of a territory, a region, a country or the planet. It allows us
to distinct the catastrophes which are considered as localized from the more
diffuse ones. But, if we speak about a natural, a technological, a social or a
sanitary disaster, none of them will be automatically associated with a spatial
scale. For example, terrorism, present on a world scale, can affect a confined
territory, and have something of an impact on vast territories. Furthermore,
we can note that metropolis play a role of ”spatial switch” which enables the
disturbance to spread outside the initial impact zone and on multiple scales
(agglomeration, region, country, planet) [24]. Thus, a local disaster can have
multiple scales impacts. We can proceed from the same assumption for more
diffuse catastrophes. Various events (the tsunami which ravaged the South of
Asia in December 2004, the hurricane Katrina which destroys New-Orleans in
2005, the climatic risk) remind us that the catastrophe is not always an event
restricted at the affected area but can have consequences outside this area.
Regarding this various spatial scales of catastrophe, we have to consider the
interaction of the scales of intervention (not only the local and regional one,
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but also sometimes the international one). The increase of the complexity
of the catastrophe can result from the articulation between different spatial
levels and from systemic relations between these levels. The question of the
interaction of various spatial scales is certainly a theoretical and methodolog-
ical challenge for the researchers in sciences of risks and catastrophes. Indeed,
studies of risk are mostly limited to a single spatial scale. The multi-agent
formalism or cellular automatons give certainly possibilities to study the var-
ious scales of a catastrophe.

The complexity results from various temporal scales of the cycle of the disas-
ters. Three temporal phases are identified [25]. The first one is relative to the
temporality of the risk as well at the level of the physical or social processes as
at the level of the regional planning and prevention policies I mean what takes
place before the release of the hazard. Generally these events work on a long
temporality. The second phase refers to the temporality of the catastrophe I
mean all what happens during the catastrophe. Mostly the temporality of the
catastrophe is of short duration. But we showed that during the catastrophe,
the temporalities of the hazard, the vulnerability, the domino effects and the
rescue operations rarely happen together. Models of simulation showed the
existence of temporal gaps between these three constituents [26]. The third
and last phase refers to the time after the disaster and to the resilience of the
system. It is possible to classify the systems affected by a disaster according
to their resilience that is to say according to the time needed to return to
the initial situation after a disturbance, for example after an environmental
disorder [27]. Resilience gives us the possibility to study the catastrophe not
any more from the point of view of the event but rather from the approach of
the crisis. This concept of resilience requires us to apprehend the system of
the catastrophe in its whole. This return time to equilibrium depends on the
extent of the catastrophe and the damage, on the adaptability of the society
and on the type of properties [28].

These three temporal phases are based on two scales of time: a short time,
I mean a time - action, inherent to the functioning of any dynamic system
[1 op.cit.] and a long time. The short time square with the rapidly develop-
ing disasters (some exceptions do exist: famine, drought are slowly developing
disasters). It is also the time of the alert and of the management of the event.
On the other hand the long time is the time of the prevention, the antici-
pation of the consequences resulting from these phenomena, the experience
feedback. It can also be the time of the processes. For example, during an
earthquake, the energy accumulates slowly in the fault networks (long time),
before being brutally released (short time). Long phases of stability are jux-
taposed to intense and brief fluctuations [29].

Furthermore, there are temporal relations not only between the various
phases of the catastrophe cycle but also between the entities which constitute
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every phases of the cycle. Some events depend on the occurrence of other
events (for example, vulnerability of the population, buildings etc. depend
on the occurrence of the hazard, prevention measures are being often estab-
lished after the disaster etc.), on some states of the system (the alarm system
mobilize the evacuation forces).

It is thus necessary to study the cycle of the catastrophe in its various phases:
the long time of the processes, the effects of threshold at the origin of the
release of the hazard, the time of the catastrophic event and that of ”after
catastrophe”. The study in each of the scales gives some information about
the whole catastrophe, or about some of its components (hazard, vulnerability
and domino effects). Let us take an example: the floods of the Seine and the
risk of inundation of Paris. The hazard can be studied on the scale of drainage
basin (study of the precipitations on the whole basin and determination of
the stream flow of the river, i.e. hazard), the catastrophe on the scale of
the city (flooded surface and vulnerability of the population = vulnerability)
and of the country (impact of the flood on the economy = domino effects)
and the resilience on the city, national and world scale. Each of these scales
is interesting. They offer different information on the catastrophe. Thus it
is necessary in a modelling approach of phenomena to clarify the levels of
observation and modelling [30].

5 Conclusion

In this article, two aspects of complexities were more particularly studied:
the first one concerned the concepts of organization, self-organization and
the emergence of phenomena; the second one is relative to the multi-scales
aspects of the catastrophe. This proposal to classify the catastrophes accord-
ing to criteria of complexity is certainly imperfect and must be further refined.
However this classification leads to the conclusion that you have to appre-
hend the disaster on a different way, that is to say to exceed the disciplinary
approaches and to compare catastrophes one with the other. The natural,
technological or social catastrophes have similarities which can be identified
with the help of the sciences of the complexity. It leads us to compare catas-
trophes of different origins, different impacts (in terms of human and financial
losses), different duration, different required measures and different territo-
ries. It would not be in conflict with the already existing classifications, but
so we can apprehend the catastrophes in another way, taking into account
all the complex aspects. It enables us answering following question: is one
system of catastrophe more complex than the other? It gives the possibility
of more differentiated answers for the spatial and temporal management of
the catastrophe.
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Summary. The development of distributed computations and complex sys-
tems modelling [11] leads to the creation of innovative algorithms based on
interacting virtual entities, specifically for optimisation purposes within com-
plex phenomena. Particule Swarm Optimisation (PSO) and Ant Colony Op-
timisation (ACO) are two of these algorithms. We propose in this paper a
method called Community Swarm Optimisation (CSO). This method is based
on more sophisticated entities which are defined by behavioral automata. This
algorithm leads to the emergence of the solution by the co-evolution of their
behavioral and spatial characteristics. This method is suitable for urban man-
agement, in order to improve the understanding of the individual behaviors
over the emergent urban organizations.

Keywords: swarm optimisation, community dectection, self-organization,
automata, evolutive methods, geographic systems, ressource management.

1 Introduction

Artificial complex systems allow to implement distributed problems solv-
ing. Such systems are composed of interacting entities from where emergent
properties appear. We focus, in this paper, on the artificial swarm or popula-
tion methods allowing these emergent property computations. The artificial
swarms or populations move on a representation of the environment or on
a representation of the space of solutions. The emergent properties of these
artificial systems are the collective meaning of the system itself, according to
some objective functions. In many cases, we can express the control of the
system by these objective functions as an optimization problem; the optimal
configuration could be expected in advance or could be computed during the
evolution of the system in order to some adaptive properties.
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In the following, we will present some of these modern methods concerning
artificial swarm intelligence and we will propose a new one, called Community
Swarm Optimization. This method is mainly based on the concept of spatial
evolutive populations of behavioral entities. The concept of community is the
basic property of this method.

Definition 1. (Community operational definition)
A community is a system or an organization which is characterized by a

spatial property, a behavior property and the interaction between both.

Example 1. In ecology, a community is a group of plants or animals living in
a specific region and interacting with one another.

Example 2. The spatial patterns generated by Schelling’s segregation models
[13] are some examples of communities and these spatial patterns are linked
with some elementary behavioral rules implemented for each grid case. These
rules describe, for each step, the movement of each individual according to
its neighborhood.

In SCO method, we need to represent an efficient way to describe the be-
havior of each entity and we use algebraic structures called automata with
multiplicities [14]. The main advantage of these automata is to be associ-
ated with algebraic operators leading to automatic computation. With these
operators, we can define behavioral distances for the entities modelled with
these automata. The behavioral distance is one of the major keys of this new
method. Section 3 describes the algebraic basis for the automata management
used in this method. In section 4, we describe the proposed method and in
section 5, we discuss some applications which can be efficiently modelled by
this method, according to their own complexity.

2 Swarm Optimisation Methods

Decentralized algorithms have been implemented for many years for various
purposes. In this algorithm category, multi-agent systems can be considered
as generic methods [17]. Agent-based programming deals with two main cat-
egories of agent concepts: cognitive agents and reactive agents. The first cate-
gory concerns sophisticated entities able to integrate, for example, knowledge
basis or communications systems. Generally, efficient computations, based on
these cognitive architectures, implement few agents. The second category of
agents, based on reactive architecture, is expected to be used inside numerous
entity-based systems. The goals of programs using such architectures, is to
deal with emergent organizations using specific algorithms called emergent
computing algorithms. Swarm Intelligence is the terminology used to point
out such reactive agent-based methods where each entity is built with the
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same basis of behavior, but reacts in autonoumous way. Swarm Optimization
methods concern the problems of optimization where the computation of a
function extramum is based on the concept of swarm intelligence.

Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) methods [3] is a bio-inpirated method fam-
ily where the basic entities are virtual ants which cooperate to find the so-
lution of graph-based problems, like network routing problems, for example.
Using indirect communications, based on pheromon deposites over the en-
vironment (here a graph), the virtual ants react in elementary way by a
probabilistic choice of path weighted with two coefficients, one comes from
the problem heuristic and the other represent the pheromon rate deposit by
all the ants until now. The feed-back process of the whole system over the
entities is modelled by the pheromon action on the ants themselves.

Particule Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a metaheuristic method initially pro-
posed by J. Kennedy and R. Ebenhart [10].This method is initialized with
a virtual particle set which can move over the space of the solutions corre-
sponding to a specific optimization problem. The method can be considered
like an extension of a bird flocking model, like the BOIDS simulation from
C.W. Reynolds [12]. In PSO algorithm, each virtual particle moves accord-
ing to its current velocity, its best previous position and the best position
obtained from the particles of its neighborhood. The feed-back process of the
whole system over the entities is modelled by the storage of this two best
positions as the result of communications between the system entities.

Other swarm optimization methods have been developped like Artificial Im-
mune Systems [5] which is based on the metaphor of immune system as a
collective intelligence process. F. Schweitzer proposes also a generic method
based on distributed agents, using approaches of statistical many-particle
physics [15].

The method proposed in this chapter, is called Communities Swarm Opti-
mization (CSO) and it consists in the co-evolving of both the spatial coordi-
nates and the behavior of each individual of a virtual population of automata.
The feed-back process of the whole system over the entities is modelled by a
genetic algorithm based on this co-evolving. The automata behaviors allow
to define for each individual, a set of arbitrary complex transition rules. We
develop the formalism needed to describe this method and the associated
algorithm in the two next sections.
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Fig. 1. Support and feed-back comparison from Ant Colony Optilization (ACO),
Particule Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Community Swarm Optimization (CSO)

3 Spatial Behavioral Automata

3.1 Behavior modelling using automata

An automaton with multiplicities is an automaton with output values be-
longing to a specific algebraic structure, a semiring, including real, complex,
probabilistic, non commutative semantic outputs (transducers) [8,16]. In this
way, we are able to build effective operations on such automata, using the
properties of the algebraic structures which belong the output data. We are
specifically able to describe automata by means of a matrix representation
with all the power of the new (i.e. with semirings) linear algebra.
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Definition 2. (Automaton with multiplicities)
An automaton with multiplicities over an alphabet A and a semiring K is the
5-uple (A, Q, I, T, F ) where

• Q = {S1, S2 · · ·Sn} is the (finite) set of states;
• I : Q �→ K is a function on the set of states, which associates to each

initial state a value in K, called entry cost, and to each non- initial state
a zero value ;

• F : Q �→ K is a function on the set states, which associates to each final
state a value of K, called final cost, and to each non-final state a zero
value;

• T is the transition function, that is T : Q × A × Q �→ K which to a state
Si, a letter a and a state Sj associates a value z of K (the cost of the
transition) if it exist a transition labelled with a from the state Si to the
state Sj and and zero otherwise.

Remark 1. We have not yet, on purpose, defined what a semiring is. Roughly
it is the least structure which allows the matrix “calculus” with unit (one
can think of a ring without the ”minus” operation). The previous automata
with multiplicities can be, equivalently, expressed by a matrix representation
which is a triplet

• λ ∈ K1×Q which is a row-vector which coefficients are λi = I(Si),
• γ ∈ KQ×1 is a column-vector which coefficients are γi = F (Si),
• μ : A∗ �→ KQ×Q is a morphism of monoids (indeed KQ×Q is endowed

with the product of matrices) such that the coefficient on the qith row
and qjth column of μ(a) is T (qi, a, qj)

Figure 2 describes the linear representation of a probabilistic automaton
which is a specific automaton where output values are probabilistic values.
For these probabilistic automata, the sum of the coefficients of each matrix
row is equal to 1 (being the sum of outgoing and loop probability).

Definition 3. (Automata-Based Agent Behavior)
We represent the agent behavior by automata with multiplicities (A, Q, I, T, F )
over a semiring K:

• The agent behavior is composed of a states set Q and of rule-based tran-
sitions between them. These transitions are represented by T ; I and F
represent the initial and final costs;

• Alphabet A corresponds to the agent perceptions set;
• The semiring K is the set of agent actions, possibly associated to a proba-

bilistic value which is the action realization probability (as defined in [6]).
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Fig. 2. Probabilistic automata over the alphabet {C,D} and its linear representation

3.2 Spatial Automata and associated spatial distance

Definition 4. (Spatial Automata-Based Agent)
A spatial automata-based agent is defined by its structural representation:

• An automaton with multiplicities corresponding to its behavior as a whole
processus managing its perceptions and its actions over its environment.
They include its communication capabilities and so its social behavior;

• A spatial location defined on some specific metric space.

Remark 2. According with this previous definition, we define two metrics on
the spatial automata-based agent. The first one concerns a spatial distance
which is directly induced by the metrics of the spatial location (from any
standard Hölder norm). The second one is more innovative and concerns a
behavioral distance or semi-distance. One of the major interest of the previous
automata-based modelling is to be able to define such behavioral distance
which leads to powerful automatic processes dealing with self-organization.
We detail this definition in the next section.
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3.3 Metric spaces for behavioral distances

The main advantage of automata-based agent modelling is their efficient op-
erators. We deal is this paragraph with an innovative way to define behavioral
semi-distance as the essential key of the swarm algorithm proposed later.

Definition 5. (Evaluation function for automata-based behavior)
Let x an agent whom behavior is defined by A, an automaton with multiplic-
ities over the semiring K. We define the evaluation function e(x) by:

e(x) = V (A)

where V (A) stands for the vector of all coefficients of (λ, μ, γ), the linear
representation of A, defined in remark 1.

Definition 6. (Behavioral distance)
Let x and y two agents and e(x) and e(y) their respective evaluations as
described in the previous definition 5. We define d(x, y) a distance or metrics
between the two agents x and y as

d(x, y) = ||e(x) − e(y)||
a vector norm of the difference of their evaluations.

3.4 Genetic operators on spatial automata-based agent

We consider in the following, a population of spatial automata-based agents,
each of them is represented by a chromosome, following the genetic algorithm
basis. We define the chromosome for each spatial automata-based agent as a
couple of two sequences:

• the sequence of all the rows of the matrices of the linear representation of
the automata. The matrices, associated to each letter from the alphabet of
the agent perceptions, are linearly ordered by this alphabet and we order
all the rows following these matrices order [2]. The figure 3 describes how
this sequence is created from a linear representation of two matrices;

• the sequence of all its spatial coordinates.

In the following, genetic algorithms are going to generate new automata con-
taining possibly new transitions from the ones included in the initial automata.

The genetic algorithm over the population of spatial automata-based agent
follows an evolutive iteration composed of two main operators, as on adap-
tation of the classical genetic operators [9]:

• Reproduction (Duplication and Crossing-over): This operator is a combi-
nation of the standard duplication and crossing-over genetic operators.
For each couple of spatial automata (called the parents), we generate two
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Fig. 3. Chromosome first component building from the matrix rows of the linear
representation of an automaton over the alphabet {C,D}

new spatial automata (called the children) as the result of the chromosome
crossings and we keep, without change, the parent spatial automata. To
operate for the crossing-over operation, we have to compute
– the automata of the behaviors of the two children. For this purpose,

we consider a sequence of rows for each matrix of the linear repre-
sentation of one of the two parents and we make a permutation on
these chosen sequences of rows between the analogue matrix rows of
the other parent;

– the spatial locations of the two children. These children locations can
be choosen from many ways: on the linear segment defined by the
parent locations or as the nodes of the square obtained with the parent
and the children as describe in the figure 4.

• Mutation: This operator deals only with the linear representation of the
spatial automata-based agent. With a low probability, each matrix row
from this linear representation is randomly chosen and a sequence of new
values is given for this row (respecting some constraints if exist, like prob-
abilistic values [2]).

A

B

C

D

A

C B

D

Fig. 4. Spatial locations for the children C and D from the parents A and B, after
a reproduction step. Two possible locations computation are presented in the two
sub-figures.
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4 Community Swarm Optimization Algorithm

4.1 Adaptive objective function for community-based swarm
optimization

The community swarm optimization method is based on a genetic algorithm
over a population of spatial automata-based agents. The formation of the
community is the result of the population evolution, crossing by a selection
process computed with the fitness function defined in the following.

For this computation, we deal with two distances defined on agent sets. The
first is the spatial distance associated with the agent spatial location and the
second is the behavioral semi-distance defined in the definition 6.

Definition 7. Community clustering and detection fitness
Let Vx a neighbourhood of the agent x, relative to its spatial location. We

define f(x) the agent fitness of the agent x as :

f(x) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

card(Vx)∑
yi∈Vx

d(x, yi)2
if
∑

yi∈Vx

d(x, yi)2 �= 0

∞ otherwise

where d(x, y) is the behavioral distance between the two agents x and y.

This fitness allows to implement a co-evolution process which generates an
emergent set of community swarms. These community swarm formation is
the result of both the emergence of the spatial location of the generated
communities and the adaptive behavior of the communities as the result of
the homogeneisation of the behavioral automata of all agents which compose
these emergent communities.

4.2 General CSO algorithm

CSO algorithm needs a initial step description which is the major step of
the modelling process. The way of going from the problem formulation to
the initial spatial automata-based agents must be realized in accuracity. The
formal description of the methodology to use, for this initial step, is described
in Algorithm 1.
The core of the CSO algorithm is described by the iterative scheme defined
in the Algorithm 2.

An example of fitness function computation output is illustrated by the figure
5 where we show, on the same population, an high level fitness individual
which will be probably kept inside the population at the next iteration and a
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Algorithm 1: Methodology to model the initial step of CSO
1. Problem formulation by the definition of a set of transition rules ;
2. Building of the behavioral automata based on the previous set of transition
rules, describing the sequences and the context of their applications ;
3. Discretization of the spatial domain, according to its topological properties
(Cellular automaton, network or graph, Geographical Information System)
with the spatial location of the initial virtual population of spatial
automata-based agents;

Algorithm 2: Iteratice scheme of CSO
Building the initial virtual population of the spatial automata-based agents
(following the methodology of Algorithm (1)) ;
repeat

for Each couple of individuals in the population do
Reproduction step generating 2 new children as described in the
section (3.4) ;
Mutation step as described in the section (3.4) ;

Selection of the half population of the individuals corresponding to the
highest values of the agent fitness described in section (4.1) ;

until (the sum of the fitness values of the whole population reachs a threshold)
or (the maximum iteration number is reached) ;

low level fitness individual which be probably removed from the population
at the next iteration. The colors used describe graphically the chromosome
composition, allows to appreciate the similarity of the individuals.

5 Conclusion and Perspectives

In this paper, we describe Community Swarm Optimization (CSO) method
which can be described as a swarm optimization process. With the compari-
son of other methods from this category (ACO and PSO), CSO differs mainly
on the modelling purpose. CSO deals with transition rules included in data
structures (automata with multiplicities) for which algebraic operators allow
to implement automatic computation for self-organizational phenomena.

Presented as a very generic method in this paper, CSO can be efficiently ap-
plied in engineering problems where the spatial characteristics are not only
additional coordinates for the data but the spatial organization is the result
of the self-organization process as the output of the method. Typically, ur-
ban and territorial management need this kind of modelling to improve the
decision making within a sustainable development (including environmental,
economic and social apects).
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Fig. 5. Two examples of the result of selection operators within the CSO algorithm
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Schelling’s Segregation model [13] is one of the basic problem dealing with
spatial self-organizations within urban or territorial management. In this
model, the spatial domain, based on cellular automata, is constrained and
the rules are elementary. Another example concerns partitionning problem
for territorial management which can be computed by genetic algorithms [18],
using objective functions with various parameters to adjust. Following Be-
nenson and Torrens [1], we have to deal nowadays with the understanding
of the development of urban dynamics as collective phenomena. Models of
election/voting (studying the political affiliation of citizen under the influ-
ence of their environment and neighbors), diffusion of innovation in the city
(studying the acceptation or rejection of innovation from citizen depending on
their environment and neighbors) are typically spatial complex systems with
multi-dimensional (social, economic, ...) rule-based aspects which need accu-
rate transition machines and efficient self-organization processes that CSO is
expected to solve.
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Tendencies During Adaptive Evolution of
System
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Summary. We consider (continuing earlier article in this book) functioning
directed networks like Kauffman networks or aggregate of automata which
have some external outputs. A measure of fitness is defined on the exter-
nal output signals. We use more than two equally probable signal variants
which define our systems as chaotic (and different than RBN-familly and
RNS and RWN), however they become really chaotic and complex when they
cross certain complexity threshold during their growth. Above this thresh-
old adaptive condition describing Darwinian mechanism creates some struc-
tural effects which we name ‘structural tendencies’ and investigate in this
paper. We found mechanisms connected to damage spreading which lead to
these tendencies. Different network types are considered including random
Erdős-Rényi and BA scale free networks. Our model describes a wide range
of systems like living objects and human-designed systems because they all
grow under adaptive condition and are complex. The structural tendencies
are therefore commonly met, however they are known only on an intuitive
level. Old classical regularities of ontogeny evolution like terminal modifica-
tions and terminal additions are such tendencies. They are contemporarily
forgotten and even negated due to lack of their explanations which we propose
in this paper. One of such tendencies is the growth of the system.

1 Introduction

This paper is the second and the main part in the path we develop to describe
structural tendencies in adaptive evolution of functioning (dynamical) com-
plex networks. The first part also placed in this book concerns complexity
threshold, chaos, a special algorithm and other main notions which we will
use here without describing them in detail for a second time. E.g. we will
use the notion ‘chaos’ following Kauffman [21] for damage behaviour in finite
networks. It is a different meaning than the commonly used one [30].

� Research financed by government grant.
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The structural tendencies are a new area in complex networks. Our ‘struc-
ture’ is a statistical nonuniformity in variables defined basing on network
construction. It is neither a lattice shape or dimension nor particular connec-
tions type as in [23]. We use fully random connections of nodes. This area
contains a wide range of generally meeting phenomena, but these were not in-
vestigated on a scientific level up till now. A few of them have been discussed
in classic biology more than century ago, but at that time there were no tools
to solve the problem of their occurrence and now they are either forgotten
or negated [15, 28, 36, 11] due to lack of their explanation. The most famous
and the most controversial of them is Haeckel’s ‘biogenetic law’ [16,17]. It is
followed by Weismann’s ‘terminal additions’ [35] and Naef’s ‘terminal modi-
fications’ [26]. However, the classic biology problem was only the first signal
to focus our attention - most of human-designed systems, maybe even all of
them, are complex, functioning networks which evolved under adaptive con-
dition, therefore we encounter effects of structural tendencies on each step.
A phenomenon does not ‘exist’ if it has no name, therefore it is important
to name it and its environment (to establish a set of notions for the descrip-
tion), and this is one of a main goals of our path. The second goal is to show
mechanisms leading to these phenomena.

We estimate that the typical complex, functioning and adapted system is
chaotic and this is one of the basic assumptions of our research path. This
is to be discussed basing on interpretation, we introduce some intuitive ar-
guments in our previous article in this book. We also conclude there, that
the number s of equally probable variants of signal in such models should be
greater than two, but most of the models use s = 2. This can lead to very in-
adequate results. The Kauffman approach uses Boolean networks [19,21] and
focuses attention on the boundary between order and chaos where ‘homeo-
static stability’ plays an important role. This ‘homeostatic’ notion, however,
has a meaning which is different than the commonly used one and which
is based on negative feedbacks. Such typically homeostatic features were
named ‘ultrastability’ by Kauffman. Although Kauffman’s gene regulatory
model [20, 33] works mostly in ordered regime - this model well fits the ex-
perimental data [34, 31, 32] and has become a strange exception. However,
neglecting role of ‘ultrastability’ in living objects is a large simplification.

In the previous article we used simulation to investigate damage spreading
behaviour in different types of autonomous networks and networks with ex-
ternal outputs and for several parameters in the context of degree of chaos.
We have found there a transition to chaos (to exhibition mature chaotic
features) during network growth which we interpret as complexity thresh-
old. Above this threshold we identified some mechanisms which we are going
to investigate in this paper. In that article we have also defined the depth
D measured from system outputs which describes place (e.g. position of node
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or connection) in the network. It is the main parameter of the found mecha-
nisms, it approximates functional order.

For these simulations we have described and used our simplified algorithm
dedicated to statistical investigation. Its specific important feature is that
damage avalanche stops at an equilibrium level as ‘pseudo fadeout’. This yields
a single, statistically correct value of damage size (instead of infinite oscilla-
tions around the equilibrium level). This simplified algorithm will be also used
in this paper as a key to the investigation of the structural tendencies.

In this paper we introduce a fitness parameter based on similarity of the system
output signal vector to an arbitrarily defined ‘ideal vector’. In the general case
a complex functioning system with feedbacks has no particular stable output
signal vector (point attractor), but a periodic attractor of such outputs. It is
problematic to define useful fitness in such a case. However, in case of our spe-
cial algorithm, we have a particular, statistically correct output signal vector,
which allows us to use the simple fitness definition given above.

The simplest adaptive condition for evolution is that fitness should not de-
crease. Using it we obtain adaptive evolution which we can compare to process
free of such condition. We investigate such a comparison for complex systems,
means: over above mentioned complexity threshold, and there we find some
strong systematic differences. These differences, named ‘structural tendencies’
are a direct effect of the adaptive condition treated as condition (pattern) of
network growth. Note that patterns of network growth are the most important
element defining network features - it is the basis of network type definition like
scale-free Barabási-Albert networks or random Erdős-Rényi networks.

In this chapter we limit ourselves to describing a few of the most basic struc-
tural tendencies and their mechanisms: ‘terminal modifications and conserva-
tion of early areas’ tendency equivalent to Naef’s regularity of ontogeny evo-
lution in biology [26], ‘terminal predominance of additions over removal’ ten-
dency and ‘simplification of early areas’ tendency equivalent to Weismann’s
‘terminal additions and compression of early stages’ [35] and ‘similarity of
historic and functional order’ connected to Haeckel’s ‘recapitulation of phy-
logeny in ontogeny’ [16, 17, 11, 8] named also the ‘biogenetic law’.

Especially this ‘biogenetic law has always been controversial and at present
seems to be definitely discredited (Richardson et al. 1997) [28]’ - this sen-
tence found in [27] is typical of contemporary biologists, however this theme
is typically omitted in writing. ‘It is a taboo theme’ remarked Gould [15]. It
is because the hopes for its exactness were too big and there was lack of other
explanation when the first proposition of explanation occurred contradictory
with genetics. Practically no discussion exists, new data are not referred to
this theme only new extremely negative messages [28, 36] or old ideas and
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opinions inadequate to current level of knowledge (especially of system sci-
ence) are repeated (e.g. de Beer’s repetitions conception [4]).

Our investigation of structural tendencies explains outside of biology all above
mentioned biological regularities including recapitulation, moreover, it ex-
pands their applications. Now we should expect those tendencies not only
in biology, but also in human-designed systems. In biology they should be
expected in all of the more complex developmental processes similar to ‘on-
togeny’ and in complex body structure and function of ‘phenotype’, not only
of ontogeny of vertebrates or multicellural animals. E.g. in complex networks
of metabolisms, even in the development of one-cell protista like Foraminifera.
This last example is estimated as correct by Mikhalevitch basing on her
works [25, 24]. Weismann’s terminal additions regularity is negated together
with Haeckel’s recapitulation but Naef’s terminal modification has currently
in force de Beer’s old, naive and false explanation [4], which has not been
discussed for a long time.

We expect many more similar phenomena awaiting their description using
our model or discovery. Some of them - ‘covering’ similar to caenogenetic
modifications, ‘specialization’ and ‘integration’ we have announced in [10].

2 Fitness and Adaptive Condition

2.1 Fitness and Adaptive Condition Definitions

The most important element introduced in this article in comparison to the
preceding one is fitness parameter and its application to construction of an
adaptive evolution model by defining the adaptive condition. Kauffman [21]
defines fitness of system using states of all system elements. These elements -
nodes constitute the network. Kauffman consider autonomous random Erdős-
Rényi, directed, functioning network. Signals in such a network have two
variants, therefore it is named Boolean. Kauffman assumes, that these two
variants are equally probable. As we discuss in our first article in this book we
use more than two equally probable signal variants, therefore our networks
are not Boolean networks and we cannot expect Kauffman’s ‘homeostatic
stability’ which occurs in ordered networks. Our networks are therefore po-
tentially chaotic, however they must mature during growth and cross some
complexity threshold, discussed in previous article, to be indeed chaotic.

We treat fitness as a parameter which assesses the system in the long period
using its effects obtained outside, therefore we use system outputs to define
fitness, not internal state of nodes like in the Kauffman model. In this chapter
we assume stable system input signals as an equivalent of statistical stability
of this part of environment which sends signals to object but not the one
which assesses it.
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In the general case a complex system with feedbacks has no single stable
output signal vector which we can use to define fitness but only a periodic
attractor of such outputs. However, in case of our special algorithm which
we have described in previous chapter, the process stops when it reaches the
damage equilibrium level and we have a particular output signal vector. Its
damage size L parameter (number of damaged output signals) is statistically
correct. We define fitness b of system using such an output signal vector as
this vector’s similarity to some arbitrarily defined ‘ideal vector’. The simplest
fitness b definition is a number of identical signal variants (in short - signals)
in both vectors. We also use a more complex definition, but only incidentally
to aa networks (see ch.3.4) and now we limit ourselves to this simplest one.
As earlier, we fix the number m = 64 of system outputs in our investigation.

The simplest adaptive condition a for evolution is that fitness should not
decrease. We denote adaptive condition a ≡ bt+1 ≥ bt where t is the time
sequence of changes in an adaptive evolution process which consists only of
changes meeting this condition. This is different time parameter than used
in previous article. We compare the adaptive evolution process to a process
free of such condition which we name as the free process.

We consider damage spreading in the first article and here. We named it
‘damage’ assuming that any large change in any system typically destroys
this system. Now we ask for the basis of this assumption or estimation. Terms
‘damage’ or ‘destroy’ are defined based on some fitness, which in the first ar-
ticle was not yet defined and up to this point the name ‘damage’ has no
model valorisation as wrong or good. Now we consider changes as candidates
to acceptance by adaptive condition. Such a change, if it is accepted, is not
‘wrong’ by definition and the term ‘damage’ is no longer adequate. Therefore
we will use ‘change size’ term for L instead of ‘damage size’.

In comparison to Kauffman model our fitness is very simple - it has no local
extremes and this problem, a basic one in the Kauffman model, does not
exist in our model together with Kauffman’s complexity catastrophe [21]. It
does not mean that we suggest that the problem of local extremes does not
exist in modelled reality. Instead it means that we investigate other problems.
We focus on the results of adaptive condition in adaptive evolution for high
fitness but when the gradient of fitness is distinct, i.e. not in stasis. This is
the proper state of evolution [6] when new changes are collected (i.e. accepted
and this way they increase evolutionary chain of changes). Typically we fix
fitness b = 48, more generally to 3/4 of the maximum value. We construct
a stable value of b by changing the ideal of output signal in a random way.
If we do not do it, the evolution will reach the maximum value of b = m in
a short time due to lack of local maxima. We estimate that the problem of
local optima and the need for long jumps are not so statistically important
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due to evolution of fitness landscape and therefore a ‘greedy’ algorithm is
sufficient for the investigated problems.

2.2 Simple Recognition for Intuition

In the free process the fitness b converges to a point m/s (fig.1.3), for which
there is the maximum of probability (fig.1.1) and entropy but in adaptive
evolution fitness b should statistically grow up to m, which can be derived
directly from the adaptive condition. For higher b, the probability P (a|L, b) is
lower (fig.2.1), and we expect the growth to become more ‘expensive’ (more
trials before one is accepted), it is also slower growth because average ac-
cepted change is smaller but we can show this for a particular distribution
of P (L).

To build some intuition, we may assume a certain P (L) - the most natural
at this stage of model development is probably the assumption that each
signal of the assessed vector has an identical and independent probability of
change. This assumption gives a binomial distribution of P (L) which is de-
picted in fig.1.1 for value 1/4 of signal change probability. It was used for the
rest of calculation depicted in fig.1. Fig.1 is only an example but it describes
our intuition and expectation well. Later, from a model with network whose
changes will define the assessed vector we will obtain another distribution
P (L) (see fig.2.3) but it will be an effect of some particular mechanism (de-
scribed in previous article).

Using the assumed distribution P (L) and this very simple model we have cal-
culated an average history of fitness b in free and adaptive processes shown
in fig.1.2. The speed of growth of fitness b is the average increase of b (Δb)
shown in dependency of b in fig.1.3 in logarithmic scale. This is the main
difference between Δb distribution for free and adaptive processes - not only
the value (speed) but also the sign (direction). In fig.1.4 P (bt+1|bt) for free
process is shown but here, a part, which is formed by improvement cases -
cases accepted by adaptive condition - is noted with grey. We can see, how
small this part is for bt = 32 (but still visible) and for bt = 48, where it is too
small even to be visible. The remaining great white part is formed by damage
cases - cases of decrease of fitness, which are removed in adaptive evolution
by the adaptive condition. (Remember, that this example was calculated us-
ing an assumed P (L), different from the one in fig.2.3.)

2.3 Tendency as Difference in Distribution in Adaptive and Free
Processes

We have two processes - a free one and an adaptive one - based on the same
mechanism of random changing. In the adaptive process all changes which
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Fig. 1. Example (for s = 4) of average fitness history (2) and its analysis calculated
for assumed P (L) (1) - equal and independent probability of signal change = 1/4.
Fitness grows much faster when it is low (2), dependency of average fitness increase
Δb on fitness level is shown in (3) for adaptive and free processes. When in (2)
adaptive condition was disconnected at t = 200, adaptive evolution ends and free
process starts, then fitness drops down rapidly to a level m/s, here =16. It is a stable
equilibrium in the free process visible in (3) and (1) where curve for s = 8 is also
shown. Note that the scale of (3) is logarithmic to show how slow the improvement
of a system with high fitness is. Other aspect is how expensive this improvement is
- how many random trials are missing, this is shown in (4), where the grey part of
area under the curve is formed by the improvement cases and the white area - the
damage cases.

do not meet the adaptive condition are rejected and they do not form the
process. We ask: what is the difference caused by adaptive condition in dis-
tribution P (X) and P (X |a) of change parameter X? We call this difference
a tendency. In this paper we are looking for such tendencies. Note, X must
describe a change; it cannot be a state parameter.

From Bayes: P (a)P (X |a) = P (a|X)P (X) Because P (a) is not dependent on
X , i.e. is constant, therefore the tendency is shown by: P (a|X) . We do not
have to know P (X) to know a tendency. It is enough that for different X ,
P (a|X) is different. E.g. this is the easiest way to show the obvious ‘fitness b
growth tendency’: P (a|Δb) depends on Δb because a ≡ Δb ≥ 0. However, in
the model of structure development of complex system the choice of change
distribution in a free process is important due to other causes.

Let us introduce a general parameter g of process advancement connected to
the t. It is the state describing parameter, e.g. it can be t or b. Similarly as
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above we can find, that tendency is described by P (a|X, g). We will use this
form later, e.g. for small change tendency P (a|L, b) in the next section.

2.4 Small Change Tendency

A simple but very important one is the tendency to collect much smaller
changes in adaptive process than changes creating the free process. We named
it ‘small change tendency’. It is the base of mechanisms of all the structural
tendencies, which we find more interesting and investigate later. This small
change tendency is not a structural one because it does not need any struc-
ture of the system. It only requires the output signal vector and the ideal
vector as they are necessary to define fitness b. Output signal vectors can be
interpreted as a property of the whole system.

Assuming that each signal in this vector changes independently, we can cal-
culate P (a|L, b) for given s. We use here the assumption that all s variants
of signal are equally probable. This P (a|L, b) is the form discussed above,
which indicates the tendency (P (a|X, g)) if it really depends on L. Fitness
b describes here the advancement of process - we show above the obvious
‘fitness b growth tendency’. For intuition look at fig.1.2. For higher b (we
assume above b = 48 for m = 64) only very small changes are acceptable
(smaller than L = 8, but not all of them). If we compare it to P (L) distri-
bution for networks upon complexity threshold (fig.2.3.a) only the changes
forming first, left peak can form adaptive evolution process, all the changes
from the right peak cannot be accepted by the adaptive condition test. From
discussion in the first article we know that the first peak is created by real
fade out of damage in the first few steps. Therefore anything which can help
damage to fade out in these first steps will create structural tendencies.

Here we can come back to the background of the term ‘damage’. Large change,
i.e. in right peak in fig.2.3.a, must be destructive, i.e. not meet adaptive con-
dition (fig.2.2). In a typical system a change, i.e. damage, grows, i.e. spreads,
because a typical system is chaotic, i.e. coefficient of damage propagation
w > 1. However, keeping in mind this aspect and that for accepted changes
the damage term is not adequate, we will use this useful term only when
aspect of spreading of change is important.

The ‘small change tendency’ is a different view on Kauffman’s ‘structural
stability’ [21] as a important condition of adaptive evolution. The structural
stability of system typically leads to small and smooth changes, only a small
part of the changes cross the bifurcation ‘walls’.

The ‘small change tendency’ is trivial and known but up till now it has not
been named, which we consider necessary to ‘exist’ in science, and it has not
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Fig. 2. Small change tendency (1,2) and complexity threshold (3). Theoretically
calculated distribution of acceptance probability P (a|L, b) (probability of meeting
the adaptive condition) for s = 4 in relation to fitness b and change size L is shown
in two cases. Case (1) for m = 16 output signals and case (2) for m = 64 and only
for three higher values of fitness b. For interesting higher fitness the probability
of acceptance is significantly different from zero only for very small change size
L. Note, that for higher b and m this tendency is stronger. Comparing P (a|L, b)
in (2) to P (L) distribution for complex networks (3.a) we see that only changes
forming the left peak can form adaptive evolution process. When the network is
still small (3.b) its fitness can be also smaller therefore much greater changes and
much greater part of changes can form adaptive evolution.

been used adequately to its importance. It is a very basic and very impor-
tant tendency. In all next investigations we will be basing on it. To explain
recapitulation of phylogeny in ontogeny it has been proposed for use by Dar-
win [29]: ‘Changes in the early stages of ontogeny cause larger phenotype
changes which are typically lethal’. Now this proposition is forgotten due to
lack of quantitative validation, however, in this form it only explains the ter-
minal modifications regularity.

The ‘small change tendency’ also creates a natural identity criterion, which
has a deeper, philosophical meaning and may be used for life definition. There
is some problem, as to what does ‘the same’ mean for two objects in different
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time and place, especially if they are not identical. It occurs when the inves-
tigated object can change. What is the subject of evolution - one object or a
sequence of different objects? Our intuition agrees, that one object evolves if
in a sequence of its evolutionary states there is no discontinuity i.e. no single
large change. Identity of an evolving object emerges with its fitness growth
in the effect of small change tendency controlled by adaptive condition.

3 Structural Tendencies - Assumptions and
Expectations

3.1 Premise of Terminal Modification and Conservation of Deep
Area Tendency

Fig. 3. Depth definition for aggregate of automata (aa and an case with K = k =
2). It is a structural sequential measure of functional order defined experimentally
basing on similarity of acceptance probability of a change. It considers two similar
ways to outputs.

In the previous article starting from the coefficient of damage propagation
and the ‘functional order’ described as direction in directed network we de-
veloped the cone of influence structure and we discussed depth D, (i.e. height
of this cone measured from system outputs down to the damage initiation
point), as a structural approximation of functional order. The terms ‘early’,
‘late’ and ‘terminal’ were defined in connection to the functional order and
depth D. Let us now consider small change tendency P (a|L, b = 48) and
dependency of change size L(D) on depth D in the cone of influence. We can
expect that changes initiated deep will give higher change size L and will
be rejected by the adaptive condition. On the other hand, changes initiated
shallow under outputs (late places) or closely near outputs (terminal) will
create small change size L and will have a high probability of acceptance. It
means we expect strong differences in P (a|D, b = 48) for different D. Due
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to fixed fitness b = 48 which well represents all cases of high fitness, we will
omit the assumption of b = 48 in writing and use simply P (a|D) (instead of
P (a|D, b = 48)). This is a ‘terminal modifications and conservation of deeper
area’ tendency known in classic developmental biology [26]. Depth D is an
approximation of time of ontogeny stages. However, cone of influence is well
defined only in system without feedbacks but if feedbacks are present, then
it can only be a premise. The answer can only be given by simulation, where
we should check P (a|D).

In the previous article we use as depth D the shortest way to outputs mea-
sured in number of links and according to their direction i.e. functional order.
This is the most convenient and general definition for D, but for many rea-
sons it is not fully adequate. For network type aa (aggregate of automata
with feedbacks) and K = 2 (number of inputs per node) which we have in-
vestigated first [9,10], we have used the special and more adequate definition
of depth D (fig.3) in simulations presented later. It considers different ways
of similar length, but it is not to be applied to various k (number of node
outputs) in other networks types. In the following paragraphs, areas of the
network which consist of nodes of large depth will be called ‘deep areas’. We
will use the term ‘shallow areas’ analogously.

3.2 Problem of k < 2 in Kauffman Networks

From famous Barabási-Albert discovery of scale-free network [3], it become
clear that constant degree of node k = 2 used in aa is too simple a model
of general real networks and we should especially investigate networks with
variable number k of outgoing links per node. In such a case we must come
back to the Kauffman network where we also encounter nodes of k < 2 e.g.
k = 1 and k = 0 although the average < k >= 2. Distribution of node degree
k is proportional to k−α (‘the power-law degree distribution’) where α ranges
from 2 to 3 for scale-free (sf) networks, and proportional to exponential
distribution 2−k for single-scale (ss) networks [1]. This means, that near
half of the nodes have k = 1 and that damage starting from an initiation
point with high probability meets nodes of w < 1 (coefficient of damage
propagation described in detail in previous article) for any assumed s and
fades out on these nodes before reaching nodes of higher k. This phenomenon
does not occur in an aggregate of automata. We have discussed it more in
detail in previous article. In this discussion we underline the role of hubs
which decrease the average k and coefficient w for remaining node and this
way increase probability of an ‘real fadeout’.

Note that a change which fades out is accepted by the adaptive condition.
Assuming scale-free or single-scale algorithms (for node additions) we cannot
expect influence of adaptive condition on node degree distribution because it
is fixed. We can only expect an unequal distribution of nodes with different
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k in space of network. This mechanism in other way depends on depth (the
probability of acceptance is greater in the deep areas) and may compete with
the one shown above in terminal modification tendency. We name it deep
fadeout tendency (it is discussed more in details in [14]).

Case k = 0 cannot appear as effect of addition of node in our patterns of
changeability of ss and sf networks described in the first article. However, if
we also use removing of node and assume that removal should be similar to
addition but in opposite direction, then k = 0 will be created. We introduce
removing of node as one of type of investigated changeability in the next
chapter (see fig.4), but in order to complete the problem of k < 2 we should
discuss the case of k = 0 now. The existence of k < 2, especially k = 0, in the
networks creates a new dimension of problems whose significance is similar
to feedback loops dimension. On the node of k = 1 damage can fade out with
high probability but if k = 0, then damage must fade out.

We will call node without outputs (k = 0) ‘a blind node’ or ‘a blind’. How-
ever, if certain node connects its outputs directly or indirectly only to blind
nodes, then it also cannot influence the assessed system outputs. Such a node
is also ‘a blind’. Addition of a new node which connects its output to a blind
node (and becomes a blind) is always accepted. It can be tolerated when it
happens seldom, but we have found [14], that in our simulation described
earlier in [12, 13] such events are two or tree times more likely than all the
other additions which are interesting. Now we introduce a special ‘cost of
a blind’ which removes the blind additions. The ‘cost’ introduced later (in
ch.3.4) is much stronger (of course it also prevents blind additions), however,
we will compare processes with ‘cost’ and without it. To prevent the above
described distortion, even the ‘case without cost’ described in figures using
letter ‘b’ instead of ‘n’ (no cost) - will from now on contain the cost of a blind.

In the scale-free algorithm the nodes of k = 0 (i.e. a part of the blind nodes)
have no chance to change this state and if the algorithm allows to generate
such cases, then their number can grow and grow. Such a case looks unre-
alistic. It needs some special assumption to be corrected. We have modified
the scale-free algorithm from proportionality to k to proportionality to k + 1
(fig.4, ch.4). Simultaneously we change our name of such a network from sf
to se. It reduces share of blind nodes which also influence on expression level
of deep fadeout [14]. Antidote for deep fadeout will be a ‘cost’. In ch.3.4
and ch.4.1 we come back to this problem, which has strong influence on the
investigated phenomena. The removing of nodes is a second way to reduce
number of a blind - each attempt is accepted. Introducing of se pattern also
reduces therefore speed of accepted removing and allows to growth of larger
network [14]. Now, introducing of cost of a blind reduces blinds more radi-
cally [14] and removing of nodes occurs enough for limitation of nodes with
k = 0 with allows us to coming back to simpler pattern sf .
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3.3 Balance of Additions and Removals

Fig. 4. Aggregate of automata aa (1), sf , se and ss networks (2) changeability
(additions and removals) patterns for K = 2. In case of addition, links g and h and
function of a node are drawn. Node j is drawn instead of link h for ss and moreover
for se (change in comparison to sf). Removal only needs a draw of a node to
remove. For node removing in ss, sf and se the outgoing links, which were added
after the addition of this node to the network, are moved to the start node of link g.
Node added on link i remains a node with k = 0 during the removal, therefore for
adaptive growth with removing the sf network pattern for addition is supplemented
by drawing node j additionally which gives se. Consequently, additions for se are
proportional to k + 1 instead of k for sf .

To investigate the adaptive evolution as system development, i.e. growth, this
system must have the ability to grow, therefore in the set of possible changes
there should be the addition of a new node. For symmetry and higher ade-
quateness to reality, removing a node should also be possible.

The patterns of network growth defining network type (e.g. preferential at-
tachment defining scale-free type) typically only use additions. We did so in
the first article but it is a simplification which cuts one dimension of the
network phenomena. In this article we explore this seldom visited dimen-
sion and we find a few very important phenomena. One of them is network
growth, which becomes an effect and no more just an assumption. Second one
is the explanation of Weismann terminal additions regularity which occur as
a phenomenon of this new dimension and is very important for biology. The
great problem of k = 0 which we describe in ch.3.2 above is also an effect of
removing of nodes.

Additions and removing should both be drawn randomly, but the sets of
possibilities for such a draw cannot be the same. Removing a node can only
be drawn from nodes currently present in the network. The set of possibilities
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for a draw of an addition is much larger, for a single case we must draw
independently function and places of all connections.

At this point we must complete changeability patterns for networks used in
our investigation and add removing patterns to addition patterns showed in
fig.2 in the previous article. These completions are shown in fig.4. There is
also a change of addition pattern for sf used to solve the problem of k = 0
which defines se.

It is probable that that there is no node for an accepted removal in a net-
work area but it is impossible to find such a situation for addition - we can
always add a ‘transparent’ node, which produces just the same output signals
for given inputs. When most of nodes have been checked for removing, new
accepted addition can change the situation and create a new possibility for re-
moval. We can introduce a parameter for area in the network structure which
describes its ability to accept removal. The main part of this ability is related
to the density of ‘transparent’ nodes. This parameter should differ in places
which differ in the probability of acceptance of any change. In the places with
very small probability of non-transparent modification acceptance (e.g. deep
in the aggregate) between two ‘non- transparent’ changes, which change sit-
uation, more present nodes are checked for transparent removing, therefore,
density of ‘transparent’ nodes is lower. But such a possibility of removing is
better exploited in deep places. Transparent addition in deep and shallow ar-
eas are equal (fig.8). In deep places we can expect more of accepted removals
in comparison to additions than in places of high probability of modifica-
tion acceptance (e.g. shallow area). This is the second general mechanism
creating structural tendencies. It creates ‘terminal predominance of addition’
tendency and ‘simplifying of early areas’ tendency as well as ‘total growth of
the system’ tendency (see fig.5.1 distributions P (D, +and−|a) or fig.6.right).

3.4 Transparent Nodes and Cost

Acceptance of addition of ‘transparent’ node by the adaptive condition may
be challenged by interpretation similarly to the addition of a blind node.
Output signals of the transparent nodes are the same as their appropriate
input signals and addition or removing of such a node does not change the
signals of remaining nodes. For other input signals these nodes usually have
output signals different from the input signals, therefore this effect may be
a little bit overestimated in our special algorithm, however it generally also
exists. If the changed system is maintained by a human, then such an useless
addition is an unnecessary cost. For higher s the probability of the presence
of a transparent node is lower and this problem can be neglected. However,
for low values of s (s = 4 or s = 8) used in the simulation of aggregate it
is significant and interferes with observations of some interesting tendencies.
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E.g. see fig.8.1-4. Therefore, we have introduced the ‘cost’ of node addition
using strict inequality in the adaptive condition for additions a ≡ bt+1 > bt

instead of the weak one. The adaptive condition for removals is still a weak
inequality a ≡ bt+1 ≥ bt. Such a modification of the model had a strong influ-
ence on the dynamics of evolution process through the parameter of ‘ability
to removal’ and on balance of additions and removals. It is described in more
detail in [10] in chapters 4.4.3 and 5.1 with fig.5 (where 4- in the figure e
should be and 4+ in the fig. f should be ) and in [14].

In the simulation description we use the letter ‘c’ (which means ‘with cost’)
and ‘n’ or ‘b’ (which means ‘no cost’, ‘b’ - ‘only cost of a blind’) to indicate
cost implementation. These letter follow the number s. The effect of trans-
parent node and cost in aggregate simulation will be discussed in detail in
chapter 4.4 and shown in fig.8.1-4.

Another effect of cost is also cutting-out of cases of additions, whose damage
avalanche fades out later than in the first step but still without reaching the
network output. For the aggregate this effect was small and can be neglected
but for Kauffman networks sf , se and ss nearly half of the nodes have k < 2
and their coefficient of damage propagation w is smaller than 1 also for very
high s. It means that damage fades out easily on such nodes, what we have
remarked above in ch.3.2 and in the previous article. We observe that in the
deeper part of the network lots of changes fade out. We will discuss it later
in more detail in chapter 4.1. We introduced cost to reject such cases but
speed of producing a new ability to remove, which uses the same mechanism
of fade-out, is too high and we cannot use similar probability of additions
and removals because then the network would not grow.

It has been important to obtain a complex network - an area of investigation
- in the most ‘natural’ way possible because network may be different and
these differences may have an influence on the investigated phenomena. One
of such differences is the above mentioned parameter of ‘ability to remove’
but others are not known. Therefore, we have started our simulation from
a null network - signals of the system inputs have been directly connected
to system outputs. We have randomly added and removed nodes and imple-
mented adaptive condition and we expected growth. The problem is that at
the first two stages of growth (in each stage the number N of nodes in the
network increases by 128 in aa and 256 in current simulation of Kauffman
networks), when the network is not complex yet, there are no mechanisms
of growth tendency nor other normal mechanisms which make growth ‘nat-
ural’. There is no problem for cases without cost but for an aggregate with
cost and low s = 4 (with equal probability of addition and removal) we do
not obtain growth nor the necessary level of complexity. Therefore we have
altered the model by modification of the formula for fitness b to have s-times
more states: b = Σ(s− 1)− |yj − zj| where y is an output signals vector and
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z ‘ideal’ vector and signals are in range from zero to s − 1. The presented
results of aggregate simulation (aa and an networks) are obtained for such
an assumption. For Kauffman networks we stay with the first simple b defi-
nition, but for the network with cost the problem of growth also occurs. This
time we use different probabilities of addition and removing (99% and 1%) to
obtain growth. However, this growth seems limited. This is an effect of deep
fadeout (see ch.4.1) for removing.

This simple ‘cost’ condition appears very strong. This condition generates all
the structural tendencies investigated in this paper: terminal modifications,
terminal predominance of additions, simplifications of deeper parts and sim-
ilarity of functional and historic orders also for ordered networks [12] where
s = 2 and K = 2. It is easy to understand - newly connected nodes must lie
near the assessed outputs to influence at least one signal of system outputs
but not much more. It eliminates additions at longer distance from system
outputs in both regimes - in chaotic one because change of outputs is too large
and in ordered one because there the damage fades out without affecting the
outputs.

4 Simulation Results

As in our previous chapter in this book, we have checked the above premise in
simulation for different network types. Now we use networks: aa, an, sf, se, ss.
They are investigated in the previous article, however, the scale-free network
needs some change of pattern which also effects in a change of name from
sf to se (see end of ch.3.2). Random Erdős-Rényi er network [7] which was
used as basic by Kauffman [21,18] cannot grow under the control of adaptive
condition and therefore we do not use it for these experiments. For all simu-
lations we use a fixed number of system outputs m = 64 and a fixed number
of node inputs K = 2. Kaufman did not use system’s external outputs but
he used a fixed number K and a flexible number of output links k of node in
er networks. For scale-free network Iguchi et. al. [18] and earlier Aldana [2]
and Kauffman [22] have also used flexible K.

The results of three main series of simulation are presented: the first series: aa
- aggregate of automata with feedbacks where the described tendencies were
investigated for the first time; the second: an - aggregate without feedbacks
to check the role of feedbacks in the main effects; and the last one - Kauff-
man networks with variable node degree k and feedbacks: ss - single-scale
and sf, se - scale-free networks - modern networks which appear much more
adequate. This third series differs from the one described in much shorter
earlier papers [12,13] with respect to the ‘cost of a blind’ used here. All sim-
ulations keep b on the level of 3/4 of its maximum value - it is a relatively
high value of fitness b but it can still be higher.
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For important scale-free network a problem appears with removing which
creates k = 0 node. Such a node can be removed but it cannot come back
into play, which creates a dummy network where most of the nodes have
k = 0. To avoid this situation, we also add drawing of a node to the drawing
of a link like in ss network and for this modified se type we obtain connec-
tion proportionality to k+1 instead of k. Dorogovtsev uses [5] a little similar
correction. Unfortunately, this correction, especially important for the case
without cost, modifies P (k) which becomes more like for ss [14].

Investigations of the phenomena similar to transparent addition and remov-
ing need particular but random functions in our algorithm now, as opposed
to simulations in the previous article. As it can be expected basing on the
previous article, the networks sf, se and ss need much a higher s to exhibit
phenomena typical for aa and an networks. The program was prepared for
seven-bit s only. To create damage spreading inside the network as for very
high s ∼ 1800 we have used in [12] (where we have not yet implemented the
cost of a blind) a special function (with s = 64). Such a case is there denoted
in figures as $. It is interesting as an example of influence of extreme values
of the s parameter, however, we do not repeat this case now with ‘cost of a
blind’.

Aggregate aa and an grows and this growth is described by up to 8 stages
W of 128 automata each. The first stage of a complex aggregate is W = 3
(256-384 automata). The depth definition used for aa and an networks (fig.3)
shares the complex aggregate (stages from W = 3 to 8 for aa - aggregate with
feedbacks or W = 3 and 4 for an - aggregate without feedbacks) as shown
in fig.5.1 by P (D) distribution (see also fig.8 in [10] or fig.6 in [11]). These
two distributions are different mainly because the simulation of an case has
a smaller range of stages and a smaller network.

Depth D, as the structural measure of functional order is the main parameter
describing the place in the network where change is initialised. However, we
have used two different definitions of it - depth in the form shown in fig.3
was used only for aa and an. For modern networks sf, se - scale-free and ss
- single-scale with flexible node degree k we have used the shortest way to
outputs as depth D. Distributions P (D) for these complex Kauffman net-
works are shown in fig.5.2. For interpretation of simulation effects the places
of 90% and 99% of network nodes are marked. The shortest way to output is
not as adequate to describe functional order as depth defined for aggregate
but we did not find [14] a much better solution for flexible k (see ch.3.1 here
and ch.7 in the previous article).

The main result of simulation which we are going to present in this paper
are three tendencies in dependency on depth D as structural measure of
functional order. These are ‘terminal modifications and conservation of early
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Fig. 5. Depth distribution P(D) for aggregate aa and an (1) and for Kauffman
networks sf, se and ss (2). Definitions of depth D in these cases are different but
the role - functional order description in sequential form based on structure - is the
same. At each stage of growth W the aggregate increases by 128 nodes, W = 3 is
the first stage of complex network. Kauffman networks have grown up to 2000 nodes
and results (here P (D)) are collected from N=750. Additions ‘+’ and removal ‘-’ of
nodes are drawn with the same probability (except for the cost case for Kauffman
network) and with the same distribution P(D) but adaptive condition a deforms
these distributions as shown in (1) for aa (s = 4, cost: 4c). This depicts the large
predominance of addition ‘+’ in the shallow area and small predominance of removal
‘-’ in the deep area.

places’ tendency shown on left column in fig.6 and ‘terminal predominance
of addition over removing’ tendency and ‘simplification of early places’ ten-
dency shown on the right column in fig.6. ‘Terminal’ and ‘early places’ in
these tendencies should be understood in the sense of functional order, how-
ever, we also observe similar tendencies in historical order, which are also
described and are shown in fig.8. The similarity of functional and historical
orders (shown in fig.7.1-2) accomplished by the stability of node function
(fig.7.3-4) and the effect of terminal predominance of additions (fig.5-6) is
the theoretical expectation of the highly controversial Haeckel’s biogenetic
law. These tendencies are the effects of adaptive condition of network growth
especially in adaptive condition’s form with cost. Network growth is not as-
sumed - it is also a tendency and, therefore, the effect of adaptive condition,
except of Kauffman networks sf, se, ss with cost.

4.1 Terminal Modifications and Conservation of Early Area

A tendency known in biology and not as controversial as others is Naef’s
terminal modifications and conservation of early stages tendency. It has few
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explanations, the one which is commonly accepted in biology is an old ex-
planation, extremely simple but not correct, proposed by de Beer [4]. The
results of our simulation of our not so simple model of this phenomenon are
depicted in the left column of fig.6. In fig.6 in left column P (a|D) (more
exact: P (a|D, b =3/4 of bmax) ) is depicted as a sum -, and in the right
column the balance of additions and removals is depicted as a difference
of P (a|+, D) and P (a|−, D). For aggregate, where P (+|D) = P (−|D) it is
enough to obtain a correct form of curves but for Kauffman networks with
cost P (−|D) is only 1% and P (+|D) = 99%. Therefore, P (a|D) and the
balance are calculated exactly as P (a|+, D)P (+|D)±P (a|−, D)P (−|D). To
maintain the same convention for aggregate the scale should be divided by
two but the scale is not crucial here. The important thing is the form of these
dependencies, therefore they are multiplied by shown constants to make the
comparison of the forms more useful. In each series we show several differ-
ent simulations which differ with respect to s and the cost. If there was no
tendency, there should be a horizontal line. Remember that the definition of
depth D is different for aggregate and Kauffman network. It is not crucial
but we treat D for aggregate as a range but for Kauffman network as a value.

In the case of aa the shown results are obtained in five different simulations.
These results refer to complex networks - aggregates at stages of growth
W = 3 to 8. Only for s = 4 without cost (4n), for P (a|D) there is no ten-
dency - we consider s = 4 as still extremely low (see [10]). Total dependency
of accepted changeability P (a|D) on depth D - terminal modifications and
conservation of early places tendency, concerns additions and removals to-
gether but has different power for each one of them separately. In [10] in fig.6
P (a|+, D) and P (a|−, D) for the aggregate are shown separately.

For an - aggregate without feedbacks only the stages W = 3 and 4 are
summed up but it is enough to state that feedbacks are not necessary for
tendency mechanisms. This is important especially for interpretation if sys-
tem represent a process, however, it is to discuss.

The case of Kauffman networks contains sf, se - scale-free networks and ss
- single-scale with feedbacks, without and with cost. Unlike in the short ar-
ticles [12, 13], the ‘cost of a blind’ is now used for the case ‘without cost’
(ch.3.2). Results for sf, se and ss occur so similar that they are not distin-
guished in the most figures. These networks are much richer with different
mechanisms than the aggregate.

Especially, there appears a strong mechanism of ‘deep fade-out’ on nodes with
k = 1 and k = 0. These nodes group on deeper part of networks [14], deeper
than the inputs of system which typically became hubs as the oldest. The
deep part of the network is then significantly more ordered and therefore more
resistant to the effects of changes which usually fade out. They are therefore
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accepted by the adaptive condition. This mechanism gives an opposite effect
than the tendency of terminal modifications and conservation of early areas
but this deeper part of network is a small part as shown in fig.7.2 and fig.5.2.

The power of this mechanism depends on s but to get significant differences
a big range of s is needed. We use s = 8, 16, 64. A special one marked in the
figures as ‘$’ was used for se in [12] but without the ‘cost of a blind’ (fig.8.5
and 6 sen). In this special case we have used s = 64 in adaptive condition
but for damage propagation we force a non-random function whose output
signal changed in most of the cases when the node inputs changed. Its effect
for damage propagation is similar to having an s of about 1600 to 1900 in
different cases. For s = 8 there is a slight terminal modification effect and
only ‘deep fade-out’ is observed. For s = 64 these two mechanisms have sim-
ilar power but ‘deep fade-out’ occurs in the smaller part of the network. It is
for network of N = 750 − 2000 nodes and m = 64 output signals, for more
nodes it is a greater part and this effects in a higher probability of real fade-
out. If cost is applied then the probability of acceptance becomes higher for
removing (but not for addition) and the growth of network stops. For very
high s=‘$’ for damage propagation ‘deep fade-out’ has a small influence. We
postulate the high value of s in interpretation but we are not sure if it is
indeed so high, it is one of the reasons why we do not repeat this case in the
simulation with cost of a blind. We implement cost to reject the questionable
cases of addition which totally fade out and have such a high frequency of
acceptance. In these simulations we cannot use similar probability of addi-
tions and removals due to lack of growth. We use 1% for removals and 99%
for additions. As one can expect, we obtain a strong terminal modification
tendency. For the case with cost we use s = 8 and s = 16, we observe that
there appears the boundary of network growth and for sf and se networks
the planned number of nodes 2000 is not reached, only about 1500. For ss
this boundary is higher but near 2000. Effective conservation of deeper parts
for network with k = 0 and k = 1 is much weaker than for the aggregate
and it is much more dependent on interpretative expectations of s value and
cost problem. The backgrounds of interpretative assumption of frequency of
k = 0 and k = 1 need more investigations and become a problem of similar
importance as the presence of feedbacks. Its importance is illustrated by the
fact that e.g for se network with s = 8 and without cost (cost of a blind ap-
plied only) there are 1200 nodes with k < 2 in all 2000 nodes in such network
and part of remaining 800 are a blind.

4.2 Terminal Predominance of Additions Tendency,
Simplification of Earlier Area Tendency, Growth Tendency

In chapter 3.3 we have discussed the balance of node additions and removals.
This balance is also shown in fig.6, now on the right column, with the same
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Fig. 6. The main tendencies as result of simulations. On the left (1,3,5): Terminal
modifications and conservation of early area tendency. On the right (2,4,6): Bal-
ance of addition and removing: terminal predominance of additions (over removing)
tendency and the tendency of simplification (predominance of removing over addi-
tion) of the early parts. On the top (1,2) for aa, in the middle (3,4) for aggregate
without feedbacks ‘an’ and in the bottom (5,6) for Kauffman networks of variable
node degree k - scale-free sf, se and single-scale ss. The results for sf, se and ss
are so similar that a single curve is used for all of them. Dependency on depth D
as structural measure of functional order. Definition of D for 1-4 in fig.3, for 5 and
6 it is the shortest way to outputs. For aa, an scaled by coefficient v for useful form
of comparison. Cases described by s in number followed by cost: without cost: n -
no cost, b - cost of a blind only; with cost - c.
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assumption as on the left for terminal modifications tendency. We can see in
all cases of network types and simulation parameters that there is a strong
predominance of additions over removals shallow under the outputs. However,
deeper in the network we encounter an opposite tendency- predominance of
removals. We call it ‘simplification’, however, there are few accepted changes
in the deep area and this effect has little importance - in aa it is barely sta-
tistically important. While ‘terminal modifications and conservation of the
early area’ are two aspects of a single tendency, the ‘terminal predominance
(majority in [10]) of additions over removals’ and the ‘simplification of early
area’ are two independent tendencies.

They are similar to Weismann’s regularity of ontogeny evolution: ‘terminal
additions and condensations of early stages’ proposed in biology in [35]. This
concept was later named ‘pressing back’ or ‘shunting back’ [17]. Weismann’s
condensation does not necessarily mean structural changes in the network,
it could mean only faster timing but the concept of shunting back suggests
the appearance of an unoccupied room to move and this is our ‘simplifica-
tion’ (because this unoccupied room appears as an effect of removal). We
regret that we cannot use the known historical name ‘terminal additions’ for
our tendency of terminal predominance of additions, whose meaning is the
same as Weismann’s regularity because such a name would conflict with ter-
minal modification tendency for additions as modifications. Weismann does
not consider two types of modifications: additions and removals and their
balance, he only draws conclusions from the previous observations by saying
that additions are observed and they appear in the terminal area. This means
that the number of transformations in ontogeny grows but the total time of
ontogeny is constant and this is Weismann’s condensation. Now we know the
mechanism of this effect much more precisely - the observation of additions
at the end of ontogeny as complex network of transformation is the effect of
balance of additions and removals in this area but one of the causes of the ob-
served time constancy is the simplification of the earlier stages of the process.

The cost has a strong influence on the balance of additions and removals,
especially for networks with k = 0 and k = 1, in our simulation ss, se and
sf . We will come back later to this problem for aggregate, when we discuss
fig.8. The remark from the end of ch.3.4 should be recalled here.

In the clear case without cost the terminal modifications tendency creates
the area differences necessary for the terminal predominance of additions
tendency to occur. It also amplifies the effects of terminal predominance of
additions tendency and suppresses the effects of simplifications of deeper
area tendency. These two ‘terminal’ tendencies together produce growth of
the whole network, which is also a tendency caused by adaptive condition,
and produce similarity of historical and functional orders. These two effects
are of great importance, therefore, the tendency of terminal predominance of
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additions is considered to be their cause because it is representative of the
mechanism which contains both the ‘terminal’ tendencies.

The cost is an independent cause of terminal predominance of additions as
well as of the simplification of deeper part which in this case defines one
tendency because there is one underlying mechanism. However, cost must
cooperate with the adaptive condition, which remains the first main cause
of the observed tendencies. Cost can be treated as a more radical form of
adaptive condition.

4.3 Similarity of Historical and Functional Orders

These tendencies result in the growth of a system at its end (end of signals
way through network) but if we always add new elements at one end of the
linear structure, then this end becomes much younger than the opposite one.
Let us introduce a parameter H as ‘historical order’ - it splits the current set
of network nodes into 8 equal parts in the order of sequence of additions of
nodes. H = 1 describes the oldest part of nodes and H = 8 - the youngest
one. Parameter H is similar to the stage of growth W introduced in chapter 4,
especially at the stage W = 8 but at the earlier stages they differ significantly
- a smaller network is also split into 8 parts. This similarity for N = 2000 is
shown in fig.7.6.

The mechanisms described above should produce similarity of functional (de-
scribed by D) and historical (H) orders. We have checked this expectation -
the results are shown in fig.7.1-2. For aggregate fig.7.1 (- on the left ) shows
this statistical condition for the same set of simulation as fig.6.1-4. We observe
close similarity between the historical and the functional order. Nodes added
at the earlier stages of evolution of the network occupy deeper, i.e., earlier
parts of the structure, near inputs of the system. Case ‘4n’ (s = 4 without
cost) differs from the rest of simulations - it is extreme, as we conclude above.
Due to the close similarity of results of the rest of simulations we show them
together. The results for aggregate with and without feedbacks are depicted
with continual (aa) and dashed (an) lines respectively.

For Kauffmamn networks (fig.7.2 - on the right) this condition is more com-
plex. As can be expected the case s = 8 without cost (8b) is here an extreme
one and manifests an opposite condition. There appears a similarity of func-
tional and historical order for the case 64b in the shallow area but deeper we
find an opposite dependency and these two parts are similar there. For the
special case se$n (without any cost, extremely high s for damage spreading
and s = 64 for fitness, shown in [12] in fig.6.e and f) the main form is similar
to the previous one but the part of ‘typical’ (like in aggregate) dependency
is higher (70%) and stronger, and the remaining part is smaller and weaker.
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Fig. 7. Recapitulation tendency elements. (1,2) Similarity of historical H and func-
tional D order. (3,4) Stability of nodes’ functioning. Random levels are depicted.
(5,6) Additions near system outputs. Compare to P (D) in fig.5. H is the sequence
of addition of a given node to the network. The same set of simulations as in fig.5
and fig.6. On the left (1) for aggregate with feedbacks (aa) - continuous lines, and
without feedbacks (an) - dashed lines. D is defined in fig.3. Figures (3) and (5)
(described in (3)) each simulation is depicted separately. Case 4n is also extreme.
In (5) in all other cases (than 4n) nodes are added near the output in spite of P (D)
showed in fig.5.1. On the right (2,4,6) results for Kauffman networks (sf, se and
ss), containing k = 0 and k = 1 are shown similarly to the left case. Here D is the
shortest distance to outputs and can be large, but with small probabilities, therefore
the boundaries of these probabilities are shown in (2). Here each line approximates
a group of similar cases which is described in (4). All six cases with cost (sf, se and
ss s = 8 and s = 16 denoted as ‘c’) seem very similar to each other, they exhibit in
(6) shift of the placement from an area of addition of small depth < Dc|H > to a
deeper part (< D|H > for dashed lines). For the case without cost different s cause
significant differences in results. Remember, that here cost of a blind is applied,
therefore ‘b’ is used instead ‘n’. In (6) above the H axis the connection to stages
W of growth is depicted.
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We observe the same direction for cases with cost, which enlarges the power
of a ‘typical’ dependency. This situation properly explains the competition of
two mechanisms described above: terminal modifications and deep fade-out.
Concluding - for higher s and for the case with cost we should expect sim-
ilarity of functional and historical orders especially in the shallower, larger
part of areas but deeper we should meet the opposite and weaker dependency.

Similarity of historical sequence of additions (of the nodes which now form
the system) to the functional order (which describes the sequence of signals
transformation by the system) is connected to recapitulation of phylogeny in
the ontogeny. In such an interpretation the ontogeny is described as an evolv-
ing network of transformations. Recapitulation of phylogeny in the ontogeny
is known as Haeckel’s biogenetic law which, as mentioned above (see end of
Introduction), is now disregarded because of lack of explanation (I suppose).
To show the existence of recapitulation in our model we should accomplish
the above similarity of historical an functional order by stability of function
of old nodes and by confirmation that additions have occurred close to the
outputs. Stability of function allows us to treat a particular node as the same
as in the beginning. Results are shown in fig.7.3-4 as the probability of meet-
ing the first output state at the end of evolution. Random levels are shown
for comparison.

Addition near outputs should be interpreted as addition to a form similar to
adults (phenotype) - extension of development. Such a mechanism cause of
‘pressing back’ which distinguishs recapitulation and repetition which assume
constant ontogeny stage (depth) of transformation (node). It is a result of
terminal predominance of additions and is shown in fig.7.5-6. These results
are convincing for the aa network and case with cost of Kauffman networks
which are lack of strong deep fadeout.

4.4 Tendencies in Functional and Historical Orders

The existence of similarity between the functional and historical orders al-
lows us to expect that the tendencies in historical order will be similar to the
observed ones in functional order in fig.6. However, it is problematic to define
the parameter H for the new added node - it is new and always should be
H = 8 but if we are going to describe the place of addition, not exactly the
node, then we can use H of nodes, which receive signals from the new added
node. In the aggregate there are two of them because k = 2 and we obtain
2D argument, which we can average by one of them. Each of these two inde-
pendent ‘nodes’ can be an aggregate external output, its H is also not well
defined. For aggregate external outputs we use the case H = 8 together with
other automata of H = 8. For the case of Kauffman networks this solution ap-
pears not to be accurate and we must reserve H = 8 only for network outputs.
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Fig. 8. Historically terminal modification tendency for additions (1-3,5) and re-
movals (4,6) in simulations like in the case of fig.6 and fig.7 but without 4n for
aggregate and with special case se$n. For addition in aa s = 8 the effect of cost
in exact 2D distribution is shown (1,2). In (3) distribution one dimension of H
is averaged. In (3 and 4) the share of transparent cases is shown by dashed lines
(P (a|0, H)), also the case an8c is shown as dot lines. In (5) H = 8 is for connection
to external outputs.
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Fig.8.1-3 shows the results for additions in aggregate simulations. In fig.8.1
the case without cost is shown. We can observe flat horizontal dependency
on some non-zero level, only for H = 8 there is a significantly higher value.
When we look at fig.8.3 we get explanation of this non-zero level - these
are transparent automata shown here as dashed lines and described as 0 in
P (a|0, H). We have discussed transparent automata in chapter 3.4 together
with their questionable interpretation bases. In order to reject them we in-
troduce cost, which radically lowers the common level practically to zero, as
we can see in fig.8.2.

Definition of H for removals is clear but different than for additions, there-
fore, we cannot complete one historically terminal modifications distribution
and we must depict additions and removals separately. In fig.8.4 distributions
of P (a|H) for removals are shown and the share of transparent automata in
these distribution is indicated with a dashed line.

In fig.8.3 and fig.8.4 the case 8c for an is shown as a dot line. It looks simi-
larly. In fig.8.5 and fig.8.6 results for se and ss are shown. In these cases when
the new node was added, k was always equal to 1 and then the argument is
1D, not 2D as above but outputs of networks have not well defined H and
we separate this case as H = 8.

In all obtained results shown in fig.8 we can state a strong tendency of his-
torically terminal additions and removals separately. Note, that ‘terminal ad-
ditions’ is here a part of terminal modifications but it not corresponds with
Weismann’s terminal additions. Due to the described problems of definition
of parameter H for addition we have not checked the balance of additions
and removals in H dependency (which corresponds with Weismann’s terminal
additions).

5 Conclusion

Adaptive condition as a condition of growth in the evolution of a wide range
of networks types causes ‘structural tendencies’ such as: ‘terminal modifica-
tions and conservation of early area’, ‘terminal predominance of additions
over removals’ and also ‘simplifications of early area’. In networks with vari-
ous node degree ‘deep fade-out’ is observed. ‘Tendency’ is defined as an effect
of adaptive condition in some distribution of change parameter - a property of
developmental changes. These change parameters are connected to the topol-
ogy of network - its structure. ‘Terminal’ and ‘early’ are here understood in
the sense of functional order but in the case of the ‘terminal modifications
and conservation of early areas’ tendency they can be also understood in the
historical sense (in the sense of the sequence of node additions). The growth
of whole network is (except Kauffman networks with cost) not assumed, it
is also a tendency, which means - it is an effect of the adaptive condition.
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These ‘structural tendencies’ are usually strong in the range of parameters
expected by interpretation.

Adaptive condition is defined basing on network’s output signals in the long
period of network function between consecutive changes of network. The al-
gorithm prepared for simulation experiments uses some special simplification
to omit the problem of periodic attractors, which usually appear as outputs
of functioning networks with feedbacks. The role of feedbacks is checked -
they are not necessary to obtain similar tendencies.

There are two different mechanisms based on the adaptive condition which
leads to the tendencies discussed in this chapter.

First of these mechanisms is based on symmetrical assumptions for additions
and removals of nodes. It is clearly visible for simple aa network. For sf, se
and ss networks which are much richer in different phenomena it is concealed
by the strong competitive mechanism of deep fadeout on nodes with k < 2.
This first mechanism for terminal modification tendency is an effect of cone
of influence and coefficient of damage propagation. For the terminal predom-
inance of additions tendency and for simplification of deeper part it is an
effect of the parameter describing the ability of a network area to accepted
removal of a node, which in turn depends on the modification speed of this
area and on the sets of possibilities for drawing addition and removal. This
mechanism needs chaos and is stronger above the complexity threshold. This
threshold of complexity (see my previous article in this book) is a phase
transition to chaos (exhibition of matured chaotic features) during network
growth. It is observed on the assessed outputs of the system in distribution of
damage size as two peaks for very small and very large changes and near zero
in-between. Feedbacks, which lead to technical and interpretative problems,
help to reach faster the complexity threshold and an area where this mecha-
nism works. However, this mechanism is ‘gentle and defenceless’. Strong deep
fadeout is a winner for small s. Defensive methods directed against the ‘par-
asite’ k = 0 nodes like cost of a blind (ch.3.2) or conversion of connection
pattern for sf to se network (ch.3.3) are too weak. Most nodes in the ‘node
society’ become ‘lazy’ (k < 2) for scale-free network and the effect disappears.

The second mechanism is simple, ‘brutal, strong’, but effective. It is the cost
condition which we discuss as a separate condition cooperating with the adap-
tive condition, although it is actually only a stronger version of the adaptive
condition. It is not so interesting from the philosophical point of view because
to generate the most interesting ‘predominance of addition over removing’
tendency it is based on unsymmetrical assumptions for addition and remov-
ing. Consequently, we do not obtain the asymmetry from model as above,
we simply assume it in the first place. However, this assumption is a sensible
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and adequate one in the typical case. This mechanisms does not need chaos
- it also works in ordered regime. In aa network it also helps to clean up
the ‘malingerers’ - the transparent nodes. This ‘cleaning’ exposes the main
working mechanism and makes it more effective. However, this strong mech-
anism encounters a problem with deep fadeout and k = 0 nodes in it, which
dramatically limits the growth speed increasing the share of nodes which are
available for removing.

We consider adaptive condition as one of the most ubiquitous conditions
of the development of real functioning networks and, therefore, its effects
should be interesting and important for the design of new networks and for
understanding of the existing ones, including biological objects evolved under
Darwinian mechanism. This is the topic of this paper and, therefore, we limit
ourselves to a few most important tendencies but this new area is much richer
with similar phenomena.
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Summary. This work adresses the dynamics and complexity of the
Hindmarsh-Rose neuronal mathematical model. The general aim is the study
of the asymptotic behaviour of neuron networks. In this paper, the analysis of
these networks uses the synchronization theory via connections between neu-
rons which give rise to emergent properties and self-organization. Our results
lead to a classical law which describes many natural or artificial self-organized
complex systems. This has been performed using numerical tools.

Key words : Hindmarsh-Rose model, synchronization, complexity, emergent
properties.

1 Introduction

Also called nerve cells, neurons are the most important cells of the nervous
system. The Hindmarsh-Rose model (HR hereafter), see [7,8], describes the
dynamics of the membrane potential in the axon of a neuron with a three
dimensional system of nonlinear first order differential equations which read
as,

⎧⎨
⎩

ẋ = y + ax2 − x3 − z + I
ẏ = 1 − dx2 − y
ż = ε(b(x − xc) − z)

(1)

While x describes the membrane potential, y describes the exchange of ions
accross the neuron membrane through fast ionic channels and z the exchange
of ions through slow ionic channels.
I is the applied current while ε is a recovery variable, which is very small. This
last parameter controls the slow motion of the neuron activity. Parameters
a, b, d are constants experimentally determined and xc is the equilibrium
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x-coordinate of the two dimensional Hindmarsh-Rose system composed of
the first two equations of (1) with z = 0 and I = 0.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. System (1) for a = 3, b = 4, d = 5, xc = −1

2
(1 +

√
5), I = 3.25 and

ε = 0.001. (a) Time series (t, x), (b) (x, y, z) view.

In this paper, we mainly study synchronization motions of coupled HR sys-
tems which can be chaotic for some parameters choices. See for exam-
ple [5, 6, 10, 16], or [9, 14, 15, 17] in which the behaviour bursting, spiking
chaos or adding bifurcation are studied. For the reader convenience, let us
recall that synchronization is a phenomenon characteristic of many processes
in natural systems and nonlinear science. It has remained an objective of
intensive research and is today considered as one of the basic nonlinear phe-
nomena studied in mathematics, physics, engineering or life science. Several
different regimes of synchronization have been investigated by many authors,
see for example [1, 4, 11, 12, 13].
This word has a greek root, syn = common and chronos = time, which means
to share common time or to occur at the same time, that is correlation or
agreement in time of different processes.
Thus, synchronization of two dynamical systems generally means that one
system somehow follows the motion of another. A lot of research has been
carried out and, as a result, showed that even chaotic systems could synchro-
nize when they are coupled. Many researchers have discussed the theory, the
design or applications of synchronized motion in coupled chaotic systems.
A broad variety of applications have emerged, for example to increase the
power of lasers, to synchronize the output of electronic circuits, to control
oscillations in chemical reactions or to encode electronic messages for secure
communications. Here are some synchronization regimes,

• Identical (or complete) Synchronization, which is defined as the coinci-
dence of states of interacting systems,

• Generalized Synchronization, which extends the identical synchronization
phenomenon and implies the presence of some functional relation between
two coupled systems; if this relationship is the identity we recover the
identical synchronization,
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• Phase Synchronization, which means driving of phases of chaotic oscilla-
tors, whereas their amplitudes remain uncorrelated,

• Lag Synchronization, which appears as a coincidence of shifted-in-time
states of two systems.

Hereafter, for all numerical experiments, we use HR system with the following
coordinates changes, see [3], y = 1−y, z = 1+I+z, d = a+α, c = −1−I−bxc.
From this change of coordinates, we obtain,

⎧⎨
⎩

ẋ = ax2 − x3 − y − z
ẏ = (a + α)x2 − y
ż = ε(bx + c − z)

(2)

Let us consider a network composed by n HR neurons. These neurons are
coupled by their first variable xi. A model of this network is given by,
⎧⎨
⎩

ẋi = ax2
i − x3

i + yi − zi − h(xi, xj), i �= j, i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ..., n
ẏi = (a + α)x2

i − yi

żi = ε(bxi + c − zi)
(3)

In the case of a network of n neurons linearly coupled, the coupling function
h is chosen as,

h(xi, xj) = kn

n∑
j=1

cijΓ (xj) (4)

in which the synaptic coupling Γ is a linear function, Γ (xj) = xi − xj , for
i = 1, 2, ..., n. Parameter kn represents the coupling strength and Cn = (cij)
is the n × n connectivity matrix,

{
cij = 1 if i and j are connected, i = 1, ...n, j = 1, ...n, i �= j
cij = 0 if i and j are not connected.

This matrix Cn can be symmetric or not, so that unidirectional or bidirec-
tional coupling are possible.

In the case of a network of n neurons nonlinearly coupled, the coupling func-
tion h is given by [3] and reads as,

h(xi, xj) = (xi − V )kn

n∑
j=1

cijΓ (xj) (5)

in which the synaptic coupling Γ is a nonlinear function with a threshold as
given,

Γ (xj) =
1

1 + exp(−λ(xj − Θ))
(6)
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where Θ is the threshold reached by every action potential for a neuron and
λ is defined in [3].
As in the case of linear coupling, parameter kn corresponds to the synaptic
coupling strength. Parameter V is the reversal potential and must be larger
than xi(t) for all i and all t since synapses are supposed excitatory.
We have chosen the situation in which each neuron has the same number of
inputs from other neurons. Indeed, according to [3], it is a necessary condition
for the synchronous solution to exist. Therefore, the synaptic connections we
use have to be bidirectional. The Cn matrix should be symmetric and in our
case, Cn = 1n − Idn where 1n = (1)nn and Idn = (Id)nn is the identical
matrix.

The following parameters are fixed as follows throughout this paper,

a = 2.8, α = 1.6, c = 5, b = 9, ε = 0.001 (7)

V = 2, λ = 10, Θ = −0.25 (8)

Interactions between nerve cells are possible thanks to synapses. The word
synapse has a greek root, syn = common and haptein = to touch, which
means connection. This is the functional contact part which exists between
two neurons or between a neuron and another cell (muscular cell, sensorial
receptor, ...). It operates the conversion of an action potential fired by the
presynaptic neuron into a signal in the postsynaptic cell. Usually, two different
types of synapses are discerned, which are,

• the chemical synapse, widely majoritary, which needs some neurotrans-
mitters to transmit information,

• the electrical synapse, in which the signal is transmitted electrically
through gap-junctions.

The size of the synaptic cleft is characteristic of one or the other kind of
synapse. In the case of electrical synapses, this synaptic cleft is about two
nanometers, while it can reach from ten to forty nanometers in the case of
chemical synapses.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the coupling function
between mathematical neurons is a linear function in order to represent elec-
trical synaptic connections. In this section, we firstly assume that neurons
are identical and then, we assume that they are slightly different. In section
3, the same steps are followed with a nonlinear function in order to study
chemical synaptic connections.
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2 Property emerging from synchronization with a
linear coupling

In this paper, the asymptotic behaviour is studied only by numerical analysis
in various regions of the parameter space commonly used in the litterature.
We have done the numerical computations very accurately in double preci-
sion and for different variations of parameters. In order to obtain reliable
numerical results, the step size has been chosen to be equal to 10−4 and the
first 106 steps are discarded to avoid the transient regime.

2.1 Coupling identical HR neurons

The first step is to consider the asymptotic behaviour of two neurons lineraly
coupled. Therefore, we numerically study system (3) with coupling function
(4) for n = 2. The connectivity matrix C2 and the graph of the network are
given in figure 2.

C2 = 12 − Id2 =

[
0 1
1 0

]

Fig. 2. Bidirectional connection scheme for two neurons and the connectivity ma-
trix C2.

This gives the six-dimensional system representing two bidirectionaly coupled
HR neurons given in (9),

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ẋ1 = ax2
1 − x3

1 + y1 − z1 − k2(x1 − x2)
ẏ1 = (a + α)x2

1 − y1

ż1 = ε(bx1 + c − z1)

ẋ2 = ax2
2 − x3

2 + y2 − z2 − k2(x2 − x1)
ẏ2 = (a + α)x2

2 − y2

ż2 = ε(bx2 + c − z2)

(9)

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the (x1, x2) phase portrait of system (9) while
making the coupling strength k2 increase after a certain period of time. For
low values of this coupling strength, the behaviour of x1 is really different
from the one of x2, whereas when this coupling strength is large enough, x1

and x2 behaviours become synchronous.
We observe that synchronization motion between the first variable x1 of
one neuron and the first variable x2 of the other, i.e : x1 = f(x2) (here,
f(x) = Id(x)), appears for a coupling strength k2 ≥ 0.376. For every coupling
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Fig. 3. Phases portraits for system (9) showing x2 according to x1 for the coupling
strength (a) k2 = 0.2, (b) k2 = 0.25, (c) k2 = 0.36, (d) k2 = 0.376. For two neurons
linearly coupled, the synchronization threshold for the coupling strength is about
k2 = 0.376.

strength larger that this value of k2, x1 and x2 remain synchronous. This
phenomenon is also observed for variables y and z, for the same values of
parameters. Therefore, this synchronization is total.

In the case of three neurons, the connectivity matric C3 and the graph of the
network are given in figure 4.

C3 = 13 − Id3 =

⎡
⎣ 0 1 1

1 0 1
1 1 0

⎤
⎦

Fig. 4. Bidirectional connection scheme for three neurons and the connectivity
matrix C3.

System (3) with coupling function (4) for n = 3 reads as,
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ẋ1 = ax2
1 − x3

1 + y1 − z1 − k3(x1 − x2) − k3(x1 − x3)
ẏ1 = (a + α)x2

1 − y1

ż1 = ε(bx1 + c − z1)

ẋ2 = ax2
2 − x3

2 + y2 − z2 − k3(x2 − x1) − k3(x2 − x3)
ẏ2 = (a + α)x2

2 − y2

ż2 = ε(bx2 + c − z2)

ẋ3 = ax2
3 − x3

3 + y3 − z3 − k3(x3 − x1) − k3(x3 − x2)
ẏ3 = (a + α)x2

3 − y3

ż3 = ε(bx3 + c − z3)

(10)

As shown in the case of two neurons, figure 5 shows the evolution of x1

according to x2 for system (10) while making the coupling strength increase.
For low values of this coupling strength, the behaviour of x1 is really different
from the one of x2, whereas when this coupling strength is large enough, x1

and x2 behaviours become identical.
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Fig. 5. Phases portraits for system (10) showing x2 according to x1 for the coupling
strength (a) k3 = 0.1, (b) k3 = 0.2, (c) k3 = 0.24, (d) k3 = 0.255. For three linearly
coupled neurons, the synchronization threshold of the coupling strength is around
k3 = 0.255.

If figure 5 only shows the (x1, x2) view of the phase portraits of system
(10), a similar phenomenon is observed for between x1 and x3. Therefore,
the minimum coupling strength k3 to exhibit synchronization between the
first variables x1, x2 and x3 of three HR neurons is about k3 = 0.255. Once
again, we observe also this phenomenon for the variables y and z for the same
numerical values of parameters. This is a synchronization threshold.

There are different possible ways for coupling four, five or more neurons.
However, as we already said, we consider the case in which each neuron is
connected to all the others. Therefore, there is a unique possible connection
scheme.

Here, we consider system (3) with coupling function (4) for n = 4, n = 5,
n = 6, n = 7, n = 8. Figures 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 show the connection graphs
of the network and the connectivity matrix Cn respectively in the case of 4,
5, 6, 7 and 8 neurons coupled all together.

Fig. 6. Bidirectional connection scheme for four neurons. The connectivity matrix
C4 is C4 = 14 − Id4.

Figures 7, 9, 11, 13, 15 show the evolution of the (x1, x2) phase portrait while
making the coupling strength increase in the case of 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 neurons
coupled all together using the coupling function given in (4). These phase
portraits are plotted after a period of time. These figures show x2 according
to x1, but the same motion is observed comparing the behaviour of the first
variable of the other corresponding variables.
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Fig. 7. x2 according to x1 when four neurons are connected for the coupling
strength (a) k4 = 0.1, (b) k4 = 0.15, (c) k4 = 0.18, (d) k4 = 0.191. Minimum
coupling strength to observe synchronization between variables xi and xj , yi and
yj , zi and zj (i = 1, ..., 4, j = 1, ..., 4, i �= j) when coupling four neurons is
k4 = 0.191.

Fig. 8. Coupling five neurons. The connectivity matric C5 is C5 = 15 − Id5.
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Fig. 9. x2 according to x1 when five neurons are connected for the coupling strength
(a) k5 = 0.05, (b) k5 = 0.11, (c) k5 = 0.14, (d) k5 = 0.152. Minimum coupling
strength to observe synchronization between variables xi and xj , yi and yj , zi and
zj (i = 1, ..., 5, j = 1, ..., 5, i �= j) when coupling five neurons is k5 = 0.152.

Fig. 10. Coupling six neurons. The connectivity matrix C6 is C6 = 16 − Id6.
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Fig. 11. x2 according to x1 when six neurons are connected for the coupling
strength (a) k6 = 0.03, (b) k6 = 0.05, (c) k6 = 0.1, (d) k6 = 0.122. Minimum
coupling strength to observe synchronization between variables xi and xj , yi and
yj , zi and zj (i = 1, ..., 6, j = 1, ..., 6, i �= j) when coupling six neurons is
k6 = 0.122.

Fig. 12. Coupling seven neurons. The connectivity matrix C7 is C7 = 17 − Id7.
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Fig. 13. x2 according to x1 when seven neurons are connected for the coupling
strength (a) k7 = 0.025, (b) k7 = 0.05, (c) k7 = 0.1, (d) k7 = 0.104. Minimum
coupling strength to observe synchronization between variables xi and xj , yi and
yj , zi and zj (i = 1, ..., 7, j = 1, ..., 7, i �= j) when coupling seven neurons is
k7 = 0.104.

Fig. 14. Coupling eight neurons. The connectivity matrix C8 is C8 = 18 − Id8.
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Fig. 15. x2 according to x1 when eight neurons are connected for the coupling
strength (a) k8 = 0.05, (b) k8 = 0.07, (c) k8 = 0.08, (d) k8 = 0.088. Minimum
coupling strength to observe synchronization between variables xi and xj , yi and
yj , zi and zj (i = 1, ..., 8, j = 1, ..., 8, i �= j) when coupling eight neurons is
k8 = 0.088.

Synchronization thresholds of the coupling strength we obtained are summa-
rized in table 1.

n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

kn 0.376 0.255 0.191 0.152 0.122 0.104 0.088

Kn 0.303 0.202 0.151 0.121 0.101 0.086

Table 1. Tabular summarizing minimal coupling strength kn to observe syn-
chronous motion of n neurons, with n = 2, ..., 8 when coupling identical HR neurons
using the linear function (4). Kn is the theoretical value of coupling strength ob-
tained with the heuristic law given in (11).

In this tabular, the first column shows the number n of neurons in the net-
work. The second column shows the numerical results we obtained while the
last column shows the theoretical results obtained thanks to the heuristic law
we observed,

Kn =
k2

0.62 ∗ (n − 1)
(11)

Figure 16 (a) uses table 1 to show kn versus n (dots) and Kn versus n (solid
lines). Figure 16 (b) shows the curve obtained plotting Log(Kn) according
to Log(n).
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Fig. 16. (a) Minimum coupling strength kn to observe a synchronous behaviour
of n neurons, according to the number of neurons in the network (dots) plotted
together with Kn = k2/(0.62(n−1)) (solid line). (b) Log(Kn) according to Log(n).

The curve of figure 16 (b) corresponds to a classical law (for n large enough)
which can describe many self-organized complex systems, like earthquakes
(for 1000 earthquakes of magnitude 4 on Richter scale, there are only 100
of magnitude 5 and 10 of magnitude 6), linguistics (for 1000 occurrences of
“the” in an english text, there are only 100 occurrences of “I” and 10 of
“say”), urban systems (big cities are rare and small ones are frequent in an
exponential way).

2.2 Coupling non-identical HR neurons

In this subsection, the same coupling function (4) is used to study the asymp-
totic behaviour of networks composed of HR neuron which parameters are
slightly different from one another. Indeed, in nature, it is not realistic to
assume that a neuron network is composed of exactly identical neurons. We
then make all parameters vary slightly from one neuron to another. Let pi be
a generic way of writing every parameters of neuron i (i.e. ai, αi, bi, ci). The
variation of parameters from one neuron to another is defined as in (12). It
has been choosen around e = 10−4,

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

pi = p1 + (1 +
i

2
10−1) × e, i = 2j, j = 1, 2, 3, 4

pi = p1 + (1 − i − 1
2

10−1) × e, i = 2j + 1, j = 1, 2, 3
(12)

With these variations of parameters from a neuron to another, we obtain the
following tabular (Table 2) of minimal coupling strength to obtain synchro-
nization, and figure 17 showing a similar law as given in figure 16.
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n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

kn 0.376 0.252 0.192 0.152 0.127 0.11 0.092

Kn 0.303 0.202 0.151 0.121 0.101 0.086

Table 2. Tabular summarizing minimal coupling strength kn to observe syn-
chronous motion of n neurons, with n = 2, ..., 8 when coupling slightly distinct
HR neurons using linear function (4). The difference between neurons is around
10−4.

(a) (b)

Fig. 17. (a) Minimum coupling strength kn to observe a synchronous behaviour
of n neurons according to the number of neurons in the network n (dots) plotted
together with Kn = k2/(0.62(n−1)) (solid line). (b) Log(Kn) according to Log(n).

Then, in order to make the difference between neurons bigger, the variation
is chosen as done in (12) with e = 10−3. With these variations of parame-
ters from a neuron to another, we obtain the following tabular (Table 3) of
synchronization thresholds, and figure 18 showing a similar law as previously
presented.

n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

kn 0.4 0.275 0.210 0.170 0.130 0.115 0.098

Kn 0.351 0.234 0.175 0.140 0.117 0.100

Table 3. Tabular summarizing minimal coupling strength to observe synchronous
motion of n neurons, with n = 2, ..., 8 when coupling slightly distinct HR neurons
using linear function (4). The difference betwenn neurons is around 10−3.
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Fig. 18. (a) Minimum coupling strength kn to observe a synchronous behaviour
of n neurons according to the number of neurons in the network (dots) plotted
together with Kn = k2/(0.57(n−1)) (solid line). (b) Log(Kn) according to Log(n).

3 Property emerging from synchronization with a
nonlinear coupling

3.1 Coupling identical HR neurons

For n = 2, system (3) with the sigmöıdal coupling function h defined as in
(5) and Γ defined as in (6) reads as,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ẋ1 = ax2
1 − x3

1 + y1 − z1 − (x1 − V )k2
1

1 + exp(−λ(x2 − Θ))
ẏ1 = (a + α)x2

1 − y1

ż1 = ε(bx1 + c − z1)

ẋ2 = ax2
2 − x3

2 + y2 − z2 − (x2 − V )k2
1

1 + exp(−λ(x1 − Θ))
ẏ2 = (a + α)x2

2 − y2

ż2 = ε(bx2 + c − z2)

(13)

For n = 3, system (3) with the coupling function h defined as in (5) and Γ
defined as in (6) reads as,
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ẋ1 = ax2
1 − x3

1 + y1 − z1 − (x1 − V )k3

( 1

1 + exp(−λ(x2 − Θ))
+

1

1 + exp(−λ(x3 − Θ))

)

ẏ1 = (a + α)x2
1 − y1

ż1 = ε(bx1 + c − z1)

ẋ2 = ax2
2 − x3

2 + y2 − z2 − (x2 − V )k3

( 1

1 + exp(−λ(x1 − Θ))
+

1

1 + exp(−λ(x3 − Θ))

)

ẏ2 = (a + α)x2
2 − y2

ż2 = ε(bx2 + c − z2)

ẋ3 = ax2
3 − x3

3 + y3 − z3 − (x3 − V )k3

( 1

1 + exp(−λ(x1 − Θ))
+

1

1 + exp(−λ(x2 − Θ))

)

ẏ3 = (a + α)x2
3 − y3

ż3 = ε(bx3 + c − z3)

The same numerical experiments as in the previous section lead us to table
4, in which theorical coupling strength Kn given by the heuristic law (14) is
also presented,

Kn =
k2

(n − 1)
(14)

n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

kn 1.26 0.63 0.5 0.3 0.24 0.21 0.17

Kn 0.63 0.42 0.315 0.252 0.21 0.18

Table 4. Tabular summarizing minimal coupling strength kn to observe syn-
chronous motion of n neurons, with n = 2, ..., 8 when coupling identical HR neurons
using linear function (4) and the coupling strength obtained with the heuristic law
given in (14).
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Fig. 19. (a) Minimum coupling strength kn to observe a synchronous behaviour
of n neurons according to the number of neurons in the network (dots) plotted
together with Kn = k2/(n − 1) (solid line). (b) Log(Kn) according to Log(n).
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As the previous numerical results show, the synchronization threshold follows
the heuristic law,

Kn = k2/(n − 1) (15)

This result has been first presented in [3].

3.2 Coupling non-identical HR neurons

In this subsection, the coupling function (5), with Γ defined as in (6), is
used to study the asymptotic behaviour of networks composed of coupled
HR neurons, the parameters of which are slightly different from one another,
as in subsection 2.2. The variation of parameters from one neuron to another
is defined as in (12) with e = 10−4. With these different neurons, we obtain
the following tabular (Table 5) which gives the synchronization thresholds
from two to eight coupled neurons. The obtained results are similar to those
we observed in the previous section. They show the same heuristic law given
by equation (15). These results plotted figure 20.

n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

kn 3.8 1.8 1.2 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.2

Kn 1.9 1.26 0.95 0.76 0.63 0.54

Table 5. Tabular summarizing minimal coupling strength kn to observe syn-
chronous motion of n neurons, with n = 2, ..., 8 when coupling slightly distinct
HR neurons using the nonlinear function (5) Γ defined as in (6). The third column
shows the coupling strength obtained with the heuristic law given in (15).
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Fig. 20. (a) Minimum coupling strength kn to observe a synchronous behaviour
of n neurons according to the number of neurons in the network (dots) plotted
together with Kn = k2/(n − 1) (solid line). (b) Log(Kn) according to Log(n).
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4 Conclusion

Emergence and complexity refer to the appearance of higher-level properties
and behaviours of a system that obviously comes from the collective dynam-
ics of that system’s components, see [2]. These properties are not directly
deductable from the lower-level motion of that system. Emergent properties
are properties of the ’whole’ that are not possessed by any of the individual
parts making up that whole. For example, an air molecule is not a cyclone,
an isolated species does not form a food chain and an isolated neuron is
not conscious : emergent behaviours are typically novel and unanticipated.
Thus, if a synchronization phenomenon is exhibited in a neuron network, it
may develop some kind of consciousness. This is an emergent property which
comes from the collective dynamics of n neurons. Moreover, as given in figure
(19), as the number of neurons n increases, the synchronization threshold kn

decreases. Consciousness is more important when the number of neurons is
larger.
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Validation Of A Distributed ‘SmartSpace’

Architecture Through Simulation
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Summary. The use of formal methods in software and systems development
has advantages but often suffers from difficulty in applying such methods and
the visualisation of the results. We show here that the use of a light-weight
formal specification language - Alloy - and the use of simulation traces similar
to that of scenario explorations with object-diagrams in UML can be effective
in understanding the behaviour of such systems at analysis and design-times.

Keywords: Simulation, Validation, Formal Specification, Alloy

1 Introduction

The abundance of personal, mobile devices such as mobile phones or laptop
computer with significant computational power, large memories - both tem-
porary and persistent, multi-tasking operating system and with high-speed
wireless communication facilities such as UMTS, WLAN and Bluetooth pro-
vides the potential for a sophisticated, distributed computation environment
which we term a ‘SmartSpace’ [24].
Based loosely upon the original Linda communication model, blackboard ar-
chitectures and now Tuple-spaces based computation environments [27,6]have
been researched and developed for an extensive period of time. Indeed some
of the principles can be found in communication models such as Linda and
also in some sophisticated AI work. Later blackboard architectures have been
proposed as models for agent systems and suggested as bases for Semantic
Web [4] architectures [18]. While there exist a number of blackboard and
tuple-space based architecture implementations it is only now with the ad-
vent of high-speed data transfer mobile communications and the ubiquity of
mobile [25] and embedded devices with the addition of semantic web capabil-
ities (cf: semantic gadgets and infrastructure [19])that these types of system
can start to be fully exploited.
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We have developed [24] an architecture based upon an augmented black-
board system for the linking together of processes running upon various
mobile devices though the notion of a ‘knowledge space’ (cf: [14]) in a dy-
namic semantic web context. The blackboard model is augmented to provide
a publish-subscribe mechanism with the notion of passing facts (items of
knowledge) rather than messages. This provides us with an implicit commu-
nication method. the motivation for this work was to investigate the provision
of information sharing between heterogeneous clusters of devices (including
mobiles).
We chose to use as the development method for this particular system a
pragmatic formal approach using the Alloy specification language [23]. Alloy
was chosen for the ease of use, its ability to specify dynamic systems and its
suitability for producing execution traces and analyses which are more akin
to how many engineers visualise a system. In addition the Alloy language has
a closer semantic correspondence with defacto standard languages such as the
ubiquitous UML [9,2,11]. In some previous projects have used languages such
as B in isolation for the development of such systems with varying results [22]
due to the strictness of the B-Method approach.
In this paper we describe our ‘Smart Space’ system concepts through the
use of a domain modelling approach and formalisation in Alloy along with
various simulations of the operations of that system. We then make discussion
on the validation of the demarcation or policy structure used in that system
and following this describe how these models are integrated and simulated.

2 Smart Space Domain Model

The SmartSpace System provides a method for concurrently running agent-
like processes known as Nodes to interact with SmartSpaces which provide
publish-subscribe mechanisms across a space-based communication environ-
ment in which are contained facts represented using the Resource Description
Framework (RDF). Figure 1 shows the structure of this described using the
UML class diagram notation.
Applications are constructed from dynamic combinations of Nodes at design
and run-times across multiple, heterogeneous devices. Nodes interact with
the SmartSpace through Sessions which provide facilities for the Node to
add and remove facts and also subscribe and query for patterns of facts.
Sessions can also provide additional pre/post-processing of the information
as well as other functionalities relates to encryption and security. They also
are used to hide the underlying communication mechanisms and technologies.
The SmartSpace itself manages the facts and input and requested for by
the Nodes. These facts however are pieces of information which means that
the normal rules of message passing as one normally sees in a Linda-type
system do not apply - communication here is through implicit communication
as a form of publish/subscribe. Typically in a Linda system the messages
are either unordered (set based) or ordered (queue based) with duplication
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Fig. 1. SmartSpace System Domain Model

allowed and consumption of the messages explicit. We modify this to work
with information which behaves in our current implementations according to
the rules of the well-formed semantics.
In order to interact with a SmartSpace various mechanisms to associate
Nodes and SmartSpaces together are utilised. A Node may actively search
for SmartSpaces through a discovery mechanism and once a SmartSpace has
been found a Node may then request to explicitly join that SmartSpace. Sim-
ilarly a SmartSpace may actively search for Nodes and subsequently invite
those Nodes into the SmartSpace.
In addition to this there are various criteria which a Node has to satisfy in
order to join a SmartSpace. A SmartSpace can be demarced by any number
of criteria (fig.2) such as the positioning, acceptable security and identity
credentials, and so on. In order for a join operation to be successful a Node
must comply with these demarcation requirements.
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Fig. 2. Demarcation Model in UML

3 Simulation and Validation of the Domain Model

In order to validate the requirements of the system we constructed a descrip-
tion using the Alloy specification language [15]. This description being based
upon the model in figure 1 and abstracted to concentrate on the key concepts
in that model; the resultant domain model is shown in figure 3 which corre-
sponds to the Alloy specification below (Note the relationship to Time which
is explained in due course):

sig SmartSpace {

aware_of : Node set -> Time,

facts : Fact set -> Time }

sig Node {

discovered : SmartSpace set-> Time,

memberOf : SmartSpace set-> Time,

sessions : Session set->Time }

sig Session {

target : one SmartSpace,

buffer: Fact set -> Time }

sig Fact {}

A number of invariants are associated with this model which control more precisely
the relationships between the instances of these signatures - in UML one would use
OCL for this purpose but this is rarely done in practice due to the lack of support
for OCL and its analysis in the UML context.

fact NodeMemberOfDiscovery {

all t:Time, n : Node | n.memberOf.t in n.discovered.t }
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Fig. 3. Abstracted Domain Model

fact NodeSessionsSpaceCommutativity {

all t:Time, n: Node | (n.sessions.t).target in n.memberOf.t }

fact NoFinSe{

all se:Session,t:Time | #(sessions.t).se=0 => #buffer=0 }

fact FactsNotSharedAmonstSessions{

all f:Fact, t : Time |

lone se:Session |

f in se.buffer.t }

fact NoSessionWithoutNode {

all n:Node, t:Time |

no se:Session |

se not in n.sessions.t }

This model is then augmented by the addition of the notion of time and a method
for ordering events through time as a trace; it is this ability to simulate particular
traces that allows us to explore particular interesting scenarios.
The traces are constructed depending upon the needs of that simulation run. We
can provide a description of an empty initial state (the predicate init... denoting
this is commented out in the specification below) which is used when we wish to
simulate whether it is possible to reach a certain state, otherwise we let the Alloy
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tool choose any suitable starting state which admits the events we wish to run.
In this case it is not guaranteed that the said starting state is reachable from an
empty initial state though we can check for this. An example trace predicate that
admits any starting state and one explicit event per time step is given below. If we
wish to admit more than one event per time step then we change the statement
one e:Event to some e:Event.
Time is modelled as linear time or a total order of time points - Alloy provides a
library for ordering which includes notions of first, next, previous and last over the
given signature. Time has no meaning beyond this ordering and the syntactical use
of the name ‘Time’ - no granularity nor duration is implied.

open util/ordering[Time] as TO

sig Time {}

fact Traces {

-- init [first]

all e:Event |

e.t’ = e.t.next

all x: Time - last |

one e:Event | e.t = x }

pred init (t: Time) {

no aware_of.t

no discovered.t

no memberOf.t

no sessions.t

no facts.t }

The second modelling choice is to choose the amount of concurrency: we can choose
at each step in time to simulate a single event or potentially multiple events occur-
ring simultaneously; generally we choose the former for simplicity in reading the
resulting traces. Furthermore when expressing the pre and post-conditions of the
events we are free to decide on the extent of the frame-rule [5] for those events.
In a sequential, atomic semantics as seen in languages such as B/EventB [1] the
frame-rule is explicit and states that ‘nothing else happens’ however in the case
of a distributed system with many points of concurrency this can prove too re-
strictive and mean that some interesting properties and situations may be lost; the
disadvantage of this being that with concurrency it can be difficult to see what is
supposed to happen with the parts of the system you are specifically interested in.
Furthermore restricting the concurrency, especially in the distributed system, at
specification-time has deep architectural implications later on in the development
with regards to synchronisation protocols across the system.

3.1 Behaviour Simulation

The events upon the model were expressed as first class signatures in their own
right leading to a structure based upon the responsibility and scope of the event.
All events are expressed across two points in time: t and t’, from this are derived
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specialisations with additional parameters and constraints or frame-rules if neces-
sary as shown by the NSessFact Event abstract signatures:

abstract sig Event {t,t’:Time}

abstract sig NSessFact_Event extends Event{

n:Node,

se:Session,

f: one Fact }

{ only_NseF[t,t’,n,se] }

pred only_NseF ( t,t’:Time, n:Node, se:Session){

let others = Node - n {

others <: discovered.t’ =

others <: discovered.t

aware_of.t’ :> others =

aware_of.t :> others

others <: memberOf.t’ =

others <: memberOf.t }

}

The two concrete events used in this example are given below. The first states that
when a fact is sent by a node to a space via a given session that the session is
‘owned’ by that node, the fact is not a duplicate of a fact already in the buffers and
the fact does not already exist in the system a whole. These facts appear strange
but ensure that this operation selects a new fact that has not already been used in
the system to this point. The result of this event is to add that fact to the buffer
of the session.

sig SendFact extends NSessFact_Event{}

{

se in n.sessions.t

all sessions:Session |

f not in sessions.buffer.t

all s : SmartSpace |

f not in s.facts.t

se.buffer.t’ = se.buffer.t’ + f

}

The following event checks that the given buffer is not empty in the before-state
and in the after-state ensures that the buffer of that session is empty and that the
facts formerly held in the buffer are transferred to the space.

abstract sig SchedulerSession_Event extends Event{

se: Session,

ss: SmartSpace }{}

sig SchedulerTakeFacts extends

SchedulerSession_Event{}

{

#se.buffer.t > 0
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ss.facts.t’ = ss.facts.t + se.buffer.t

no se.buffer.t’

}

To drive the simulation one instructs Alloy to ‘run’ for a number of time steps
without any preference to which events should occur; this provides an idea of how
the system might behave. Typically we look for particular scenarios such as when
a Node sends a fact via some Session and the SmartSpace scheduler collects the
waiting facts from that Session’s buffer (see event declarations above) as shown in
the following example.

run { some e:SendFact, f:SchedulerTakeFacts,

s:Session | e.t’ = f.t and e.se = f.se

and #s.buffer.(e.t)>2

and s.buffer.(e.t) in s.buffer.(f.t)

} for 5 but 3 Time,2 Session

We also restrict this simulation run to where the session buffer at the start contains
more than two facts already and that nothing else changes the state of the buffer
in the meantime - at least nothing is removed and perform this for a maximum of 5
objects of each type, 3 points in time (number of events + 1 at least) and 2 sessions
(for convenience). From this we obtain three models1 one for each point in time:
figures 4,5 and 6.

Fig. 4. Simulation (1) - Time 0

It is seen from this simulation that all the facts are indeed transferred across to the
SmartSpace and nothing is left in the Node’s buffer. If no trace is found then Alloy
generates a counter-example which then details where the trace fails.
Note that Alloy only checks a finite state space and is used in according with the
principles of the ‘small scope hypothesis’ [3] which states that most errors can be

1 Actually only one model is produced but we project over the Time to obtain
graphs for each of the time points individually
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Fig. 5. Simulation (1) - Time 1

Fig. 6. Simulation (1) - Time 2

found within small examples and that it is more effectively to perform systematic
validation with smaller scopes than to work with fewer tests over larger scopes. Our
experience has been that given the size of events and structures that these events
are operating over simulation each one in small cases provides a much larger body
of easily comprehensible information rather than having to understand the results
of one much larger and longer simulation.
We can explore traces related to concurrency by weakening the trace predicate to
admit more than one event per time step but running the same query - an example
simulation then produces the models as in figures 7,8 and 9.
In this case we have a more complex example generated with two sessions both
of which have populated buffers. It is interesting to node the during the course
of sending Fact4 to the buffer of Session0, Fact3 is removed. This may be due to
an error in the specification or a concurrent action removing the fact from the
buffer. In this case we are confident that another event is occurring. Note that
our declarations of the event only state what must be true before-hand and what
must be true afterwards, we state nothing about other changes and the atomicity
or transactional properties of the event and in this case the model in figure 8 is
correct with respect to this. We can choose to restrict the concurrency by explicitly
‘locking’ the buffer during this operation through expression of a frame-rule for
this particular event and then rerun the simulation to check the outcome - the
results of this simulation would be that the situation seen above would not occur
as we would have enforced the atomicity of the event. As we are constructing a
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Fig. 7. Simulation (2) - Time 0

Fig. 8. Simulation (2) - Time 1

Fig. 9. Simulation (2) - Time 2

distributed system, enforcing atomicity over multiple nodes implies signalling and
synchronisation protocols which may not be possible and/or desirable to write.
A similar but even more dramatic situation occurs during the course of the second
event resulting in figure 9 where as before the fact is transferred from the buffer
to the SmartSpace but also facts are removed from the buffer of the unrelated
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Session1. Again this is due to the concurrency/frame-rule issues which may again
be desirable to keep weak thus improving the concurrency properties of the system
as a whole. To adequately investigate this further simulation runs under differing
conditions would of course need to be run.
This is a good example of the small scale hypothesis where it is possible to see the
effects of the concurrency in a restricted domain where it is easily decidable whether
the concurrency and its effects are desirable. This is something that is extremely
difficult or even impossible to ascertain when presented with much larger models
where the difference is difficult to distinguish.

4 Demarcation Model

The demarcation model in figure 2 describes using the UML class structure the
data structures involved in the policy mechanism by which Nodes are validated
before admission to a given SmartSpace. Translation of this UML model into Alloy
is straightforward in a similar manner to before. This model can be seen in figure
10 along with some of the invariants:

Fig. 10. Demarcation Model Structure

fact UnaryExpressionsHaveOneArgument{

all u : UnaryDemarcationExpr | #u.args = 1 }

fact BinaryExpressionsHaveTwoArguments{

all u : BinaryDemarcationExpr | #u.args = 2 }

fact DemarcationFunctionsAreLeafNodes

{

all d : DemarcationFunction | #d.args = 0 }

fact ExpressionTree

{
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all u : DemarcationExpr | u not in u.^args

all u : DemarcationExpr | u not in u.^~args

all u : DemarcationExpr | u not in u.args }

fact AllDemarcationsContainDemarcationFunctions

{

all n : Node | Demarcation in n.demarcation.^args

}

Alloy presents us with the ability to generate particular instantiations of this model;
an simple example of which is shown in figure 11.

Fig. 11. Demarcation Model Instantiation Example

Through the visualisation of this model we can easily see what particular com-
binations are possible. By further constraining the model we can disallow certain
combinations, for example, locations and identities may not appear in the same de-
marcation. Obviously as further subtypes of the demarcation functions (specialisa-
tion of location etc) are added then these models and their constraints become more
complex. If we over-constrain a model Alloy provided us with a counter-example
demonstrating that particular case.

5 Integration of Models

Our development has progressed with two separate models of differing parts of the
system, though it can be seen from figure 2 that there is a relationship between
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these models. Obviously some integration must be performed and the integration
itself must be validated. The integration also implies a development step in the
model and in this case the joining mechanism between a Node and Space must be
updated to admit this policy mechanism.
The first step that must take place is changing the join operation by adding a
precondition to check the correspondence between the Node’s credentials and the
demarcation properties of the Space. A join may only occur if the node is not a
member of that particular space and the respective policies match. We also ensure
that the node has also discovered the space before-hand and if all of the above are
true then the node becomes a member of that space.

sig JoinSmartSpace extends NSS_Event{} {

policyCheck[n,ss]

ss not in n.memberOf.t

ss in n.discovered.t

n.memberOf.t’ = n.memberOf.t + ss

}

policyCheck(n:Node,ss:SmartSpace) {

n.demarcation in ss.demarcation

}

For the purposes of simulation and ease of specification we do make a simplification
at this stage and ignore the various logical operations that could occur over the de-
marcation policy - hence the trivially simple policy check predicate. As the purpose
of the simulation is to visualise potential situations and understand the join opera-
tion in the presence of policy information we consider this to be acceptable2. Indeed
experience has shown that overloading the specification with precise details at this
stage - especially when the simulation is to be presented to both engineers and
non-engineers alike - just complicates the discussion about the system as a whole
rather than concentrating on the essentials of the operation under investigation.
Alloy in the successful case will generate two points in time for the before and after
states of the successful join operation as shown in figures 12 and 13. If we continue
the time steps after this event we notice that the system behaves as previously.
A more thorough check would involve simulating the cases previously without the
demarcation criteria and comparing them more deeply.
We can also force the system to check if join is possible if the demarcations do not
match. In this case as the specification suggests and the simulation run demon-
strates no successful instantiation of the model in this circumstance is possible.
Of course successful integration of the models also means careful modelling at sim-
ilar abstraction levels though this is an area where Alloy helps because of the
simplicity and style of specification. In the case here the work required to ‘bind’
the two models together involved understanding that the concept of Node in both
was the same, the addition off a predicate to strengthen the join event and also to
add a link to a demarcation structure from the Space.

2 for the moment - again simple (simplified) and small examples
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Fig. 12. Join Event with Demarcation - Time 0

6 Related Work

The use of formal methods in software engineering is not new - and Alloy has
compelling examples of industrial usage3 - however the use of more pragmatic
methods which do not rely on an absolute strict method of constructing the models
coupled with the ability to ‘execute’ or simulate models is less frequent.
As a comparison work made as part of the EU Rodin project [7] utilising models
written in the B/EventB languages and coupled with the CSP [13] language to
drive those models using the tool ProB [20] is very much in the same manner as
explained here.
One major difference is that the use of CSP means that we are driving the model in
a very specific way: we are stating that we wish to see if the model admits the trace
as specified by the CSP rather than asking the model if such a trace is possible
at all rather than from a particular given state. This means we can not explore
individual states for their correctness - this being proven by the theorem prover
before-hand - but checking now the overall progress of states occurs and whether
that particular trace is admissible.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

Unlike existing solutions from formal methods tools in the software engineering
domain, Alloy allows simulations and the visualisation of those simulations of the

3 http://alloy.mit.edu/publications.php
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Fig. 13. Join Event with Demarcation - Time 1

behaviour of a system in a manner that is more compatible with the industrial
environment . That is, systems work by single stepping through the actions over
a period of time. This coupled with Alloy’s much freer form of specification - one
where the underlying action system is not constrained by a preconceived action
semantics with additional constraints such as frame-rules etc makes the ability to
explore the system even in the presence of concurrency and additionally makes the
simulation even in potentially distributed environments more tractable.
Of course, other formal methods and languages have supporting tools such as
Z/EVES [8], ZANS [16] etc, the most relevant of these is the aforementioned ProB
tool. B/EventB however suffers from the fact that there is a strict development
method and particular semantics attached that makes it unsuitable or at least
more difficult and unnatural in our development environment for producing the
kinds of simulations shown here.
One particular advantage of Alloy’s style of specification and simulation is that it is
very similar to the ubiquitous UML language extensively used within industry. The
traces that Alloy produces are almost identical to the use of scenario exploration
with object diagrams that are employed in a similar manner to those described
in [21,10]. UML however does not have any suitable simulation tools that scale to
industrial use well, though a mention should be made of the USE tool [12] which
does support in part the OCL which is used in conjunction with the UML for
formally expressing actions.
The failure of UML to sufficiently express behavioural properties is known and
the over reliance on state diagrams without semantics (or specific tool based se-
mantics) by some methods is a major problem. Beyond expressing the static (class)
structure and very general behavioural aspects with responsibility-based design, the
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UML provides little to offer. UML’s state diagram and static structure diagrams
(mistaken for SDL-like block diagrams) are not sufficient. There are very few tools
that are capable of analysing models written using the UML - even static analysis
is not generally supported expect in some specific cases - again this is an area where
formal methods (due to their very nature) have an advantage.
Regarding the overall effect of such a simulation the development of our software, as
described in [26], any analysis of the system made early in the development flow has
advantages - more detailed discussions of the results can be found in (specifically) [23]
and [22]. In this case Alloy affords us the ability to simulate in a more explorative way
than competing formal tools. For the engineer, the ability to see the effects of the
operations allows much earlier feedback and subsequent modifications to the design
coupled with a greater understanding of what is trying to be achieved and indeed
does counteract some of the myths of formal development [17].
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Summary. Public transport systems are generally organized in a static, a
priori way. In such systems, the demand must be adapted to the offer. In this
paper, we propose a model based on self-organization in order to dispatch
a fleet of vehicles in a purely dynamic Transportation On Demand system
(TOD). Our proposal consists in a decentralized approach and a multi-agent
system (MAS) to model the environment. This will tackle the problem of ve-
hicles over-concentration or the lack of service in certain areas of the city. We
demonstrate that our model addresses these problems by providing vehicle
agents, for a given request, to make the final decision thanks to a negotiation
process and to calculate overcosts according to an original insertion heuristic.

Keywords: transportation on demand, vehicle routing problem, collective intelli-
gence, self-organization.

1 Introduction

Growing environmental concerns are linked to the difficulties of management of
urban traffic. They lead to the creation of new solutions improving mobility in ag-
glomeration. Current public transportation systems are determinist and based on
frequencies and routes fixed in advance. They are built starting from opportunity
studies and are not very adaptive to a request that can change in time: the demand
has to adapt to the offer. It is thus advisable to complete the urban transportation
services by flexible systems being more adapted to the individual needs. We propose
a Transportation On Demand (TOD) system which must adapt to users need in
real time. It must allow to generate an important reduction in the traffic and to
offer a maximal quality of service to reduce the cost of exploitation. Lastly, it will
be the basis for a decision support system, computing vehicle tours in real time, a
service which is not offered by the traditional transportation systems. The stake of
this article is to study the possibility of the installation of a TOD system to satisfy
the requests of the customers at any moment, by distributing the load inside the
fleet of vehicles in order to achieve the goals mentioned previously. This system will
adjust dynamically to the customers demand. The scenario of the execution starts
with the first customer request which appears randomly in a place of the city. It
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sends a request indicating his departure point and his destination. The resolution
consists in choosing the best located vehicle to satisfy the passengers already on
board this vehicle as well as the new request by optimizing its rate of filling with
respect to the maximal capacity, its time and cost of travel.

First of all, we will present some previous work of similar problems. Then, we will
define the data of our problem. We will present our approach and the preliminary
results related to the initial tests to finish by a conclusion and some perspectives.

2 Previous Works

The general problem of the construction of vehicles routes is known under the
name of Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) and represents a combinatorial problem
of multi-objective optimization which was the subject of many works and many
alternatives in the literature. It belongs to the NP-hard category [2,10]. In its basic
version, the VRP problem (see figure 1) models a well known transportation prob-
lem which consists of pickup (and/or collect) products to serve a set of customers
using a fleet of vehicles. The resolution consists in determining a set of routes which
minimizes objectives as well as possible as the total traveled distance, the number
of vehicles used and the sum of customers delays [8].

Fig. 1. Vehicle Routing Problem

A complete state of the art of the VRP problems in the static context, and in
particular, the dynamic one and their applications is given by [9]. In [13], the
Dynamic VRP (DVRP) problem was treated. The resolution consists in dividing
time execution into slices. The DVRP problem will be a succession of VRP static
problems. An ant colony algorithm was developped to solve these static problems.
When it is about the problem of VRP with pickup and delivery of goods, one speaks
about PDP (Pickup & Delivery Problem). The Dynamic PDP problem was studied
by [6]. The authors adopted a multi agent approach. The conversation between
agents was based on the Contract Net Protocol. The clients demand arrival was
claculated with basis on Poisson distribution. A Dial-A-Ride Problem (DARP)
is an extension of the PDP in which the transportation of goods is replaced by
the transportation of people [4, 7]. Since we talk about people transportation, the
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DARP focuses better than the PDP on the satisfaction of these people. We can
distinguish between a static or dynamic version of the DARP although the difference
is not always strict. Indeed, in the static case, some reservations can be canceled
at the last minute, which implies a degree of dynamism while in the dynamic case,
most reservations are known a priori before planning [1]. The problem is then, in
general, treated as a succession of static sub-problems [3]. An application in the
urban transport related to the bus on demand was developped in [12]: a customer
can give a time window in which he wishes to be served, instead of departure
or arrival, but not both at the same time. Some requests are known in advance
and other ones can arrive during the execution. The authors adopted a solution
based on an insertion heuristic which gave interesting results with short execution
time . This problem is known as the Dynamic Dial-A-Ride Problem (DDARP) with
several places of pickup and delivery. In [11], the DARP problem was treated online
by considering a homogeneous fleet of vehicles with unit capacities, i.e. a vehicle
having a passenger on board, cannot serve another one except if it reached the
first passenger destination. To our knowledge, the dynamic DARP is rarely studied
and does not exist in its purely dynamic version. The problem we deal with in this
paper is original, because the requests are dealt with in real time: we dispose of
a purely dynamic case. This dynamicity is due to the fact that no reservation is
known in advance. Moreover, traditional techniques suppose to have a central which
knows vehicles positions and their planned routes (the central receives customers
requests, calculates new vehicles routes and orders vehicles to service customers).
Moreover, these techniques suppose a perfect knowledge by the central of the states
of the vehicles (including breaks, breakdowns, communication problems) in real
time, which is not realistic and can involve expensive calculations in time. That’s
why we adopt a decentralized approach (except for the new client request reception)
to face this kind of problems; since embarked system is now standardized.

3 Proposed dynamic model

3.1 Problem Description

The model tries to arbitrating between different constraints.
Each user wishes:

• To minimize the waiting time once his demand is accepted,
• To reach his destination, respecting his desired deadline.

Each vehicle tries:

• To maximize its rate of filling by changing an already planned route to service
a new request,

• To deal with the evolution of the traffic load and especially unexpected events
(accidents, a road becomes blocked up, new roads) and historical events: the
system must be adapted to learn about repetitive events to predict similar ones
in the future,

• To negotiate with the other vehicles in order to choose the best proposal to
serve each new request.
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The system tends, as well as possible, to pair users and vehicles by arbitrating and
adjusting the previous constraints. The system is not centralized but emerges from
the fleet of vehicles.
We propose an agent-oriented approach. The system is composed of the following
agents: V ehicle, Interface and Client. The scenario of the execution is described as
follows: a user connects to the system via a given support (service call, Web server.),
it is then instantiated by a Client agent whose function consists in representing it in
the system. The user indicates his departure point and his destination as indicated
previously. Thus, the Client agent enters in interaction with the Interface agent
(see figure 2).
The latter broadcasts the request of the user to other V ehicle agents located in an
environment which is modelled in the following section. Our model is specific by
the fact that the requests are not dealt with batch but in ”real time”.

Fig. 2. UML Sequence Diagram showing interactions between the actors of the
system

3.2 Environment modeling

We represent the urban network by a directed dynamic graph G(t) = (V (t); E(t))
where V (t) is the set of nodes and E(t) the set of arcs:

• The nodes represent interesting places of the network: crossroads, stations, cin-
emas, commercial centers

• The arcs represent the roads taken by the vehicles,
• The weight on each arc represents the needed time to cross this arc, depending

on the current load of the traffic,
• Dynamic aspect relates to the weights of the arcs, which can evolve in time,

according to the evolution of the fluidity of circulation. It can be related to the
apparition and/or disappearance of arcs.

Customers are associated to a node or vehicles, which are themselves on nodes or
arcs. The size of the population of users and vehicles is variable in time, to obtain
a day/night simulation mechanism. Once a temporal model of the population of
users is established, the population of vehicles must be established accordingly, in
order to have a satisfying average rate of occupation for vehicles.
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3.3 Offer and dynamic choice

Our model is based on two simultaneous phases, an offer phase and a choice phase.
We want to establish an agreement between the proposals for a transport and the
needs of the customer. This is done according to a mechanism of negotiation. A key
element of the system is pairing vehicles and customers. Which vehicle is the best
for servicing a given request? Who determines it and how? How a vehicle knows if
it has been selected to service a new demand? These questions are not independent.
The best vehicle corresponding to each user will be selected; it must minimize the
additional effort �C to service the customers. To know this additional effort, a
vehicle calculates, on the one hand, the total cost (in time) of its current route,
that of the route to discharge the current passengers and charge already planned
ones. On the other hand, a vehicle calculates also the cost of the new route to
service actual passengers by including the new one. The difference between the two
costs is the additional effort or overcost.
Each customer request is diffused to all vehicles. When receiving a new request, each
vehicle calculates its overcost to service the request and diffuses it to all the fleet.
Then, it compares the received answers to its overcost. It orders the received offers
and broadcasts the head of list. Finally, the determined winner is the one being the
most times ranked first in the received answers. Ideally, one could exempt these last
phases: if the diffusion is perfect, all the fleet will obtain the correct classification
directly. But, because of non perfect diffusion, we proceed to this additional phase
after a possible problem (a vehicle crossing a tunnel for example), and this to be
sure that all the vehicles agree on the winner vehicle wich will take the passenger.

3.4 The scheduling algorithm

The vehicle agents carry out the principal work of planning, and this thanks to
the evaluation of the insertion of a travel (source and destination) in such a way
to respect the deadlines of the existing passengers in the vehicles. The insertion
heuristic is inspired from the ADARTW one [5]. For each vehicle, a scheduling block
always starts with the first customer on its way and ends when the last customer
reaches its destination. The following figure illustrates the insertion of a customer
in a scheduling block of a vehicle having two customers on board (C1; C2) and
going to servicing another client (C3) with an already planned route. Each one has
a departure point (preceded by a + in figure 3) and a destination (preceded by -).
In a block related to a vehicle already containing N clients, corresponds K = 2N
stops (2 stops per client) and (K + 1)(K + 2)/2 insertion possibilities when its
pickup point must precede its delivery point.
In the example of the figure 3, the vehicle can insert the third client X with (4 +
1)(4 + 2)/2 = 15 possibilities. For a vehicle V with a maximal capacity Qv, the
number of possibilities nbPossibil increases to ((Qv−1)∗2+1)((Qv−1)∗2+2)/2 =
Qv(2Qv−1) in the worst case. The complexity of the ADARTW for a new insertion
is nbPossibil ∗ (2Qv − 1) ∗ Θ(m + nlog(n)) = Qv(2Qv − 1)2 ∗ Θ(m + nlog(n))
in the worst case; n and m are the number of nodes and arcs of the graph and
Θ(m+nlog(n)) is the complexity of the Dijkstra algorithm to calculate the shortest
path in a graph. The objective function MinZ = �C represents the minimal
overcost due to a new client insertion. �C depends on the following variables:
additional time to service the new demand, current capacity (number of clients on
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Fig. 3. Insertion heuristic

board) and proximity of the vehicle from the customer. If two or many vehicles give
the same value of the overcost for the same customer, the one having the minimal
capacity wins this customer. If they have also the same capacity, the winner is the
nearest one (in distance).

3.5 Self-organization

The dynamic and nondeterministic aspect of the problem can lead to concentrations
of demands in certain zones which are more attractive and may cause a lack of
service elsewhere. Indeed, the downtown area, for example, will be a zone of strong
attraction at certain hours of the day whereas certain suburban zones become badly
serviced. The waiting time of clients in such a zone will then be very important. We
thus have chosen to possibly degrade the performances in the attractive zones in
spite of having a better service in other areas to avoid any lack of service. Several
solutions are possible:

• Injecting some vehicles in the existing fleet but that can violate constraints
related to environmental objectives, we could have else a maximum filling of
the vehicles,

• A hierarchical centralized resolution which is opposed to the decentralized model
we adopt and not very realistic,

• The use of self-organization mechanisms. We chose the last way for its dis-
tributed, local and adaptive characteristics.

Fig. 4. Attraction of vehicles to zones
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Thus, we define zones of attraction within the graph to which the vehicles are at-
tached. These zones will evolve either geographically (the number of node they cover)
or according to the number of attached vehicles. These zones have a multi-scale rep-
resentation by using learning techniques since the vehicles acquire information on the
road network state and are able to send the information to the graph.
When a vehicle leaves its zone, it will be penalized in its overcost function which
increases while it moves away. This constitutes an exerted attraction force so we
can imagine a spring fixed on the zone center by an extremity (see figure 4) and a
vehicle is attached to its other extremity. If this fights against the change of a vehicle
zone, it does not prohibit the vehicle from changing its zone. Indeed, the vehicle
can gain the bid for a demand coming from another zone. When a vehicle leaves its
zone, it can negotiate a change of zone with others. In figure 4, the vehicles V 1 and
V 2 exchange their zones. This part of the modelisation is under developpement.

4 Simulation

Multi-agent proposed architecture was developed by using the REPAST Simphony
(Recursive Porus Agent Toolkit Simulation) multiagent platform written in Java
which focuses on social simulation [14]. This platform developed by the Argonne
laboratory of the University of Chicago, inherits main functionalities from SWARM
platform (into Objective C) and offers several advanced functionalities:

• Built-in 2D, 3D, and geographical information systems (GIS) support and tools,
• Automated connections to enterprise data sources: relational databases, GIS

and to external programs for statistical analysis and visualization of model
results,

• Provides information about the state of each agent,
• A scheduler which supports concurrent discrete events in a sequential or parallel

way.

As mentioned previously, the calculation of an overcost related to a new request, is
done by each vehicle. At a time step, if a vehicle receives a request, it collects the
other vehicles answers (overcost of the other vehicles) and compares their overcost
to its own, broadcasts a winner message (if he is the winner), vehicles and the
concerned customer before going to service him, as described in 3.3 and detailed in
algorithm 1.

5 Preliminary results

We have implemented our model on a graph with 50 nodes, 7200 time steps, with
4-passenger-seat vehicles. The customers appear at random places and hours, and
give random destinations. In the table below, the optimal cost column indicates
minimal total time to service all the customers from their departure until their
destination nodes. The cost column represents the real time in which we serviced all
customers. The client optimal itinerary column indicates the itinerary time average
of the served clients. Variation per client is the percentage of difference between
the two costs. Filling indicates the interval in which the capacity has oscillated.
We notice that the first results are very encouraging. The variation between real
cost and optimal cost is not important if we take into account the time to park an
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Algorithm 3: Taking into account of a new customer by each vehicle
for each vehicle v ∈ fleet do

while not end of route do
message = consultation of message box;
if message! = empty then

if message ∈ client request then
computation of the overcost according to ADARTW for
temporary insertion of the client in the route;
broadcast overcost;

else
if message ∈ overcost then

sort overcost;
if all overcosts are arrived or timeout started then

winner = head (overcosts);
else

store the winner;
if all winners are arrived or timeout started then

winner = generally quoted winner;

if winner == v then
modify route;

Vehicle Clients Served Optimal Cost Client optimal Variation Served Rate of
number number Clients cost itinerary per client Clients % filling

4 227 227 4409 4878 19.42 10.6% 100% 0 → 4
4 47 47 7324 7922 155 8.2% 100% 0 → 4
8 357 315 26745 29381 85 9.8% 88% 0 → 4
8 200 142 16066 17243 113.14 7.31% 71% 0 → 4

Table 1. Some results of simulation

individual vehicle in the real life case and the cheaper price proposed to customers
in collective transportation. We remark that, for a given number of vehicles and
a given period of simulation (7200 steps in the above tableau), our model gives
better results with a limited number of clients having long itineraries than with a
big number of clients having short itineraries. It is because of the supplementary
time due to satisfy all clients which is more important in the case of a big number of
clients. The simulation must be improved: probabilistic model for the population of
customers, better statistics for filling . . . The self-organization mechanism is under
development.

6 Conclusion and perspectives

In this paper, we presented a Transportation On Demand system which is purely
dynamic, in an environment in perpetual change. We have adopted a decentral-
ized approach based on the optimization and negotiation between vehicles. To face
the lack of service in certain zones or the over-concentration of vehicles in cer-
tain other zones, we have proposed a self-organizational model which can adapt to
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the environmental changes. The obtained results are encouraging and the phase of
self-organization is under development. We will continue our work by the complete
validation of the proposed model.
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Summary. In regions with an extensive waterway network intermodal trans-
port including inland navigation is a good alternative for unimodal road
transport. Intermodal transport networks exhibit an increased complexity
due to the inclusion of multiple transport modes, multiple decision makers
and multiple types of load units. A discrete event simulation methodology is
proposed to understand the network dynamics and analyze policy measures
with the intention of stimulating intermodal barge transport. The simulation
model allows to quantify a number of network properties resulting from the
interaction of freight flows. The intermodal hinterland network of the port of
Antwerp serves as the real-world application in this study. Various aspects in
the modelling process are discussed and a first potential policy is analysed.

1 Introduction

In this paper a discrete event simulation methodology is developed to capture and an-
alyze the interactions in intermodal freight transport networks. Macharis and Bon-
tekoning [6] define intermodal transport as the combination of at least two modes of
transport in a single transport chain, without a change of container for the goods,
with most of the route travelled by rail, inland waterway or ocean-going vessel and
with the shortest possible initial and final journeys by road. Intermodal transport
may include various transport modes. Our aim is to analyze the performance of in-
termodal networks including inland navigation and road transport. In regions with
an extensive waterway network, such as Western Europe, intermodal transport in-
cluding inland navigation is a good alternative for unimodal road transport.
Intermodal planning problems are more complex due to the inclusion of multiple
transport modes, multiple decision makers and multiple types of load units. In this
paper an intermodal freight transport network is modelled with the objective to un-
derstand the system and analyze various network configurations. The complexity
of the intermodal transport system makes it impossible to describe all interactions
by a mathematical model. Because of this increased complexity and the required
level of detail, discrete event simulation is the appropriate tool of analysis. A simu-
lation model is created to support decisions in intermodal transport at the strategic
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level. The role of complex systems models in strategic decision making is discussed
in [5]. The authors indicate that simulation models are appropriate to interpret
the structure of a complex system. As stated in [3], the notions of emergence and
emergent properties are not well defined. Emergent properties arise at a particular
level of system description by virtue of the interaction of relatively simple lower-
level components. The simulation model will allow to quantify a number of network
properties resulting from the interaction of freight flows, as presented in section 2.5.
Another example of modelling transportation networks as complex systems can be
found in [10]. The objective of the authors is to study the emergence of hierarchies
in the network.
Simulation models have been widely used to optimize the design of intermodal ter-
minals. For example, Rizzoli et al. [9] present a simulation tool for the combined
rail/road transport in intermodal terminals. Parola and Sciomachen [8] describe a
strategic discrete event simulation model to analyze the impact of a possible future
growth in sea traffic on land infrastructure in the north-western Italian port system.
We develop a simulation model that covers the hinterland waterway network of a
major port in Western-Europe in order to analyze effects of future policy measures
for intermodal container transport. A first policy related to the consolidation net-
work is presented in this paper. Various studies discuss consolidation strategies for
intermodal transport by rail, see for example [2] and [7]. [3] presents and evaluates a
consolidation strategy for intermodal transport by barge, based on a marginal cost
model. In our simulation model the operations of the inland navigation network
are modelled in detail. This enables us to examine ex-ante what the effects of a
certain consolidation strategy will be and to take into account interaction effects in
container flows. In the future, the model will also be used to analyze other policies
related to intermodal barge transport. The simulation model is part of a larger
decision support system for intermodal transport policy making which will not be
discussed here.

2 Modelling Methodology

In this section the methodology to model the hinterland waterway network is de-
scribed. First, the main characteristics of the intermodal network under investiga-
tion are given. Next, the conceptualization of the network is developed. The inputs
and outputs of the simulation model are discussed. In the final subsection special
attention is given to the functioning of the locks.

2.1 Intermodal Transport Network

The intermodal hinterland network of the port of Antwerp serves as the real-world
application in our study. In Belgium three regions of origin can be identified in the
network. The first group of container terminals is situated along the Albert Canal
towards the eastern part of Belgium. A second region of origin is located in the
central part of the country, connected to the port of Antwerp by the Brussels -
Scheldt Sea Canal. The third group of intermodal container flows originates in the
basin of the Upper Scheldt and the river Leie. All intermodal container terminals
organize shuttle services either to the port of Antwerp or to the ports of Rotterdam
and Amsterdam. Two clusters of sea terminals can be identified in the port area of
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Antwerp. Until recently the main center of activity was situated on the right river
bank. With the construction of a new dock (Deurganckdok) in the port of Antwerp,
a second cluster of sea terminals emerged on the left river bank. Barges sail through
the Scheldt-Rhine connection to Rotterdam and Amsterdam. A last destination is
the port of Zeebrugge, which can be reached via Antwerp and navigation on the
river Scheldt. Table 1 summarizes all origins and destinations of shuttle services.
Shuttle services transport containers from inland terminals to sea terminals in the
port area and carry containers from sea terminals to inland destinations in a round
trip.

Table 1. Origins and Destinations

Origins Destinations

Albert Canal Antwerp: right river bank
Brussels-Scheldt Sea Canal Antwerp: left river bank
Upper Scheldt and Leie Rotterdam

Amsterdam
Zeebrugge

2.2 Conceptual Model

Three major components can be identified in the intermodal hinterland network,
as depicted in Fig. 1. The first component in the intermodal freight transport
network is the inland waterway network. The inland waterway network is made
up of terminals, waterway connections and container flows. Entities are defined as
barges which originate from the different inland terminals and carry containers in
round trips to the various ports. A second component is the port area of Antwerp.
Barges may visit sea terminals at the left river bank and right river bank in the same
round trip, go to Rotterdam or Amsterdam via the Scheldt-Rhine connection or
sail to Zeebrugge via the Scheldt estuary. On the right and left river bank, barges
queue for handling at the sea terminals. Barges moor as soon as enough quay
length is available. The handling time at the sea terminal depends on the number
of containers that need to be unloaded from or loaded into the inland vessel. In
the inland waterway network as well as in the port area multiple locks are present.
Therefore, the lock planning constitutes a third major component, which will be
discussed hereafter.
The objective of the model is to simulate possible policy measures for intermodal
barge transport. Consequences and implications can be estimated before imple-
mentation of the policy measure. Therefore, various conceptual models may be
necessary to analyze the implications of proposed policies. The conceptual model
of the current container flow is depicted in Fig. 2. At present all barges enter the
port area and visit one or multiple sea terminals.
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Fig. 2. Conceptual Model Current Situation

2.3 Assumptions

A number of assumptions are made to translate the actual intermodal network
into a discrete event simulation model. The emphasis lays on inland waterway
transport. Rail connections in the hinterland network are not taken into account.
The model further assumes a homogeneous container type and equal handling time
for each container. All main waterway connections between inland terminals and
the port area are incorporated in the simulation model. Small waterways without
inland terminals are not included in the simulation model of the current situation.
Sailing times are assumed to be stochastic and follow a probability distribution.
The average sailing time varies with the type of barge. A probability distribution
is also used to model the stochastic lockage time.

2.4 Data Requirements

All intermodal terminals in the inland waterway network were asked for information
to identify the container flows. Real data on shuttle services is used as an input for
the simulation model, constructed in the simulation software Arena. For each shut-
tle service the following information is required: which type of barge is used, which
destinations are visited and what is the average number of import and export con-
tainers for each destination. Container transport interacts with other freight flows.
Therefore, the flow of non-containerized goods on the inland waterway network is
introduced as an input in the simulation model. These flows affect the waiting times
at locks. Information is also necessary on the network connections. The waterway
administrators provided information on the number of locks on each waterway, dis-
tances between locks, average lockage times, number of lock chambers and size of
the chambers. In the port area of Antwerp three clusters of locks connect the inner
port area with the sea side. Data is required on the choice of locks when sailing in
the port area. The average quay length available for handling inland navigation at
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sea terminals gives an indication of the service capacity in the port area of Antwerp.
The port authority is asked for the average mooring time and time for loading and
unloading in order to model the service times of inland container barges in the port
area. Finally, an enquiry is made into the turnaround times of vessels and average
waiting times at locks in order to verify and validate the model.

2.5 Outputs

Table 2 gives an overview of properties measured in the simulation model. The
turnaround time of shuttles is defined as the total time necessary for a barge to sail
from an inland container terminal to the port area, visit all sea terminals and return
to the inland terminal. The turnaround time depends on the waiting times at locks
and in the port area. The outputs measured at locks are the percentage of barges
that have to wait, the number of barges that have to queue and the waiting time of
barges in the queue. In the port area the waiting time before handling is measured,
as well as the number of vessels queueing for service. A final group of performance
measures concerns the capacity utilization. In the port area this is expressed as the
average percentage of quay length occupied. In the hinterland network the average
and maximum number of barges on each network connection is recorded.

Table 2. Outputs

Shuttles turnaround time

Locks total number waiting (%)
number waiting in queue
waiting time in queue

Port area waiting time in queue
number waiting in queue

Capacity utilization quay length
network connections

2.6 Locks

The operations of locks strongly affect waiting times of barges for lockage. A number
of decision rules are defined to make the operations of the locks in the simulation
model reasonably realistic. A first decision rule relates to the size of a barge. Barges
are assigned to a lock chamber only if its size is within the allowed dimensions. Sec-
ondly, barges are assigned to the smallest lock chamber that is open. This decision
rule focuses on a rapid lockage process of barges. Smaller lock chambers have a
shorter lockage time. On the other hand, a more intensive use of larger lock cham-
bers may reduce waiting times because more barges can be serviced simultaneously.
A third decision rule is applied when no lock chamber is open in the sailing direc-
tion of the barge. In this situation the barge is assigned to the lock chamber which
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is the first available. A final decision rule concerns the closing of lock chambers. A
lock chamber is closed when there is not enough remaining space for the next barge
in queue or when no additional barges arrive within a predefined number of time
units. From interviews with waterway administrators it appears that the operations
of locks are entrusted to a lockkeeper, without fixed rules. Future research could
introduce more complex decision rules in the simulation model.

3 Analysis of Container Flows

The simulation model will be used to analyze policy measures that impact con-
tainer flows in the intermodal hinterland network and the port area of Antwerp.
In this section a first policy measure is analyzed. A potential policy might be the
introduction of an intermodal barge hub in the port of Antwerp, from which load is
distributed to the different sea terminals, as described by Konings [3]. The author
proposes to split existing barge services into a trunk-line operation in the hinterland
and collection/distribution operations in the seaport. This leads to the conceptual
model depicted in Fig. 3.

Antwerp

Amsterdam
Zeebrugge

Hub

network 
Inland waterway Port area

Rotterdam

Fig. 3. Conceptual Model Future Situation

By doing so inland barges do not have to call at multiple sea terminals. They only
visit the intermodal barge hub. The intermodal hub organizes shuttle services in the
port area to collect containers from and distribute containers to all sea terminals. In
the collection/distribution network containers with the same origin or destination
can be bundled. This enables a more efficient and prompt handling of barges at sea
terminals. When modeling the new situation, it is assumed that all containers are
collected and distributed by barge in the port area. In reality some containers might
be transferred by road when the distance between the hub and the sea terminal is
small or in urgent cases. The intermodal barge hub is located in the cluster of sea
terminals on the right river bank. A quay length of 500 metres is assumed at the hub.
To set a service level for the hub, it is required that all inland containers are delivered
within 24 hours to the sea terminals. It is further assumed that two shuttle services
are organized per day in the collection/distribution network, one in the morning
and one in the afternoon, each visiting terminals on the right and/or left river
bank. The shuttle services are carried out with vessels of a size of 96 TEU and 196
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TEU. The organization of the collection/distribution network might be optimized.
However, this setting already gives an indication of possible improvements in the
relevant performance measures. When comparing the current situation with the
new consolidation strategy, no changes are made to the schedules of the inland
terminals. It is possible that inland terminals change their departures in the new
situation. Other measures to enhance the efficiency can be further simulated. A
separate random-number stream is dedicated to each source of randomness in the
model in order to synchronize both alternatives as much as possible.
Performance measures relevant for the comparison of the scenarios are discussed
next. Ten simulation runs of 672 hours are performed. Table 3 gives the average
turnaround times of all inland terminals, expressed in hours. Inland vessels may
only sail to Antwerp (Antw) or they can make a combined trip to Antwerp and
Rotterdam (Rdam) or Amsterdam (Adam). Standard deviations are mentioned
between brackets below the average turnaround times.
Table 4 summarizes performance measures in the port area. The average and max-
imum waiting time before handling, expressed in hours, are given for the sea ter-
minals on the right and left river bank and at the intermodal barge hub. Next, the
average and maximum utilization of the quays on the right and left river bank and
at the hub are measured.
Following [4], paired-t confidence intervals are constructed to compare the results.
Table 5 presents the 95% confidence intervals for which the difference between the
current situation and the intermodal barge hub is significant.
The average turnaround times of shuttles between inland terminals along the Al-
bert Canal and the port of Antwerp are all significantly reduced. The maximum
turnaround times of these inland terminals also decrease significantly due to the
introduction of the hub. Shuttles originating from the Albert Canal can go directly
to the intermodal barge hub without needing to pass through a lock in the port
area. Shuttles from other inland terminals first have to pass through one of the locks
to reach the hub. A reduction in turnaround time is also recorded for the terminal
in Grimbergen. Table 4 shows that with an equal available quay length, shuttle ser-
vices in the collection/distribution network of the new consolidation strategy do not
have to wait for handling at sea terminals on the right and left river bank. The sea
terminals can handle inland containers more efficiently because only shuttle services
with consolidated load moor for service. The waiting time at the intermodal hub
depends on the available quay length. A quay length of 500 metres is assumed and
leads to an average waiting time of 17.82 minutes. Time windows could be negoti-
ated with the inland terminals to reduce the waiting time at the hub at peak hours.
Average capacity utilization on the right river bank decreases significantly. Finally,
table 4 reveals that at peak moments the maximum capacity utilization decreases
with 28.67% on the left river bank and with 19.67% on the right river bank. Less
quay length is necessary to handle inland containers at peak hours. These figures
demonstrate the efficiency improvements at the sea terminals in the port area. No
significant influence was found of the new consolidation strategy on waiting times
at locks in the port area. Inland barges constitute only a small part of total lock
passages.
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Table 3. Average turnaround times current situation and intermodal barge hub

Avg turnaround time Current Hub

Deurne - Antw 15.20 9.93
(0.47) (0.35)

Deurne - Antw/Rdam 22.08 22.98
(0.89) (0.29)

Meerhout - Antw 29.24 25.59
(0.47) (0.18)

Meerhout - 41.70 39.68
Antw/Rdam/Adam (0.38) (0.89)
Genk - Antw 38.97 35.94

(0.62) (0.72)
Genk - Antw/Rdam 49.89 47.24

(0.87) (0.48)
Luik - Antw 46.46 42.10

(0.34) (0.12)
Gent - Antw 20.62 19.43

(0.49) (0.42)
Wielsbeke - Antw 38.62 39.60

(0.42) (0.41)
Avelgem - Antw 41.19 40.78

(0.88) (2.10)
Avelgem - Antw/Rdam 62.69 61.89

(0.48) (0.51)
Willebroek - Antw 14.79 14.37

(0.17) (0.19)
Willebroek - Antw/Rdam 35.59 34.91

(0.39) (0.14)
Grimbergen - Antw 20.93 19.42

(0.21) (0.28)
Brussel - Antw 21.91 22.42

(0.34) (0.17)
Brussel - Antw/Rdam 40.94 40.07

(0.29) (0.42)
Herent - Antw 21.91 21.68

(0.19) (0.40)

4 Conclusions and Future Research

Intermodal freight transport networks can be seen as complex systems, showing
properties that cannot be deducted from the individual components of the network.
A discrete event simulation model is constructed to understand the network system
and analyze network configurations. Various aspects in the modelling process are
presented and network properties are discussed. Potential improvements to the
model include the introduction of more complex decision rules for the operations
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Table 4. Performance measures in the port area: current situation and intermodal
barge hub

Port area Current Hub

Avg waiting time
Right river bank 0.0629 0.0000

(0.0306) (0.0000)
Left river bank 0.0557 0.0000

(0.0115) (0.0000)
Hub / 0.2970

(0.0334)

Max waiting time
Right river bank 7.6128 0.0000
Left river bank 4.3095 0.0000
Hub / 8.4450

Avg capacity utilization
Quay Right river bank 0.1666 0.1398

(0.0017) (0.0014)
Quay Left river bank 0.1741 0.1808

(0.0017) (0.0016)
Quay Hub / 0.2682

(0.0022)

Max capacity utilization
Quay Right river bank 0.9834 0.7867
Quay Left river bank 0.9850 0.6983
Quay Hub / 1.0000

of locks. A submodel could also be introduced to integrate the intermodal terminal
planning into the simulation model.
The model will be used to make a quantitative ex-ante analysis of policy measures
to stimulate intermodal barge transport. Simulation results of a first policy are pre-
sented. The introduction of an intermodal barge hub on the right river bank leads
to a significant reduction in average and maximum turnaround times of shuttle
services originating from the Albert Canal. This implies shorter and more stable
sailing schedules for inland terminal operators along this waterway axis. However,
no significant influence is found on the shuttle services of other inland terminals.
Average capacity utilization on the right river bank decreases significantly. Inland
containers are handled more efficiently at the sea terminals due to the consolida-
tion of load in the collection/distribution network. Future simulation experiments
will investigate the effect of a hub on the left river bank or the introduction of a
multihub service model. Various scenarios may be compared to determine the most
beneficial consolidation strategy.

Acknowledgement: We thank the Belgian Science Policy (BELSPO) for their
support on our research project DSSITP (Decision Support Systems for Intermodal
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Table 5. Confidence intervals for comparing the current and new situation

Confidence interval
hub - current

Avg turnaround time
Deurne - Antw -6.9143 ; -3.6159
Meerhout - Antw -4.7188 ; -2.5713
Genk - Antw -4.8083 ; -1.2481
Genk - Antw/Rdam -5.1158 ; -0.1897
Luik - Antw -5.2091 ; -3.5234
Grimbergen - Antw -2.4003 ; -0.6144

Avg waiting time
Left river bank -0.0818 ; -0.0297

Avg capacity utilization
Quay Right river bank -0.0304 ; -0.0233

Transport Policy) in the research programme ”Science for a Sustainable Develop-
ment - call 2”, under contract number SD/TM/08A.
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Summary. Inventory systems are complex systems due to the presence of
several types of uncertainty. Furthermore, both an inventory management
policy and a forecasting method need to be chosen in inventory management.
These choices have an impact on the performance of the system and there is
an interaction between the inventory management policy and the forecasting
method. In this paper, the complexity of inventory systems is modeled for
a special type of irregular demand using a simulation model. Like this, it is
possible to predict the properties of the complete system instead of taking it
to pieces and analysing its parts.

1 Introduction

Inventory systems appear with uncertainties in demand, in lead times, in trans-
portation times, in availability of resources and in quality. Dealing with uncertainty
is an important issue in inventory management. Some of the uncertainty is due to
suppliers but some is also attributable to factors as customers or economic condi-
tions. Management decisions have to take these uncertainties in consideration.
Next to these different types of uncertainty, the behaviour and performance of an
inventory management system is influenced by the choice of both the inventory
management policy and the demand forecasting method. Futhermore, these two
factors interact with each other [8].
The impact of the uncertainties and the decisions on the performance of inventory
management systems and the interaction between the uncertainties and the deci-
sions, make the study of these systems complex. For that reason, it is necessary
to predict the properties of the complete system instead of taking it to pieces and
analyzing its parts. This is exactly one of the basic concepts of emergence [3].
In this paper, a special type of demand is examined: intermittent demand, i.e.
demand peaks follow several periods of zero or low demand. The impact of un-
certainties in demand and supply and the impact of the inventory management
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policy and forecasting method are examined for inventory systems facing this type
of irregular demand.
Because mathematical models cannot accurately describe the complex system, sim-
ulation models will be used. In preliminary research a simulation model is built and
optimised to obtain the best strategy in combining inventory decision making and
demand forecasting for intermittent demand when there is only uncertainty in de-
mand [9]. In this paper, the same simulation model is used but the assumption of no
uncertainty in supply is relaxed. First, the results of the optimal policies found for a
reliable supplier are compared to results when applying the same policies for an un-
reliable supplier. Next, a new best strategy in combining inventory decision making
and demand forecasting is determined for the situation of an unreliable supplier.
The paper starts with a short overview of the literature on inventory systems.

2 Literature review

Inventory systems have to cope with uncertainty in demand. The inventory control
literature mostly makes use of the Normal or Gamma distribution for describing
the demand in the lead-time. The Poisson distribution has been found to provide a
reasonable fit when demand is very low (only a few pieces per year). Less attention
has been paid to irregular demand. This type of demand is characterised by a high
level of variability, but may be also of the intermittent type, i.e. demand peaks
follow several periods of zero or low demands. In practice, items with intermittent
demand include service or spare parts and high-priced capital goods. A common
example of such goods are spare parts for airline fleets.
Demand forecasting is one of the most crucial aspects of inventory management [13].
However, for intermittent demand, forecasting is difficult, and errors in prediction
may be costly in terms of obsolescent stock or unmet demand [12]. The standard
forecasting method for intermittent demand items is considered to be Croston’s
method [2]. This method builds estimates taking into account both demand size and
the interval between demand occurrences. Despite the theoretical superiority of such
an estimation procedure, empirical evidence suggests modest gains in performance
when compared with simpler forecasting techniques [11]. Furthermore, the choice
of the forecasting method can have an impact on the inventory management policy
that is best used.
Studies in literature mainly focus on uncertainty in demand. In many inventory
models the continuous availability of supply at any time in the future is an implicit
assumption. However, uncertainty is also present at the supply side. This type
of uncertainty occurs in delivery time, in interruption of delivery during a certain
period, or in mismatches in order and delivery in terms of quality or quantity. In this
paper, the focus is on uncertainty in availability. The supplier alternates randomly
between an available and an unavailable state. When the supplier is available, the
order is delivered after the usual lead time. When the supplier is unavailable, the
order is executed when the supplier turns available again.
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3 Simulation model and research approach

3.1 Simulation model

The study focuses on a single-product inventory system facing demand of the inter-
mittent type. The simulation model is developed in Microsoft Excel spreadsheets
and uses VBA. The simulation model starts by generating intermittent demand as
described in the previous section. Next, the inventory system is simulated for 52
periods. At each review-time, a demand forecast and an order decision are made.
The total costs of the inventory system are determined. 10 replications are made
for each simulation run.
To generate intermittent demand, demand occurrence and demand size are sepa-
rately generated. The demand occurrence is generated according to a first-order
Markov process with transition matrix

P =

(
p00 p01

p10 p11

)
,

where p00 is the probability of no order in the next period when there has been no
order in this period and p10 is the probability of no order in the next period when
there has been an order in the current period. Individual order sizes are generated
using a Gamma distribution with shape parameter γ and scale parameter β.
The standard forecasting method for intermittent demand items is considered to be
Croston’s method. However, in practice, single exponential smoothing and simple
moving averages are often used to deal with intermittent demand. These three
forecasting methods are compared.
In this research, two periodic review models are used. The first one is the (R, s, S)
system. This means that every R units of time, the inventory level is checked. If
it is at or below the reorder point s, a sufficient quantity is ordered to raise it to
S. The second system (R, s, Q) is similar to the (R, s, S) system but uses a fixed
order quantity Q instead of an order-up-to-level S.
A deterministic lead-time L is assumed. The following costs are considered: unit
holding cost per period Ch, ordering cost Co and unit shortage cost per period Cs.
The simulation starts with an initial inventory level I0.

3.2 Experimental design

The parameters of the inventory system to optimise include both qualitative and
quantitative factors. The experimental design includes two qualitative factors: the
forecasting method and the inventory management policy. In addition, depending
on the choice of the qualitative factors, a set of quantitative factors are part of
the experimental design. If the (R, s, Q) inventory management policy is used, the
safety stock SS and order quantity Q are the parameters to optimise. If the (R, s,
S) inventory management policy is used, the safety stock SS and order-up-to-level
S are the optimising parameters. For single exponential smoothing and Croston’s
method, the smoothing parameter α is optimised and for moving averages, the
weights of the past values are optimised.
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3.3 Research approach

Because of the dependence of the quantitative factors on the choice of the qualitative
factors, we use for the optimisation the research approach described in this section.
For every combination of forecasting method, inventory management policy and
review period, the optimal values of the quantitative factors are determined. The
total costs of the inventory system are optimised using tabu search. Tabu search is
shortly described below. Once the optimal values are found, the best combination
of forecasting method, inventory management policy and review period is chosen.
Tabu search uses a local or neighbourhood search procedure to iteratively move
from one solution to the next in the neighbourhood of the first, until some stopping
criterion has been satisfied. To explore regions in the search space that would be left
unexplored by the local search procedure and escape local optimality, tabu search
modifies the neighbourhood structure of each solution as the search progresses.
The solutions admitted to the new neighbourhood are determined through the use
of special memory structures. Tabu search uses both long-term and short-term
memory, and each type of memory has its own special strategies [5,4].
One type of short-term memory is the tabu list. This list contains solutions that
have been visited in the recent past. Other tabu list structures prohibit solutions
that have certain attributes or prevent certain moves. This last type of tabu list
contains the moves that are not allowed at the present iteration in order to exclude
backtracking moves. Subsequent to each move, the opposite move is appended to
the list and the oldest move in the list is removed. To prevent this short-term
memory from preventing excellent solutions from being found, aspirations levels
are commonly introduced. The tabu status of a solution can be overruled if its
solution quality exceeds a certain aspiration level. Long-term memory is used for
both diversification and intensification of the search process. Diversification strate-
gies are used to force the search into previously unexplored regions of the solution
space. Intensification strategies are used to encourage move combinations that have
worked well in the past, or to return the search to attractive regions that have been
insufficiently explored [5].
Tabu search is a heuristic optimisation technique developed specifically for com-
binatorial problems. Very few works deal with the application to the global mini-
mization of functions depending on continuous variables. Hu [6] is the first to adapt
tabu search to continuous optimisation. However, the algorithm of Hu is rather far
from original tabu search. Siarry and Berthiau [10] propose an adaptation of tabu
search to the optimisation of continuous functions where the purpose is to keep as
close as possible to original simple tabu search. As neighbourhood of the current
solution, they perform a partition of the space around the current solution using a
set of concentric balls. Inside each ball, a random neighbour is selected. The tabu
list contains m balls, corresponding to the immediate neighbourhoods of the m last
retained solutions. Chelouah and Siarry [1] improve the algorithm of Siarry and
Berthiau [10] and propose an Enhanced Continuous Tabu Search for the global
optimisation of continuous functions. They replace the balls by hyperrectangles for
the partition of the current solution neighbourhood and add diversification and
intensification concepts to the algorithm. The method we propose here is based
on [10] and [1]. In Fig. 1, a general flowchart of the TS algorithm is shown. Two
issues must be examined: the generation of current solution neighbours and the
elaboration of the tabu list.
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GENERATION OF NEIGHBOURS

select a solution s as initial current point

INITIAL SOLUTION

apply to s available moves to generate
k neighbours not belonging to the tabu list

or exceeding the aspiration level

SELECTION

the best known point
current point; update the tabu list; update
select the best neighbour of s as the new

exhibit the best point found

condition reached?
is the stopping

yes

no

STOP

Fig. 1. General flow chart of tabu search

To define a neighbourhood of the current solution s, a set of hyperrectangles is
used for the partition of the current solution neighbourhood. The k neighbours
of the current solution are obtained by selecting one point at random inside each
hyperrectangular zone. In Fig. 2, a two-dimensional example of such a partition for
k = 4 neighbours of the current solution is given.
Once a new current solution is determined, the immediate neighbourhood of the
previous solution is added to the tabu list. This immediate neighbourhood is also
a hyperrectangle. The tabu list containts m hyperrectangles corresponding to the
m last retained solutions. A solution belonging to the tabu list can loose its tabu
status if its aspiration level is high enough. A solution becomes non-tabu if its
objective value is better that the best value obtained at that moment.
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s
s1

s2

s3

s4

Fig. 2. Partition of current solution neighbourhood

4 Experimental environment

The experimental environment contains the uncontrollable factors of the inventory
system: the costs of the inventory system and the parameters for generating inter-
mittent demand. These factors can have an effect on the results that are obtained.
The research approach described above, is executed using a single combination of
the costs of the inventory system and demand. A fractional factorial design of 16 ex-
perimental points is set up for these factors and the optimisation phase is repeated
for each experimental point.
Demand occurrence is generated using a first-order Markov process with transition
matrices:

P1 =

(
0.7875 0.2125
0.85 0.15

)

or

P2 =

(
0.5667 0.4333
0.65 0.35

)
.

They correspond with a probability of 20% to have demand in a certain period
for the first matrix and a probability of 40% to have demand in a period for the
second matrix. The size of demand is generated using a Gamma distribution with 4
different combinations of the scale parameter γ and the shape parameter β. These
values are summarized in Table 1.

Level γ β

1 6 1
2 12 1
3 3 2
4 24 0.5

Table 1. Parameters of the Gamma distribution
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The levels of the costs of the inventory system are given in Table 2. The initial
inventory level I0 equals 5.

Level Co Ch Cs

1 100 2 5
2 200 4 10

Table 2. Levels for the costs of the inventory system

The fractional factorial design is shown in Table 3. This fractional factorial design
makes it possible to determine the impact of uncontrollable factors as the cost
structure and the demand on the optimal strategy in inventory decision making
and demand forecasting for intermittent demand.

Exp Co Ch Cs Freq γ β

1 200 4 10 0.4 12 1
2 100 4 5 0.4 12 1
3 200 2 5 0.4 24 0.5
4 100 2 10 0.4 24 0.5
5 200 2 5 0.4 3 2
6 100 2 10 0.4 3 2
7 200 4 10 0.4 6 1
8 100 4 5 0.4 6 1
9 200 2 10 0.2 12 1
10 100 2 5 0.2 12 1
11 200 4 5 0.2 24 0.5
12 100 4 10 0.2 24 0.5
13 200 4 5 0.2 3 2
14 100 4 10 0.2 3 2
15 200 2 10 0.2 6 1
16 100 2 5 0.2 6 1

Table 3. Experimental design for uncontrollable factors

5 Results

Firstly, results are compared for a reliable and an unreliable supplier. For 16 combi-
nations of uncontrollable factors, the best strategy in combining inventory decision
making and demand forecasting for a reliable supplier is determined in preliminary
research (Table 4). Based on these results, it can be concluded that the uncontrol-
lable factors have an impact on the best strategy for combining inventory decision-
making and demand forecasting for intermittent demand. Furthermore, there is
interaction between these factors.
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Depending on the experimental environment, two options for optimal strategies can
be distinguished: an order-up-to level inventory management policy with an order-
up-to level equal to 1 and a reorder point equal to 0 or an inventory management
policy with a fixed order quantity Q > 1 or an order-up-to level S > 1 and a reorder
point equal to 0.
To study the impact of the uncontrollable factors in more detail, a classification
tree is constructed using the C4.5 algorithm, a well-known algorithm in data mining
( [7]). The classification three can be found in Fig. 3. Using this tree, it can be
decided which of the two strategies is best. Three factors are needed to determine
the best strategy in combining inventory decision making and demand forecasting:
the frequency of demand, the order cost and the inventory cost. If one of these three
factors is not known, the knowledge of the stock-out cost is also sufficient to make
a classification. Summarizing, it can be said that if three factors of the four just
mentioned (frequency of demand, order cost, inventory cost and stock-out cost) are
fixed, the best strategy is presented.

HIGH

S=1 S/Q>=15

S/Q>=15 S=1 S/Q>=15 S=1

Inventory cost Inventory cost

Order costOrder cost

Frequency of
demand

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH
LOW

Fig. 3. Classification tree

A good classification is necessary because there is a considerable increase in the
costs of the inventory system when using the other strategy.
This optimal strategies, found in Table 4 will also be used to determine output
measures for the inventory system with an unreliable supplier.
Tables 5 contains 95% confidence intervals (CI) for the difference in total costs
between a reliable and an unreliable supplier.
For eight of the experimental points, the difference in costs between the reliable
and the unreliable case is significant. The alternative with the unreliable supplier
has higher total costs than the one with the reliable supplier. The experimental
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Exp Best strategy

1 MA/FOQ; ROP=0; Q=25
2 ES/OUL; ROP=0; S=1
3 MA/OUL; ROP=0; S=30
4 MA/OUL; ROP=0; S=25
5 MA/FOQ; ROP=0; Q=20
6 MA/OUL; ROP=0; S=15
7 MA/FOQ; ROP=0; Q=15
8 ES/OUL; ROP=0; S=1
9 MA/FOQ; ROP=0; Q=20
10 ES/OUL; ROP=0; S=1
11 CR/OUL; ROP=0; S=1
12 ES/OUL; ROP=0; S=1
13 MA/OUL; ROP=0; S=1
14 MA/OUL; ROP=0; S=1
15 MA/OUL; ROP=0; S=15
16 ES/OUL; ROP=0; S=1

Table 4. Optimal results based on Tabu search for a reliable supplier

Exp CI

1 -150.68;149.88
2 -516.98;-248.38
3 -74.65;97.89
4 -135.08;-5.64
5 -25.81;144.886
6 -65.95;74.03
7 -103.07;139.35
8 -369.92;-144.44
9 -117.4;131.08
10 -359.4;-124.36
11 -679.87;-279.44
12 -597.74;-290.24
13 -459.96;-108.36
14 -507.49;-263.19
15 -100.16;91.3
16 -232.57;-33.19

Table 5. Confidence intervals for comparing costs of a reliable and an unreliable
supplier

points with a significant difference in costs are those experimental points for which
the best strategy for a reliable supplier has an order-up-to-level of 1. For the other
experimental points, the best strategy for a reliable supplier has an order-up-to-level
or fixed order quantity of 15 or more.
A new optimal combination of forecasting method and inventory management pol-
icy is determined for the inventory management system with intermittent demand
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and an unreliable supplier. Furthermore, the optimal settings for the safety stock
and the fixed order quantity or order-up-to-level are determined.
Table 6 shows the best strategy for the inventory system with an unreliable supplier.

Exp Best strategy

2 MA/FOQ; ROP=0; Q=18
8 MA/FOQ; ROP=0; Q=12
10 ES/OUL; ROP=0; S=1
11 CR/OUL; ROP=0; S=1
12 MA/OUL; ROP=0; S=1
13 MA/FOQ; ROP=0; Q=10
14 ES/OUL; ROP=0; S=1
16 MA/FOQ; ROP=0; Q=10

Table 6. Results of Tabu search for an unreliable supplier

The best strategy for the inventory system with intermittent demand and no uncer-
tainty in supply is an order-up-to-level inventory management policy with S = 1.
When the results in Table 6 are compared to the results in Table 4, the experi-
mental points can be divided in two categories. For the experimental points 2, 8,
13 and 16, the best strategy is an inventory management policy with a fixed order
quantity Q equal to 10 or more. When a fixed order quantity inventory manage-
ment policy is used, moving averages is always the best forecasting method. For
the experimental points 10, 11, 12 and 14, the best strategy is an order-up-to-level
inventory management policy with S=1, which is the same strategy as found for
the inventory system with a reliable supplier. When the order-up-to-level equal to
1 is the best inventory management policy, no preference for a specific forecasting
method can be found.

6 Conclusions and further research

In this paper, the complexity of an inventory system for intermittent demand is
modeled using a simulation model. Like this, it is possible to predict the properties
of the complete system instead of taking it to pieces and analysing its parts. The
simulation model includes both uncertainty in the demand as in the supply side.
Intermittent demand is a special type of irregular demand. Uncertainty in supply
consists of many aspects, the focus of this paper is on uncertainty in availability.
The supplier alternates randomly between an available and an unavailable state.
When the supplier is available, the order is delivered after the usual lead time.
When the supplier is unavailable, the order is executed when the supplier turns
available again.
A best strategy in combining inventory decision making and demand forecasting
for intermittent demand is determined. When the best strategy for the inventory
system with a reliable supplier is used for the system with an unreliable supplier,
8 of 16 experimental points show a significant difference in total costs. For these
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8 experimental points, a new optimal strategy in combining demand forecasting
and inventory management decision making is determined using Tabu Search. For
four of these points, no better strategy could be determined. For the other four
experimental points, it is better to use a fixed order quantity Q of 10 or more
instead of an order-up-to-level S equal to 1.
A best strategy in combining inventory decision making and demand forecasting for
intermittent demand is determined using the objective of minimising total costs.
However, there are situations in which total costs are not the best decision vari-
able. In future work, it can be interesting to determine a best strategy using a
performance measure as the output measure to optimise. Multi-objective optimisa-
tion, including non-cost but service-oriented performance characteristics, can also
be used to better incorporate the effect on performance measures in the optimal
solution.
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Summary. Cooperative medical diagnosis systems are well suited for the
solving of difficult medical diagnosis problems. The solving of many med-
ical diagnosis problems require knowledge from different medical domains,
which cannot be detained by a single physician or a medical computational
system. In this paper, a novel medical multiagent system called MASM (Med-
ical Assistant Multiagent System) that can help physicians in the diagnosis
processes is proposed. The proposed multiagent system is a complex system,
composed from relatively simple agents that cooperatively with physicians
can solve difficult medical problems. MASM multiagent system can discover
autonomously emergent proprieties, like the necessary cooperation links be-
tween agents and cooperation links between physicians that emerge during
the problems solving. Discovered cooperation links allows to the MASM sys-
tem to self-organize depending on the necessities, in order to increases the
accuracy of the diagnostics elaborated by the physicians and to reduces the
complexity of the diagnosis processes realized by physicians by hiding some
of tasks that must be fulfilled.

Keywords: complex systems, emergent proprieties in artificial and natural sys-
tems, self-organizing systems, intelligent agents, knowledge-based systems, diagnos-
tic accuracy, medical diagnosis systems, multiagent systems, cooperative problem
solving, medical applications, computational methods in medicine, applications to
biology and medical sciences

1 Introduction

Many medical diagnosis problems solving is a difficult task, which require the co-
operation of more medical human specialists and medical computational systems.
Some difficult diagnostics elaboration requires a planning process to that must con-
tribute more physicians with different medical knowledge. For example, we mention
the planning of a surgery intervention for the elimination of a huge tumor. Such
planning process requires the analysis of different situations that can appear during
the surgery intervention (for example, the loss of a huge quantity of blood), to that
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must contribute more human medical specialists. Agents can be useful during such
diagnostics establishment. They can verify different medical hypothesis, established
autonomously by them or required by physicians. Such analyses results may allow
the detection of mistakes that may appear in the physicians’ decisions. For exam-
ple, we mention the suggestion from mistake of a medicine for treating a patient’s
illness, in the situation when the patient is allergic to that medicine.

In this paper, a novel assistant multiagent system called MASM (Medical Assistant
Multiagent System) is proposed. MASM is a complex system, composed from rel-
atively simple agents called assistant expert system agents that cooperatively help
physicians in their work. The assistant expert system agents represent a novel class
of agents developed in our previous researches [14, 28]. Another novelty consists in
the cooperative assistance of the physicians in the medical problem solving processes
offered by the system. The intelligent operation of the system allows the discovery
of emergent properties (cooperation links between agents and cooperation links be-
tween physicians that appear during the problems solving), which has as effect the
partially hiding the complexity of the medical diagnosis problems to the physicians
(the physicians must analyze less informations and data), making easier the diagno-
sis processes and increasing the accuracy of the elaborated diagnostics. Discovered
emergent informations that consists in cooperation links, allows the self-organization
of the agents members of the system in order to improve the efficiency of the prob-
lems solving. A cooperative problem solving team composed from agents is formed
when it is necessary during a problem solving. After the problem is solved, the team
is dropped. The MSAM system can contribute to the solving of different subprob-
lems that appear during the diagnosis problems solving by physicians. Some type of
subproblems that may appear during the diagnosis problems solving are not handled
by other medical computational systems. As an example of a subproblem that may
appear during a diagnostic establishment by a physician, we mention a medical issue
”what is the best-fitted treatment to cure a patient’s illness in a particular condition”.
Assistant expert system agents may help the owner physicians to form cooperative
problem solving teams. In addition, they can mediate the cooperative interaction of
the physicians during the problems solving.

The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 are presented agents and multiagent
systems used for medical problems solving; Section 3 describes previous researches
related with the MASM multiagent system; in Section 4 the novel MASM multia-
gent system is described; Section 5 presents the conclusions of the paper.

2 Agent-based medical diagnosis systems

The capability of a cognitive system consists in the problem solving specializations
detained by the system [1, 4]. The capacity of a cognitive system consists in the
amount of problems that can be solved in deadline by the system using the de-
tained resources [1,4]. Agents represent artificial cognitive systems with properties,
like [2]: increased autonomy in operation, capability of communication and coop-
eration with other systems. The systems composed from more agents are called
multiagent systems [1, 2, 3, 4]. The solving of many difficult problems, require the
cooperation of more agents with different [2] capabilities and capacities, which
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motivate the use of cooperative multiagent systems versus the use of agents that
operate in isolation.

Agents can be endowed with medical knowledge. Many medical agents that can co-
operate with physicians and other agents are proposed [5,6,7,8,10,11,12,13,36,56].
The paper [9] presents the state of the art medical information systems and tech-
nologies at the beginning of the 21st century. The complexity of construction of
full-scaled clinical diagnoses is also analyzed. In the medical domain many type of
medical problems can be solved by human medical specialists, which uses medical
computational systems, some times agent-based medical systems [30]. As examples
of problems, which appear in the medical domain that can be solved by agents, we
mention: medical diagnostics elaborations, medical information collection from dis-
tributed knowledge bases, medical data collection about patients from distributed
databases etc.

A medical diagnosis problem represents the description of a patient’s illness. The so-
lution of the problem represents the identified illness and the proposed diagnostic to
cure the illness. Many medical problems that must be solved in the medical domain
represent subproblems of medical diagnosis problems. As an example of subproblem,
we mention a medical issue whose answer is necessary in a diagnostic establishment.
For example, we mention, the issue ”if exists a more effective medicine to cure an
illness than a medicine known by a physician” (a physician wants to know if exists
a more effective medicine to cure an illness than the medicine known by himself).

Many medical diagnosis systems must have particular proprieties, depending on the
types of the medical problems that they must solve. One of the main proprieties,
which many times is required by a diagnosing system, consists in the adaptability
realized by learning. By learning, a medical computational system may increases
the detained medical knowledge accuracy. Is not always possible to create a system,
which has all the necessary knowledge and the established knowledge has the re-
quired accuracy [1,10,22]. In the paper [8], an intelligent medical diagnosis system
with built-in functions for knowledge discovery and data mining is described. The
implementation of machine learning technology in the medical diagnosis systems
seems to be well suited for medical diagnoses in specialized medical domains. By
learning, a system can autonomously construct medical diagnosis rules that can be
used in diagnosis processes [8].

Difficulties of some medical diagnosis problems motivate the use of medical mul-
tiagent systems for their solving versus medical systems that operate in isola-
tion [52, 14]. Cooperative medical multiagent systems may combine the members’
capabilities and capacities in the problems solving. A medical diagnostic elabora-
tion may have many difficulties that imply the cooperation of more human and/or
artificial medical specialists in their solving [4]. As examples of difficult problems,
we mention the combinations of illnesses where between the illnesses treatments
are dependencies. In the following, are mentioned some difficulties in the establish-
ment of a medical diagnostic. A patient may have a combination of illnesses with
different symptoms. The symptoms of more illnesses may have some similarities,
which make their identification difficult. Symptoms of an illness can be different at
different persons who suffer from that illness. In some situations, a patient does not
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exhibit the typical symptoms of a particular illness even so he suffers from it. In the
case of some illnesses, the causes of the illnesses are not known. A medicine to an
illness may have different effects at different persons who suffer from that illness.
An illness can be in a very advanced stage that makes the diagnostic elaboration
difficult. Difficult medical cases are those in which the patient’s symptoms do not
sufficiently match typical patterns known by physicians. An illness can be insuffi-
ciently known in medicine because it is either new or unusual. In such situations,
the symptoms of an illness may or cannot be interpreted properly.

To model agent systems some methodologies were proposed, like: Him [49], Gaia
[50] and Passi [51]. The paper [6] analyzes different aspects of the multiagent sys-
tems specialized in medical diagnosis. Understanding such systems needs a high-
level visual view of how the systems operate to achieve some application related
purposes. In the paper [6], a novel method of visualizing the behavior of a medical
multiagent system called Use Case Maps is proposed. There is described a process
for designing agent-based systems using a visual technique, that provide a view of
the system as a whole.

In the paper [36], a medical diagnosis multiagent system that is organized according
to the principles of swarm intelligence is proposed. It consists of a large number
of agents that interact with each other by simple indirect communication. The
proposed multiagent system real power stem from the fact that a large number
of simple agents collaborates with the purpose to elaborate reliable diagnostics.
Agents specialized in medical diagnosis can self-organize in order to provide viable
medical diagnoses.

The main motivation that confirms the necessity to use agent-based applications
in medical domains consists in the possibility to combine different technologies in
the same agent body. Agents represent a very promising recent research direction
in medical diagnoses elaborations [11,12,14,36] and fulfilling medical tasks related
with the diagnosis processes. As examples of applications of the agents for fulfilling
medical tasks, we mention: patients monitoring [15], patients management [16,17],
healthcare [18, 19, 55], telehealth [52], spreads simulation of infectious disease [54],
web-enabled healthcare computing [55] and ubiquitous healthcare [19].

3 Related works

3.1 Medical expert system agents

Medical expert systems represent relatively classical applications in the medical di-
agnosis. As examples of well-known medical expert systems, we mention: Mycin [20],
Gideon [38], Cardiag2 [39], Puff [40] and Casnet [41]. Expert systems had some suc-
cess in particular, mainly quite narrow fields of medical expertise, but had problems
to cover broader areas of expertise. Some of the problems related with the expert
systems are their limited [37,2]: flexibility, adaptability, extensibility and coopera-
tion capability. The endowment of the expert systems with cooperation capability
represents an important research direction [2, 37, 10]. In the paper [10], a system
called Feline composed of five autonomous medical expert systems with some pro-
prieties of the agents is proposed. These expert systems cooperate to identify the
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causes of anemia at cats. There is also presented a development methodology for
cooperating expert systems.

In the paper [52], a Web-centric extension to a previously developed expert system
specialized in the glaucoma diagnosis is proposed. The proposed telehealth solution
publishes services of the developed Glaucoma Expert System on the World Wide
Web, allowing physicians and patients to interact with it from their own homes.
The Glaucoma Expert System uses learning algorithms applied on patient data to
update and improve its diagnosing rules.

Medical expert system agents represent a novel class of agents developed in our
previous work [4, 11, 12, 36]. The medical expert system agents are medical ex-
pert systems endowed with agents’ capabilities. A medical expert system agent is
endowed with a medical specializations set. As examples of specializations of a med-
ical expert system agent, we mention specializations in subdomains of: cardiology,
gastroenterology, endocrinology and rheumatology. Expert system agents can per-
ceive and interact with the environment by executing actions in the environment
autonomously. Expert system agents can cooperate in the problems solving with
other agents and physicians, which allows more flexible problem solving versus the
expert systems. If an expert system agent cannot solve a problem (doesn’t have the
necessary capability and/or capacity), then he can transmit the problem for solving
to another agent or physician.

In the papers [12, 48], a cooperative multiagent system specialized in medical di-
agnosis called CMDS (Contract Net Based Medical Diagnosis System) is proposed.
CMDS is a complex system composed from medical expert system agents that co-
operatively solve medical diagnosis problems transmitted for solving to the system.
For the problems allocation for solving, in the CMDS system is used an adaptation
of the contract net problem allocation protocol [1, 3]. Each agent member of the
CMDS system can discover autonomously emergent informations and data, which
allows the establishment of the agents with who must cooperate in order to solve
the overtaken problems.

3.2 Medical ICMA agents

The development of large-scale medical diagnosis systems represents an important
research direction [7,19,11]. In the paper [7], an Internet-based holonic medical diag-
nosis system for diseases is proposed. The holonic medical diagnosis system consists
of a tree-like structured alliance of agents specialized in medical diagnoses, which
collaborate in order to provide viable medical diagnoses, combining the advantages
of holonic systems and multiagent systems.

The software mobile agents are capable to change their location in the network
where they operate, which allows different problems solving using distributed re-
sources [34, 35]. A research direction related with the development of large-scale
diagnosis systems is represented by the approaches based on software mobile
agents [11, 19]. OnkoNet mobile agents described in the literature have been used
successfully for patient-centric medical problems solving [19]. In the paper [19], is
introduced the notion ubiquitous healthcare (any-time/any-place access of health
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services via mobile computing), addressing the access of health services by in-
dividual consumers using mobile agents. This access requires medical knowledge
about the individual health status (relevant recent diseases). The OnkoNet mobile
agent architecture involve architectures on the macrolevel and microlevel as well
as cooperation protocols. The work presented in the paper [19], emerged from a
project covering all relevant issues, from empirical process studies in cancer diag-
nosis/therapy, down to system implementation and validation.

The main disadvantages of the mobile agents are related with their limited [34,35]:
communication capability, protection against network sources and malicious hosts,
intelligence and capability to use knowledge bases in the problems solving. These
disadvantages limit the use of the mobile agents for medical problems solving in in-
secure networks. In our previous researches, a novel mobile agent architecture called
ICMA (Intelligent Cooperative Mobile Agent Architecture) was developed [24, 25].
The proposed mobile agent architecture represents a combination of the mobile
and static agent paradigms. The purpose of the research was the development of
an architecture that allows the creation of mobile agents, which can solve intelli-
gently medical diagnosis problems. ICMAE agents (Intelligent Cooperative Mobile
Agents with Evolutionary Problem Solving Capability) represent a novel class of mo-
bile agents developed in our previous works [31, 32, 33]. ICMAE agents are agents
with the ICMA architecture endowed with problem solving specializations based
on genetical algorithms. ICMAE agents can solve large numbers of problems, using
efficiently problems solving resources distributed in the network [31,32,33].

Advantages of the mobile agents endowed with the ICMA architecture versus some
of the mobile agents described in the literature consist in their increased: communi-
cation capability [25], protection against network sources and malicious hosts [26]
and intelligence [53]. These advantages of the ICMA agents suggest their use for
different problems solving in the medical domain (problems whose solving require
distributed medical information collection and processing).

Medical ICMA agents represent a novel class of medical agents, based on the ICMA
architecture. Medical ICMA agents can diagnoses illnesses. In the paper [11], a large-
scale medical diagnosis system called LMDS (Large-scale Medical Diagnosis System)
is proposed. LMDS is a complex system composed from medical expert system agents
and medical ICMA agents. The agents’ members of the diagnosis system coopera-
tively solve the overtaken diagnosis problems. A medical ICMA agent can cooperate
with other agents in the problems solving. A medical ICMA agent can migrate in
the network with an overtaken problem until will find an agent capable to solve the
problem. The open LMDS system may have a large number of members.

3.3 Medical assistant expert system agents

Medical assistant expert system agents represent medical expert system agents en-
dowed with components, which allow to them to help the physicians during their
work. In (1) is illustrated a medical assistant expert system agent denoted MAESA.
Where: ESA represents the expert system agent part of the agent; C1, C2, . . . , Cn

represent the components that allows the assistance offering to the physicians in dif-
ferent problems solving.
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MAESA =< ESA > + < C1 : C2 : · · · : Cn > . (1)

An assistant expert system agent can help intelligently physicians and other agents
during the problems solving processes. This capability is implemented by the par-
ticular components of the agents. The assistant expert system agents are endowed
with knowledge, about the system in which they operate and knowledge about the
helped agents and/or physicians, which allows the assistance offering.

In the papers [14,28] a cooperative medical agent-based diagnosis system, proposed
for difficult medical diagnosis problems solving called BMDS (Blackboard-based
Medical Diagnosis System) is described. BMDS is a complex system, composed
from: expert system agents and assistant expert system agents. The problems solv-
ing by the proposed diagnosis system is partially based on the blackboard-based
problems solving [29,3].

The effectiveness of the CMDS, BMDS and LMDS multiagent systems demonstrate
that medical expert system agents can be used successfully as members of complex
medical diagnosis multiagent systems. The increased intelligence of the expert sys-
tem agents is proved in [21]. Medical assistant expert system agents used by the
BMDS system, proves that medical expert system agents can be adapted to help
intelligently medical specialists during the medical diagnoses processes. Medical as-
sistant expert system agents require future developments, in order to improve their
limitations related with the endowment with a large quantity of problem solving
knowledge, operation in a distributed environment and efficient solving of a large
variety of problems.

4 The MASM multiagent system

Many medical problem solving require a cooperative multiagent system that can
solve the whole problem or can cooperate during the problem solving with med-
ical human specialists. As an example of difficult medical problem, we mention
the glaucoma identification, diagnosis and therapy [52,53,58,59,60,61]. Glaucoma
is a progressive eye disease that damages the optic nerve, usually associated with
increased intraocular pressure. If left untreated, it can lead to blindness. The glau-
coma is a challenge for the ophthalmologist is not as much the diagnosis itself but
rather the evaluation of the risk for its occurrence and the prediction of disease
progression. In about 70% of the cases, the diagnosis of glaucoma is evident for
ophthalmologists. In preparation for a glaucoma surgery intervention, a very high
amount of information about the patient has to be gathered: medical history and
particular conditions that may influence the surgery outcome. Even in the simplest
case, many factors have to be considered when making a decision for surgery and
the necessary information is difficult to find without strong informational support,
which motivate the use of an assistant multiagent system that may help the physi-
cians in different points of decisions.

In the following, an assistant multiagent system called MASM (Medical Assistant
Multiagent System), composed from a set AS = {As1, As2,. . . , Ash} of assistant
expert system agents that can help a set PH = {Ph1, Ph2,. . . , Phw} of physicians
in they work is proposed. In the following, the assistant expert system agents are
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called shortly assistant agents. Each physician is the owner of an assistant agent (in
the system may exists agents that are not owned by physicians). Figure 1 presents
a physician (denoted Phi) interaction with the proposed multiagent system. The
arrows used in Figure 1 present the types T = {ta, tc} of cooperation. ta is a coop-
eration link between a physician and the owned assistant agent. tc is a cooperation
link between two assistant agents.

tc

ta
Asi

As1

As2

Asn

Phi

Fig. 1. A physician interaction with the MASM system

A physician denoted Phi (Phi ∈ PH) interacts directly only with its owned as-
sistant agent Asi (Asi ∈ AS, Link(Asi, Phi) = ta). Asi can cooperate during its
operation with other assistant agents with who has a cooperation link by the type tc

(in the system may exists assistant agents between who doesn’t exist a cooperation
link). As1, As2, . . . , Asn represent the agents with who Asi can cooperate during
the problems solving.

4.1 MASM system operation

The algorithm MASM Problem Solving describes the cooperative elaboration of a
medical diagnostic (a Pz medical diagnosis problem solving) by a physician denoted
Phi and the agents members of the MASM system. Asi (Asi ∈ AS) represents the
agent owned by Phi (Link(Phi, Asi) = ta). The solution Sz = [Ilz, T rz] of the Pz

problem, represents the patient’s (denoted Patc) Ilz illness and the Trz treatment
that must be applied to cure Ilz.

Algorithm - MASM Problem Solving

{IN : Pz - the diagnosis problem}
{OUT : Sz = [Ilz, T rz] - the solution of Pz}
Step 1. Information collection about the patient.

@Patc personal informations (name, identification number etc) are collected and
transmitted to Asi (Link(Phi, Asi) = ta).
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@Informations about the Patc patient’s illness (the illness symptoms, the history
of the symptoms etc.) are collected by Phi and transmitted to Asi.

@Asi will search for medical informations and data about Patc (Patc past illnesses
descriptions, Patc known allergies to some medicines etc) detained in its medical
database.

@Asi establishes the set AC of assistant agents with who have a cooperation link
by the type tc. Asi transmits to the agents AC the requirement to obtain the
informations about Patc medical history.

@Asi selects from the informations transmitted by the agents AC, the informations
considered useful for Phi (informations that describe Patc past illnesses and differ-
ent medical informations about the patient). These informations are transmitted
by Asi to Phi.

@The rest of the informations are obtained by physical examination by Phi. During
the physical examination, Phi looks for signs of the illness (signs are manifestations
of the illness that the physician can see or feel).

Step 2. Cooperative solving of the problem.

While (Pz solution is not obtained) do

@Phi continues Pz solving. Phi may require investigations such
laboratory tests, X-rays, MRI, computed tomography etc.

If (Phi requires the help of Asi) then

@Asi plans how can fulfill the requirement of Phi cooperatively
with assistant agents with who has a cooperation link by type tc.

@Asi tries to realize the requirement of Phi.

If (Asi succeeded to realize the requirement of Phi) then

@Asi announces Phi about the obtained results.

else

@Asi announces Phi about its incapability to fulfill the
requirement.

EndIf

EndIf

If (Asi establishes the assistance that can offer to Phi) then

@Asi plans how can help Phi.

@Asi helps Phi based on the elaborated plan.

EndIf

EndWhile

@Let Sz = [Ilz, T rz] be the solution obtained by Phi.

Step 3. Formation of the problem solution.
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@Phi transmits the identified illness and the established treatment to Asi.

If (Asi finds mistakes in Sz) then

@Asi announces Phi about the observed mistakes in Sz.

If (Asi can suggests measures that eliminate some of the mistakes) then

@Asi suggests to Phi the measures that can offer solution to the
elimination of some of the mistakes.

EndIf

@Phi eliminates the mistakes from Sz. If is necessary Phi

cooperates with Asi.

@Let Sz = [Ilz, T rz] be the reviewed solution.

EndIf

Step 4. Validation of the problem solution.

@Phi validates Sz. During Sz validation, Phi may require Asi help.

EndMASMProblemSolving.

A problem solving statement contains a set of medical informations and data ob-
tained during a diagnosis problem solving. The general form of a problem solving
statement is illustrated in (2).

< [St1 : 1 : ty1 : nr1]; [St2 : 2 : ty2 : nr2]; . . . ; [Stm : m : tym : nrm] > . (2)

In St = {St1, St2, . . . , Stm} can be retained informations and data obtained during
a diagnosis problem solving. St1, St2, . . . , Stm from (2) may have a single value or
a list of values. As examples of an Sta (Sta ∈ St) parameter value (values), we
mention: an Ila illness specification, Ila symptoms, Ila syndromes, past illnesses
of the patient, a Dla diagnostic proposed to cure Ila etc. To each parameter Sta,
that can contain effective medical information is associated a numerical value a (a
is unique in the parameters’ identifying numbers’ list), tya specifies a type of infor-
mation and/or data that can be retained in Sta, and nra = {mina, maxa} specifies
how many values (minimum and maximum number) can be retained in Sta.

For example, we mention [Stf : f : tyf : nrf ] completed during a diagnosis prob-
lem solving with [Depression, Increased appetite, Headache, Cough, Insomnia : 5 :
symptoms : {1, more}]. Depression, Increased appetite, Headache, Cough, Insomnia
is a list of symptoms. f = 5 specifies that [Stf : f : tyf : nrf ] is the 5th parameter
in the parameters list specified in the general form (2). ty5 = symptoms specifies
that Stf contain symptoms. nrf = {1, more} specifies that in Stf can be retained
a list of symptoms (at least one symptom).

Retaining the medical informations and data related with a diagnosis problem solv-
ing using the form (2), allows to the assistant agents to quickly and precisely identify
the types of informations detained about the problem solving. An assistant agent
based on the parameter identifier, knows with which parameter of the preconditions
of its diagnosing rules must try to fit in order to establish an applicable rule. The
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types of medical informations and data that can be retained in (2), are established
based on the specifics of the illnesses that are diagnosed by the system (infectious
disease for example). Initially, a problem solving statement contains informations
that describes an illness (for example, initially are known about the diagnosed ill-
ness only the symptoms enumerated by the patient). During the solving of the
problem, the problem solving statement is changing, by adding new informations
and data by agents. Physicians can add, remove and modify knowledge in a prob-
lem solving statement. The physicians can make decisions that are more rational
in difficult medical decisions versus the artificial agents. An artificial agent may be
unable to make rational decisions when the decisions elaboration requires knowl-
edge, that is not detained by him or there are uncertainties that are not observed
or cannot be handled by the agent. A final problem solving statement contains the
established diagnostic. During of a problem solving some of the parameter values
may not be completed (for example, is not necessary to retain the history of the
diagnosed illness symptoms).

An Asb assistant agent diagnosing knowledge used in medical diagnoses elaborations
is composed from a set Rl (3) of diagnosing rules.

Rl = {Rl1, Rl2, . . . , Rlg}. (3)

An Rlh (Rlh ∈ Rl) diagnosing rule has the form (4).

Rlh : Prech → Postch. (4)

Prech and Postch have parameters that specify informations, which describe dif-
ferent aspects of a diagnosis process. In Prech and Postch appear a set Par (5) of
parameters (some of the parameters specified in (2)).

Par = {Par1, Par2, . . . , Pary}. (5)

A Pare (Pare ∈ Par) parameter in (5) has the form (6).

Pare = [Ste : e : tye : nre]. (6)

Ste contains medical informations and/or data. tye represents the type of medical
informations retained in Ste. nre represents the number of values retained in Ste.
e is a natural number, which specify the same type of information that specify e
in (2). If Pare appear in the precondition of a rule, then it specify conditions that
must be fulfilled for the applicability of the rule in whose precondition appear. If
Pare appears in the postcondition of a rule, then it specifies informations that must
be added into the problem solving statement (for example, a supposed illness or
a suggested treatment), which represent the informations about the problem that
is diagnosed, if the precondition of the rule is verified. When an agent overtakes a
medical diagnosis problem for processing, it will identify a diagnosing rule whose
postcondition specify informations that can be added into the problem solving state-
ment. The knowledge contained in a problem solving statement is understandable
to the physicians, they can modify it by adding, modifying or retracting knowledge.

An assistant agent may present a problem solving statement in an understandable
form to the physicians if is required, process that may suppose the organization and
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filtering of the informations. During a diagnosis process (the solving of a medical
diagnosis problem by a physician), a physician can interact with the MASM system
in different points of decisions, in order to obtain the solutions of different subprob-
lems that have appeared or to increases the decisions accuracy. Figure 2 presents
the points of interactions between a physician denoted Phi and the assistant multi-
agent system MASM, in order to identify a patient’s illness and establishes a proper
diagnostic to cure the illness. During the diagnostic establishment, Phi interacts
directly only with the owned assistant agent Asi (Asi ∈ AS, Link(Asi, Phi) = ta).
If is necessary, Asi can interact with other assistant agents with who have a co-
operation link by the type tc. Asi has a knowledge base that contains different
informations about Phi and the members of the MASM system with who have a
cooperation link.

About Phi, the owned assistant agent Asi detains informations, like:

- Phi specialization in medicine;
- Phi working program;
- the medical history of the patients of Phi;
- data about other physicians (specialization in medicine, working program etc.)

that use the system, with who Phi usually cooperates in the diagnoses elabo-
rations (require and/or offer advices from/to them).

About an Ask (Ask ∈ AS) assistant agent, the assistant agent Asi (Asi ∈ AS,
Link(Asi, Ask) = tc) may detains informations, like:

- Ask specialization. For example, specialization in information searches about
physicians. As an example, Ask may be capable to find physicians specialized
in cardiology;

- the knowledge representation language used by Ask in the detained knowledge
representation. A knowledge representation language allows the representation
of the used knowledge [3].

An Asi (Asi ∈ AS) assistant agent can offer autonomously assistance to its owner
physician denoted Phi (Link(Phi, Asi) = ta), based on the knowledge detained in its
knowledge base and the informations known about the diagnosis problem that is cur-
rently solved by Phi. In the assistance offering, Asi can cooperate with other agents.

A physician denoted Phi may transmit subproblems to its Asi (link(Asi, Phi) = ta)
owned assistant agent, who if is necessary cooperates with a set Asj , Asv, . . . , Asq

of agents in order to solve them (Asi have a cooperation link by the type tc

with Asj , Asv, . . . , Asq). The received results by Asi from Asj , Asv, . . . , Asq will
be transmitted to Phi. Phi establishes the diagnostic based on its different obser-
vations and the results obtained from Asi.

As examples of subproblems of a diagnosis problem, we mention:

- a supposed Ilc illness. Phi requires to Asi to analyze if a patient has the Ilc
illness, based on the patient’s illness description;

- the medical ontology known by Asi. A medical ontology represents a dictionary
of used terms in the medical domain [42]. As examples of developed medical
otologies described in the literature, we mention: Galen [43], Umls [44], OntHoS
[19], LinkBase [45], Tambis [46] and Gene [47].
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Fig. 2. Summary of a cooperative diagnosis elaboration

Figure 3 presents a difficult medical diagnosis problem solving complexity distribu-
tion between more physicians and the MASM system. Problem presents the problem
that must be solved. Ph1, Ph2,. . . , Phj represent the physicians that contribute
to the problem solving. As1, As2,. . . , Asb represent the assistant agents (owned by
Ph1, Ph2,. . . , Phj , and may contain agents that are not owned by physicians) that
contribute to the problem solving by helping the physicians during the problems
solving.
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Fig. 3. Problem solving complexity distribution in the MASM system

An assistant agent can cooperates with other agents in order to collect medical
knowledge and medical informations about patients. As examples of medical infor-
mations that can be collected by an Asi (Asi ∈ AS) agent about a patient, we
mention the descriptions of the patient’s medical history and the patient’s current
known illnesses. As examples of medical knowledge that can be collected by an
Ask (Ask ∈ AS) agent, we mention: an illness description (the symptoms of the
illness), a new medicine that can be used to cure an illness; the success of different
diagnostics applied to cure an illness.

An Asi assistant agent can verify the correctness of a problem’s solution obtained
by its owner physician denoted Phi. Asi knows the problem that is solved by Phi

(the problem description is transmitted to the assistant agent). If is necessary Asi

may cooperate with other agents. For example, a physician specialized in general
medicine and an agent specialized in general medicine can try to establishes si-
multaneously a diagnostic to cure an illness. The assistant agent can compare the
obtained solutions. If the solutions differ, the assistant agent announces the physi-
cian about the uncertainty of the correctness of the obtained solution.

4.2 Cooperative diagnoses elaborations by physicians and agents

The MSAM system can contribute to the solving of different subproblems
that appear during the diagnosis problems solving by physicians. Some types of
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subproblems are not handled by other medical computational systems. In the fol-
lowing, is considered that the MASM system is used by a set PH = {Ph1, Ph2, . . . ,
Phr} of physicians. AR = {As1, As2, . . . , Asr} (AR ⊆ AS) denote the assistant
agents owned by Ph1, Ph2, . . . , Phr. An assistant agent can manage intelligently the
cooperation between the owner physician and other physicians. In the following, there
are presented two cooperation scenarios. The scenario called Cooperative Finding of
the Answer to a Medical Issue describes a medical issue cooperative solving by more
physicians assisted by the MASM system. The scenario called Cooperative Finding
the Solution of a Diagnosis Problem describes how the MASM system finds the physi-
cians capable to solve cooperatively a medical diagnosis problem.

The Scenario of a Medical Issue Solving

Studies prove that under the same circumstances and based on the same informa-
tion, judgments of the two physicians only match on 78% of the cases, which points
to the necessity of further judgements or opinions [8]. In the following, is considered
the situation when a physician denoted Phi (Phi ∈ PH) wants to find the opinion
of more physicians about a medical issue. As an example of medical issue, we men-
tion a hypothesis related with a diagnostic to cure an illness, in order to establish
an answer with a higher accuracy. The cooperative finding of an accurate answer
to the issue, doesn’t suppose self-organization in the system. Scenario - Cooperative
Finding of the Answer to a Medical Issue describes the cooperative finding of the
answer to the medical issue denoted mi emitted by Phi.

Scenario - Cooperative Finding of the Answer to a Medical Issue

Step 1 - The medical issue transmission to the physician’s assistant agent.

Phi(mi) ⇒ Asi.

Asi establishes the physicians Ph1, Ph2, . . . , Phk considered capable to
answer to mi.

Asi establishes the agents As1, As2, . . . , Ask owned by Ph1, Ph2, . . . , Phk.

Asi(mi) ⇒ [As1, As2, . . . , Ask].

Step 2 - The medical issue transmission for the obtaining of the answer to it.

@mi handling by As1.

If (As1 establishes that Ph1 is available) then

As1(mi) ⇒ Ph1.

Ph1(mi, rp1) ⇒ As1.

else

As1 establishes rp1 autonomously.

EndIf

As1(mi, rp1) ⇒ Asi.

@mi handling by As2.
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If (As2 establishes that Ph2 is available) then

As2(mi) ⇒ Ph2.

Ph2(mi, rp2) ⇒ As2.

else

As2 establishes rp2 autonomously.

EndIf

As2(mi, rp2) ⇒ Asi.

. . .

@mi handling by Ask.

If (Ask establishes that Phk is available) then

Ask(mi) ⇒ Phk.

Phk(mi, rpk) ⇒ Ask.

else

Ask establishes rpk autonomously.

EndIf

Ask(mi, rpk) ⇒ Asi.

Step 3 - Establishment of the answer to the issue.

useful = AsiFilter(rp1, rp2, . . . , rpk).

Asi(mi, useful) ⇒ Phi.

Phi establishes the answer to mi based on the useful knowledge.

Step 4 - Learning from the received responses.

learned = AsiLearn(rp1, rp2, . . . , rpk).

EndMedicalIssueSolving

” ⇒ ” denote the transmission of a message by a source to a destination (where:
source and destination can be agents or humans). Phi transmits mi to its owned
agent denoted Asi (Link(Phi, Asi) = ta). Asi based on its detained knowledge
establishes the physicians Ph1, Ph2, . . . , Phk considered capable (have the nec-
essary medical specialization and are available) to answer to mi. Asi will trans-
mit mi to the assistant agents As1, As2, . . . , Ask owned by the choused physicians
Ph1, Ph2, . . . , Phk (Asi have a cooperation link by the type tc with As1, As2, . . . ,
Ask). As1, As2, . . . , Ask will overtake the responsibility to transmit mi to their
owner physicians and send back the answer to Asi. mi is transmitted by an assis-
tant agent to the owner physician only if the physician is available. rp1, rp2, . . . , rpk

represent the responses to mi. As examples of answers that can be received by Asi

from an agent Asj (Link(Asi, Asj) = tc) owned by Phj (Link(Phj , Asj) = ta),
we mention: Asj have established that Phj is unavailable, Phj answer to the issue,
specification that Phj cannot answer to the issue. From the received responses,
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Asi filters the useful responses (contains the physicians responses to the issue). Asi

can learn from the received responses. learned represents the learned knowledge by
Asi. As examples of informations that Asi can learn, we mention: what physicians
are usually unavailable, what physicians can answer fast to different issues etc. The
knowledge denoted useful obtained after the filtering process is transmitted to
Phi. Phi will establishes the answer to mi based on the useful knowledge received
from Asi.

The Scenario of a Medical Diagnosis Problem Solving

In the following, is considered the situation when a physician denoted Phi could not
solve a medical diagnosis problem denoted Pq . In order to solve the problem, Phi

must cooperate with other physicians. Cooperation scenario - Cooperative Finding
the Solution of a Diagnosis Problem describes the cooperative solving of Pq by a set
of physicians helped by the MASM system. In order to solve the problem there are
two types of self-organizations at different levels. The first type of self-organization
is realized at the level of the assistant agents. The second type of organization is
realized at the level of the assistant agents’ owner physicians.

Scenario - Cooperative Finding the Solution of a Diagnosis Problem

Step 1 - The problem initial handling.

Phi(Pq , D) ⇒ Asi.

Asi establishes the physicians Ph1, Ph2, . . . , Phm considered capable
to cooperate in order to solve Pq .

Asi establishes the As1, As2, . . . , Asm agents owned by Ph1, Ph2, . . . , Phm.

Asi(Pq, D) ⇒ [As1, As2, . . . , Asm].

Step 2 - The analysis of the problem solving.

@Establishment if Ph1 will cooperate in the Pq solving.

As1 verifies if Ph1 is capable to cooperate in the Pq solving.

If (Ph1 is available) then

As1(Pq, D) ⇒ Ph1.

Ph1 establishes if will cooperate in the Pq solving.

Ph1(Pq, rp1) ⇒ As1.

else

As1 establishes rp1 autonomously.

EndIf

As1(Pq, rp1) ⇒ Asi.

@Establishment if Ph2 will cooperate in the Pq solving.
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As2 verifies if Ph2 is capable to cooperate in the Pq solving.

If (Ph2 is available) then

As2(Pq, D) ⇒ Ph2.

Ph2 establishes if will cooperate in the Pq solving.

Ph2(Pq, rp2) ⇒ As2.

else

As2 establishes rp2 autonomously.

EndIf

As2(Pq, rp2) ⇒ Asi.

. . .

@Establisment if Phm will cooperate in the Pq solving.

Asm verifies if Phm is capable to cooperate in the Pq solving.

If (Phm is available) then

Asm(Pq, D) ⇒ Phm.

Phm establishes if will cooperate in the Pq solving.

Phm(Pq, rpm) ⇒ Asm.

else

Asm establishes rpm autonomously.

EndIf

Asm(Pq, rpm) ⇒ Asi.

Step 3 - The cooperative physicians’ team formation.

useful = AsiFilter(rp1, rp2, . . . , rpm).

Asi(Pq, useful) ⇒ Phi.

Phi based on the informations useful will establishes the set of physicians
denoted Pt with who will cooperate in the Pq solving.

Phi(specification of the set Pt of physicians) ⇒ Asi.

Asi announces the physicians Pt about their acceptance in the cooperative
problem solving team.

Step 4 - Solving of the problem by physicians helped by their owned agents.

Pq is solved cooperatively by the set Pt ∪ {Phi} of physicians
interloped by their owned agents. Sq the solution of Pq is formed.

Sq is validated by the set Pt ∪ {Phi} of physicians.

EndMedicalDiagnosisProblemSolving
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Phi requires the help of the owned Asi assistant agent (Link(Phi, Asi) = ta) in
finding physicians with who can cooperate in the Pq solving. Asi will establish the
Ph1, Ph2, . . . , Phm physicians considered capable to solve cooperatively with Phi

the Pq problem. D represents the medical domain (domains) in which is considered
that the diagnosed illness is included. rp1, rp2, . . . , rpm represent the responses (ac-
ceptance or rejection) of the physicians Ph1, Ph2, . . . , Phm to Phi requirement to
cooperate in the Pq solving. After that, Asi will manage the cooperation of Phi

with the set Pt (Pt ⊆ PH) of physicians. In some of the interactions, the physi-
cians can use as interloper their owned agents. Pq solution denoted Sq is formed
and validated, cooperatively by physicians from the set Pt ∪ {Phi} of physicians,
who are specialized in the medical domain (domains) in which the identified illness
(illnesses) is included.

As examples of assistance that an Asi agent can offer to its owner physician denoted
Phi (Link(Phi, Asi) = ta) in a Pq medical diagnosis problem cooperative solving
by Phi with the set Pt = {Ph1, Ph2, . . . , Phm} of physicians, we mention:

- Asi can transmit known information to Ph1, Ph2, . . . , Phm without consulting
Phi. For example, may transmit medical information about the patient whose
illness is diagnosed cooperatively. However, is not necessary for Phi to specify
explicitly all the details to Ph1, Ph2, . . . , Phm required in the Pq solving;

- Asi can add autonomously the ontology of the used terms in a message trans-
mitted by Phi to another physician Phv. For example, may add alternative
names of the same medicine.

4.3 Advantages of the MASM system

More physicians can use the proposed MASM system. Each physician interacts di-
rectly only with its owned assistant expert system agent, the rest of the system’s
member agents are hidden to him. Each assistant agents know how must cooperate
with some other agents to offer the necessary help to its owner physician. Coop-
erative agents teems are formed when they become necessary during the problems
solving.

More physicians using as interlopers their owned assistant agents, can form teams in
order to solve cooperatively medical diagnosis problems or just establishes answers
to different issues. The cooperation links between physicians are established by the
assistant agents during the problems solving. The assistant agents of the physicians
are responsible for the cooperative medical teams’ formations. In addition, they
can assist intelligently the physicians in their interaction. Cooperative physicians’
teams are formed when they become necessary.

The proposed assistant multiagent system cannot substitute the physicians, but
the cooperative problems solving with the physicians, may increases the accuracy
of the elaborated medical diagnostics by the physicians. A final diagnostic estab-
lishment and validation in the case of an illness is the responsibility of a physician.
By cooperation, the human and artificial thinking advantages in the problems solv-
ing are combined. Physicians can elaborate decisions using their medical knowledge
and intuition formed in time. However, they can diagnoses difficult illnesses. The
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diagnostics accuracy and elaboration time can be improved, if in some points of
decisions, the physicians use the MASM system that can verify medical hypotheses
and execute different actions autonomously, in order to make the physicians work
easier.

An assistant agent’s specialization contains the description of the help that can
offer the agent to the physicians and other agents. An assistant agent can be en-
dowed with new specializations; the inefficient specializations can be eliminated or
improved. New assistant agents can be introduced in the multiagent system. The
adaptation of a cooperative multiagent system in the efficient solving of a prob-
lem many times is easier than the adaptation of an agent that solves the same
problem [1,2,3].

5 Conclusions

The solving of many medical diagnosis problems is a complex task that may require
diagnosing knowledge from different medical domains, which cannot be detained by
a single physician or an individual medical computational system. Recently devel-
oped medical agents and medical multiagent systems, prove that they represent an
efficient approach for many diagnosis problems solving [27, 24, 23, 28, 11, 12, 14, 36].
Agents may solve medical tasks, related with the diagnostics elaborations and treat-
ments fulfilling. As examples of applications of the agents for fulfilling medical tasks,
different from medical diagnoses, we mention: patients monitoring and management
[15,16,17], healthcare related problems solving [18,19,55,12] and telehealth [52].

In this paper, we have proposed a novel assistant multiagent system called MASM
(Medical Assistant Multiagent System) that can help more physicians during the
medical diagnosis problems solving. MASM is composed from medical assistant
expert system agents, which cooperate in order to discover difficult medical diag-
nosis problems solutions. Difficult medical cases are those in which is difficult the
illnesses identification and the corresponding efficient treatments establishment.
Medical assistant expert system agents represent a novel class of agents developed
in our previous researches [14,28]. Assistant expert system agents represent an adap-
tation of the medical expert system agents [4, 11, 12, 36] developed in our previous
researches, in order to help flexibly physicians and other agents in the problems
solving. The application of the medical assistant expert system agents presented
in [14, 28], demonstrates that they can be used as members of complex medical
multiagent systems.

The proposed MASM multiagent system is a complex system, composed from rel-
atively simple agents that cooperatively with physicians can solve medical diag-
nosis problems. MASM multiagent system can autonomously discover emergent
proprieties, like cooperation links between agents and cooperation links between
physicians, which allows to the system to self-organize, in order to help the physi-
cians to solve more efficiently and accurately the medical diagnosis problems. The
MASM system reduces the complexity of the diagnosis processes elaborated by the
physicians, by hiding some tasks during the diagnosis processes. The main novelty
related with the developed system consists in the particular intelligent assistance
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of the physicians during the problems solving. The intelligence of an artificial com-
putational system can be measured how ”well” (flexibility, accuracy, efficiency, ca-
pability to handle uncertainties) the system can solve complex problems.

One of the purposes of some developments of complex systems consists in the effi-
cient solving of difficult problems by them. The MASM multiagent system is illus-
trative in this sense. Represents a solution for the physicians helping during medical
diagnosis problems solving by decreasing the complexity of the medical tasks that
the physicians must fulfill. The system is capable to self-organize in order to handle
the complexity of the problems solving.
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Summary. In the course of researching timetabling problems for complex
distributed systems this article applies the multi-agent paradigm of compu-
tations and presents a correspondent mathematical model for university’s
timetabling problem solution. The model takes into account dynamic na-
ture of this problem and individual preferences of different remote users for
time and location of classes. In the framework of that model authors pro-
pose an original problem-oriented algorithm of multi-agent communication.
Developed algorithm is used as a foundation for the distributed software sys-
tem AgentTime. Based on multi-agent JADE platform AgentTime provides
friendly graphical interface for online design of time tables for universities.

Keywords: timetabling, multi-agent algorithms, distributed systems

1 Introduction

In many modern branches of computer science, operations research and enterprise
management, which deal with complex machine-human interactions and decision
support we can recognize similar transitions from the paradigm of complete ratio-
nality and stable properties of systems to the new paradigm of the bounded ratio-
nality and emergent system properties [1]. Such properties are not predetermined
by developers or researchers, but become visible during self-organization processes
inside the system. Studies of natural self-organizing systems and development of
artificial self-organizing systems exploit the principal idea of synergy in complex
systems, originally proposed by H. Haken [2]. Synergy means that the complex sys-
tem comprised of cooperative entities has qualitative preponderance in comparison
with individual entities. We believe that among various applied tasks scheduling
represents an interesting problem which should be considered within the synergic
framework of self-organization of complex systems.
In modern society time scheduling plays the outstanding role because any schedule
defines the well-formed obligation, which enables to carry out authentic planning of
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activities for a separate person, and whole industrial systems as well. Timetabling
represents an important research activity in the scheduling theory, and focuses on
such problems as optimal lecture’s schedules in educational institutions, week cyclic
schedules of plane’s flights within the framework of several airports, week or daily
schedules of railway transportation, etc. For all these problems the interval of time,
inside which the given set of jobs should be fulfilled, is known beforehand. Thus,
the minimum of the schedule’s length is not usually considered as a primary goal, –
other ’system-scope’ criteria are used for estimation of quality of the schedule having
been built. For example, in an educational institution the timetable design process
should achieve the following goals: minimization of maximal length of a working day,
minimization of the number of the ’holes’ in the schedules of groups and professors,
maximal satisfaction of personal professor’s preferences to the time and location of
classes, etc. In the current situation, when many educational institutions rapidly
grow in size, and distribution scale, wide application of effective software systems
for distributed solution of timetabling problems becomes very important.
At present there are many various algorithms for drawing up the time tables in
universities. The fundamental approaches are based on the well-known linear and
integer programming paradigms [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. However, several researches
of 80s have shown that the integer programming is not equally effective from the
point of view of the calculations volume. The high computational costs make integer
programming poorly attractive to the large tasks of timetable design, because that
method does not guarantee productivity, when the sizes and complexity of tasks
grow [5], [9].
Last twenty years have shown the increased interest of the researchers to devel-
opment of the approaches for the design of timetables with use of various meta-
heuristics [5], like simulated annealing, Tabu Search, genetic algorithms (GAs), and
their hybrids [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [21]. It is affirmed, that among oth-
ers, GAs have larger capacity, and allow to find the greatest number of the feasible
solutions [17], [18], [19]. Nevertheless, when GAs are exploited, there are difficulties
in the description of controlling parameters, in definition of exact roles of crossover
and mutations, as well as in analysis of convergence [20].
The majority of the considered approaches follow the paradigm of centralized pre-
determined systems, such approaches do not allow the authonomous users govern
the process of timetable design. In complex distributed and evolving systems like
modern virtual universities and peer-to-peer communities, that shortcoming makes
impractical classical methods, and demands new timetabling principles. These prin-
ciples should take account of real-time user’s preferences, assume only partial and
fuzzy knowledge of individual participants, and should adapt well to complex chang-
ing environments. A multi-agent approach represents a successful paradigm for
those kinds of problems, when an optimal or quasi-optimal solution is built in
the result of interaction of large number of autonomous computational entities
with local partial knowledge and individual preferences. Cooperative design of the
timetable in the multi-agent system represents an exemplification of the synergy in
complex systems.
In general, for timetabling applications several types of multi-agent algorithms are
suitable. The first type of algorithms includes economics-based models of interac-
tion [3], [22], [23]. The second one consists of various generic algorithms for solu-
tion of Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problems (DCSP) [24], [25]. But the
most effective al-gorithms, comprising the third type, were specifically designed for a
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particular sched-uling problem. Such specialized algorithms apply all domain- or
problem-specific information and show unbeaten productivity. The results are known
[26], [27], [28], [29], where authors propose problem-specific algorithms of agent’s in-
teraction for themeeting scheduling.Although such algorithmsfitwell the timetabling
model, and have attractive computational efficiency, their direct application for uni-
versity’s time-tabling is not so straightforward and requires additional efforts.
In the given article authors propose new multi-agent algorithm for university’s
timetabling, and describe basic principles of the distributed system AgentTime,
based on that algorithm. Presentation of the results has the following structure.
Section 2 describes the mathematical model of university’s timetabling, which in-
cludes user’s preferences. Section 3 gives overview of the corresponding multi-agent
algorithm for the design of timetables. In section 4 certain topics of AgentTime’s
software imple-mentation are considered. Overview of results and discussion are
presented in Section 5.

2 The Proposed Mathematical Model For the
University’s Timetabling Problem

The exact mathematical statement of the university’s timetabling problem forms
the basis of our own multi-agent algorithm for design of the educational schedule.
For the sake of generality we use the term ’teacher’ to denote different kinds of
university employees (e.g. professors, instructors, etc), the term ’stream’ to denote
a stream, and the term ’subject’ to denote different kinds of student’s subjects.
Also we give the same name of user to all of the stakeholders of the schedule (e.g.
the teachers and student’s groups). In our mathematical model we will use the
following designations.

Student’s groups and Streams: G - the set of group’s identifiers. | G |= γ - the
total number of groups. g ∈ G - the unique identifier of the group. Each group
belongs to one stream at least. Some streams can consist of a single group, but
in most cases several groups form a stream with the following constraints:
1. All groups of the same stream exploit the same classrooms for lectures.
2. Lectures are delivered to all groups of the stream at the same time.
3. Each stream has as minimum one lesson.

R - the set of stream’s identifiers. | R |= ρ - the total number of streams.r ∈ R
- the unique identifier of the stream. Each single group can be treated as a
separate stream, thus ρ ≥ γ. Rr ⊂ G - the stream. C = {C1,C2, . . . ,Cρ} -
the set of the streams.

Teachers: P - the set of unique teacher’s identifiers. p ∈ P - the unique teacher’s
identifier.

Timetable users: Union of the group’s set and the teacher’s set gives us the set
of the timetable users: M = G

⋃
P , m ∈ M – the unique identifier of the

timetable user.
Time: W - the set of the days of the week.w ∈ Wg - the certain day of the

week. Wg ⊂ W = {1, 2, . . . , 7} - the set of learning days for the group g,
j ∈ J = {1, 2, . . . , 8} - the lesson’s number.
T = {(w, j) | w ∈ W, j ∈ J} - the set of timeslots, which are the elementary
units in the timetabling problem. For example, the timeslot (1, 2) means the
second lesson on Monday. For each timetable user m the set of free timeslots
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T+
m ⊂ T is known. The set of denied timeslots T−

m ⊂ T is known also. We assume
the obvious constraints are true (i.e. T+

m

⋃
T−

m = T and T+
m

⋂
T−

m = ).
Subjects: In our model teachers conduct lectures and manage practical exercises.

Lectures are delivered to the whole stream, while practical exercises are or-
ganized for a single group only. Also some practical exercises impose restric-
tions on allowable classrooms, like computer or chemistry labs. To describe
all these pecularities, let’s introduce the following mathematical structures:
Sr = {1, 2, . . . , σr} - the set of lecture’s identifiers delivered to the stream;
sr ∈ Sr - the unique lecture’s identifier; Qr = {1, 2, . . . , Θr} - the set of prac-
tical exercise’s identifiers organized for the stream r; qr ∈ Qr - the unique
exercise’s identifier. Each lecture’s assignment can be uniquely identified by a
pair (r, sr) ∈ RS, and

RS = {(r, sr) | r ∈ R, sr ∈ S} (1)

The total number of lecture’s assignments is computed as follows:

| RS |=
ρ∑

r=1

σr (2)

Each exercise’s assignment is uniquely identified by a triple (r, gr, qr) ∈ RGQ,
and

RGQ = {(r, gr, q) | r ∈ R, gr ∈ Cr, q ∈ Qr} (3)

The total number of exercise’s assignments is computed as follows:

| RGQ |=
ρ∑

r=1

| Cr | × Θr (4)

where | Cr | - is the total number of groups in the stream Cr.
For further analysis differences between lectures and practical exercises can be
neglected and the united set of subjects E will be used:

E = RF
⋂

RGQ (5)

Curriculum consists of subjects’ assignments for each of the teacher during one
semester (fall) in the following form:

δ : E → P

δ(e) =

{
δ1(e), e ∈ RS
δ2(e), e ∈ RGQ

δ1 : RS → P
δ2 : RGQ → P

(6)

where P – the set of teachers; RS – the set of lecture’s assignments; RGQ –
the set of exercise’s assignments.
For example, δ1(1, 2) = 4 means, that teacher 4 delivers lecture 2 for stream 1,
and δ2(1, 2, 4) = 7 means, that teacher 7 manages practical exercise 2 for group
4, included into the stream 1. Given the curriculum δ, we can easily compute
the total number of subjects Em assigned to the teacher (or the group) with
the identifier m:

Em = {e | m ∈ P ∧ σ(e) = m}
⋃

{e = (r, s) | r ∈ R ∧ s ∈ Sr}
⋃

⋃
{e = (r, q, m) | m ∈ Cr ∧ q ∈ Qr} (7)
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Room’s stock: this resource consists of laboratories, lecture halls and classrooms
available for the subjects in the university. It is modeled by the set A of unique
room’s identifiers. For each element of the set of subjects E, a subset of per-
mitted rooms Ae is selected: Ae ∈ A .

The primary goal of the timetabling problem in our model is formulated as looking
for the feasible mapping from the set of subjects E to the set of timeslots T:

τ : E → T (8)

For example, mapping τ (1, 2) → (4, 4) means that subject 2 for stream 1 will
be given on Thursday during the fourth lesson. Related with the mapping τ , the
mapping α should assign a classroom for each subject:

α : E → A (9)

where E – the set of subjects; A–the set of classrooms.
For example, mapping α(1, 2) → 101 means that subject 2 for stream 1 will be
conducted in the room 101.
Constraints for the university’s timetabling problem are defined as follows.

1. The teacher can conduct only one subject at the single timeslot.

∀p ∈ P,∀e1, e2 ∈ E : (e1 �= e2 ∧ δ(e1) = δ(e2) = p) ⇒ τ (e1) �= τ (e2) (10)

2. In one classroom only one subject can be given at the single timeslot.

∀a ∈ A,∀e1, e2 ∈ E : e1 �= e2 ∧ α(e1) = α(e2) = a ⇒ τ (e1) �= τ (e2) (11)

3. Each group has no more than one subject at the single timeslot.

∀g ∈ G :
(e1 = (γ1, . . . ), e2 = (γ2, . . . ) ∈ E ∧ g ∈ Cr1 ∧ g ∈ Cr2 ∧ e1 �= e2)

∨
∨

(e1 = (. . . , g), e2 = (. . . , g) ∈ E ∧ e1 �= e2) ⇒ τ (e1) �= τ (e2)
(12)

Subject’s priority reflects the obvious fact that not all subjects have identical im-
portance within the framework of educational process. As such, it is necessary to
set the priority order among different subjects, so subjects with higher priority will
borrow the best time and location. In our model the priority is modeled as the
partial order on the set of subjects E:

e1 � e2 ⇔ U(e1) ≥ U(e2) (13)

where e1, e2 ∈ E;
U(e) =| Me | +k1(e) + k2(e) + k3(pe) – the ’utility’ of the subject e;
Me = {m | (e = (r, s) ∈ RS∧m ∈ Cr)∨(e = (r, q, m) ∈ RGQ} – the total number
of groups for those the subject e is given;
k1(e) ∈ {0, 5, 10} – the measure of the subject’s importance for the stream (0–
optional, 5–important in general, 10–important for the stream);
k2(e) ∈ {0, 2} – the level of the subject (0–undergraduate, 2–graduate);
pe = p, σ(e) = p – the teacher’s identifier;
k3(pe) ∈ {0 . . . 5} – the estimation of the novelity level of the material given by the
teacher pe.
User’s Preferences comprise the important part of our model. Each preference is
modeled by a numeric value from the range [0, 1]. Value 0 corresponds to the least
desired alternative, and value 1 corresponds to the most desired alternative. The
model includes two kinds of the user’s preferences:
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1. preferences of the user m ∈ M for the best time of the subjects:

f1
m : Em × T+

m → [0, 1] (14)

2. preferences of the user m ∈ M for the best location of the subjects:

f2
m : EAm → [0, 1] (15)

where EAm = {(e, a) | a ∈ Ae ∧ e ∈ Em} – the set of feasible pairs ’subject–
classroom’.

We use an evident representation of the user’s preferences in the form of graphics
tables (Figs. 1, 2). The darker color denotes the more preferable alternative (in
respect of time or location).

Lesson’s number, j

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Mon       

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri      

Sat         

D
ay

s 
o

f 
th

e 
w

ee
k

, 
w

Sun         

Fig. 1. Preferences of the user m for the desirable time of subjects, f1
m.

Classroom, a 1 2 3 4 5 

2

mf

Fig. 2. Preferences of the user m for the desirable location of subjects, f2
m.

Criterion of timetable quality generalizes several partial criteria, and evaluates the
solution found, namely the pair of mappings τ (e), α(e). The first partial criterion
evaluates the sum of the user’s preferences for the time of the subject e:

F (τ )1e =
∑

m∈M

f1
m(e, τ (e)) → max (16)

The second partial criterion evaluates the sum of the user’s preferences for the
location of the subject e:

F (α)2e =
∑

m∈M

f2
m(e, α(e)) → max (17)

The generalized criterion is constructed as follows:

F (τ, α) =
∑
e∈E

(F (1e) + F (2e)) → max (18)

The solution of the described problem consists of the found mappings τ, α, assuming
that all constraints are satisfied, and the generalized criterion has a maximum value.
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3 The Multi-Agent Algorithm For Timetable Design

We took for the basis of our algorithm the well-known multi-agent algorithm
MSRAC for meetings scheduling by A. Ben Hassine et all. [29]. Although some
correspondences still remain, our algorithm is specifically designed for a quite dif-
ferent problem of university’s timetable design, and together with the time schedule
it gives also the occupancy schedule for the classrooms.
In our algorithm we recognize two roles of agents: agents-organizers and agents-
participants. The agent’s structure also mimics the application domain, so we clas-
sify all agents as teachers, groups and classrooms. Agents-teachers play the role of
the organizer; agents-groups and agents-rooms play the role of the participant. The
numbers of agents-teachers and agents-groups correspond to the real numbers of
the teachers and the groups in the university. One agent-room corresponds to all
classrooms in the context of the single time table. Collective search for the best
time and location of the study involves communication between different agents.
For each study the agent-teacher performs a set of actions, comprising the following
state diagram (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. The state diagram of the agent-teacher’s algorithm.

The agent-teacher performs state transitions in accordance with the description
given below:

1. Ask when avail. That is the first state in the algorithm. The agent-teacher sends
to all agents of groups the query WHENAVAIL with the subject’s identifier,
requesting available time for that study. The agents of groups answer by the
message USERAVAIL, in which they inform when the agent is free, and has
available time for the study. If all agents have informed the answer, then the
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agent-teacher finds intersection on time. If the intersection is empty, then the
agent comes the final state imposs meeting.
a) Imposs meeting. In that state the agent-teacher founds itself if intersection

of available for other agents times is empty and the total solution was
failed. The study is marked as ’having no solution’.

2. Ask subj prefs. In that state the agent-teacher requests preferences for time
and location (the message EVALUATE). The agents of the groups reply own
preferences in the message SUBJPREFS. The agent-teacher sorts received pref-
erences for time and for location in accordance with criteria (16) and (17).

3. Propose time. The agent-teacher selects the first timeslot from the ordered list
of the preferences, and sends it along with the subject’s identifier to the agents
of groups inside the message TIMEPROPOSAL. In response the agents of
groups analyze own agendas. If the proposed timeslot is free in the agent’s
agenda, the agent gives the positive answer, sending the message ACCEPT.
Else the agent compares the priority of the subject in the agenda with the
priority of the subject in the message. If the priority of the message’s subject is
greater, then the agent accepts new proposal and sends the message ACCEPT.
In the opposite case the agent sends the message REJECT. The agent can
apply the metropolis criterion [29] for decision making when the priorities are
equal. In the case of total acceptance of the proposed timeslot, the agent-teacher
passes to the next state Propose location; in default the agent remains in the
state propose time, and chooses the next timeslot to negotiate. If all timeslots
were rejected, it means that the decision for the currently selected subject does
not exist, and the agent-teacher passes to the state (3–àa) Solnot found.
a) Solnot found. In that state the agent-teacher founds itself if all proposed

for timeslots were rejected by the agents of groups, and the total solution
was failed. The study is marked as ’having no solution’.

4. Propose location. The agent-teacher sends the sorted list of classrooms to the
agent of classrooms inside the message LOCPROPOSAL.That message contains
also the subject’s identifier and the timeslot’s identifier. Using own occupancy
list, the agent of classrooms searches for the first classroom in the list, which is
available for the timeslot given or occupied by the subject with a lower prior-
ity. If the search is successful, and the classroom is found, in reply to the agent-
teacher the agent of class-rooms sends the message ACCEPT with the identifier
of the room found. In the failure case the agent of classrooms sends the reply RE-
JECT. Once the positive ACCEPT reply is received, the agent-teacher moves to
the next state. In the result of REJECT receiving the agent returns to the state
propose time for selecting the available timeslot for the study.

5. Fix meeting. If the agent-teacher occurs in that state, it means that both the
timeslot and the classroom for the subject were successfully found. In the result
the agent-teacher sends to all other agents the message FIXMEETING with the
identifiers of the subject, the timeslot, and the classroom. If the agent-group does
not have assignment for the received timeslot, the timeslot is fixed. By a simi-
lar way the agent of classrooms fixes the location. If the received timeslot (or
the classroom) is occupied, the agent discards assignment of the subject with
lower priority, and sends to the agent-teacher the message CANCEL MEETING,
which is forwarded further to other agents in order to modify their agendas.

In the states (1), (2), (3) and (4), if some agents did not send the answer dur-
ing a predefined time period, the agent-teacher places the subject being under
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consideration into the list of the cancelled subjects, to retry attempts later. Once
all agents-teachers finish state processing, the common schedule is considered to be
complete. One important feature of our algorithm is that of the partial timetable
is always available. The complete timetable, including all the subjects, sometimes
simply does not exist. In such a case, however, the considered algorithm will build
the consistent time table, with some subjects of low priority ignored.

4 Implementation Details of the Software System
AgentTime

The described mathematical model and the multi-agent algorithm were applied
during design and implementation of the software system for time tabling called
AgentTime. AgentTime uses rich communication and agent-life cycle capabilities
of Java-based JADE multi-agent platform [31], and has highly distributed software
architecture (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. The software architecture of AgentTime timetabling system.

Flexible multi-tier architecture of the system supports simultaneously multiple
timetable design sessions and interaction of multiple agents. In AgentTime agents
indirectly communicate with each other by passing the messages in accordance with
a problem-specific ontology (Table 1).
Interaction of the agents during the design of timetable can be illustrated by the
UML sequence diagram in Fig. 5. In AgentTime apart from previously mentioned
types of the agents we use the dedicated ServerAgent which is responsible for com-
munication with external data sources, logging and other technical tasks.
Different users of AgentTime can interact with the system using different end-
user tools, including web-browsers and PDAs. The mostly used way of interaction
assumes application of applet-based graphical interfaces (Fig. 6), but also JSP-based
interfaces are available.
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Fig. 5. The UML sequence diagram of the algorithm.

a)

b)

Fig. 6. Examples of AgentTime’s graphics interfaces: a – assignment of preferences;
b - representation of the ready timetable.
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Message Semantics

WHENAVAIL Inquiry to the agent-group for available timeslots

USERAVAIL Agent’s response to the message WHENAVAIL.
The message contains the vector with available timeslots.
Format: (a11 a12 . . . a18 a21 a22 . . . a28 . . . a71 a72 . . . a78),
where aij ∈ {0, 1} (0–a weekend, 1– a working day).

IMPOSSMEETING The message to the server agent about impossibility to find
the time table for the subject with id sbj id. Format: (sbj id).

EVALUATE Inquiry to the agent of group for the time and location pref-
erences related with the subject sbj id. Format: (sbj id).

SUBJPREFS Agent’s response to the EVALUATE. Format:
(sbj id (w11w12 . . . w18w21w22 . . . w28 . . . w71w72 . . . w78)
((L1 p1)(L2 p2) . . . (Ln pn)))), where 0 ≤ wij ≤ 1(i =
1, 7, j = 1, 8) – evaluation of i-th day of week and j-th
lesson; 0 ≤ Lk ≤ 1(k = 1, n) – the number of classroom;
0 ≤ pk ≤ 1, 0 ≤ k ≤ n– the preference of the classroom Lk.

TIMEPROPOSAL The agent-teacher proposes the time for the subject sbj id.
Format: (sbj id (d p)), where d - the day of the week; p - the
number of the lesson.

LOCPROPOSAL The agent-teacher proposes the location for the subject
sbj id. Format: (sbj id (L1 L2 . . . Lk)), where Lk(k = 1, m)
– the identifier of the classroom. The classrooms are sorted
in accordance with the preferences.

ACCEPT/REJECT Agent’s response to the message TIMEPROPOSAL (AC-
CEPT or REJECT). If the proposal is accepted the message
contains the classroom’s identifier. Format: (L), where L - is
the id of classroom.

FIXMEETING Inquiry to fix the timeslot and the location for the subject
sbj id. Format: (sbj id (d p) L), where d - the day of the
week; p - the id of the lesson; L - the id of the classroom.

CANCELMEETING Notification about cancelling a conflicting subject. Format:
(sbj id (d p) L), where d - the day of the week; p - the id of
the lesson; L - the id of the classroom.

Table 1. Multi-agent ontology for timetable design.

5 Discussion

This article focused on the important problem of time tables’ design for educa-
tional institutions in presence of multiple autonomous stakeholders. To tackle this
problem in the context of modern distributed and highly dynamic universities we
proposed the original mathematical model and correspondent multi-agent algorithm
for iterative timetabling in presence of different subjective preferences for time and
location of subjects. The theoretical considerations become a foundation for devel-
opment of the multi-agent software system AgentTime. That system facilitates dis-
tributed time planning allocatiing timeslots and classrooms during communication
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of authonomous agents. Such approach directly corresponds to modern trends in
studies and development of complex self-orginized systems.
The developed algorithm belongs to the class of domain-specific multi-agent algo-
rithms and exposes good performance metrics. Analysis shows that in the case of
single computational node computational complexity of the algorithm C for allo-
cation of timeslots and classrooms can be estimated as follows:

C ≤ S × T0(ng, nl) × log2 S.

In this equation S - is the number of subjects, T0(ng , nl) – a constant determined
by the problem’s conditions.
If AgentTime is distributed among P ≤ C computational nodes, then estimation
of processing time tp will be tp ≤ C

P
= S

P
× T0 × log2 S. In the extreme case, when

P = S, tp will not be greater then T0 × log2 S.
Comparing our results with other known approaches to multi-agent algorithms for
timetabling like the algorithm MSRAC [29] , we can note that our system is capable
of solving a more general problem, allocating not only timeslots, but classrooms
also. With a few modifications proposed model and algorithm will be suitable for
managing other important resources as well. At the same time we need to improve
theoretical background of our algorithm to rigorously prove the optimality of the
solutions found in terms of the criteria (17) and (18).
In the nearest time we are going to perform wide-area field experiments with Agent-
Time to test its robustness and quality of timetabling in real conditions of the
complex university. We are also interested in extending the proposed mathematical
model and software implementation of AgentTime with other approaches to multi-
agent coordination. In this context application of the paradigm ’Controller-Variable
Agent’ [30] is seemed to be very promising.
This work was partially supported by Russian Fund of Basic Researches (grant #
07-07-00058).
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Summary. Modelling emotion has become a challenge nowadays. Therefore,
several models have been produced in order to express human emotional ac-
tivity. However, only a few of them are currently able to express the close rela-
tionship existing between emotion and cognition. An appraisal-coping model
is presented here, with the aim to simulate the emotional impact caused by
the evaluation of a particular situation (appraisal), along with the consequent
cognitive reaction intended to face the situation (coping). This model is ap-
plied to the “Cascades” problem, a small arithmetical exercice designed for
ten-year-old pupils. The goal is to create a model corresponding to a child’s
behaviour when solving the problem using his own strategies.

Keywords: emotion modelling, decision making, appraisal-coping model

1 Introduction

As the study of emotion is becoming crucial today, in several fields of study such as
neurology or psychology, computer science is getting more and more involved in the
process of finding new models for representing emotions. Since the middle of the
19th century, psychologists, biologists, but also neurologists have tried to produce
models designed to unravel the emotional processes. Scientists like Bechara and
Damasio [3] have even proved that human emotional activity has an indispensable
impact on decision making.
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The aim of this article is to globally draw the picture of the latest models of emotion
in computer science, starting from a psychologist point of view. The appraisal-
coping model will be presented more precisely, as well as an existing application
example. Afterwards, we will present a small toy problem illustrating a decision
making problem, using the appraisal-coping strategy. Eventually, a small conclusion
will introduce future aspects to be developped and other prospects.

2 State of the art

From the most recent approaches of emotion modelling, two major cognitive types
of research models have been developed: hierarchical and componential models [1].

According to the hierarchical approach, emotions have their origin from early stages
of development. Indeed, emotions are hierarchically organised with numerous dis-
crete emotions at a basic level and emotional dimensions at a higher level. Funda-
mental emotions like thirst or fear are elements intended to build more sophisticated
emotions, ending up with very complex feelings such as jealousy or pride [7]. Emo-
tions at the basic level have an important adaptive function and are directly linked
to the body stimuli and effectors.

In componential models, emotions have qualitatively different facets [23]. The so-
called ”emotional response triad” is composed of the three main components for
the emotion production: subjective experience, peripheral physiological responses
and motor expression, to which some theorists include two other components, cog-
nitive and motivational. The componential approach deals with the relative role
assigned to each of these components. Then, emotions are created by stepping
through all parts of the process, from the cognitive perception, until the actual
response. Lazarus [13] and Scherer [20] are usually associated with this approach.

3 Appraisal Theories

Appraisal theories suggest that emotion is the result of underlying mechanisms
including the subjective evaluation of the significance of a situation and its organ-
ism circumstances (appraisal), and the coping mechanisms that guide and provide
adaptive responses (Frijda, 1986 [9]; Lazarus, 1991 [14]; Scherer, 1984 [20]; Scherer,
Schorr & Johnstone, 2001 [24]; Smith & Lazarus, 1990 [26], 1993 [27]). As noted
by Gratch and Marsella [10]: ”Appraisal theories posit that events do not have sig-
nificance in of themselves, but only by virtue of their interpretation in the context
of an individual’s beliefs, desires, intentions and abilities”. The significance of an
event is supposed to be evaluated on a number of criteria such as its relevance for
one’s well-being, its conduciveness for one’s plans and goals, and the ability to cope
with such consequences.

In the framework of the Scherer’s Component Process Model (Scherer 1984 [20],
2001 [24]), Sander, Grandjean & Scherer (2005 [19]) describe emotion “as an episode
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of interrelated, synchronized changes in the states of all or most of the five organ-
ismic subsystems3 in response to the evaluation of an external or internal stimulus
event as relevant to major concerns of the organism.”, (p.318). From this point of
view, rather than static and basic states of the organism (e.g. Ekman, 1984 [8];
Izard, 1971 [11]), emotions are a dynamic process whose components are the cogni-
tive component which function is the evaluation of objects and events, the periph-
eral efference component which regulates the system, the motivational component
which prepares and guides the actions, the motor expression component which
steadies communication of reaction and behavioral intention, and the subjective
feeling component which monitors the internal state and environment interaction.
In other respects, this model postulates that changes in one subsystem will tend to
elicit related changes in other subsystems.

3.1 Appraisal-coping example

Based on the appraisal-coping approach, several new models have been conceived
(see figure 1). Gratch & Marsella [10] have produced a domain independent model
using cognitive maps. This model is intended to manipulate appraisal variables to
analyse the present and past situations, and to design the future decisions to make
and the coping strategies to adopt. Generally speaking, the appraisal-coping ap-
proach offers a very precise model of cognitive and emotional processes in decision
making (previous works have been carried out on this subject, see for example [16]).

On the one hand, the environment is appraised with respect to one’s goals and
beliefs. This evaluation is realised through a certain number of variables defining
the different appraising dimensions to be taken into account, such as the relevance
(Does the event require attention or adaptive reaction?) or unexpectedness (Was
the event predicted from past knowledge?).

On the other hand, one has to cope with the situation appraised before by using
coping strategies. The different strategies offer a great range of possibilities, from
the perfect control of the situation until the total resignation when facing the prob-
lem.The coping outcome alters the person-environment relationship not only by
modifying the environment itself related to the problem, but also by changing the
interpretation and willing through emotional aspects.

In order to represent the information about the situation, Gratch & Marsella [10]
use causal maps. In the following scenario (figure 2), an oncologist, Dr. Tom, is
supposed to help an eleven-year-old boy, Jimmy, for his stage 4 inoperable can-
cer, either by giving him morphine (which relieves the pain but hastens death) or
leaving him suffer (and letting him prolong his life). A causal map (see figure 2)
represents the past and present situations, as well as the possible decisions to make
and their expected consequences.

3 Organismic subsystem (and their major substata are the following): Information
processing (Central Nervous System-CNS-), Support (CNS, Neuro-Endocrine
System, Autonomic Nervous System), Executive (CNS), Action (Somatic Ner-
vous System), Monitor (CNS), from Sander, Grandjean & Scherer (2005, [19].
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Fig. 1. The cognitive-motivational-emotive system. Adapted from Smith an
Lazarus (1990, [26]).

This causal map can evolve with the modification of the parameters. For example,
UJim is how Dr. Tom appreciates Jim’s desirability for the corresponding event.
This value can be updated after the coping process, dealing with emotional as-
pects. Once Dr. Tom re-appraises the consequences of his decision (by decreasing
the probability parameter of the ”Death hastened” event), he accepts to give Jim
morphine, following Jim’s mother request.

Fig. 2. Dr. Tom’s causal interpretation at the end of the scenario.

However, the major problem when using this technique happens to be the storage
of the information taken from the environment. In fact, we have two options.
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The first option is to put all the information we need explicitly on the object to
be evaluated. For instance, if an individual is watching a photograph of his wife
and kids, the variables indicating pleasantness or pride are to be described on the
photograph. With this method, each object in the environment is clearly identified
as pleasant or mysterious or annoying, etc. The implementation is therefore easier,
and the possibility of interacting with the emotional representation of the object is
hence trivial. The main problem is a lack of flexibility, especially if more than one
individual has to evaluate the same object.

The second option is the internal storage of the objects data, directly into the brain,
using a memory strategy (Tulving et al., 1972 [29]). With this technique, memory
is divided into several categories, each of which stores different kind of information.
On the one hand, the long-term memory system is composed of the episodic memory
(i.e. it refers to knowledge of episodes and facts that can be consciously recalled and
related) and the semantic memory (underlying absolute knowledge and language; se-
mantic memory is context-independent). On the other hand, the short-term memory,
also known as working memory stores the current context-related data.

For each of the above options, emotion is supposed to be triggered from the appraisal
processes. Indeed, the evaluation activity requires knowledge, and emotion is part of
the memory processes of encoding, storage and retrieval (Tulving & Thomson, 1973
[30]). For modelling purpose, we assume that memory is split into three categories :

• The semantic or factual memory which stores the global knowledge of the world
and the information considered to be facts, like ”Paris is the capital of France”.

• The episodic or autobiographical memory which contains the personal events
that happened in an individual’s life. This type of memory is strongly linked
with a spatio-temporal context.

• The working memory is the current dynamic representation that an individual
has in mind when solving a particular problem.

Each time a memory element is encoded (i.e. added into the brain), it is stored along
with the current emotional learning context et0 . Later on, when the information
is required and must be found in the memory, the current emotional context et

will be compared to the former emotional learning context related to the required
memory item. If the old emotional context equals the current one (i.e. if et0 = et)
the retrieval mechanism will be facilitated. On the contrary, if the two values are
different (et0 �= et), the retrieval process will be made more difficult.

4 Application example

4.1 The “Cascade” problem

The “Cascades” problem is a puzzle-like situation in which the goal is to fill up the
grid with numbers according to the following instruction: “Each box contains the
sum of the numbers situated above it. Look for the missing numbers in the grid”.
The initial state and the first step are presented hereafter (figure 3).
Ten-year-old children will be invited to solve the problem. In order to study how the
emotions are elicited over the course of the problem, emotional manifestations will
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Fig. 3. The “Cascades” initial grid and the first solving step.

be recorded without interruption during the problem-solving activity. In line with
the work of Clément & Duvallet (2007 [6]), we will focus on two kinds of response
components: the physiological – electrodermal activity – and the expressive – facial
expressions – components.

Although the definition of emotions remains controversial, some researchers distin-
guish emotions and other related notions as mood or personnality traits on the basis
of their behavioral time course and intensity: emotions are defined as short-lived
behavioral dispositions, moods are of longer duration and lower intensity, while
personality traits reflect relatively stable behavioral tendencies.

Nevertheless, it is generally assumed that emotions may be evaluated by three kinds
of responses: the physiological responses which the electrodermal activity and the
heart rate are the most widely used, the expressive responses including facial, vo-
cal, gestural and postural expressions and the subjective responses based in part on
verbal report (see Bauer, 1998 [2]; Boehner, DePaula, Dourish, & Sengers, 2007 [4],
for critical reviews).

Concerning the physiological component, and in particular the electrodermal activ-
ity, the study of Pecchinenda and Smith (1996) provides psychological significance
of spontaneous skin conductance activity. In that work, participants were given
to solve a set of anagrams which difficulty was manipulated by both the objective
difficulty (easy, moderately, difficult, extremely difficult) and the amount of time
available to solve the problems (30 vs. 120 seconds). The authors demonstrate that
the skin conductance activity during problem solving is correlated to the appraisals
of coping potential: in a difficult problem, appraisals of coping potential based on
self-report are especially low and produce selective disengagement of the task, yield-
ing reduced skin conductance activity. The spontaneous electrodermal activity is
interpreted as reflecting task engagement (Pecchinenda, 2001 [17]).

Moreover, the results of Clément and Duvallet (2007 [6]) support the idea that
skin conductance activity is a convergent measure of appraisal-related processes
and that facial expressions reflect the appraisals of the events according to their
conduciveness for the goal (Kaiser & Wehrle, 2001 [12]; Scherer, 1999 [21]; Smith,
1991 [25]; Smith & Scott, 1997 [28]).
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4.2 The appraisal-coping model

The appraisal-coping model adaptation to the “Cascades” problem (see figure 4)
allows us to analyse in a more accurate way the children’s cognitive emotional ac-
tivities. The appraisal step deals with the evaluation and the prediction of the plan
selected by the child in order to solve the problem. According to this appraisal
step, the child will fill in a hexagon, following his selected plan, or correct a previ-
ous result, or if the appraisal step leads to a bad evaluation, he will change his plan
(we observe that the exercice instructions are interpreted in many different ways,
especially for children with school difficulties).

The coping strategy is the actual decision a child will take with respect to his pre-
vious choices. The coping process is usually accompanied by an emotional reaction
which depends on the appraisal consequences. For instance, if the child decides to
reinforce his strategy, his emotional state will be positive. On the contrary, if he
continually changes his plans, the situation will end up with a progressive disen-
gagement for the task.

Fig. 4. The appraisal-coping model applied to the ”Cascades” problem.
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5 Conclusion and prospects

Contrary to the classical models which study cognition in a ”cold” way, indepen-
dently from any emotional process, we are now trying to unravel the mysteries un-
derlying the emotion-cognition interaction. This new challenge makes researchers
produce a new generation of cognitive models, based on more accurate systems,
such as the appraisal-coping approach. The multidisciplinary work carried out so
far allows us a better understanding of emotion mechanisms, by bringing out two
complementary approaches:

• The produced model aims to analyse the experimental data.
• The experimental data come to strengthen or question the existing model.

As a future work, the strategies selected in the coping process are to be exam-
ined more precisely, in order to extract cognitive-emotional individual profiles, and
especially when it comes to help pupils with school difficulties.
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